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INTRODUCTION
The metropolitan area of Beirut, usually referred to as Greater Beirut Area (GBA) is the core
of the service-based economy of Lebanon with one third of the population and contributes in
excess of two thirds of the total value added in the economy. The city and its metropolitan
area, however, suffer severe traffic congestion, a result of an extremely deficient
transportation system. This implies high economic losses and deteriorating air quality. As
sustained growth of the service-oriented economy is underpinned by efficient infrastructure,
Beirut needs to improve the operational and economic efficiency of its urban transport
system.

In its heyday, Beirut had an extensive urban transport system including a well-developed bus
system and even a trolley-bus system. Due to the prolonged period of conflict this
infiastructure deteriorated. Also, over the last two decades major changes have occurred in
Lebanon's demography due to urbanization and displacement of residents from the South and
relocation of businesses from Beirut to various locations along the coast. These have resulted
in important changes in traffic pattems throughout the Greater Beirut Area (GBA), which, in-
turn, generates severe congestion both in and around Beirut and particulafly at the
connections with the coastal highway to the north and south. The problem of congestion is
exacerbated by a heavy reliance on the use of private cars, which amounts to approximately
300,000 cars for a population of some 1.2 million in the GBA (about 250 cars per 1000
inhabitants). Over 70 percent of total motorized person trips, more than half of which are
home-to-work, are made by private car. Shared taxis account for nearly 20 percent of all trips,
while just 10 percent of the population is served by privately and publicly operated bus
services. In addition, latent travel demand is high and would materialize with improving
supply of transport capacity.

For Beirut to develop as a competitive regional center for finance, trade, services and tourism,
it should have an efficient transport system. To this end, the Government prepared a
comprehensive Greater Beirut Area Transportation Plan (GBATP) which addresses the most
serious urban transport issues, analyzes needed investments through the year 2015, and
recommends a large phased investment program. The prioritization and phasing of this
program, which will be the largest single investment need in Lebanon over the next ten years,
will require a significant planning, consensus building, and resource mobilization effort.

The Beirut Urban Transport Project (BUTP) is an element of the GBATP. Other projects are
anticipated to be implemented to address the issues related to public transportation as
described below in the GBATP background and summary section. The BUTP has been
proposed to provide the fundamental urban transport apparatus needed to address part of the
extremely diverse and complex transport issues the city faces. The project consists of
establishing a traffic management organization; constructing of grade separations at highly
congested intersections; and parking provision and controls.

Financial support for the proposed project is being sought through a loan from the World
Bank. Loan provisions dictate the preparation of an environmental assessment for the
project. The present report (Volume 2) contains the technical appendices that are an integral
part of the overall Environmental Assessment report (Volume 1).
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GBATP BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY
Seventeen years of war sustained by Lebanon has had grave negative consequences on the
economic frame of the country: destruction of buildings and infrastructure networks.
accumulated delay of public investments, and lack of town planning control.

In the absence of public transport, which nearly disappeared during the war, private cars and
taxi services provide today the (quasi) only traveling means for Beirut inhabitants. The road
network is congested by bottlenecks that can paralyze some vital thoroughfares of the city for
hours. Chaotic parking in central areas reduces the capacity of the street network and makes
pedestrian trips especially onerous. For Greater Beirut inhabitants, traveling in the city is a
costly experience in time as well as money. Bad traffic conditions form a stumbling hurdle
against developing interaction and they seriously handicap the restarting of the economy.

Urgent measures should be taken to reestablish acceptable traffic conditions in Beirut in order
not to annihilate the first benefits of the reconstruction works. They should be completed by a
long-term policy that will enable Greater Beirut to meet future needs.

Greater Beirut in 1994

Collecting- recent and reliable data about Greater Beirut population and urban economy is a
prerequisite task of any planning activity. Preparation of the transportation plan has
necessitated the execution of numerous surveys of traffic, trips, and land use in the
Metropolitan Region. A large-scale socio-economic survey has thus been carried out.
comprising a sample of 4300 households.

The study area included the territories spreading from Nahr El Damour to the South to Nahr
el Kalb to the North, below an average 400 m altitude. It covers 23 000 ha. The GBA was
populated by 1,165,00 inhabitants in 1994, with some 400,000 of them within Municipal
Beirut. Due to the destruction of Beirut Downtown and to war years insecurity, new business
and commercial centers have developed outside the City, and suburban areas have been
intensely urbanized.

Few and Polarized Trips

With 1,500,000 motorized person trips executed every day in Greater Beirut area (900.000 of
which by inhabitants of the Region), Greater Beirut is a metropolitan area where people did
not travel much in 1994 (0.79 daily motorized trips per inhabitant of Beirut City compared to
1.21 twenty five years earlier), and mainly for work (55% are work trips). Car ownership in
Greater Beirut is quite high reaching 250 per 1000 population, resulting in a strong reliance
on the automobile. Less than 1% of the trips were served in 1994 by the Public Transport
Company. Automobile use is prominent, with 90% share of the total trips (71% for private
cars and 19% for taxi-services). Traffic volumes along a number of road axes are very high.
reaching 200.000 per day.
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AN IMMEDIATE ACTION PLAN (IAP) TO RESPOND TO URGENT
NEEDS
The emergency measures proposed in the inmmediate Action Plan (IAP) aim at restoring
tolerable traffic conditions in Greater Beirut Area without additional costly infrastructure
works nor extra right-of-way.

The First Fold: Traffic System Management
Greater Beirut road network suffers from many insufficiencies: lack of network hierarchy,
traffic lanes invaded by chaotic parking and intersections without signals. If better managed.
the network can cope with much higher traffic volumes than it accommodates today.

The methodology used to prepare the Immediate Action Plan has relied on a functional
analysis of the network and on a set of network simulations allowing the testing of various
alternatives. It has led to optimum network utilization ensuring the best efficient use of the
existing network.

Emergency measures are concentrated on a limited number of corridors that accommodate the
main part of the traffic. The basic network candidate for traffic management measures is 200
Km long (107 Km in Municipal Beirut, 93 Km in suburbs). A clear hierarchv will be
established among the various streets according to their role (through traffic versus local
access). The circulation plan will be reviewed to increase network capacity.

The main intersections of the built-up area will be signal controlled. Parking will be
prohibited along a number of major axes and systematically banned in the vicinitv of
intersections. A signing plan will guide drivers and facilitate traffic management. Spot
improvements (grade-separations for instance) will be executed on a limited number of
intersections whose level-of-service cannot be sufficiently improved relying on less drastic
measures.

The investment cost of the traffic management scheme proposed in the IAP reaches about
US$ 20 million.

Proposed traffic improvement measures integrate the proposals made for restructuring the bus
network. Bus Transport will directly benefit from the new street organization.

A large public information campaign will be launched, since an active participation of users is
one of the main conditions to make the Immediate Action Plan a success. It will be followed.
by strict enforcement of the traffic code.

The present scattering of responsibilities is a serious handicap to successful implementation
of an overall traffic policy. A close coordination of responsible governmental and municipal
departments will have to be ensured. Municipal technical departments in charge of traffic
management will be established.
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The Second Fold: Restarting A Public Transport System
Traffic improvement in Greeter Beirut Area cannot be obtained without setting up an efficient
public transport system. Many users have no cars. and taxi-services cannot answer mass
transit needs. Reliance on the automobile solely will progressively increase congestion.

The transport supply provided by the Public Transport Company (OCFTC) was reduced in
1994 to nearly nothing. Many buses have been damaged during the war and a part of the
depots are the same. Only 25 buses carrying every day less than 20,000 passengers were
operating in 1994. A number of privately operated buses provided transport services, but
without any coordinated planning or any system coherence.

More expensive and a source of permanent congestion due to their anarchical and
uncontrolled operation, taxi services (traditional jitney service in Beirut) have quickly grown
in number. They provide the main supply for public transport. Captive users of public
transport are today confronted with a quite restricted transport supply and this can partially
explain the low level trips per person observed in Greater Beirut.

Restarting a modem mass transit system necessitates institutional and technical measures:

Only a Metropolitan Transport Authority is able to plan, organize, and control a public
transport system: Selecting the lines to serve, the level of service to ensure. and the operators.
Controlling the quality of service is undoubtedly under the responsibility of public authorities.
and a specialized body should be instituted to assume this role. Conversely. network
operation itself should be largely open to competition. But this is not contradictory with the
maintaining and the upgrading of a public transport company. The target should be to provide
users with a good service at the lowest cost.

Future public transport network should be designed as a coherent system including trunk bus
lines (13 of which are proposed in the Immediate Action Plan along the heaviest demand
corridors), complementary feeder bus lines and taxi services lines. Taxi-services will continue
to play an important role in the short-term to meet transport needs, but they should be strictly
organized and controlled (stations and lines).

The implementation action of a trunk bus network in Greater Beirut will necessitate purchase
of about 400 buses, to equip 3 depot-garages and to set up complementary facilities. The total
investment cost of this program has been estimated at US$ 100 million, with an estimated
annual patronage of 80 million passengers.
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A LONG TERM PLAN TO ANSWER FUTURE NEEDS

Challenges of the Future
Beirut revival as a large international metropolis necessitates to plan a transportation system
well suited to this ambition. In 2015 (retained study horizon) Greater Beirut will be populated
with about 2 million inhabitants who will enjoy an income level and a vehicle ownership rate
much higher than today. Beirut Central District (BCD) would have been rebuilt and it would
have recovered its former role of largest service and business center of Greater Beirut Area.
Other secondary centers would have been developed in the outskirts of Beirut, allowing to
reorganize and restructure Beirut suburbs.

The division of the city into two parts would have disappeared. Exchanges would have been
re-established with all neighboring countries. creating intense goods and people flows.

Trips by Greater Beirut residents shall grow by more than twice during the next 20 years and
reach an average value of 1.75 daily motorized trips per person in 2015. Combining all these
trends, trip demand should reach nearly 5 million daily motorized person trips in Greater
Beirut by 2015, that is more than 3 times the present value.

Options for the Future
Facing the huge future needs, Greater Beirut possesses a number of characteristics liable to
orient decisions regarding transport systems, notably the choice between road and mass
transit.

o Beirut urban agglomeration is very dense in the city itself as well as in its suburbs.
Residential densities exceed 500 inhabitants/ha in some neighborhoods. This high
density may present difficulties in searching for road alignments and liberating the
necessary right-of-way, but it also satisfies a prerequisite for setting up a rapid mass
transit system.

O Greater Beirut area owns an urban and natural heritage comparable to that of many
large world cities. Mountains are at the door of the built up area. Network alignments
would have to integrate this constraint and be respectful to the environment.

Two Contrasted Scenarios
In order to highlight possible network structure altematives and assess their performance, two
contrasted scenarios have been constructed, the first privileges road network development. the
second integrates the construction of a rapid mass transit system in dense areas.

These scenarios have been tested and operation simulations have been carried out,
highlighting peak hour traffic on road network, load on mass transit lines, and average access
time by each to the poles of the Metropolitan Region. Construction cost of proposed networks
has been estimated. An optimal scenario has been defined, based on both technical and
financial considerations, in a manner which allows to maximize the respective advantages of
the two tested scenarios.

Mass Transit, a Necessity of the Future

Computer simulations demonstrate that, in the absence of a modem mass transit system,
meeting future needs will remain an illusion. Devoted to serve the dense areas of the
Metropolitan Region, in the first place, a rapid mass transit network is necessary to solve
future trip problems of Greater Beirut Area.
64G'OEUVEKABLE Nk.23VIw25may mme 5
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LONG TERM MASS TRANSIT NETWORK

Targets
The long term mass transit network should provide all inhabitants of the dense agglomeration
with a mass transit line on its own right-of-way less than 1 Km from home. It will thus supply
an attractive alternative to the automobile, and public transport will ensure an easy access to
the large development poles of this area (BCD, Airport). The proposed network should enable
mass transit (taxi services excluded) to capture about 26% of total daily motorized trip
market.

Components
The long term mass transit network include:

o A regional commuter service line that will use the rehabilitated railway line Saida-Beirut
Tripoli, from Damour to Jounieh (38 Km).

o Two modem metro lines ensuring the basic backbone of mass transit. servicing the
interior of the dense Beirut urban agglomeration.

- an East-West line (MA) linking Ras Beirut to NBT station. via Hamra and BCD.
and extended to the South (Hazmieh) and to the East (Nahr El Mott). It will be 17
Km long.

- a tNorth-South tine (MB) from the Lebanese University and Airport to St. Michel
Terminal (15KM), via south suburbs and BCD.

O Three bus lines on their own right-of-way ensuring the secondary servicing of the urban
agglomeration and totaling 28 Km.

• A complementary bus network.

O Multimodal exchange stations located along the boundaries of the urban agglomeration.
close to the Beirut Peripherique Boulevard (Nahr El Mott. Lavlake).

With all its components fullv integrated with each other and the street network, future mass
transit network would allow to carry nearly 500 million passengers per year, with line loads
compatible with the selected technologies (15.000 passengers per direction at peak hour on
metro lines for instance). Mass transit investment cost has been estimated at US$ 2.5 billion.
with US$ 1.7 billion of which for the two metro lines.

Implementing such a network over a 20-year period, will necessitate both an institutional
reorganization (strengthening of the Metropolitan Transport Authority proposed in the
Immediate Action Plan) and resort to new financing sources. The private sector could notably
be invited to participate in the building and operation of the metropolitan network, as
practiced in many large world metropolises.
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LONG TERM ROAD NETWORK

Targets
Complementary to mass transit, the long-term road network has three main targets:

o ensure the connection between Greater Beirut and its national and international
surroundings

o open up and improve the Beirut suburbs

o serve the large development poles of Greater Beirut Area (BCD. Airport, Port...)

Components
The long term road network is a hierarchical and meshed network composed of motorway,
expressways and urban boulevards. It is organized around a major axis : Beirut Peripherique
Boulevard (BPB). The basic future road network is 248 Km long. It includes:

o Boulevard Peripherique, located along the limits of the urban agglomeration,
extending from Khalde to Antelias (18 Km)

o Five long distance motorways linking Beirut to the rest of the countrv : two to the
North (Al,A2), one to the east (Damascus Motorway), two to the South, existing
coastal motorway (A3) and a new mountain highway linking Choueiffate to Damour.

C Seven urban penetrators ensuring the primary linking of the urban agglomeration with
BPB

lo A network of expressways (23 iKm) and urban boulevards (122 Km) ensuring the
secondary servicing of Greater Beirut area.

Half of the proposed road network is composed of already existing roads or an upgrade of
existing ones, while the other half includes entirely new roads whose right-of-wav was
previously reserved in most other cases.

The investmnent cost of the long-term road network has been evaluated at US$ 4 billion, 75%
of which will be devoted to motorways. Land expropriation will be quite costly: it will
represent more than half of the total cost of the program.

The Parking Master Plan

The current parking conditions in most parts of GBA, and especially in Municipal Beirut, are
over congested. This over congestion of parking is the main reason for traffic problems. and
has downgraded the quality of urban life. The current parking space deficit is estimated at
60,000.

The causes of this serious problem were diagnosed to include:

o Deficient urban panning and building code regulations.

O Absence of mass transit and heavy reliance on the automobile.

64200E0vERAUE
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D Low cost of vehicle operation (including parking) perceived by users.

o Deficient enforcement

Various scenarios for dealing with the parking problem were considered. simulating various
levels of tolerance to congestion and ability to pay for additional parking. The proposed
master plan has a first short term target to reduce the level of parking congestion and a second
longer term target of bringing the parking to a normal condition by the horizon of the study.
To achieve these targets, the parking master plan proposes four types of intervention:

o Organizing on-street parking, timing the use and making it for-a-fee in business areas

o Building dedicated parking structures at specified locations

o Encouraging providing public parking as part of new buildings

o Applying stricter parking requirements for all buildings and especially for commercial
and office uses.

* The parking Master Plan is a long term coordinated effort with well- defined roles for the
state and the private sector. The enabling role of government is essential and when properly
exercised will turn over the financing and cost recovery responsibilities entirely to the private
sector
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American University of Beirut Weather Station, 1996

Table A1.1. Average monthly wind speeds

Month Minimum Wind Maximum Wind Average
Wind Speed direction Wind Speed direction Wind Speed

m/s m/s rm/s

January 0.2 151.3 18.7 278.9 5.16

February 0.5 172.5 15.6 41.9 5.19

March 0.1 139.1 17.2 125.5 4.29

April 0.5 210.6 16 30 4.46

May 0.6 265.2 11.2 232.6 4.35

June 0.1 150.4 13.2 97.4 4.35

July 0.2 185.6 10.4 238.7 4.31

August - 0.2 203.2 8.6 238.2 4.11

September 0.1 105.2 10.5 29.4 4.15

October 0.2 90.2 22 51.9 4.16

November 0.2 108.8 15 282.9 3.45

Decem ber 0.5 173.3 11.6 267.6 3.66

Table Al.2. Average monthly rainfall

Month Average Rainfall
(cm)

January 377.5

February 171.5

March 240

April 194.2

May 32

June 4

July 3.05

August 2.1

September 4.5

October 170.5

November 28.8

December 160
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Table A1.3. Average mouthly temratures

Month Minimum Maximum Average
Tem peratur Tem peratur Tem peratur

e e e
(OC) (CC) (°C)

January 4.1 17.7 12.3
February 4.3 21.3 11.4
March 7.6 27.2 14.7
April 13.4 33.5 18.2
May 16.2 28.6 20.6
June 19.4 29.3 24.3
July 22.3 30.8 26.6
August 23.9 31.5 28.0
September, 20.4 33.5 26.8
October 17.3 29.5 24.5
November 9.3 30.8 20.2
December 6.2 19.1 16.8

Yearly 13.7 27.7 20.4
Average

Table A1.4. Averag monthly humidity

Month Humidity
(%) I

January 74.6
February 71.3
March 69.1
April 65.1

May 56.9
June 53.0
July 60.4

August 62.6
Septem ber 65.7

October 71.5
November 69.7

December 74.9

Yearly 66.2
Average
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1. INTRODUCTION

This document is an Archaeological Assessment commissioned by Team International
engineering and management consultants. After giving some preliminary background to the
report and the methods used in its compilation, it addresses all the sites proposed for ground
works in the Beirut area (Figures 1-1, 1-2) while outlining their known historical
development. It also specifies the types of archaeological material that may be found on each
site and suggests the most prudent mitigation strategy. The report gives some wider
background history for several wider areas that may be affected by the proposed development
and assesses the likely level of preservation of archaeological remains in these areas as well
as likely nature, date and relative significance. The concluding sections deal with visible
archaeological trends present in the data and also the recommended mitigation strategies
along with possible options of work for each site. Two appendices are also attached of the
individual site reports. their references, and figures which characterise and outline -the
archaeological significance of each area based on the survey. The archaeological component
of this study is dictated by what is currently taken as best practice according to Managemeni
of Archaeological Projects (English Heritage 1991) and must be seen as the preliminary,
(Desktop based) research prior to any potentially archaeologically damaging interventions.
The background research was conducted by a team of five experienced professional
archaeologists, Ms. Joanna Abdallah M.A. (American University of Beirut/Archaeological
Collaboration for Research and Excavation AUB/ACRE) Ms. Amelie Beyhum M.A.
(AUB/ACRE), Ms. Nadine Boksmati (AUB Post Graduate Student and employee of the
Directorate General of Antiquities for Lebanon (DGA)) Ms. Rana Mikati (AUB/ACRE and
undergraduate student with extensive excavation and surveying experience) and Ms. Rima
Mikati M.A. (AUB/ACRE). These project team members prepared the reports contained
within Appendix 1 and were managed by the project manager and principal author Mr.
Reuben Thorpe B.A. (Hons) Sheffield. Except for Ms. Boksmati, all the project team
members are employed on the AUB/ACRE post excavation project of sites BEY 006, 007
and 045 which is also managed by the principal author. All the project team members have in
excess of four years archaeological experience on sites of an urban character, and/or
experience with managing and executing studies of material culture. The project manager has
15 years experience of contractor and curatorial archaeology. is a former field archaeologist
for the Central Archaeology Service of English Heritage and is a freelance consultant for
them.
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BEIRUr URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECt - PREPARATORY STUDY ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

2. BACKGROUND
This archaeological assessment was commissioned by Team International engineering and
management consultants on behalf of the C.D.R (Council for Development and
Reconstruction) Republic of Lebanon. It is intended to form part of an integrated
Environmental Assessment (E.A) as part of the project feasibility study of the Beirut Urban
Transport project and as a pre-requisite of World Bank funding.

The assessment covers Greater Beirut (outside the B.C.D-Beirut Central District) it
encompasses 17 general areas, 16 areas of proposed traffic improvement necessitating ground
works of some kind and the proposed locations of 5 underground car parks shown in Figures
1-1. 1-2 and in Table 2-1 below.

This report will deal with outlining the historical and archaeological evidence from each of
these general areas first, and then proceed to deal with the individual sites from east to west
of the study area.

Table 2-1: Area Descriptions, Areas and Sites Covered in this Study

AREA DESCRIPTIoN AREA

General areas THE EASTERN APPROACHES To BEIRUT
(Parking Action Districts. Figure 1-1) (Section 3.1. below)

Old Tripoli Road: Borj Hammoud; Nahr Street: Mar
Nicholas: Orthodox Hospital; Sassine.

THE SOUTHERN APPROACHES To BEIRUT
(Section 3.2. below)

Mazraa; Basta; Fum El Chebbak; Bau Malaab.

THE WESTERN AND SouTTHwEsTERN APPROACHES To
BEIRUT

(Section 3.3. below)
Ain Mreiseh; Hanra; Verdun; Raouche; Mar Elias;

Independence; Corniche.

Traffic Improvement Requiring Ground Antelias; Jal El-Dib: Dora; Saloume; Mkalles: Sodeco; Omar
work Beyhum; Tayouneh: Galerie Semaan; Mar Mekhael; Haret
(Grade Separation Locations. Figure 1-2) Hreik; Chiyah Boulevard: Khaldehh; National Museum;

Palace of Justice; Damascus road-Justice Palace to Chatila
junction.

Underground Parking Orthodox Hospital; Mar Nicholas; Verdun; Basta: Hamra
area.
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2.1 Objectives

The objectives of this study are four fold.

* To collate, examine and interpret all the relevant literature relevant to the sites in the

study areas.

* To mute the likely presence or absence of archaeological and historic material within

the separate study areas.

* To suggest the likely periods of the archaeological deposits that may be present on the

sites.

* To recommend the mitigation strategy most suited to the conditions of each site.

2.2 Methods

Initially members of the American University of Beirut (after referred to as A.UB) project
team conducted a literary search which-encompassed sources from the Jafet Library in AUB
and the Library at IFAPO (Institut Franqais de l'Archdologie du Proche Orient). Maps from
the British Admiralty, articles referring to the archaeology of the study area in the local and
national press and sources on the Internet were also consulted as were lecturers and

archaeologists from the AUB and Directorate General of Antiquities of Lebanon. Following
from this literature search a series of visits were made to the individual sites of proposed
ground-works to try and assess the local topography, current settlement morphology, depth of
soil cover, its likely nature, and the visual presence of historic remains in the area (presence
of ceramics within any recent ground-works, old buildings etc).

The areas of proposed groundwork are not susceptible to more traditional methods of survey

as they are in essence of an urban character or have been subject to urban site formation
processes. This typically renders almost all sub-surface feature detection equipment such as

flux-gate gradiometers or resistively meters as useless due to the superimposed and
intrinsically complex nature of urban archaeological deposits. The most successful remote

sensing device known to the author for evaluating urban stratigraphy is Ground Scanning
Radar, however these resources and the finances to employ them were unavailable at the time

of the survey. Results from ground scanning radar are still the subject of contentious debate

within the discipline. Topographic survey in such a setting where the urban landscape has

been altered by the redeposition of material and also the re-working and truncation of

material in this instance would have proven fruitless.

Finally an assessment report with figures was produced for each area (Appendix 1) which

was then checked and edited by the main author. A summary of the main points of each
report is presented in section 4 below. This report is the fruition of this study, while it

synthesises the results of the area studies it also collates this data attempts to draw out trends
in the archaeological data present and suggests the appropriate strategies to be employed. The

study has examined and collated sources referring to the archaeology of the Palaeolithic
(10,000 BP before present) to the end of the Ottoman Empire (1918).
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3. AREA REPORTS

3.1 The Eastern Approaches To Beirut

The coastal strip between the sea and the mountains governing the eastern approaches to
Beirut, witnesses several periods of archaeological activity. The earliest known occupation is
demonstrated by the discovery of Palaeolithic remains in the vicinity of Antelias in the cave
of Ksra Akil which date to 13,000 years before present (B.P.). Palaeolithic rock shelters and
caves have also been found in this area (Magharet Wara' and Magharet Al-Ballaneh) as well
as Early Stone Age remains on the banks of the Nahr Beirut (Moufarrej 1969: 19-20; 39).

Later archaeological activity is not confined solely to this area but also encompasses the
eastern hill of Beirut, Achrafieh. Despite the evidence of Palaeolithic activity Beirut has
certainly been a seaport and settlement for at least 4000 years. Archaeologists know from
recent excavations, that the Phoenician city lay in part near the former Byblos building in
Downtown Beirut, and that the portion exposed for preservation retains a city gate in its
fabric.

Evidence of the line of the Roman road into Beirut is more easily accessed. The Roman road
between Antioch and Acre which passed through Beirut was built in 56 AD by Caius
Ummidius-Durmis a legate of the Emperor Nero. This road was subsequently repaired by
different Emperors up to the reign of Constantine I. Improvements to the road at Nahr El-
Kolb were also made during the reign of Caracalla (Goodchild 1949: 112-1 13; 115; 127). A
milestone dating to the reign of Caracalla has been found at Nahr El-Kolb. Traces of a Roman
road were also found near the Railway station along the eastern edge of this area early in the
century (Goodchild 1949: 108). A milestone (N° 228) found near the Tram Depot possibly
demonstrates the eastern approach to the city after crossing the Beirut River on a seven-
arched Roman bridge (Goodchild 1949: 100, Maundrell 1697, reprinted 1963: 50).

Traditionally the necropolis (city of the dead) of Roman cities were aligned along their major
approach roads, it is almost certain that this was also the case with Roman and Byzantine
Beirut. The Achrafieh hill is known to be the site of a Roman necropolis and several
sarcophagi have been found on the northern, eastern and western facing slopes Figure 3-1 and
in the region of Mar-Nicolas and Nahr Street. In addition a Romano-Byzantine burial
complex with associated grave goods was found on Sursock Street during ground-works in
the gardens of the Sursock Museum (Jidejian 1993: 90). Roman sarcophagi have also been
found on the western side of this hill near the Nazareth convent (Mouterde 1929: 241).

There is limited evidence that occupation continued or grew up in the area after the fall of
Beirut in 650 A.D. The Maronites built a fortress (now below a monastery) Figure 3-2 in
Antelias after settling in the 7th C A.D. (Moufarrej 1969: 19-21). A tower (Born) was built in
the area of Borj Hammoud by the Banu Hammoud from Morocco while in Lebanon fighting
the Crusaders. A later Borj was also built next to the residence of Moussa Sursock, known as
Borj Karkouti. This tower was demolished in 1953 to make way for the Italian Embassy. (Al-
Nimr 1994: 104).
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Figure 3-1: Plan of Beirut by Robert du Mesnil do Buisson. Triangle marks sarcophagi
findspot. Omega marks Sepulchral caves
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3.1.1 Summary of Periods Represented

The eastern approaches to Beirut are geographically prime sites for historical and
archaeological deposits and remains to have occurred. The antiquity of the coastal approach
to Beirut from the east along the coastal plain west of the Dog River cannot be doubted and it
is known to have been a road since 56 A.D. It is unlikely that this road was an independent
creation and it likely that the road followed the one taken by Alexander the Great in his
conquest of the Levant. If this is the case then it is highly likely that the Old Tripoli road
follows the line of all the previous north-eastern roads/track ways to and from Beirut.

Though little has been reported found in area of Phoenician or Hellenistic origin the absence
of material could be due to a number of circumstances. The social, political and economic
circumstances of Lebanon over the past 25 years have done little to ensure that chance finds
of archaeological material are reported to the National Museum. The character of the
archaeological deposits themselves may have made them difficult to recognise. Earth fast
burials are notoriously difficult to spot when ground clearance is done with bulldozers, as are
wooden structures, and all but the most solid of masonry buildings. Rather than being absent,
pre-Roman and medieval archaeological deposits may be present in this area but have until
now remained unobserved.
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Figure 3-2: Ant6lias Church said to be built over a 7'" Cent. Fortress

3. 1.1.1 Prehistoric Period

The presence of Palaeolithic occupation on the coastal strip is wall attested and dates back to
the earliest occupation of this area by Homo Sapien Sapien. It is unlikely that this occupation
is isolated, there is therefore a possibility that deposits dating to the Palaeolithic and the
Mesolithic (Mesolithic, Middle Stone Age as opposed to the Palaeolithic, Old Stone Age) are
present along the coastal strip immediately to the east of Beirut.

3.1.1.2 Classical Period

Classical occupation in the area of the eastern approaches to Beirut can be characterised from
the literary and cartographic sources alone into three types.

3. -1. 1.2.1 Roadside fribbon'development.

It was usual during the Roman period for 'ribbon' development to occur adjacent to Roman
roads, artisan's workshops, emporia, Inns etc. Some low level residential occupation would
often follow Roman roads outside the confines of the city walls as well as the growth of small
towns based on providing service industries for the cities, these small towns often formed
suburbs often leading to the organic growth of the town. (see Western Approaches to Beirut
below). The full extent of Roman and Byzantine Beirut is still unknown and the location of
the Roman Amphitheatre of Beirut has been muted to lay somewhere on its western
approaches.
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The location of a large Roman bridge in the vicinity of Borj Hammoud suggests that there
would have been some occupation in its vicinity. The bridge would have acted as a nodal
point. Any traveller, merchant or army wishing to approach Beirut from the northeast, or
following the road to Acre would have to pass over this bridge, and it is especially likely that
some form of ribbon development would have occurred at this location.

3.1.1.2.2 Roadside Cemeteries

The Romano-Byzantine proclivity for burying their dead along the sides of the cities major
roads is well attested from the excavation of countless Roman cities e.g. Tyre. Roman
funerary practice for the wealthy and the urban middle classes tended toward the
monumental. Inhumation either complete or after partial cremation usually took place in stone
sarcophagi buried in a tomb carved out of the natural rock. Usually a tombstone or Stele
accompanied the burial, if not a monument of some kind. It is known from previous finds of
sarcophagi that not only was there a roadside cemetery lining the old Roman road in the
vicinity of Nahr Street, but that the north, east and west facing slopes of the Achrafieh hill
were also used for burying Roman and Byzantine dead. Little is known of Hellenistic burial
practice arounid Beirut, though it is also likely that there may be burials dating to the lIs - 3rd
centuries B.C in the vicinity.

3.1 .1.2.3 - Patterns of land-use

It is certain that the eastern approaches to Beirut up to the Nahr Beirut were encompassed in
the original Roman survey of the Hellenistic city prior to it being granted colonia status by
Augustus. The course of one of the aqueducts into the city runs along the contour of the
northern and western face of the Achrafieh hill. The field pattern shown on Figure 3-4 is
strongly reminiscent of Roman centuriation, the division of land into large units (variations
on the size of a city block) that could then be sub-divided into fields. This regular field
patterning reflected on the Loytved map is probably an echo of Roman rather than later
Islamic land division. In no wav do these field patterns reflect those of Feudal Europe and an
origin for them between the 1 I1h and late 13th centurv A.D can probablv be discounted. Given
that this system of fields was probably established between the I'S cent. B.C and the 7th A.D,
then it is of interest and importance to try and elucidate the history of land division and
settlement/land use patterns prior to and after the delineation of these fields. In situ sub-soil
and topsoil buried under later upcast may also provide crucial information as to the
environmental regime of this part of Beirut at this time as well as economic evidence of plant
and faunal life in the area.

However, though it may seem from the literary evidence alone that the Achrafieh hill saw
little intense occupation in terms of habitation until the late 19'b century when it become a
fashionable area for the bourgeois of Beirut. (Davie 1996:63) (see Figure 3-4). It would be
foolish to suppose that utilisation of this hill dated only to this time. Topographically the
Achrafieh hill dominates the eastern approach to Beirut, and as a prominent place it would
have provided a likely location for a temple and/or a fortification or signal station. It would
therefore be unwise to assume that only the Romans first utilised the Achrafieh hill.

3.1.1.3 Post Roman Period

Evidence covering the period from the rise of Islam (650 A.D) to the fall of the Ottoman
Empire in 1918 is not as obvious in the records from this area as is the evidence for the
Romano-Byzantine period. However, the L6ytved plan of 1876 clearly shows that the eastern
road from Beirut crossed the Beirut River by the Roman bridge which was still standing into
the 1920's (Figure 3-3). It therefore seems likely that the old Roman road continued in use as
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a camageway and the main coast road until the 1930's, its use in the Post-Medieval period is
mentioned by contemporary sources (Maundrell 1697; reprinted 1963: 50).

Mensil du Buisson (1924-25: 85, Figure 1) marks the find spots of several 'Grotte sepulcrale'
some of which may in fact date from the 7h cent. to the 13' cent. A.D. Beirut is known to
have been a resting point for Pilgrims on their way to and from Jerusalem and given that the
medieval Tripoli road followed that of the earlier Roman road, it is unsurprising to find small
Christian cave Chapels along its side. The presence of defensive towers, or Buij's is also to
be expected in this area for a number of reasons. The upkeep of the highways in Crusader
society was not a matter of civic pride, nor were the Crusader Overlords ignorant of the
revenue to be gained from charging a toll for the use of the roads. Militarily control of the
coast road was crucial to the Crusader States. It is also possible that some of the medieval and
late medieval towers were also to act as signal towers. It is known that a BuT] stood on the
east bank of the Nahr Beirut and the ruined circular foundations on the foreground of (Figure
3-3) may also be of a Buij. Mesnil du Buisson's map (1924-25) shows the Mosque of El
Khodr on the west bank of the Nahr Beirut. This is known to be the site of a Crusader Chapel
constructed before 1395 to commemorate the victory of St George over the serpent, and was
also a place of pilgrimage for healing from fever by touching the marble column in-front of
the altar.

Interestingly the Loytved plan shows a large building within a ruined and possibly fortified
enclosure wall on the south-western slope of the Achrafieh hill. The Tour du St-George and
its associated buildings 'La Quarantaine' are also shown standing within a ruined enclosure
wall to the north of the east Beirut road. The literary and cartographic evidence may seem to
indicate that occupation was sparse in this area of Beirut up to the late 19' century, however
it is not an empty landscape, and it would be rash to dismiss the presence of religious
monuments, chapels and military towers as indicating sporadic post Roman occupation in this
area The medieval and Islamic periods of occupation in Beirut are extremely poorly
represented and understood so far from the archaeological record, largely because they have
been hitherto ignored.

Figure 3-3: Possible Ruined foundations of a Burj on the West Bank of the Nahr Beirut
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Figure 3-4: Plan of Beirut by Julius Loytved (1876). Note field subdivisions in East and West
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3.2 THE SOUTHERN APPROACHES TO BEIRUT

(Basta, Mazraa, Bau- Malaab, Fum El Chebbak)

Topographically the southern approaches to Beirut are dominated by the hills of Achrafieh to
the east and Ras Beirut to the west. This effectively creates a corridor about 3km wide to the
south of the city through which the roads from Sidon and Damascus had to approach (Davie
1989: 146) Figure 3-5. The southern approach corridor is comprised of fertile colluviums
washed from the surrounding hillsides, which is well watered by several springs that then
flow down toward the coast in Beirut.

Figure 3-5: Relief Map of the Southern Approaches to Beirut. Note the plain between
Achrafieh and Ras Beirut hills
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The earliest known occupation of the area dates to the Palaeolithic (Old stone Age). An open
air campsite was identified in the area of Furn El Chebbak which yielded a modest
assemblage of Lower and Middle Acheulean lithics, (Khalieh 1997: 293; Jidejian 1993: 21)
however this site has since been built upon. Upper and Middle Palaeolithic assemblages are
known from the area of Bir-Hassan and some Neolithic (New Stone Age, 10,000 B.P.-8,000
B.P.) material has also been found there (Copeland and Wescomb 1966). Archaeological
deposits dating to the Palaeolithic have been found in the southern approaches to Beirut at
Tell-Aux-Scies (East Saint Simon), Tell-Aux-Crochets, Haret Hreik and in the vicinity of the
Galerie Semaan intersection. Neolithic material is present at Tell Arslan (now below Beirut
International Airport) and in the vicinity of the Mar Mekhael intersection in the Hadath area.
A series of Middle Bronze Age tombs were also discovered and partially excavated in 1964 a
little to the east of Galerie Semaan (Saida 1964).

There is little evidence in the literary sources of Iron Age and Hellenistic deposits in the area,
a surprising anomaly given the antiquity of the Beirut-Sidon and Beirut Damascus roads.
However there is a plethora of literary and archaeological evidence relating to later classical
occupation of this fertile corridor. Several maps pre-dating the British Ordnance Survey of
1840 clearly show fallen columns outside the later medieval walls, suggesting that the Roman
city spread southwards as a series of suburbs along the Damascus and Sidon roads. Nasir-I-
Khusrau, a Persian traveller journeying thorough Syria and Palestine in 1047 noted that the
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plain surrounding Beirut was covered with columns and capitals of marble and granite (Nasir-
I-Khusrau reprinted in PPTS IV 1983: 9-11; Jidejian 1973: 3). These archaeological remnants
were still visible at the close of the 17th century when Maundrell recounted that "..the south
side. (of) the town-wall is still entire, but built out of the ruins of the Old City ....... a little
without this walL we see many granite pillars. and remnants of mosaic floors, and in a heap of
rubbish several pieces of polished marbles. fragments of statues, and other poor relics of this
City's ancient magnificence." (Reprinted 1769; 38.). Chance finds of monumental Roman
masonry have also been made along the course of the Beirut Sidon road in the vicinity of the
modern Basta road (Lauffray 1944-45: 75). A large marble torso. possibly of a Roman
Emperor was found in the Borj el-Barajneh area south of Haret Hreik in 1887 (Mouterde
1907: 337) and two milestones (along the Beirut - Sidon or Antioch-Ptolemais road) were
also found in the vicinity. Milestone 233 bore four inscriptions ranging in date from the
Emperor Vespasian to Constantine I while milestone 234 bore two inscriptions dating to Nero
and Vespasian respectively.

There is some circumstantial evidence that a Roman theatre was located to the west of the
Sidon road in the Mazraa area. Several terracotta "actors masks' have been found in the locale
(JideJian 1973: plates 155-158) though Jidejian is particularly un-forthcoming about the
circumstances of their discovery, their specific find location or possible artefactual
association.

The Roman custom of burying their dead along the major roads outside the city has been
described above. The discovery of sarcophagi on the western slopes of the Achrafieh hill may
in fact be part of the Beirut -Damascus road necropolis. an observation which may have some
support in the fact that sarcophagi and cave burials are somewhat poorly reported in the area
of Furn El Chebbak. Roman burials have also been reported along the line of the Beirut-
Sidon road. Local reports of skeletal remains associated with finds of Iron and Bronze
objects. ceramics and 'seashell plates' are recounted bv Khuri (1975: 21-22) as coming from
Chiyah.

There is unequivocal archaeological evidence of suburban 'ribbon' development along the
southern corridor to Beirut. Several Roman Villas have been excavated in Jnah dating
between the 3'r and 6'h centuries A.D. and Jidejian (1997: 95) claims that "important (Roman)
suburbs developed between Jnah and Ouzaii." Archaeological excavation has also
demonstrated the presence of Roman. Hellenistic and earlier domestic occupation at
Khaldehh. While the people of Hadath reported an abundance of Roman finds during
construction works in the village (Merhej 1971: 194).

It is not surprising given the comparative wealth of archaeological evidence from the area that
later periods should also be relatively well represented in the literary and cartographic
sources. Though there is little evidence relating to the early Islamic and medieval periods for
this part of the study area there is better evidence concerning the area after the Crusades and
into the Ottoman period. It would appear that much of the fertile southern corridor was given
over to Mulberrv plantation following the revival of the Beirut silk industry. The Lo5ytved
plan still depicts. in 1876. larze tracts of land to the east of the Damascus road lined with
mulberry plantations as well as the Sidon road up to the southern Pine forest.

As many as 19 Khans are located on the Damascus road in the southern hinterland of Beirut.
Unfortunately the maps showing their location are somewhat inaccurate and unreliable
(Chevalier 1972: 6). However two Khans are evident in the vicinity of Beirut's present day
race course as well as the Khan Berajou on the northern fringe of Furn El Chebbak. Another
Khan was situated on the Hazmiyeh hill while another is located to the south of a Borj, on the
summit of a hill (possibly Borj Abi-Haidar) in the Nouairi sector. A large building resembling
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a Khan with a central court is also located in Furn El Chebbak. and is named as *tahwhetah'
(Davie 1984; 56). The location of this building corresponds with Tahouita which sienifies an
enclosure and is actually a sector in Furn El Chebbak. Though still extant in the late 19th

centurv it is possible that in some cases these Khans had antecedents dating to the Mamluk or
earlier periods. as is the case in some instances within Beirut itself (Thorpe in press). The

frequency of Khans along the Damascus road serves as a contrast to those on the Sidon road
located on Beirut's southern corridor. The cartographic sources show a single Khan at what is

the present day crossroad of the Basta and Mazraa roads (Davie 1984: 69-70) while a Khan is

also shown at Bir-Hassan (Ibid 56. 68). The fact that Borj-el-Barajneh was occupied during

the early Ottoman period is attested by the contemporary historian Saleh Bin Yahva who

chronicles a rebellion in the village against Fakhr-Eddine in the 16'h century. Similarly Ouzaii
is known to have existed as a village during the Umayyad period (600-750 A.D) when it was

known as Hantouss. The burial there of the Imam Abdul-Rahman al-Ouzaii (707-773 A.D.)
and the respect and reverence that he was accorded resulted in the subsequent change of the
villages name. Medieval and later Islamic occupation is also known at Haret Hreik (Merhej

1971: 115).

3.2.1 Summary of Periods Represented

The southern approach corridor to Beirut is geographicallv and topographically a prime site

for historic-occupation. It was both fertile. and well watered and constituted the most easilv
navigable and traversed strip of land if travelling along the coastal plain of the Levant. It is
unsurprising therefore that of all the areas covered in this studv it is this area which appears to
be most densely occupied throughout time as well as the best represented in the cartographic
and literary sources.

3.2.1.1 Prehistoric Period

Given the concentration of Palaeolithic sites around Beirut (see 3.1.1.1 above and 3.3.1.1
below) it is no surprise that prehistoric activity is archaeologicallv most visible on the least

marginal. most fertile and best watered land. It must be assumed that the encroachment of the
sand to the southwest and to the west has served merelv to hide further evidence of Beirut's
Palaeolithic and Neolithic environs. It would be surprising if Mesolithic material were absent

from this area. and this paucity may reflect problems in site identification as well as
archaeological clarity and research/sample biases. The concentration of Palaeolithic sites in
this area makes, and the potential they pose for understanding economic practices. seasonal
landscape utilisation and possiblv social organisation through patterned discard is of regional.
national and international importance.

Use of this constrained landscape during later prehistory is less evident however. The location
of Neolithic material at Tell Arslan and near the Mar Nlekhael intersection in the Hadath area
is tantalising though there is too little evidence to begin to try and establish models of pre-

urbanisation landuse. It is a matter of some speculation as to whether Beirut did in fact have a
Neolithic precursor. Investigation and recognition of possiblv associated settlements within

such a relatively small landscape and the establishment of a chronology of occupation
between sites should be a wider research aim when examining the environs of Beirut.

The relative absence of Bronze Age material is somewhat suspicious and leads the author to
wonder if the Bronze Age sites are either absent. already developed. buried under the sand

dunes or have not yet been recognised. It is very possible that the establishment of the city

state of Beirut mav have resulted in a certain contraction of the population in Beirut's
hinterland as people began to live in the urban centre. E-Iowever the presence of Bronze Age
funerary deposits near to Galerie Semaan and the Damascus road is interesting and may
illustrate the antiquity of that particular pathway. However. the fact that these tombs were
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onlv partially excavated means that their discoverv is of use only in demonstrating the
presence of Bronze Age activity in the landscape.

Almost no Phoenician (Iron Age) archaeological deposits are represented in the literary
sources addressing Beirut's southern approaches. Phoenician burials have been excavated at
Khaldeh. however excepting these. the landscape seems devoid of Phoenician occupation to
the south outside Beirut. Again this mav be due to archaeological intelligibilitv the state of
preservation or the fact that Phoenician deposits mav lie under the sand to the west and
southwest of the area awaiting discovery.

3.2.1.2 Classical Period

Archaeological deposits relating to the Hellenistic period are curiously absent from the
literary sources concerning this part of Beirut's hinterland, though thev are present at
Khaldeh, this may be a reflection however of the limited number of excavations that took
place in this area both before and since the civil war.

Roman occupation of the area on the other hand is well attested over most of the area and
takes several forms.

3.X.1.'.1 Extra Mural Settlement

Excavations of Roman villas at Ouzi' i. Jnah. Khan Khaldeh and chance finds made in Hadath
mav also demonstrate the existence of extramural settlements outside Beirut. It is possible
that the antecedents of Borj-al-Barajneh lie in the Roman period. The Roman road to Sidon
passes through it and the origins of the place name mav lie in the Roman Burgarii which
means quartered in the Burgi' or tower (Chevallier 1976: 189). The successive inundation of
sand to the west and south west may have effectivelv sealed parts of anv Roman 'ribbon'
developmenL satellite or extra-mural settlement. This would indeed seem likelv 6iven the
accounts of medieval and 1 7h centurv travellers who described the fallen remains outside the
citv walls. When one bears in mind that the depth of sand in some areas can be in excess of
9m and then takes into account the speed with which beach rock can form it is more than
likelv that relativelv recent (2000 B.P. as opposed to 20.000 B.P.) anthropogenic material
could be sealed bv geological formation processes. that to all intents and purposes looks like
natural bedrock.

3.2. 1.2.2 Roadside Cemeteries

The fact that the Basta road (where it extends south to the Pine forest and then joins corridor
6) Figure 1-1. follows the line of the earlier Roman road makes it almost certain that at some
point not far from Beirut there will be a necropolis present. This is also true of the Damascus
road.

3.2.1.2.3 Public'Monumental Buildings

There is the possibilitv that archaeological deposits relating to a Roman Theatre survive
beneath the sand in Mazraa. Though citing the discovery of ceramic 'actors masks' without
reference to how they were procured and what their associations were makes Jidejians
association between artefact and context far from empirically justifiable. However. its
location in the southeast lea of the Ras Beirut hill. and its position outside the main citv on
two main access roads. does make Mazraa a credible candidate for the location of the Roman
theatre of Bervtus.
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3.21.3 Post Roman Period

The depopulation of Beirut after 650 A.D. (a process which had begun after the earthquake of
551) would appear to have affected Beirut's hinterland. which seems to have been either
abandoned (hence the further inundation of sand to the west and southwest of the area) or
tumed over to mulberrv plantation. The presence of the Khans attested on the Damascus road

from 19gh century cartographic sources seems to inply that some sort of service industry
associated in a way with ribbon development continued. The relativelv fewer number of
Khans on this part of the Sidon road is somewhat bewildering, their absence from the

cartographic record mav mean only that the earlv pre 1840 maps were inaccurate and not
really representational in their depiction.

It is difficult to elucidate the settlement pattern of the area from the literary sources alone. and
the origin of place names has proven unreliable as an indicator of the date of settlement
inception. The area is known however. to have been turned over largely to mulberry
plantation by the end of the 16"h Cent. and only became urbanised in the latter half of the 20h
centurv.

3.3 THE WESTERN AND SOUTH-WESTERN APPROACHES TO BEIRUT

The hill of Ras Beirut forms the western edge of the ancient corridor (Davie 1987) to Beirut
from the south. The summit of this hill is some 35m lower than that of Achrafieh standing at
65m O.D. Figure 3-5. Ras Beirut was originally an island separate from the Beirut peninsula
and it was not until the middle Palaeolithic that this part of Beirut became joined to the
mainland (Cheikho 1993: 18). The accumulation of windblown sand from the south-west and
its subsequent forrnation into -beach rock' created a land bridge with the mainland between
120.000 B.C and 40.000 B.C. However. the rocky promontories of the island had been
covered in sand dunes dating to the early Palaeolithic (1 million years B.C -120.000 B.C.)
(Jidejian 1993: 21).

Ras Beirut is known for its prehistoric finds and no fewer than twelve sites have so far been
identified occurring on a series of marine terraces which are now on drv land. The earliest
known occupation comes from four sites in Ras Beirut (one of which is just east of the 'Shell
Building') and corresponds with the 45m O.D. marine terrace. These sites in the Raouche
area contained stratified lower Palaeolithic industries. or evidence of flint tool manufacture.
The 35m marine terrace which extends to the Ras Beirut coast and is particularly evident in
the Manara and Pigeon Rock area has produced the earliest known Mousterian (flint tools
made of flakes struck from a core and later re-sharpened or re-touched) assemblage from the
Near East. (Saidah 1970: 4-6). These assemblages are usually considered the work of
Neanderthal man dating to 120.000 - 40,000 B.C. A Palaeolithic rock shelter of unknown
date has also been found within the grounds of the American University of Beirut.

Chalcolithic or copper age (7,000 B.C. - 3000 B.C.) occupation is also known from west
Beirut. The site. Minet ed-Dalieh is on the second headland south of Pigeon Rocks. and is on
the 15m marine terrace. So far this has proven to be the richest flint factorv in Lebanon
(Saidah 1970; 11-12). This site however was partially destroyed bv British militarv
installations during World War I1.
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Figure 3-6: Relief Map of the Ras Beirut Hill from the Northwest. Arrow marks Minet
ed-Dalieh

,E

\\~~~

Bronze Age and Iron Age occupation in Ras Beirut is not supported bv the literarv or
cartographic sources. This does not mean however that these periods are not present there.
The chance discovery of the head of a basalt statue dating to the I1' millennium B.C near the
A.U.B could hint at either domestic occupation or ritual activity in this part of the city.
Certainlv the topoeraphv of the area. its height and prominent position would seem to suggest
that some form of Bronze Age and/or Iron Age archaeological deposits should be present.
The fact that none have been discovered so far could be due to a series of factors ranging
from archaeological visibility and claritv in the ground. to development pressure. and
discoveries not being recoenised for what thev were. It is highly possible that there are
sporadic burials along the north facing coastline from the BCD to Ain Mreiseh and bevond. A
single burial dating to Ramnmeses IV was found in a well shaft near to the modern port
(Thorpe et al 1998 in press. Thorpe and Seeden 1998 in press). Other rock cut burials have
also been found in the vicinitv of the Holidav Inn. though the western extent of these coastal
burials is not known. it is possible that the Ras Beirut coast was used as a burial ground
(among other things) during the Bronze and Iron ages.

The classical period seems to be better represented in the literature concerning west Beirut.
Though the focus of ancient Beirut lav in the modern centre it is entirely possible that the
suburbs of classical Beirut extended to the Ras Beirut hill and its south-eastern slopes. The
medieval traveller Delarsiere noted in the diarv of his travels that from Ras Beirut east to the
Beirut River there were the remains of ruined buildings (El -. Nahar: 26/1/1994: 9-10). The
Wvld map (Figure 3-7) identifies a small Roman town near to Minet El-Hosn.
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A Roman theatre is reputed to have been located in Mazraa (Jidejian 1993: 122) and Romano-
Byzantine sarcophogai have been found facing Pigeon Rocks (Ibid: 94) and at the junction of
Hamra and the inner ring road (Curvers 1997: 15-20). Late Roman villas have been excavated
in Ouzaii and Jnah and it would seem very unlikely that the intervening area between these
villas and the Ras Beirut hill was unoccupied in the Romano-Byzantine period. It is possible
to speculate that Ras Beirut and its southern coast may have been the location of an external
coastal suburb of Beirut west of the Sidon road. Davie's (1989: 163) speculation as to the age
of Mar Elias may in part confirm the presence of a residential subburb between the coastal
strip and the Road to Sidon. Mar Elias is reputed as a sacred place for the Christian faith, and
may have been established on an earlier site of religious significance that was later converted
to a church. The find spots of classical material from the Ras Beirut area would also seem to
suggest that it was not without archaeological activity in this period.

The Loytved plan of 1876 clearly shows the extension of the field system seen on the
Achrafieh hill (see 3.1.1.2.3. above). Some ruined wall lines can also be seen in the Hamra,
Corniche and Raouche areas as well as many road lines and field boundaries which seem to
have been truncated or cut short by the sand dune area to the southwest (which now underlies
Verdun and Mar Elias). It would seem reasonable to suggest that the fiurther encroachment of
the sand onto this part of Ras Beirut post-dates the establishment of these fields. It is also
likely therefore that the encroachment of this sand may have inundated and covered the
physical remains of classical buildings and structures, but may have also ensured good
preservation of these archaeological levels. It is possible that the position of the western gates
of the later medieval city and their road alignments may also reflect minor Roman roads into
Berytus from the region of Ras Beirut along the coastal strip and along an axis approximating
that of present day Hamra street.

During the later Islamic and Crusader periods the area of Ras Beirut seems to have been
utilised for farming, gardens and Mulberry plantations. Though there is some evidence that
the Ottomans built their castles on Ras Beirut hill (Weli 1993: 55) the cartographic evidence
shows scattered buildings (farms) and outbuildings within a regular field system of wheat and
Mulberry plantations. From 1621 the area of Mar Elias and Verdun was used by the Mamluks
as a high status residential area, "Where palaces were erected" (Weli 1993: 156)

3.3.1 Summary of Periods Represented

Geographically it would seem that the western and south-western approaches to Beirut were
extraneous to the development of Beirut as an urban centre. The fact that the Ras Beirut hill
forms a promontory into the Mediterranean and is topographically isolated from the focus of
classical and subsequent development may be taken as providing ample reason why relatively
little archaeological material has been found in this area. However, further interpretation of
the written and cartographic sources suggests that the hill of Ras Beirut was utilised
sporadically and in different ways from the lower Palaeolithic to the Byzantine period.

3.3.1.1 Prehistoric Period

Palaeolithic occupation in the area is well attested. The presence of flint knapping sites on the
coastal area dating from the lower to middle Palaeolithic suggests that this was an area where
flint nodules could be both procured (from the exposed cliffs and on the beaches) and where
they were subsequently worked. Walkers on the beaches of west Beirut still collect numerous
flint tools possibly demonstrating this area as a flint source, and flint working occurring on
several of the marine terraces.

The presence of a Chalcolithic flint processing site strongly suggests that this area continued
to be exploited for its natural flint resources into later periods. The utilisation of this area
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would probably have been on a seasonal basis, though the area would possibly have been
used by more than one tribe, clan, extended family grouping. This being the case, it is likely
that Palaeolithic/Prehistoric activity could be fairly intense in the area and that ground
interventions could disturb archaeological deposits.

3.3.1.2 Classical Period

The occupation of the western and south-western approaches to Beirut during the classical
period can be characterised into three categories from the literary and cartographic sources.

3.3.1.2.1 Extra Mural Cemetery

Pervious archaeological finds have demonstrated that there were Romano-Byzantine
sarcophagi on the north-western slopes of the Ras Beirut hill. However, Jidejian (1993)
neither quotes her source, nor mentions how many had been found or whether they
constituted a distinct and single archaeological group or a series of burials. In terms of Roman
urban morphology it would not be unusual to find cemeteries so far outside the classical city
in a commanding point. Indeed the presence of burials of Roman and Byzantine date may
actually demonstrate that Classical Beirut and its suburbs is in fact larger than -has been
previously supposed. As with the Achrafieh hill, it is also possible that some form of temple
or shrine may have stood on top of the hill.

The existence of an Hellenistic necropolis of shaft graves often with satellite burials (Curvers
and Stewart 1995) on the coastal strip very near to the former north eastern city gate. suggests
that a coastal road may have existed at one time in antiquity. The fact that a similar area
slightly further to the east was used as an Islamic cemetery could also suggest that there is a
certain continuity of use for the area to the west of the ancient and medieval city. However.
given the dynamics of urban space and its utilisation it is totally possible that the use of the
area as a cemetery in the Hellenistic and medieval periods is fortuitous rather than the product
of a ritual tradition.

.. 3.1.2.2 Extra Mural Settlement / Villas and Farmstead

It is plausible, given the morphology of the medieval city reflected in Loytveds' map, that
there was a Roman precursor to the carriageways leading southwest and south-southwest
from the southern gate. The road leading from the eastern gate certainly has a Romano-
Byzantine precursor, which includes phases of metalling as well as stone paving. It is more
debatable as to whether the most northern of the western gates followed an earlier Roman
road. Though it is very possible that some form of road or track may have followed the coast
to the west as far as Ras Beirut. Loytveds' map of 1876 shows this north-western road
terminating at Pigeon rocks, though whether it overlie a Roman pre-cursor which reached
outlying fields, a cemetery, religio/ritual buildings or a suburb is a matter of some
speculation.

The other roads extending to the west from Beirut seem to radiate and cover different areas of
the Ras Beirut hill. What is interesting to note is that they continue the general axiallity of the
field and street pattern witnessed further to the east. This is illuminating for two possible
reasons. This wide ranging field system seems to have been imposed upon the land at a single
time and takes only scant regard (in its divisions) of local geological anomalies such as scarps
and contours. Though it is entirely possible that Loytveds' map is inaccurate and purely
representational in this respect, even if the map is accepted as a general representation of the
type of land division on the ground, it must have been the product of deliberate and organised
land surveying, quantification and division. As such this is good evidence of a certain amount
of planning, organisation administration and ownership of the landscape. If as I am
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suggesting the land divisions represented on Loytveds' map are representational of land
division established in an earlier period then it is highly likely that they are Roman in origin.
The fact that the tracks and roads leaving Beirut to the west seem to respect this axiallity
suggests that they are possibly contemporary with this land patterning and may also date
initially to the Roman period. If this is the case then it is possible that these roads may have
connected and served satellite settlements. villas, large farms, or other suburbs.

3.3.1.2.3 Public Buildings / Religious Monuments

The location of a Roman theatre is mooted by Jidejian to be in Mazraa, though she does not
cite the source of her information topographically and morphologically this statement is
plausible. The presence of funerary, religious, or public monuments cannot be discounted on
Ras Beirut hill. The location of a sacred site possibly of ancient origin has been mooted
(Davie 1989) in the Mar Elias, Verdun, Independence, region. Given the juxtaposition of Ras
Beirut hill between the sea and ancient Berytus, the fact that it forms a protective southern
promontory and that it is highly visible to approaching ships from the south, Ras Beirut hill
would seem to provide the ideal situation for a temple monument or possibly a pharos or
signal station.

3.3.1.3. Post Roman

The muchfivaunted decline of Beirut after 650 A.D is largely assumed from epigraphic
sources, the fact that the post Roman citv contracted does not necessarily mean a failure of
urbanism but a restructuring of the economy of the cities hinterland. and a redefinition of
town and country. It is likely that the late Roman / Umayyad transition constituted a variation
on a theme. rather than a revolutionary change. It is likely that previously established land
divisions and the ownership of property by the landed classes may in fact have continued for
a time, as did the use of Greek as the official language of administration. However the literary
and cartographic sources show the Ras Beirut area to have been covered with mulberry
plantation and wheat. The L6ytveld map shows the area around Ain Mreiseh to have had a
large building in an enclosure with other ancillary buildings nearby (possibly a Hotel) and
sparse coastal settlement up to the area of the AUJB beach.

It is known that further south in the areas of Verdun. Mar Elias, and Independence. (Figure.
1-1) the Mamluks built wealthy residences or 'palaces' (Weli 1993: 156). While the Hamra
area was settled in the fifteenth century when the Banou Hamra familv settled there from El
Biquaa. However, it was not until the foundation of the American Universitv of Beirut in
1865 that the area began to witness more intense settlement and was prior to this. and indeed
during most of the I9 bh Cent. an area of garden farming and dispersed farm houses. The
beginnings of modern urbanisation and integration of this area as part of Greater Beirut did
not come until after World War II (Khalaf 1971: 27, 28, 43).
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4. SITE REPORTS

4.1 Introduction

The following individual reports address those sites that are proposed for some form of
ground works, either in the form of ground grading and road improvement, the construction
of a flyover or an underpass. The following reports constitute a synthesis of the original
archive reports prepared by members of the Desktop Assessment project team which are
reproduced in Appendix 1, while the bibliography for all of the reports is presented at the end
of this full report

4.2 Antelias, Jal El-Dib and the Old Tripoli Road

The Old Tripoli Road lies between the Dog River to the northeast and the Beirut River to the
southwest on the slight coastal strip between the mountains and the sea. It passes through Jal
El-Dib, Antelias and Dbayeh before joining the modern Beirut - Tripoli road at the Dog
River tunnels.

A survey of the literary and cartographic sources shows that the Old Tripoli road probably
overlies the medieval and earlier road from Beirut to Tripoli. Given the local geography it is
in fact highly likely that this coastal strip has been used to travel north and south since the
formation-of the Levant in its present geological form. Archaeological remains have been
found in caves in the vicinity of Antelias dating to the upper Palaeolithic (10,000 B.C, 12,000
B.P) and other Palaeolithic remains have also been found in this area (Moufarrej 1969: 19-
21). Unfortunately these discoveries have not been fully published and so further
interpretation from the primary sources is problematic.

The Roman road from Antioch to Acre is reputed to have been built by Nero in 56 A.D. and
was repaired on several occasions up to the rule of Constantine I (306-337) (Goodchild 1949:
115). Major improvement works were undertaken during the reign of Caracalla (198-217) in
the area of the Nahr El-Kelb and it is from here that the only Roman milestone (N° 228) so far
recovered from this region originates.

The Maronites are reputed to have settled in Antelias during the 7th Cent A.D. and to have
built a Fortress for protection against the Umayyads, this fortress is now said to be beneath a
monastery (Moufarrej 1969: 19-21). It appears from the literary and cartographic sources that
the Metn area was characterised by sporadic settlements of unenclosed villages until the later
half of the twentieth century.

4.2.1 Archaeological Interpretation

It is likely given the topography of the coastal strip to the east between the Dog River and the
Nahr Beirut that this corridor has been used as a means of travelling up and down the coast
since the Palaeolithic. It is also likely that the line of the Roman road followed a Hellenistic
precursor which may itself have followed an older route possibly established in the Bronze
Age. The construction of a six or seven arched bridge in the Borj Hammoud area in the
Roman period provided easy access across the Beirut River and seems to have been utilised
during the medieval period. It is known that this road line is of great antiquity as the
inscriptions at the Dog River attest and probably witnessed ribbon development (roadside
suburbs) during the Hellenistic, Roman, Islarnic and medieval periods if not before. It is this
road line that the Old Tripoli Road follows. It must therefore be assumed that any ground
works that encounter undisturbed soil will impact on archaeological deposits and structures
that may add to our knowledge of the longevitv of this carriageway and the character of
ribbon or roadside development.
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4.2.2 Archaeological Implications

It is possible that fragments of the ancient road may survive along the line of the Old Tripoli
road, it is also possible that there may be traces of ribbon development or satellite settlement
associated with this road. An opportunity to establish the chronology of this road would be of
archaeological significance and may actually enable us to suggest a date for the foundation of
Beirut. Identifying any ribbon or satellite development along this road would also repay
archaeological investigation and would go some way toward helping establish the relationship
that Beirut had over time with its hinterland, and the land based trade connections between
the cities further north (Byblos and Tripoli) and Beirut.

4.3 Borj Hammoud and Dora

The area of Borj Hammoud lies on the eastern bank of the Nahr Beirut astride the
Beirut-Tripoli road Figure 4-1. The earliest archaeological finds from this area date to the
Lower Palaeolithic and have been found on the banks of the Beirut River. Though the only
structure of archaeological significance known to have existed in this area was the Roman
bridge mentioned-by Maundrell (1697 reprinted 1963) (Goodchild 1949: 100, 108). During
the Ciuisader period the Banu Hammoud who camne from Morocco to fight the Crusaders
(El-Nimir 1994: 102) erected a tower in the area.

The cartographic sources that cover this area suggest that during the early 19'I century the it
was under mulberry plantation Figure 4-2. (Davie 1987) and only became incorporated into
the urban fabric of Beirut after World War II.

4.3.1 Archaeological Interpretation

Though poorly represented in the literary sources, the area of Borj Hammoud seems to be one
of archaeological potential. The outflow of the Nahr Beirut into the Mediterranean at this
point created a marshy and fertile delta. The presence of Lower Palaeolithic material from
this area could imply several things. The river bed may have been used as a resource for
collecting water wom flint boulders as a raw material for producing flint tools. It may also
have served as an area for hunting and fishing and as a source of water. It is likely that the
fertile delta soils were sporadically cultivated from the Neolithic period and may have
provided grazing for stock animals.

It is possible that the river was bridged or forded on or near this point prior to the construction
of a bridge in the Roman period. Though it is unknown if this bridge replaced an earlier
Phoenician or Hellenistic predecessor. The presence of the Roman road crossing the Beirut
River here and the likelihood that ihis road followed the line of earlier roads implies that Borj
Hammoud was a nodal point in antiquity. It would be surprising if there were no extraneous
buildings associated with the bridge and the control of traffic it afforded. It is likely that some
form of 'ribbon development also occurred outside the classical city along its major roads and
the location of Borj Hammoud on fertile ground next to a river crossing would have made a
prime site for such development.
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Figure 4-1: Nahr Beirut as it is today. The deliberate coursing of the river will have helped
preserve palaeo channels, sensitive bank deposits, and Palaeolithic deposits from

erosion.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~V_

The Islamic and medieval road continued along the pre-established road line and it would not
be surprising if some form of sporadic extra mural; settlement or village did not grow up in
the area. As the main crossing point of the Beirut River on its eastern approach from Tripoli it
is likely that the bridge would have had some form of small garrison or guard post to try and
defend the bridge, warn the main garrisons in Beirut of an impending visitation.

4.3.2 Archaeological Implications

The area of Borj Hammoud is one that could prove archaeologically sensitive due to a
combination of two factors. Firstly the potential for good preservation of artefacts and eco-
facts on buried sites and secondly the area may have formed a nodal point at which one would
expect a relatively significant level of archaeological activity.

The presence of lower Palaeolithic material in fluvial, riverine deposits is of regional and
national significance and it is unlikely that the course of the Nahr Beirut remained static from
the Palaeolithic to Roman period. this may then mean that low lying strata may preser-ve both
palaeo-channels, (old river courses) and intact Palaeolithic assemblages. It is also possible
that any remaining assemblages would reflect both flint production and the hunting/butchery
of animals. As a means of understanding the prehistoric economy of the area, these deposits if
surviving, could have vast potential. Pollen sampling of sealed marshland may yield pollen
cores from the Upper Palaeolithic to the Late Roman period, which may help track both
changes in land use and changes in climate. The presence of anaerobic deposits could also
yield excellent absolute dating evidence in the formn of preserved wood, which would prove
valuable in refining the chronology of the development of Beirut.
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Figure 4-2: The underlying morphology of the Beirut environs (after Davie 1987) showing
the marsby course and delta of the Nahr Beirut.
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Later periods may also be represented in the underlying strata of Borj Hammoud. Later

Prehistoric. Phoenician and Hellenistic deposits are conspicuous by their absence from the

literary record. This may be more to do with their archaeological visibilitv rather than their

supposed absence. Only the waterlogged lowest piles and abutments would survive of anv

timber bridge that may have stood over the Nahr Beirut and anv roads or trackways passing

over marshy ground would have to have been built on brushwood mats or on driven timber

piles or stakes. It is likely given later alleviation that these deposits may be well sealed. and

that even where largely truncated by modern buildings would probablv repay archaeological

examination. It would also be archaeologically worthwhile to record the remains of the

Roman Bridge if still surviving to attempt to establish its construction date and style to help

refine the chronology of the Roman road.

Umayyad and later occupation of the site is not attested to in the archaeological record, this

does not however mean that it is not present in the area. The name Borj Hammoud comes

directly from the medieval period and it is a fallacy to think that such a strategic position. at a

river crossing, on fertile ground, on the line of a major road, would have been ignored during

this time. The turning of the area into mulberry plantation during the Ottoman Empire reflects

the depopulation of Beirut and its hinterland and Beirut's changing economic base rather than

seclusion and lack of habitation in the area.

Intrusive ground works at Dora square may also damage archaeological deposits though it is

likely that these will be fragmentary and poorly preserved. Further archaeological work
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would be repaid however as the line of the medieval. Roman and earlier road passes throuah
:he square. There is also a possibiiitv that structural deposits mav be encountered associated
with ribbon development.

4.4 Sin El-Fil (Saloume, Havek and Mkalles roundabouts)

Sin El-Fil. which includes the Saloume. Hayek and Mkalles roundabouts (Figure 4-3) lies on
:he eastern bank of the Nahr Beirut to the south of Borj Hammoud.

Figure 4-3: Approach to Mkalles from the southeast

Figure 4-4 Saloumne Roundabout from the southwest
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The earliest recorded activitv on the site dates to the Middle Bronze Age when it was a small
satellite settlement under the patronage and control of the Beirut city state (Ward 1970: 22,
Jidejian 1993: 33). Tombs dating to the Phoenician period have also been found in the area
(Chehab 1939: 803-809). There is no evidence in the written sources of Hellenistic
occupation, though the site was certainly a suburb of Roman Berytus and was on the road to
the ritual site of Deir el Kalaa where rites dedicated to Baal Marquod (the god of earthquakes,
identified with Poseidon) were performed (Jidejian 1993: 95).

A Church was built in Sin El-Fil during the 8th Cent. A.D. which was built over during the
20tb century (Moufarrej 1969: 116), Sin-El Fil is also muted as the battleground between Arab
tribes and the Crusaders on their way to Jerusalem in the 11Ih century (Moufarrej 1969,
Merhej 1973: 220)

4.4.1 Archaeological Interpretation

Archaeological activity from the Bronze Age, Iron Age and the Roman period are all attested
in the area of Sin-El Fil though the proximity of the discovery sites to the roundabouts of
Saloume, Hayek and Mkalles is not known. It would be unusual if Hellenistic deposits were
not present in the- area, the God Baal Marquod was associated with the Greek god Poseidon
the patron god of Beirut and as such Sin El-Fil would probably have constituted a stopping
off place while journeying to Deir el Kalaa. It is unknown if deposits pre-dating the Bronze
age are present in this area though it would not be surprising to find that the Bronze Age
settlement had a Neolithic pre-cursor.

4.4.2 Archaeological Implications

It is likely that archaeological deposits will be present in the vicinity of the Saloume, Hayek
and Mkalles roundabouts and any intrusive ground works may result in their being seriously
compromised. If the deposits are suitablv well preserved from a known site of importance, it
is possible that deep ground intrusion may be totally unacceptable from an archaeological
point of view.

A preliminary site visit to the area suggests that archaeological levels may still be preserved.
The buildings standing in the area of the roundabout are low rise without deep basements. and
mostlv date to the first half of this century. This mav then imply that not only will
archaeological levels still be preserved but that the quality of preservation may be so good as
to warrant preservation in situ and thus road improvement re-design with minimal ground
intrusion.

4.5 Intersection of Bechara al-Khoury and Independence Avenue

The-location of his site so close to the known southem. limits of the walled city, and its
juxtaposition between the roads to Damascus and Sidon irnply that archaeological deposits
may be encountered during any intrusive ground works. Mensil du Buison (1924) shows the
line of one of the aqueducts supplying Roman Beirut as passing close to the area. Medieval
and 17t" century sources report the southern extension of the Roman city as being witnessed
by ruins as late as 1697 (Maundrell) and the present day relief of the area (overlooking
Downtown Beirut) would seem to suggest that the natural slope of the land has been
accentuated and raised by made ground.

4.5.1 Archaeological Interpretation

There is no mention in any of the literary sources examined of chance finds in this area
predating the Roman period. This may be due to the depth of general development in the area
as most of the surrounding buildings are not deep basemented, or that chance finds have not
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been reported. The latter could well be the case as it is certain that archaeological deposits
probably relating to 'ribbon' and suburb development should have survived in this area as it
has only recently (over the last 100 years) been developed.

It is possible that early Islamic and Medieval archaeological deposits may survive in the area,
though these may be associated with low level domestic dwelling or craft/industrial
production outside the city walls. The area is shown as being mulberTy plantation in 1841
(Davie 1987: Figure 2) though by 1876 a building with a central courtyard possibly a Khan
stood on or near this location.

4.5.2 Archaeological Implications

It is highly likely that archaeological deposits dating to the Roman Period are preserved in
this area Though no mention of Hellenistic or earlier chance finds from the area is made in
the literary sources it is possible that where later archaeological levels survive earlier periods
may also be present.

It is also possible that ephemeral early Islamic and Medieval remains may also survive
however there is little evidence in any of the written sources to substanitiate-this.

4.6 Intersection of Bechara el Khoury and Omar Beyhum Road

The intersection of Bechara el Khoury and Omar Beyhum road lies close to the intersection of
the old Sidon road and the modem Airport road. No archaeological finds have been reported
from the immediate vicinity though this should not be taken as indicative of the absence of
archaeological material.

4.6.1 Archaeological Interpretation

The development of suburbs and 'ribbon' development to the south of Beirut is attested in
medievai and later sources and the proximity of this junction to the Sidon road implies that if
'ribbon' and suburb development is present in this area between the Sidon and Damascus
roads then it may be preserved. There is no evidence to suggest earlier occupation of the area
other than the presence of the road to Sidon which in itself is of considerable antiquity, and
the relative density of Palaeolithic occupation in the general area If archaeological deposits
are present in the area it is likely that they are well preserved. A site visit demonstrated the
presence of red sand in the area which is known to be up to 9m thick in places and should
contain the archaeological levels. The fact that naturally soil accumulation in the area
occurred due to hill wash (colluvium) also suggests that archaeological deposits may remain
preserved beneath successive layers of slope wash. The Omar Beyhumn road cuts through the
southem pine forest reputedly established by Fakhr-Eddine, this also provides favourable
conditions for archaeological preservation ensuring that the area.has not been built upon for
approximately 400 years.

4.6.2 Archaeological Implications

The potential for the preservation of archaeological remains dating to the Roman and early
Islamic periods is quite good. The local ground conditions seem to suggest that the area has
not undergone a great degree of levelling down or horizontal truncation and if anything it
seems likely that the soil cover has increased due to natural and urban formation processes.
Though there is no evidence in the literary and cartographic sources of any occupation
predating the Roman period, earlier archaeological deposits may be preserved beneath ones of
a later date. It is possible given the relative density of Prehistoric activity on the southem
approach comdor to Beirut that Palaeolithic or later prehistoric material may be well
preserved in the area
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4.7 National Museum Damascus Road intersection and Palace of Justice

These sites are located on a marine erosion terrace that also encompasses Mazraa. Berbir and
the Horch-Museum areas. A small perennial water course drains onto this terrace in the area
of the National Museum that originates in the area of the southern pine forest. A small hill
stands slightlv to the east of this area. with the vIazraa hill slightlv to the west. This marine
terrace is known to be fertile and to have been cultivated during the 19'h centurv (Davie
1987: 146).

4.7.1 Archaeological Interpretation

The fertilitv of this area coupled with its proximitv to the Damascus road (known to be a
route of some antiquitv) implies that archaeological deposits relating to the Roman period
should be present in the form of -ribbon' development and/or cemeteries. A little to the west
Jidejian states that manv Roman artefacts have been unearthed durine building works in the
Mazraa area (1993: 112). Though no finds of antiquitv have been reported from the area. this
absence should be seen as a retlection of poor development control and procedures for
instigating pro-active archaeological resource identification rather than absence of material.
The presence of prehistoric and classical material to the east on the other bank of the Nahr
Beirut at Saloume in conjuncsion with known find spots of sarcophagi and seputchrai caves
on the southern slopes of the Achrafieh hill (Mensil du Buisson 1924). would seem to suggest
that the blank area shown in the literarv sources around the National Museum and the Palace
of Justice is less to do with the presence of archaeological material and more to do with the
reporting of discoveries. The area has been heavii urbanised during the latter half of the
twentieth centurv though it sits on red-sand soils that are up to 9m deep in places that mav
hold or cover underlving archaeological deposits to a significant depth.

4.7.2 Archaeological Implications

There have been no reported chance finds of archaeological material in the immediate area of
these sites. However. the sites should be seen in the context of their wider surrounding areas.
The Roman remains at Mazraa and the prehistoric and classical remains at Havek should
indicate that there ought to be archaeological deposits in this area. Further evidence for this
summation is provided bv the fact that the road to Damascus crosses this plain at this point
which of itself should lead to speculation as to the presence of either/orvand roadside suburbs
or cemeteries. It is also possible given the relative density of prehistcr c or Paiaeolithic sites
in the wider vicinitv that there may be prehistoric archaeoiogical levels preserved within the
deep red sand soils of the area. These sand soils and their colluvial build up may in fact have
sealed and protected the archaeological levels from all but the deepest intrusions. A site visit
leads to the speculation that the area has not been heavily denuded or '---e'led down.

4.8 Tavouneh and Damascus Road Chatila-Justice Palace Intersection

This site is situated at the southern end of Omar Bevhum road and the road runnina between
Chatila and the Palace of Justice. Tavouneh is in what was once the southern pine forest
planted bv Fakhr-Eddine. part of which is still present to the west and northwest while the
ChatilalJustice intersection is on the northwest fringe of the southern pine forest on the
Damascus road.

4.8.1 Archaeological Interpretation

No archaeological finds have been reported at all from the locale of these sites. This mav be
due in part to the fact that the area has been forested since the 17ch century at least (Figure
4-5) and that modern and one mav venture insensitive deveiopment over the last four decades
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would not necessarilv have resulted in the reporting of archaeological finds to the National
museum.

It is possible given the relative densitv of archaeological activitv in this landscape that there
may be cultural material on the sites buried beneath colluvium. However. this cannot be
substantiated in anvwav without intrusive investigation.

4.8.2 Archaeological Impiications

As with all the sites and areas mentioned within the southern approach corridor to Beirut
there is a good possibilitv that archaeological material mav be encountered. due to the relative
densitv of reported archaeological and historical sites in the area.

Figure 4-5: The passage of the Damascus road through the Southern Pine Forest during the
1800's. Note that the carriagewav has been leveled up and is much higher than

the surrounding ground.

4.9 Airport Road, Chivah Boulevard Intersection

This site is located to the south of Beirut on the Choueifat plain (Sanlaville 197: 592) on the
western edge of the Bir-Hassan sand dunes. The present crossroads are overflown bv a
modem bridge leading to the Airport Boulevard.

4.9.1 Archaeological Interpretation

This intersection is surrounded bv know-n archaeological sites as well as being situated on the
old Beirut-Sidon road. To the west Bir-Hassan has vielded Middle Palaeolithic and Neolithic
material (Copeland and Westcomb 1966: 128) while Tell Arslan (Ouzaii) has also vielded
artefacts dating to the Neolithic. Historicallv Bir-Hassan derives its name from the well (Bir)
ordered bv the prince Hassan al-C hehabv. The tomb of Cheikh ed-Dahar and a Khan extant in
the 19"h centurv are reported to be located in Bir-Hassan (Davie 1984: 56. 68).

Archaeological material has been discovered in Jnah to the southwest. comprising several late
Roman Villas with impressive mosaic floors (Chehab 1957: 53-79). Indeed it is reputed that
this area of the southern approach to Beirut along the Sidon road. also known as the sands
station' is a veritable minefield of archaeological activitv Jidejian reports that important
(Roman) suburbs developed between Jnah and Ouzaii (1997: 95). Though this is based on
sketchv and incomplete archaeological evidence Jidejians interpretation of the archaeological
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landscape immediately to the west of the Chiyah Boulevard intersection is likely to have
more than a little validity.

To the east of the intersection the site is bordered by Borj-EI-Barajneh which has yielded

Palaeolithic finds as well as Roman milestones and a marble statue (see section 3.2.above).

Later periods are also represented in the area. It is known that the village of Ouzaii (tell

Arslan) was a village during the Umayyad period while a Borj or tower fort was built at Borj-
al-Barajneh by Fakhr-Eddine to protect his forces against local rebels (Mufarrij 1970: 42-72).

4.9.2 Archaeological Implications

The relative density of sites in this area during the Palaeolithic and classical antiquity is
hardly surprising given the local topography. Though reports of Hellenistic and Phoenician
archaeological deposits are absent from the literary evidence for this area it would be
foolhardy to assume that they do not exist in the area. Though this area witnessed systematic
urban growth during the latter half of the twentieth century, it is likely that islands of

archaeological stratigraphy may still be preserved under roads. buildings with shallow
foundations and between buildings with deeper foundations. Site reports for the excavations
in the area are dominated by late Roman finds, though it would seem reasonable to suggest
that this part of the landscape on the southern approaches to Beirut has witnessed almost
continual occupation since antiquity if not before.

4.10 Haret Hreik, Ghobevri intersection

This site lies within the same geographic and topographic region as 4.9. above. To the
southwest lies Haret Hreik and Bir-al-Abed. Ghobevri lies to the north and south with Chivah
lying to the east.

4.10.1 Archaeological Interpretation

The only archaeological material reported in the literary sources from Haret Hreik is an-
assemblage of Upper and Lower Palaeolithic material that has since been built over

(Copeland and Wescomb 1965: 133). However, chance finds of Roman material have been
reported in Chiyah (Khuri 1975: 21-22) during building and gardening work including
skeletal remains, ceramics. Iron and Bronze objects. four 'old' wells and two caves.

The settlement of Haret Hreik is believed to have its roots in the 1 5th centurv (thou2h thev
mav in fact be earlier) and remained a feudal village until 1861 when the Chehab family
started selling the land to the villagers.

4.10.2 Archaeological Implications

Local oral reports from Haret Hreik and Chiyah confirm the likelihood of archaeological
deposits in the area of this intersection. It is known that there is Palaeolithic activitv in the

area and chance finds of Roman material have also been reported from the locale. The

absence of Hellenistic and Phoenician material from the area in the literary sources should not

be taken as proof of its absence in the ground. The location of the site near to the Sidon road

and the narrowness of the southern corridor approaching Beirut suggests that archaeological
is likely to be present in this area and may be impacted upon by the proposed development.

4.11 Mar Mekhael Intersection

The Mar Mekhael intersection lies within the Chiyah area and in the later 19'h century lay on
the road that connected Beirut via Bab-Dherke with Sidon (Davie 1980: 62). It also forms the

crossroad between Choueifat and Hazmiyyeh (Ibid: 68).
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4.11.1 Archaeological Interpretation

The known archaeology of the Chiya area to the west is discussed above (section 4.8.),
archaeological material is also known however from the nearbv area of Hadath to the east
dating to the Neolithic (Copeland and Wescombe 1965: 88). Abundant Roman finds have
also been reported including ceramics. metal objects and monumental masonry during
construction work in the village (Merhej 1971: 194).

Archaeological deposits dating to later periods may also be present in the area. The locale
was settled in the 8th century by the Arslan family and was turned over into the production of
citrus fruits and mulberry plantation. There may therefore be early Islamic and medieval
domestic occupation/farmsteads or artisanal workshops in the vicinity. A site visit by the
project team member, a specialist on ancient ceramic lamps, compiling the archive report
resuked in her identifying fragments of pottery in the spoil tips of bulldozers that had been
working near the intersection.

4.11.2 Archaeological Implications

The Mar Mekhael intersection is an area of definite archaeological potential and
archaeological deposits are definitely attested from the immediate area. Its location on the
Beirut - Sidon road portents Roman suburban development as does the archaeological
material from the area. Though the roads have been levelled down revealing sections of the
Hamrah sand dunes expansion of the roads will affect archaeologicallv sensitive layers. Any
excavation into deposits that have not been disturbed since before 1918 carries a great chance
of exposing and damaging archaeological material.

4.12 Galerie Semaan Intersection

The Galerie Semman intersection is bordered to the west by the sites mentioned above (see
4.9. to 4.11. above) and bv Hadath and Favadiveh to the east. The site lies at the eastern end
of the Chouefat Valley, a road passing through Galerie Semaan and Hazimiyveh leads to the
mountains. The intersection is roughly equidistant from the Damascus road to the east and the
Mar Mekhael intersection to the west.

4.12.1 Archaeological Interpretation

The location of the site juxtaposed between the Sidon and Damascus roads would suggest that
the site may overlie roadside ribbon development or a satellite settlement outside Beirut. The
presence of so many archaeological sites in the vicinity and the narrowness of the corridor
approaching Beirut from the south implies that archaeological levels mav be present in this
area. The presence of Bronze Age and Palaeolithic material at Fayadiyeh may also be
indicative of earlier archaeological levels in the vicinitv of this intersection. Later occupation
is also known in the area indicated by a Khan of unknown date is reported by Davie in
Hazimiyyeh (1980: 70).

4.12.2 Archaeological Implications

Although reports of archaeology are rare in this area. the material available is sufficient to
indicate that the area is archaeologically significant. Evidence of Stone Age material was
recorded at the beginning of the century at a location nearby. Bronze Age tombs were
partially excavated close to Fayadiyeh (Copeland & Wescombe 1965: 86).

Galerie Semaan is not heavily urbanised and it retains its suburban character. Though modern
buildings with deep foundations are the norm, the density of construction is unlike that further
north which may facilitate the preservation of pockets of archaeological stratigraphy. A Khan
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is reported in Hazmiyyeh and is shown on maps of the 19th century adjacent to the Damascus
road (Davie 1980: 70).

The frequency of finds in the area is significant. the area like the Mar Mekhael intersection is
near to a major thoroughfare of demonstrable antiquity. This site and its environs may
provide us with evidence of Bronze Age occupation in the southern approaches to Beirut.
This may be of great significance in informing the archaeological comnmunitv and the public
about the settlement patterns and trade connections between Bronze Age Beirut its southern
hinterland and its relations with Damascus.

4.13 Khaldeh

Khaldeh lies approximately 20 km to the south of Beirut on the old road to Sidon. It has been
known as an area exceedingly rich in archaeological remains for some considerable period of
time. The southern part of the sands station' lies adjacent to the west with high ground and
mountains to the east.

4.13.1 Archaeological Interpretation

It is hard to overstate the richness and potential richness of the archaeological deposits in the
Khaldeh area. The 'sands station' an area of sand dunes bordering on Khaldeh itself is
extremely-rich in Palaeolithic and prehistoric lithics assemblages that must represent seasonal
camps and Neolithic settlement. Though manv of those known sites have been developed
without an adequate archaeological record the profusion of ancient activity in the area does
not preclude the discovery of other lithics assemblages and seasonal occupation sites.

The importance of the Khaldeh area lies in the multi-period nature of its occupation. which
ranges from the Middle Palaeolithic to the 7 th Cent. A.D. Late Chalcolithic (copper age)
domestic structures with evidence of their roof structures have been excavated at Khaldeh.
Superimposed over these buildings was an Iron Age (Phoenician. l1 th-8th century B.C.)
cemetery of 422 burials which straddled the Beirut Sidon road. The full extents of this
cemetery were never revealed and it is likely that the settlement with which it was associated
lies under the modem day airport. The Iron Age cemetery was sealed by occupation and
buildings dating from the Persian and Hellenistic periods ( 5 1h/4 th Cent. B.C. - Is, B.C.). These
buildings were in turn sealed bv a large Roman 'small town'. Private houses were excavated
with extensive mosaic floors. agricultural and industrial installations were also uncovered as
well as a public bath-house. (Saidah 1969)

A few kilometres to the south, excavations on the Ottoman caravanserail known as Khan
Kalde revealed the site of Mutatio Heldua (Duval and Caillet 198.: 315). This containec
numerous olive presses. hundreds of private houses, many of which had mosaic floors. the
complete street grid system with waste and fresh water supply and drainage and a rectangular
temple with a central courtyard (peristyle) containing a winged sphinx (Saidah 1969: 134).
Palaeolithic, Bronze Age and Iron Age deposits are also present on the site though they
remain unexcavated beneath later occupation. The site prospered until the Muslim conquest in
650 A.D. and had two churches both dating from the 6'h century A.D. (Callot 1982: 420)

4.13.2 Archaeological Implications

It is obvious without doubt that the Khaldeh area is rich in archaeological remains of national
importance and regional significance. It is likely that any intrusive ground works in the area
will encounter archaeological deposits that may date from the Palaeolithic to the early 7 th

century A.D.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

This assessment has attempted to characterise the potential archaeological deposits within the
area of Greater Beirut from the literary and cartographic sources alone. Interpretation of this
data set is made difficult by the number of sources available and (with a few notable
exceptions) their reliability, accuracy and rigour. Many of the general sources offer
statements of apriori fact without recourse to references, or illumination of the process by
which they reached their conclusions. However, a series of broad statements can be made
about the archaeology of Beirut outside the BCD. Palaeolithic and Roman archaeological
discoveries seem to predominate in the literary references to Beirut. This is interesting as it
may reflect a number of factors or trends that confirm the observers as products of their time.
Darwinism and the 'new science' of the mid to late 19th century spurred archaeological
research into humanities earliest past when many of the identifications of Palaeolithic sites
were made. The traditional bias of Classical archaeology towards Roman remains is also
evident from the observations made in the literary sources. In the case of the former. the work
undertaken in identifying sites dating to the Stone Age has ensured that this period
(archaeologically one of the most difficult to recognise) has not been ignored. However the
latter bias may have resulted in casual observations of archaeological deposits relating to
Hellenistic. Phoenician, Islamic and medieval occupation being disregarded poorly
understood or being unrecognised and so not finding their way into the written record

5.1 Archaeological Trends Represented in the Data and Analysis

Generallv the overall picture regarding the archaeology of Greater Beirut is fairlv uniform ie.
there is the potential to encounter significant archaeological deposits in all of the areas
examnined. The fact that Beirut has been a nodal point for nearly 13.000 years is hardly
surprising when one takes the topography, geology and geography of the area into
consideration. The narrow coastal strip to the north east with its fertile colluvial soils,
adequate rainfall, availabilitv of flint for tool making either from water rolled river or beach
boulders or from eroded cliff faces all contributed to the favourable location of the Beirut
peninsula during the Palaeolithic. Mesolithic and Neolithic. This favourable setting is also
reflected in the known Palaeolithic sites in Ras Beirut and on the southern approaches.

Evidence of later Neolithic occupation in the area is however, alarmingly sparse. The fertile
soils between the Achrafieh hill and Ras Beirut as well as on the eastern approaches and
ready access to a source of flint should have made the Beirut peninsula and its hinterland an
attractive prospect. The fact that Neolithic material has been collected on the southern and
soutwestern approaches to Beirut is interesting and may reflect a change in settlement
patterns. The shortlived camps or stations of the Palaeolithic and to an extent Mesolithic
being replaced by village (or proto urban) settlement on the fertile plain to the south of Beirut.
The evidence however, is far too sparse to formulate population and site density models
possibly due to poor site recognition and lack of archaeological monitoring during
construction. One thing is certain however, that more work needs to be done in the environs
and hinterland of Beirut to establish the nature of settlement in the area during these periods,
Beiruts economic base. sphere of influence, and trade and exchange networks. It cannot be
assumed that the relative absence of Neolithic sites from the literarv record is indicative of
anything other than a lack of recognition of these sites.

Beirut is known. from recent and earlier excavations to have been an urban settlement in the
Bronze Age. Satellite settlements of this period seem to be distributed in the landscape
towards the base of the foothills/mountains marking the eastern edge of the coastal plain. The
exception to this seems to be Beirut itself which utilises the fertile coastal plain, the good
water sources and an easily defend natural location with a good natural harbour. It is likely
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that the other Bronze Age sites in the area were client settlements of the Beirut city state. The
relationship of Beirut to its hinterland during the Bronze Age (and indeed all subsequent
periods) is yet to be addressed as is settlement patterning within Beirut's hinterland (and one
may assume immediate sphere of political influence). As with the Neolithic period it is
important that the relative paucity of the literature concerning the presence of Bronze Age
sites in the vicinity of Beirut is not taken as an indication of absence. Relatively little
systematic investigation of either a research or rescue nature has been undertaken outside the
BCD. It is not surprising therefore that Bronze Age settlement may be under represented in
the literature concerning the landscape.

Where archaeological excavation has taken place in the hinterland of Beirut it has usually
revealed a superimposed sequence of archaeological deposits and a multi-period nature to the
site. The archaeology of the Phoenicians (Iron Age) is present in only two areas, Mkalles and
Khaldeh. Beirut is known to be a Phoenician city with an imposing defensive walL however it
is surprising that no satellite settlements to it have been excavated as yet. The Phoenician
cemetery at Khaldeh on the southern approaches to Beirut must have been associated with a
settlement. However this settlement could not be investigated as it probablv lay under the
airport. Phoenician graves were also found at Mkalles. however no corresponding settlement
has come to light. The seeming absence of Phoenician settlement (in the sources) from the
landscape around Beirut is somewhat enigmatic and should be addressed. It would otherwise
seem that the urban centre of Beirut existed without a hinterland which would be so
anomalous as to be utterlv unbelievable.

The Hellenistic period is also peculiarly absent from the literary record. A necropolis is
known to the west of the BCD and sporadic burial may continue as far as Ain Mreise though
the extent of Hellenistic Beirut is uncertain. Excavation at Khaldeh has revealed Hellenistic
and Persian deposits. other than this it would appear that Hellenistic occupation was sparse in
the environs and hinterland of Beirut. This paucity of evidence is probably due to the socio-
political and economic circumstances of Lebanon, as well as a lack of field work over the past
25 years and the understandable failure during the war to enforce Lebanese law relating to the
reporting of archaeological finds and an inability to exercise development control.

By contrast Romano-Byzantine Beirut is extremely visible. In every area examined during
this studv there have been reports of one form or another of chance finds of Roman material
culture. buildings, columns. mosaics and sarcophagi. One gains the impression of a utilised
and populated landscape around Beirut with ribbon and suburb development along the roads
to Sidon Damascus and Tripoli as well as the beach suburbs of Ouzaii and Jnah. Though the
most visible archaeologically and- in the literarv sources. it is surprising how little we vet
know of the morphology, extent, and patterns of land use in Roman Beirut and its soutnern
and possiblv western suburbs. It is possible that Roman archaeological levels will be present
on all sites studied. and given the state of our knowledge of Roman Beirut each site could be
of great importance to our developing understanding of the Classical citv and its socio-
economic base.

The contraction of Beirut in the years following the Muslim conquest and later Crusader.
Mamluk and Ottoman occupation has been the subject of relatively little archaeological
investigation outside the BCD. The presence of Khans (of unknown date) on the roads to
Damascus and Sidon are attested in the maps of the 19'b century. However earlv Islamic
settlement and occupation of the southern approaches to Beirut is attested on several sites as
is Mamluk occupation in the area of Verdun and Mar Elias. The presence of sepulchral caves
on the eastern approach to Beirut and the location of a Crusader Chapel on the opposite bank
of the Nahr Beirut to Borj Hammoud may illustrate that later occupation and settlement was
mainly concentrated in the direct vicinity of the walled town. There is also some evidence for
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later Islamic occupation in Ras Beirut and on the Achrafieh hill. It seems that by the 17 h

century much of Beirut's formerly populated environs had become agricultural land and
mulberry plantation at least until renewed urban development in the later years of the 1 9 th
century. However the archaeology of the Islamic. Crusader and later Islamic periods has
almost undoubtedly suffered from 19'h century and modem development without being
recorded. The presence of these deposits in the areas studied should not be automatically
discounted.

5.1.1 Recommendations for Further Work

This assessment should onlv be seen as a precursor to and not a replacement for field survey
and field based archaeological evaluation. In the absence of investigative trenching to the top
of any archaeological deposits, or to the proposed depth of development this desktop based
assessment should be taken as demonstrating the minimum archaeological potential for each
site. It is impossible to fully identify and ringfence resources without conducting intrusive
evaluative groundworks on the sites in question to identifv the nature, date and chronological
range of archaeological preservation. It would be foolish based on this (desktop) Assessment
alone to plan the scope of archaeological excavation, identifv training needs and mute
decisions about preservation in situ or preservation by record. This report was commisioned
with the sole purpose of providing an intelligent and informed lead in to the archaeological
potential of the areas in question as a potential precursor of and without re-course to intrusive
survey. The authors own experience from work in Beirut and on other urban excavations has
shown that Remote Sensing Techniques are not particularly helpful in an urban context.
Typically excavations in Beirut have shown the superposition of archaeological deposits to a
depth of more than 5 metres and on occasion to a depth of 13m. When the particular intensitv
of human site formation processes are viewed in conjunction with the complex
geomorphology of the area and the complexity of natural site forrnation. it is unlikely in
extremis that remote sensing would have the penetration to deal with either the background
noise caused by modem services. or the quality of defmition to accurately evaluate any given
sites complexity. It is this complexity which is the real key to determining how long a site
may take and cost to excavate. Mitigation strategies for each particular site have been given
in general of terms and are preesented at the end of this section. Without intrusive
archaeological evaluation it is impossible to reliably predict the nature of archaeological
preservation. The intention of this assessment is that it identifv to the developers the potential
of each area to be archaeologically sensitive and as such it must be seen as part of the pre-
project planning process. Ideally, this report should be followed by an intrusive though non
destructive field evaluation phase. then followed by a phase of consultation with the relevant
bodies such as the National Museum and the Minister for Culture and Higher Education, prior
to any decision to excavate or not. This can onlv be done with the full consultation of the
Director General of Antiquities, once he has granted permission to conduct field based
evaluation. The Director General of Antiquities bv Law has the power to halt anv
development that is damaging archaeological deposit. Such a strong and empowering law is
however rendered somewhat impotent without some form of predictive modelling for the
archaeological deposits in Beirut and its hinterland. It is this dearth of structured and collated
knowledge (in the form of a sites and monuments record) that has largely resulted in the
absence of a nationaL regional or city based archaeological research agenda or research
framework such as those that exist for the UK (see Managing our Past (1991) and the Draft
Research Agenda (1997). It is exceptionally difficult to provide a relativistic league table of
the types of archaeological site that mav warrant preservation in Beirut when so little
structured and intrusive reconnaissance has been done in many of the areas covered. Given
the traditional cultural and nationalistic biases of archaeological research in the Levant the
archaeology of the Greek and Roman world has a disproportionately high profile in relation
to that of earlier and later periods. This is reflected in the written sources and has produced
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the apparent biases in this survey. Ideallv archaeological research has to be pointed to
answering specific questions within a research framework and engaged in the modelling of
past societies and the predictive modelling of the vestiges that may remain so as to best
conserve them in an unexcavated state and help draft site management plans. Archaeological
evaluation does not entail excavation in the sense of a full stratigraphic investigation. it is a'
field based reconnaissance technique designed to help characterise the nature, depth, quality
of preservation and extent of any archaeological deposits. Areas where no disturbance of the
ground is planned should not interfere with archaeological deposits. the same is also true for
areas where development is taking place over previously disturbed ground. However in the
absence of any reliable or credible data with which to suggest models of deposit mapping the
depth of archaeological deposits below the surface will vary drastically over the entire area
covered from less than a meter to several meters. Improvement of transport infrastructure that
already exists should not impact on any preserved archaeological deposits however new
service trenches, the insertion of culverts and the digging of foundations for service roads.
lighting gantries, drainage. electricitv cable trenches should all be monitored
archaeologically. Integrating archaeological concerns at the earliest opportunity in the
development stage is a measure that can enable development work to continue to timetable
while fulfilling a legal obligation to buried cultural remains.

As stated above the entire area around Beirut has the potential for the survival of
archaeological material from at least one if not many periods of history. It is certain that in
some areas urban development has removed all but the lowest lving archaeological deposits.
However. roads do not cause the same danage to archaeological deposits in an urban context
as deep foundations. The areas where underground car parks are proposed should be
thoroughly evaluated by means of test excavations bv a team of professional and experienced
stratigraphic archaeologists. Those sites marked for grade separation should also be evaluated
by means of intrusive excavation to the upper level of the surviving archaeological
stratigraphy. Once the presence or absence of archaeological deposits. their age. character and
quality of preservation has been established the decision as to whether the site should be fullv
excavated (removed) or preserved in situ has by law to be taken by the Department of
Antiquities. It is only when this higher level of investigation has been conducted that a further
plan for developmental works can be taken forward. Funding for any excavation has to be
guaranteed in order to obtain excavation perrnission. legallv this guarantee does not have to
cover the cost of post excavation analvsis and publication. though it should cover the costs of
cataloguing, recording, conserving and archivin2 the different finds and records from an
excavation. In law any person removing archaeological material without permission. either
knowinglv or unknowingly as liable to prosecution as a criminal rather than civil offence. Anv
archaeological fieldwork recuires a permit from the Director of Antiquities of Lebanon. this
includes all intrusive works. evaluations and archaeological watching briefs. The Lebanese
Antiquity laws are intrinsically weighted towards the needs of the archaeological resQurce
and preserving it in situ. Structured and well planned fieldwork is essential. coupled with
constructive dialogue between all concerned parties (National Museum, archaeological
contractors. site contractors and project management). Professionally executed evaluations.
conducted by experienced stratigraphic urban archaeologists prior to any decision to
excavate, build or redesign; should ensure that some of the worst mistakes witnessed in the
BCD are not repeated.

It is therefore in the best interests of both the archaeological deposits and the effective project
management of the Greater Beirut Transport project that a serious attempt at quantifying and
identifying the nature and extent of the archaeological resource to be impacted upon is
provided for. This Assessment is merely the first step towards this goal and constitutes what
is recognised as 'best practice' in the UK. This assessment tails into other areas of the
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environmental impact assessment by virtue of highlighting the potential archaeological
sensitivities of each area outlined as such it is an initial statement of the minimum
archaeological presence that may be expected in any given area. A model of the process of
archaeological investigation into which this assessment fits is presented in table 5-1 below.

Recommendations and possible mitigation strategies are outlined below. However. though
any ground work that causes disturbance to a depth of I meter or less is probably within
danger of affecting cultural deposits it is impossible and imprudent to offer this as a hard and
fast rule. In certain cases in Beirut Roman rooms and cellars were terraced into underlying
bedrock which resulted in excellent preservation of their interiors. While the bedrock itself
was visible at contemporary ground level. The case by case nature of archaeological survival
and building work necessitates flexibility and pragmatisrm
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Table 5-1: Thie life of ain arlchaeological p)roject in a development context

I…~~~~~~~~~I Procuremient ol'IPerniissioin fr,om DXJA
I)esk based Iiterary research I dlenijies arclaeologicalpolenctil I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- i- -

Arclhaieological Assessiiient Infirins linveslgalorsoflpos.sible * br intrtisive interventionis. | btsis/i,,/ger I
I_____________ ._____________. _______ _____________.________ |I sLope q/ tleposits thli maY01 he I proviLledl.

I elcounILtered. AIIdsplannig-i-gJor | - ,
(archaeotogicalIiehl evalhation I lir piissjan wih the iA -n -

… - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - cliaec liiid procedllres and __ _
vo lcoIfu'a l scone ol' oroicctl FI ield based archaeological

reconnaissance. Evaluation
trenchling* Watching t3iel'

Proditction of (letailed recording* Recordinig and
evaluation reports including _ processing of strLlcttiral records,

coslinlgs an(l limescales. artillicts and eco-ficlts.

No Surv'ival StirOval Sulov
Demonstrtleil ed

[Lack or'need ibr Ijirther v r c C
work demonsi iated. S ris aI

inpicm eiliatioii of' ionitoriiig ui(i x%alcing Reiieie it of and inplemelittaniod of cliance find proceedures once
cihalie tatid polncidtndcs. rcaIeling negotiation witlh the DGA for pernmission for intruisive development

________ ____________brief salvage recording. is iln tile process of heing agreed.

C(on dueltion of excavat ion. Recor-ding De )cision to 'xcavate taken. I'lanninig lbr
Iami remorval of archaeological excavation. Submit costings and design|

Recordl cliatkil validlilloI. (lelp(osiIs (Itiinilg chic brielI 7 eei- lit stall: Pu,it inil'ra-strLlctnire in
)ecl'eopmenipi'oI/cOfULeds i r od ue tion )ia_llaive. excavation, place. -

I l >11 I'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~ublicationl - iec1
esAsessiiienl ol'site lor limll a* Iull publication as a
-pllblicatio oidepsition 11 monograph

il ms achive with Nationa;l 11 P |* Iublicaltion in a journal as |
|| lshiscilill. ll 1 1 11 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a smiall site report

lvlltiiication in a journal as
D e)positiolln ol'archiv ye a liote
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5.1.2 Definition of Working Practices (stage 1)

* Evaluative excavation aims at characterising the level of preservation within any given
area. It frequently entails multiple trenching to the upper levels of the archaeological
deposits. The intention of the strategy is to identify archaeologically sensitive areas prior
to groundworks. aid in the production of costings for possible development and
excavation. The conduct of an evaluative excavation in no way implies either the end of
an archaeological project or that final permission to build will be granted bv the
Deparunent of Antiquities. Potentially there are a diverse range of archaeological deposits
that could be encountered. should this be the case there are a range of methodologies that
will need to be applied which will have further implications vis a vis cost and time. These
implications in terms of cost. time and mitigation strategy can only be determined after a
visual examination of the state of archaeological preservation has been afforded.

* Watching brief excavation constitutes the archaeological supervision of machines while
removing strata that is or is strongly suspected to be of little archaeological sensitivity.
However it is conducted under archaeological supervision with the caveat that the
archaeologists mav stop machine work for an agreed period of time to record
archaeological features encountered. This mav result in a mini excavation within the
boundaries of the machine trench. for the purposes of creating a record prior to
destruction.

* Skeletal remains by their verv nature are both high profile and intrinsicallv sensitive. In
the case of Roman Sarcophagi heavy lifting gear mav be required.

* Chance find procedures have to be discussed and agreed with the Lebanese Department of
Antiquities. thougah draft guidelines are included in Annexe 1 and will be re-drafted if
needed following further consultation with the DGA. It would be prudent to ensure that
each of the proposed intrusions has DGA approbation. This does not imply or guarantee
that should archaeological deposits be encountered of an unusual nature, or in a state of
good preservation. that further pernission to excavate them will be granted. Even at this
stage a project mav be halted or have to be re-costed.

The following summarv outlining the investigation methods suggested for each site is based
on the area overviews presented above. A detailed Outline Work Plan for Stage I Evaluation
is provided as Annexe 2.
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1'alIe 5-2: Site EIvalin:afion MNethiodology

Key: Pal-Palaeolilhic. l3/A-Bronze Age. I/A-lron Age. Iel--I lellenistic. Roin-Romian.. Med-Medieval. Isim-Islailnic.
SIIE PROtPOSEI) KNOWN ARCIIAEOLOGICAL. EVAIL UATION ME'Fllolo)l0oGV

GR(ItOINI)WORIKS SENSI'I'IVI'I'Y
Antalias, Jal-El Dib, OlId Grade Separationl Ilai, IJpper Pal, ?B/A, ?I/A, ?lIel, Watching brief, evalution excavation. I.eading to costing off excavation pending
Tripoli Rd ______ Romt, Byz, Med, Isim. DGA_)Ipermission and evaluation results.
13orj I lainmiiouid, D)ora. (irade Separationl I'al, ?Upper Pal, ?I Ie, Roin, Byz, D)etailed evaluationi excavation of areas of likely Pal and Upper Pal suirvival. Wood and

?Med/lslin pollen core sampling, possible C14 and tree ring dating. Conservationi reqtuiremenits for
ecofacts, soil sampling and wet sieving for floral and fatnal remains. Contilitial
archaeological monitoring in form of watching brief.
I'valuation excavation foi- Romnani bridge remainis, archiitecitiral surivey and( morlar
sampling. Watchiing brief for road and ribbon developmenit deposits and structures,
conlinltona archiaeological mnotit owiiig ol'initirsive groundilworks, salvage recording and
excavation of encouLntered strIctules, thouigih it is likely that tilese remains will be
fragetry.

__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ .__ _r g e t r~ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ ___

Saloume, I layek, Mkalles Ibid ?Neo, B/A, I/A, ?l lel, Rom, 13yz, Potential for excellent plreservation andl intact archaeological sequenlce. Evaluation
Med/lshim excavation, followed by fuill excavation depending on DGA approval. fligih potential of

area warranting preservation in situ, re-burial an(d redesign of intrusive structiral
elemenits to miniimise impact on buried remains. Possibility of skeletal populations
being encountered, cemetary excavation is laborious, and time consuminig, necessity

______ ___________ _.__ ________ for recovery teclniqtics to be in accordance with aims of skeletal analysis.
Bechara al Khotiry, Ibid ?I lel, Roimi, Byz, Med/lshim Evaluat ion excavation in all areas of intrtisive groundworks over 0.7m, watching brief
IndependenceAveniuie of areas with shallower intervenitionis. Gjood potential for preservation of later remains
inter section all(f Islands of inltact arclhaeological stratigraphy. Likelihood of architectural masonr-y

in residlnd contexts. I ikelihood of preservation of later antiqtue, medieval and Islamic
structures. Earthi fast archaeology requires carefuil evaluation and skilful m1aciniile
inonitoring.

Bechiara al Khoutry, Onlar bi ? Puehist, 911e), Rom, nyz, Med/Isimt Iligih potential for preservation of Rom, Byz, Med/Isim levels. Possibility of earlier
lBeyhulil intersection. de.posits. Evaluation excavation as above, watchiing lbr iel' works durinig constrtuction.

__________ _(X_ )
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TFable 5-2: Site Evalu1ation1m Metliolh ology (Contld)

PR(orosi: KNOWN ARCIIAEOIO.GIUAI. EVALUlJATION METIIODOI.01C

_ ________ _ ICOUNDWORKS - _ ----- --- _S_____ ____T__TY__-

Nationial Musetinu, Ibid '?Prehist, Roan, 13yz, ?Med/lslm Watching brief durinig groundworks depending on proposed depilt of development.
D)ainascus Rd inlersectioni. Potential need tfr fill excavation unproveni hut possible.
Palace of.lustice.

Tayoune/Dainascuis Rd, -bid Idid lb_id_

Chatila-P'alace ol'JtListice
intersectioni.

Aih-port Rdi, Clhiya Ihid Pal, IJpper Pal, Neo, B/A, I/A, I lel, Fvaltialioni excavation in all areas of proposed intrtisive groundworks. Full/partial
Bouleva rd intersection Roni, 13yz, Med/Islrn excavation and/or preservation if war r anted. Watching brief recording of pipe trenches

_____ ____ __ _ _______________ _ _ ___ e_ ._._________________.-__c

I laret I Ireik, Chobeyri lb,id ?Pal, ?Ipper Pal, Rom, Islim Evaluiation excavation, archaeological monitoring of pipe trenchies etc. Furtiher costinigs
intersection in advance of re-developme. _e_ __
Mar Mekhael Intersectioni _bid ?Neo, ?I Ie, Rom, B3yz, ?Med, Isnlm Evaluation excavation witliirn footprinit of any intruisive grotiindworks. Watchinig brief

_aerie _e_an _bid____ recordiiig of pipe trenches etc.
GJalerie Semiaan Ibid ?Pal, ?B/A, ?Ilel, Rom, B3yz, Med, Evaluationi excavation within footprint of any groundworks. Archaeological
Intersection_ Isbin _ __ monitoring ofppe trencies.
Khaldeh lIbid Pal, B/A, I/A, liel, Rom, 13yz, Med, Evaluation excavation withiin footprint of groundworks.

I sfI 
Ortho(lox I lospital - Jndergrouindi Parkinig ?B/A, ?I/A, ?Rorn, ?Byz, ?Med/lslim Evaluationi excavation to deter-minle degree to which site is uindisturbed. Possible full

excavation. Archaeological monitoring of fuirlher machline excavation tfor services.
Mar Nicholas Underground Parking ?B3/A, ?I/A, Roni, Byz, ?Med/Ishl Ibid

Verdun Ulnderground Parkinig I'al, tUpper Pal, Rom/3Byz, Med/lsim Ibid

13asta IJnidergiotiind Parking Pal, tipper Pal, ?B/A, Wl/A, Roem, Ibid
13yz, Med/isIh.

I lam ra UndeI r und. Par iak g ?Ronm/Byz Med/Is shn Smal l scale eva ti ation, an jwatching br-ief.
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ANNEXE 1 CHANCE FIND PROCEDURES

Greater Beirut Urban Transport Archaeological Assessment.

Dr:aft
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Greater Beirut Urban Transport Archaeological Assesment

Suggested Chance Find Procedures

Introduction

The following are draft recommendations only and may be amended after further consultation
with the DGA. As such these guidelines should be seen as a working document.

Some Definitions

The term find is defined for the purpose of this document as.

"Any object, structure, remain(s) or deposit(s) that is of demonstrable or suspected antiquity
whether in situ or not"

Essentiafly this definition covers three classes or types of 'find"

* Structural remains and cultural deposits

* -Artefacts

. Ecofacts

1. Structural remains/Cultural deposits.

This includes (among others)

Walls, foundations, floors, decorated architectural stonework, architectural elements
(columns, pilasters, column bases), architectural masonry (other than blank geometric stone),
architectural fittings (stone, wood, ceramic, metal) ceramic building materials,
marble/polished stone floor/wall covering, mosaics, (ceramic, stone and glass, tesserae, in any
quantity) stucco, moulded plaster, painted plaster, eardtfast/rockcut graves or tombs,
wells/cisterns, structural wood/timber. Archaeological deposits/levels relating to construction,
occupation/use, disuse/demolition/abandonment

2. Artefacts

Including (among others)

Ceramic objects (vessels, statuary, personal ornamentation, coin dies), Stone objects (worked
flint, statuary, vessels, personal ornamentation, inscribed stonework, coin dies), objects made
of glass (personal ornamentation, vessels, industrial residue, utensils), metal objects (personal

* omamentation, vessels, industrial residue, utensils, coins, weapons).

3. Ecofacts

Including (arnong others)

Human bone (articulated or otherwise) Worked animal bone/ivory, wooden vessels, worked
wood, deposits suspected of anaerobic preservation.

The terms 'of demonstrable or suspected antiquity' in this instance is defined as anything
appearing or thought to be belonging to any period up to the French Mandate of Lebanon
(1919). This thus excludes objects made of polythene, plastic, pressed aluminium. In the case
of doubt suspicion should be weighted toward antiquity.
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Procedures

General principles

* In areas of archaeological preservation, development will be monitored by an
archaeologist in liaison with the Senior Co-ordinator. The Senior Co-ordinator will liase
with representatives of the DGA who have legal control over any archaeological works
and ownership of any archaeological material.

* Chance finds of archaeological material must be reported to the Senior Co-ordinator, who
will in consultation with the site contractors, project management team and the DGA
devise the mitigation strategy.

* Archaeologists monitoring ground works must ensure that the context and security of (an)
object(s), or structure has been established prior to removal. She/he must also ensure that
no ground works that will affect the coherence or intelligibility of the object, deposit or
structure take place once that object, deposit/structure has been discovered.

* Archaeological material deriving from chance finds should if necessary be photographed
(monochrome and colour) with appropriate metric scale at the location of its discovery. If
necessary its location should be surveyed in, and written notes in the daily site diary
(accompanied by measured drawings if appropriate) made about its discovery. If on site
conservation is required this will be arranged by the Senior Co-ordinator, if urgent
conservation work is needed portable objects will be deposited with the National Museum
Transportation and lifting of larger objects will be arranged at Developer expense with
the advice of the DGA

* Site contractors discovering archaeological materials must immediately report them to
either the site archaeologist or the Senior Co-ordinator.

- The removal of archaeological deposits without the approbation of the DGA the theft of
archaeological objects from sites is a crimnal offence punishable by imprisonment and
fines under Lebanese law.

Specifics

I Sitess awaiting archaeological evaluation

Groundwork on sites undergoing preliminary works prior to archaeological field evaluation
will be monitored on a daily basis by an archaeologist. In the event of archaeological deposits
being encountered the archaeologist will either halt the relevant groundworks pending further
assessment, or mitigation measures will be put in place after consultation with the site
contractors and the Senior Archaeological Co-ordinator, prior to intrusive archaeological site
evaluation. Chance finds of artefacts/ecofacts will be evaluated for context prior to removal
(under archaeological supervision). Object removal will be archaeologically supervised and
the DGA will be notified in the event of significant finds, the DGA and Police will be
immediately notified by the Senior Co-ordinator in the event of the discovery of human
remains.
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2. Sites that have been archaeologically evaluated

Groundworks on sites that have been field evaluated will be monitored by an archaeologist
until either their completion or the archaeologist has determined that they are in
overburdenlarchaeologically sterile levels. Chance finds of artefacts/ecofacts will be
evaluated for context prior to removal (under archaeological supervision). Object removal
will be archaeologically supervised and the DGA will be notified in the event of significant
finds, the DGA and Police will be immediately notified by the Senior Co-ordinator in the
event of the discovery of human remains.

3. Infrastructure and service trenches

Interventions of this type will be monitored by an archaeologist, any archaeological levels
encountered will be assessed and depending on quality, coherence and extent, mitigated
against either by watching brief recording, excavation, or service trench diversion.
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ANNEXE 2 OUTLINE WORK PLAN FOR STAGE 1 EVALUATION

Greater Beirut Urban Transport Archaeological Assessment

1 Groundworks By Site / Programme Implementation

2 Outline Staffing levels / Evaluation Duration per Site
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Greater Beirut Urban Transport Project. Archaeological Assesment.

Outine Staffing Levels Evaluation Duration per Site.
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APPENDIX 1

A-ssessment of Anteihas (Old 7Thipoii Road. Jal El-Dib.

-Assessment of Burj Hammoud/Dora

Assessment of Nahr Street

-A Assessment of Miar Nicoias

Assessment of Orthociox HosDitai

o. Assessment of Sassme

Assessment of the Sin El-Fii ISaioume. Havek & MLkailes Roundaoouts

3. Assessment Report for BCD-Socideco-Miuseum-Damascus Road

Assessment ReDort for Omar Bevhum BCD-Bechara ci (ourv-Tavou.ne & 3CJ-
Bechara ei Khourv - Chatfia

0. Assessment of The Airport Road-Chivah Boulevard Intersecnion

: -. Assessment of Haret H-reik t Haret Hreik Ghooevr. intersection)

*-.' Assessment of Mar Miekhaei rntersecion

A ssessment of Gailene Semaan intersec.icn

I-i. Assessment of Khaideh
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1. Archaeological Assessment Report for the old Tripoli Road Beirut Urban
Transport Project

Joanna Abdallah - 5/7/98

BACKGROlUND

The old Tripoli road lies to the north of Beirut, starting at Nahr el Mot, it passes through Jai
El-Dib, Antelias and ends in Dbayeh. It is here where it joms the modern Beirut-Tripoli
motorway at the Nahr El-Kalb tunnels. (see Figure 1-1 )

ARCHAEOLOGICAL HISTORY

From an examination of the wrintten and cartographic sources it seems that the old Tripoli
road may be overlying the Roman road from Antioch to Acre built in 56 AD bv a legate of
the Emperor Nero a Caius Ummidius Durmius. This road was repaired several times bv
subsequent emperors until Constantine the Great in the vears 333-337 AD (Goodchild
1949:112-113, 127). The road at Nahr EL-Kelb was cut in the vear 211-217 AD during the
reign of Emperor Caracalla and is considered as the last major work of improvement to the
Roman road (Goodchild 1949:11 5). Milestones have been discovered-along its course from
Antioch to Acre. however, in the area discussed here the only milestone found so far is the
one at Nehr EL-Kelb engraved bv Caracalla's legions. Traces of the road have been found at
the eastem entrance of Beirut, and a milestone found near the tram depot (milestone no. 228),
shows that the Roman thoroushfare entered the citv from this direction after crossins the
Nahr Beirut by a seven-arched bndge (Goodchild 1949: 100). To the south of Dbave, in the
area of Antelias. Paleolithic remains have been found in the grotto of Kasr Akil dating to
some 13000 years ago Other Palaeoiithic caves have been found in the area such as Magharet
Wara' and Magharet Al-Ballaneh (Mloufarrej 1969: 19-20). The Maronites are reputed to
have settled in Antelias as earlv as the 7h C AD. and to have built a fortress to ensure their
protrection against the Umayyad armies. This fortress is said to lie below the present
monastery (see Figure 3-2) (Moufarrej 1969: 19-21). During the Ottoman occupation of
Lebanon Antelias' played a key role in the violent insurrections of 1820 and 1840 against the
despotism (sic) of Emir Bechir, appointed by the Ottoman authorities as Emir of Mount
Lebanon (Moufarrej 1939: 19-21). To the south of Antelias lies Jal El-Dib. Though no
reference to it has been found in archaeological records. Its historv could however have
started durmg the 7' centurv with he coming of the Marorutes to the Memn and -he:r settling
of the area (Merhej 1973: 32-33). In general, this area remained as a compound of villages of
the Metn area until recently where it has become highiy populated and is considerea as part of
greater Beirut.

SUMMARY OF LIKELY IMPACT

As the area has been classified as a parking action district. there is the possibility that any
excavating may disturb archaeoiogicai material. It is very liklely that the road could be
overlying the old Roman road that linked Antioch with Acre: or following the same
trajectory. In fact. the Roman road could also be following an earlier road (Hellenistic or
earlier), since the 7h centurv stelae of Nahr El-Kalb are evidence of a continuous use of this
track until the present century where kings have inscribed either their conquests of the area.
or their visits. The road was aiso heavily used by the medieval pilgrims on their way to
Jerusalem (Jidejian 1993: 54). From the pictoral evidence it seems that population expansion
into this area has occurred over the last 50 years. (see Anteihas 1 below). However. possible
settlements are likely to be found as a natural result of ribbon development all along the road
to Beirut. Since it is presently highly populated (Dbaye. Antelias, and Jal EL-Dib),
Palaeolithic sites as well as other archaeological remains are less likely to be found in the
vicinity of the road. However. im less populated areas such as river beds and valleys where no
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land leveling or deep foundations have cut into the bed rock yet their occurrence may be less
sporadic and better preserved. It must be stated that the settlement history of the area is
somewhat problematic to elucidate due to a lack of systematic fieid work in the area and the
likelihood that chance discoverv of artifacts from the area during the last 25 vears may have
found their way onto the antiquities market thus robbing them of their context.

RECOMMENDED MITIGATION

Evaluation excavation is recommended in the location of deep interventions tover 0.7m) if
development is to proceed no deeper than this an archaeological watching brief is
recommended. In the case where ground seems to have been made or overburden extends to
the level of development a watching brief is also reconmmended to retrieve residual artefacts
in this area, though this does not preclude rescue excavatiorL should the levei of preservation
warrant such.

Gazetter of Illustrations:

Figure 1-1 Report Main Section
Figure 3-2 Report Main Section

Antelias 1-1: Antelias street along the old Tripoli road showing mandate period (1918-1943)
houses with red tiled roofs
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2. Archaeological Assessment Report for the Site of Burj Hammoud/Dora Greater
Beirut Urban Transport Project

Joanna Abdallah - 10/7/98

BACKGROUND

This area lies north of Beirut, on the far bank of the Nahr Beirut which separates it from
Ashrafieh (see 1 below).

ARCHAEOLOGICAL HISTORY

The only recorded archaeological remains from this area have been of Early Stone Age date
which were found on the banks of the Nahr Beirut (Moufarrej 1969: 39). From the
cartographic sources (Davie 1987 Figure 1, Figure 4-2 of this report) this area is known to be
a marshy area, that was very fertile and lush with vegetation. Similar cartographic sources
(Davie 1984: 53-57) show that the area was under cultivation with mulberry trees during the
mid 19th century. Though there are few grounds to suspect a classical settlement in this
location sporadic and isolated occupation cannot be ruled out on the margins of this
marshland. If so later cultivation of the land for silk production will in all possibility have
ensured a relatively good level of preservation. The area was known for its Burj that was
erected by the Banu Hammoud who carne originally from Morocco in order to fight against
the Crusaders (El-Nimr 1994: 102). The ground remained a marshy area until the present
century and more precisely the last 30 years when it became one of the major Armenian
quarters in Lebanon (Moufarrej 1969:39).

SUMMARY OF LIKELY IMPACT

Burj Hammoud is presently highly populated (see plate I below), hence it is probable that the
preservation of archaeological deposits is at best sporadic. However if archaeological levels
are present it is likely that they will be very well preserved due to the anaeorobic conditions
caused by water logging. However, one possible place in which Palaeolithic remais may be
discovered could be the low undisturbed levels of the river bed, which has now been
canmalised possibly adding to the potential for preservation in conjunction with earlier
alluviationr It is also possible that remains of the eastem approach road to Beirut may be
preserved as well as traces of a seven arched bridge which was recognised by Maundrell in
1697 as being of Roman origin (Maundrell 1963: 50). However, it is now built over and is
covered with cement arches (Goodchild 1949: 100, 108).

DoRA

Dora square and intersection (see 2 below) have not been designated as a parking action
district, and it is therefore to be assumed that no deep cutting or any intrusive foundation is
required. The possibility of disturbing archaeological deposits is very unlikely, other than
sections of the medievaL Roman and possibly earlier road and/or possible ribbon
development. The only reference in the written sources of archaeological buildings in the
Dora area is the presence of a Khan on the road to Tripoli of which nothing above ground
remains (Davie 1984: 56).

RECOMMENDED MITIGATION

Itr would be prudent to conduct evaluative excavations either in the form of an archaeological
watching brief or in the form of evaluation trenches to the maximum depth of the intended
development.
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Plate 2-1: View of Borj Hammoud, heavily populated

Plate 2-2: Dora square
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3. Archaeological Assessment Report for the Site of the Nahr Street Greater Beirut
Urban Transport Project

Joanna Abdallah - 20/6/98

BACKGROUND

The Nahr Street is located on the northem slope of the Ashrafieh hill including the Gemayze,
Rmeil, Mar-Mekhael, and Khodr areas, north of Mar-Nicholas however it is lower in altitude.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL HISTORY

Remains of the Roman road have been uncovered near the Railway station along the eastern
edge of this area early this century (Goodchild 1949: 108). A milestone was also found in the
vicinity near the tram depot demonstrating the approach from which the Roman road entered
Beirut at its eastem entrance after crossing the Nahr Beirut by a six arched bridge (Maundrell
1963: 50), (see Figure 3-3). Lower down along the north-eastem edge of this street is located
the Burj El-Khodor, which was first St. George's Crusader church and subsequently
converted to a mosque, (Al-Khodor mosque). On this site, it is believed-that St. George
fought with the dragon and killed it by a well in front of the church (Jidejian 1993: 176-177).
There is no later evidence from the litterary sources of any settlement in this area except for
vegetation-and the growing of sycamore trees along Gemayze area which was named after the
"Gemayze" tree or Sycamore tree (Al-Wali 1993:157-158). The absence of this evidence is
more likely due to poor research and a lack of informed and co-ordinated archaeological
research as it is know that Roman and to some extent earlier classical settlement patterns
would often line roads as they approached the city. The same is also true of craft production
and artisans often working outside the city but close enough to supply the markets.

SUMMARY OF LIKELY IMPACT

The present street is densely populated and most of the buildings date from the last 30 years.
Gemayze street however is known for its mandate period buildings (see plates I and 2);
hence, there is a good potential of preservation of archaeological starta. Being a parking
action district area, the possibility of hitting Roman levels is very high, thus it is possible that
Roman road and/or the possible extension of a Roman necropolis and/or Roman or earlier
ribbon development.

RECOMMENDED MITIGATION

At the very least an archaeological watching brief is urged. Where there is the probability that
development will impact on archaeological levels that have not suffered truncation and/or
redeposition it is recommended that an evaluation excavation take place. An archaeological
watching brief should be conducted during groundwork in order to remove and record
residual archaeological material that may have been redeposited due to earlier re-working of
the strata.

List of Illustrations:
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Plate 3-1: Gemayze area with a mandate period building

Plate 3-2: Nahr Street with mandate period buildings
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4. Archaeological Assessment Report for the Site of Mar-Nicholas Greater Beirut
Urban Transport Project

Joanna Abdallah- 15/6/98

BACKGROUND

This area covers the western part of the Ashrafieh hill, along the Mar-Nicholas area that lies
on the slope east of the central district rising to Sassine square, the highest elevation in
Ashrafieh.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL HISTORY

Together with the Ras Beirut hill, the Ashrafieh hill dominates the approach to Beirut (see
Figure- 3-3 & 3-4 main report). These hills have been considered as ideal for defence and
communication, as they command the southern and northern coastine and the pass between
the hills and the river fords (Davie 1987:146-147). It is however, not suitable for any
settlement due to its infertile soils, its small summit, and its steeply sloped sides which make
it inappropriate for agriculture (Davie 1987: 147). Ashrafieh was known to be a Roman
necropolis, where several sarcophagi have been found scattered all around the hill (see Figure 3-
1 main report). One Romano-Byzantine necropolis was found in Alfred Sursock's propriety on
Sursock -street (Jidejian 1993: 90). A Bur (tower) was later erected next to the house of
Moussa Surscok some 150 meters away from St. Nicholas church and was known as Buij
Karkouti. It does not stand there anymore, as it was destroyed in 1953 prior to the
construction of the Italian embassy (Al-Nimnr 1994: 104). Until the end of the 18th century,
this area, being a suburb of the walled city of Beirut, was a rural, highly vegetated area
(Davie 1996: 31). It was not until the end of the 19th century that it became more densely
populated by the bourgeois families of Beirut, where they built their villas and gardens at the
foot of the hill dominating the city (Davie 1996: 63) (see Figure 3-4 main report).

SUMMARY OF LIKELY IMPACT

Most of the buildings in this area date to the mandate period, therefore the potential for the
preservation of archaeological levels maybe good. As this area is classified as a parking
action district, it is likely that archaeological levels will be encountered. It is likely given the
discoveries in the region of the Sursock House that the necropolis of Roman-Byzantine Beirut
could have extended in to the locale of Sursock street including the municipal garden (see
plate 4.1.) Some ground leveling has been done along Fouad Chehab avenue, which may
have destroyed some later archaeological activity. However at the areas south eastem
extremities, deep truncations anc- relatively little intact archaeological stratigraphy is expected
due to much new building activity with no archaeological component attached to the project.
(ex. Centre Sofil).

RECOMMENDED MITIGATION

An evaluation is recommended in this area, deep truncations of former cellars etc. may be
used to gain some insight into the topography of the urban deposits in the area by removing
their walls and cleaning and drawing the resulting section. Any deep intrusion that is not
cutting through already disturbed ground, or that cuts through made ground should have an
evaluative excavation conducted in advance. Development groundworks and the laying of
services should be subject to watching brief archaeological recording.
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Plate 4-1: The Municipal Gardens in Mar Nicholas. Some limited preservation mav be
expected
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5. Archaeological Assessment Report for Site of the Orthodox HospitaiGreater
Beirut Urban Transport Project

Joanna Abdallah - 26/6/98
BACKGROUND

The area includes the Orthodox Hospital which is on top of a cliff dominating Nahr Street

ARCHAEOLOGICAL HISTORY

The area is situated on a high promontory that is still steeply sloped from its northem and
eastem boundaries where it overlooks the river and the "quarantina" area respectively (see
Figure 1-2) There is no reference to archaeological discoveries from this area in the literary
sources examined. According to maps from the 19'h century, the area was sparsely populated
with a scatter of houses (see Figure 3-4). Moreover, from the map by Du Buisson (1924) the
area is completely empty by comparison with other places on the Ashrafieh hill. Sarcphogi
have been recorded to the north, the south-east and west of the hill (see Figure 3-1). The
immediate area, like all of Ashrafieh hill, is considered as a good defensive position.
However, the supposed infertlity of the summit coupled with its lack of water sources would
seem to make it unsuitable for settlement in antiquity. It is-possible however that as a
prominent point there may have been shrines or some form of ritual structure in the vicinity
of the Orthodox Hospital.

SUMMARY OF LIKELY IMPACT

Presently, the area is densely populated. The buildings range in date of construction from the
1960s to the present, and there is a very high possibility of truncation into archaeological
levels due to deep building foundations. However, archaeological deposits may be preserved
on pillars of archaeological stratigraphy between building piles and deep basementing. In the
case of preservation of any archaeology, (the area could be an extension of the necropolis on
Ashrafieh hill, as sarcophagi have been noted by Du Buisson to the north and south of the
area).

RECOMMENDED MITIGATION

Evaluative excavations are recommended in this area prior to developer intrusive
groundworks. It is also recommended that watching brief recording and archaeological
monitoring should take place during infrastructure works such as pipe laying etc.
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6. Archaeological Assessment Report for Site of Sassine Square Greater Beirut
Urban Transport Project

Joanna Abdallah - 31/6/98

BACKGROUND

This area deals with Sassime square, formerly known as Ashrafieh square, which lies on the
top of Ashrafieh hill at its highest elevation. (see Figures 3-5 & 3-6).

ARCHAEOLOGICAL HISTORY

Due to its altitude (100 O.D.) and its small summit, this hill is not considered to be
appropriate for cultivation, nor settlement. It could however have been chosen as a necropolis
for the inhabitants of the city of Beirut through out the ages. Roman sarcophagi have been
found on to its western side near the Nazareth convent (Mouterde 1929: 241) as well as
numerous others scattered around this location (see Figure 3-1). It may have also served as a
Roman temple site due to its.high location later reused as source of building materialsa in
later periods. There is the possibility that at some stage the summit may have served as a
defensive area possibly in the early Islamic and later Crusader periods due to its good
defensive qualities from the eastern side where the slope is very steep runmning towards Sin
EL-Fil. It also commands the view to the northem coast, the eastem mountains, and the river
gorge of Beirut that flows bellow it. In the 1 9g centuuy and beginning of the 20kh century, the
area was sparsely populated (see Figure 3-4 ). It was not until the latter half of the 2 0dh centurv
that settlement density increased in this area. A tunnel has been excavated beneath the
summit, connecting Mar Mitr street on the northem side, with Alfred Naccache street on the
other side of the hill thus destroying any archaeology present. (see Plate 6.1 below).

SUMMARY OF LIKELY IMPACT

The slopes around the summit of the hill are still steep which implies that not much ground
levelling has taken place. Although a tunnel has been dug deep below Sassine square,
archaeology should be present along its eastem and westem extremities, and should not be
very deep bellow ground level.

RECOMMENDED MITIGATION

Evaluation excavation around the eastem and westem extremities of the hill should be
conducted if development were to impact on these areas. An archaeological watching brief
should be conducted during other groundworks to retrieve and record any fragmentary
archaeological deposits.
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Plate 6-1: Sassine Square looking to the North
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7. Archaeological Assessment Report for the Site of Sin El- Fil Greater Beirut
Urban Transport Project

Joanna Abdallah - 14/6/98

BACKGROUND

Sin El-Fil is on the eastem side of Beirut, south of Burj Hammoud area. Including Salourne
(see Figure 4-3), Hayek (see Figure 4-), and Mkalles roundabouts, this area mainly lies in Sin El-
Fil.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL HISTORY

Considered as a part of Greater Beirut, Sin El-Fil has been chosen as a settlement since the
Middle Bronze Age period. Although the site hasn't been highly populated until the present
century. During the Bronze Age it was considered as a town under the control of the city-state
of Beirut (Jidejian 1993: 33, Ward 1970: 22). Maurice Chehab uncovered Phoenician tombs
there in 1939 (Chehab 1939: 803-809). The area was later known as a Roman suburb to the
city of Berytus, on the main road to Deir el Kalaa, where an important religious cult was
performed dedicated to Baal Marqod, god of the earthquakes (Jidejian 1993: 95). Sin El-Fil
was later populated by the Maronites, an 8*' century church was built there and was built over
in the present centuwy (Moufarrej 1969: 116, Merhej 1973: 220). It is also mentioned that Sin
El-Fil was the site of several batfles between Arab tribes and the Crusaders on their way to
Jerusalem in the 11Ih2h centuries AD (Moufarrej 1969:1 16, Merhej 1973: 220).

SUMMARY OF LIKELY IMPACT

The Sin El Fil area is on high ground, higher than the Burj Hammoud area. It is now
considered to be part of greater Beirut, a process that began in the present century when more
intense urban setdement than in more recent history began. Since this area has been known to
have a continuous settlement, it is highly likely that any intrusive groundworks on previously
undisturbed ground will impact on archaeological deposits. The buildings around these
roundabouts are not high rised, and if one considers that the earliest buildings date to the
1950s or a litfle earlier, the potential for a good levels of archaeological preservation in the
area is very high.

RECOMMENDED MITIGATION

Archaeological evaluation excavations with a view to full excavation/post excavation and
publication or preservation in situ. Watching brief recording of service trenches and shallower
intrusions.
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8. Archaeological Assessment Report for BCD-Soddeco-Museum-Damascus Road
Greater Beirut Urban Transport Project

Amelie Beyhum - June 25th 1998
BACKGROUND

This assessment is of the portion of Corridor 5 (BCD-Museum-Chevrolet Damascus Road)
which covers the Damascus Road, commencing on the Emir Bechir Road in the north, until
the intersection with Charles Helou Road, passing through Furn El Chebbak. This area
includes the Grade Separation Location of Museum Place which will be discussed as part of
this report sirnply because of its continuity with the Grade Separation Location of Palace of
Justice square. The traces of a hill are slightly apparent along the Damascus Road as the route
is much lower than the cemeteries (which are accessed by stairs up) and lower than the few
remaining empty lots. There is the question as to whether this implies that any of the earlier
road structures may have been horizontally truncated away, if one excludes the natural
tendency of urban strata to accumulate if not deliberately re-worked and removed. The level
of the present Damascus road may then be higher than surrounding properties due to the
superposition of earlier road surfaces but lower than the nearby cemeteries due to the actions
of grave digging and soil accumulation. In addition, the slope of the Damascus road into the
present Central District of Beirut (BCD) is very apparent. It is noticeable that in the area of
Furn El:-Chebbak, where the portion of the Damascus road passes through the road is
completely fiat. The area still retains the buildings constructed around the 50's. These
generally range from six to eight floors in height and are not deep basemented. It is also
apparent that the area of Fum El Chebbak still contains water and that the water table is quite
near to the surface in this location (See Figure 3-6 ). The southem portion of the Damascus
Road in the area near Hazmiyeh, one observes that the buildings are more modem in origin
(post 1975) and were probably constructed on what appears to originally have been open lots
of land. The site visit was conducted by Amelie Beyhum on July 22nd 1998.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL HISTORY

Furn El Chebbak

Morphologv

The 65 meter marine terrace corresponds to a period when the principal hills of Beirut,
Ashrafieh and Ras Beirut constituted two small islands at that time the mouth of Nahr Beirut
was situated near Fum El Chebbak (Dubertret 1945-1946:50; Saidah 1970:3). These two
hills, occupy the northem part of the peninsula, and overlook low-lying areas to the north and
south. To the south a flat plain extends towards Burj al Barajneh and Chweifat. The soils are
rich and fertile with deposits washed from the overlooking hill. However, the south-west,
sand dunes which result from sediments brought to the shore by sea currents and blown
inwards by the prevailing south-westerly winds have encroached on this plain. As vegetation
has been unable to take over this area, the dunes have slowly advanced rendering agriculture
precarious on the fringes of the fertile plain (Davie 1987:144). West of the two hills there is a
marine erosion surface that constitutes part of the plain mentioned above, this includes the
Mazraa, Berbir and Horch-Musuem areas (Ibid). On the Beirut peninsula movement was
limited to a very narrow corridor, between the mountain on one side and the sand dunes on
the other. These dunes blocked all movement along the coast, right up to the westem hill, at
what is today Ramlet al Bayda. One could not follow the beach in that general area because it
is blocked by the Raouche cliffs. Access then must have been northwards as the Beirut river,
blocked movement along the axis of Chweifat-Hazmiyeh-Gdaydeh, though some fords were
passable but only during the summer, at low water. Bridges may have been built in antiquity
but were limited by the technology used. Long-spanned bridges were not possible over the
Beirut river, near its estuary, where it separated into several channels before reaching the sea.
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It seems sensible to assume that movement along the coast would have been northwards
between the two hills, were the topography was relatively flat, well drained and without
obstacles or potential dangers. The hills are some distance away and relatively low. This axis
is today reflected in the Damascus Road and Basta Roads. General topographical
considerations must be combined with a detail examination of the Beirut peninsula's history
in order to understand the rationale for the selection of the site for the city and the
development of its suburbs (Davie 1987:146). The soils of Ras Beirut are not especially
fertile and as the summits of the Achraflyeh and Ras Beirut hills are small and slope steeply
on all sides these locations were poorly suited to agriculture. Farmers would have therefore
descended further down to the flatter and richer areas, such as the Hamra-Kantari-Basta-
Sodeco-Geytawi marine terrace, to the north or to the Berbir-Museum terrace to the south
(Davie 1987:146). Beirut was also located at the outlet of a passage between two hills -the
only route along the coast. Beirut was an obligatory staging-post, conveniently situated
halfway between Sidon and Byblos, and less than a day from Shweifat to the south and
Sabra-Kaslik to the north (Daviel987:148). Beirut continued to serve as a main staging-post
on the coastal Levantine axis, where ancient trade routes from the interior converged on its
harbor and made it a valuable base over the millenmia period (Davie 1987:157).

Prehistoric Cultural Remains

At the tiirn of this century at Fum El Chebbak, fifty Lower and Middle Acheulean stone
bifaces of various form, patina and material as well as tools were gathered by Raoul Desribes
as surface finds (Khalieh 1997:293; Jidejian 1993:21). This site identified as an open air
station was located at Fum El Chebbak on the near bank of the Nahr Beirut. Today this
settlement lies under modem apartment buildings (Jidejian 1993:12). The region of Fum El
Chebbak close to Nahr Beirut used to constitute marshy land. A ford was located between
Furn El Chebbak and Sin El Fil (Davie 1984:56). Davie also notes that all the maps drawn
before 1840 are incorrect and inaccurate. Later additions to these maps show the addition of
indications of sarcophagi and grotto burials. Unfortunately it is not specified to what period
they date

Silk Producton

It is interesting that the map of Beirut and its Suburbs of 1840 (see Figure 3-4 ), reveals
extensive gardens and plantations of mulberry trees, represented in plots. It is possible that
the pattems of land division represented on these maps are an echo of earlier land division.
These allocations appear to be in the area of the Damascus Road and Fum El Chebbak, or the
Hippodrome and Pine Forest region. In addition, the 1841 map of Beirut (Figure 3-7 ), the area
of Bachoura, between the Basta Road and Damascus Road, is indicated as being built up with
degraded mulberry plantations waste or fallow land. The placement of agricultural land
division on the maps of 1840 to 1876 are not the most precise localization of the sectors of
mulberry plantations, unfortunately we cannot therefore indicate the precise limits of the
culture (Daviel984:45). The historical sources mention the presence of vast mulberry
plantations intra and extra murous. The rapid expansion towards the end of the 19th century
with the demolition of its defences marked the beginning Beirut's modem urban sprawl
which overran the gardens and mulberry plantations surrounding the city.

Two inscriptions found in Beirut relate to the silk industry of the city. During the fourth and
fifth centuries AD the silk industry was controlled by the Emperor. Large plantations of
mulberry trees appeared, the leaves of which were used to raise silkworms (Jidejian 1973:74-
75). After a decline, Fakhreddine revived the silk industry in the seventeenth century, Beirut
was described by contemporary travelers as a place where an important public silk market
took place every August (Debbas1986:8). In 1832 Lamartine described 'they work, at the
foot of the mulberry trees, at these beautiful silk cloths.....whose threads they attach from tree
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to tree and they weave in the tree's shade" (206-7). After 1860 Lebanon's role in silk
production changed from that of an integrated industry, to one of silk worm breeding and
coon-reeling to provide the raw material for French silk manufacturers. By the turn of
century Lebanon had become virtually a single-crop economy. When the French demand for
Lebanese silk vanished Lebanon suffered a major decline, except for a short revival in its fate
during the 1930's (Joumblat et al 1989).

Roads

The survival through time of an ancient street pattern is of importance. Some of the roads,
however are conditioned more by local topography than by history: fords, natural obstacles,
marshy land etc. all determine the direction of movement (Davie 1987:148). The major axes
of circulation were Beirut-Tripoli, Beirut-Sidon and Beirut-Damascus from the literary
sources these appear continuous over time. The road running eastward from Beirut towards
Baalbeck is not indicated, as its course in the vicinity of Beirut is uncertain (Goodchild 1948-
1949:116). One of the three principal roads, the Damascus Road begins under the Borj el
Keshef, and passes toward the south-east in the proximity of the several Khans. From 1876
map (see Figure 3-4) it isi apparent that the old coastal road from Old Beirut is the continuation
of the Basta Road. This road continues in the direction of Dear el Kumar. There is a Khan
located along the Basta Road on the way to Sidon. Another track also takes one to Sidon,
which crosses the sands on the western edge of the Beirut peninsula, with a khan as a relay or
carrefour that takes one towards Nebbi Wezahi (Davie 1984:56). As stated above it is natural
that the movement would have been between the two relatively low hills, as the topography
between them is both relatively flat, well drained and without obstacles or potential dangers.
These routes of access to Beorut hinterland and further a field form the contemporary axis of
the Damascus and Basta roads (Davie 1987:146).The Du Bussion map 1924 (Figure 3-1) of
Beirut indicates that the Damascus Road contained a Bir (well) el Harifeh and a sarcophagus
nearby.

The 1841-1842 maps (Davie 1984:53) show the environs of Beirut, though they show only
portions of the Beirut-Damascus road between the Ashrafieh and Ras Beirut hills. The
Damascus Road was opened for horse-drawn circulation in 1863 (Jalabertl970:86). A French
company had secured permission from the Turkish government to construct a road from
Beirut to Damascus, and horse-drawn vehicles used it. The Damascus Road started south of
the Borj square and ascended the hillside in a series of slight bends. Generally the
surroundings of this road in the 1860's were semi-rural, with Maronite, Jewish and Protestant
cemeteries (located along the road) marking the town limits (Debbas 1986:161). Today these
cemeteries no longer mark the limit, but in general the area on both sides of the Damascus
Road is not densely occupied. Photographs in the Debbas Collection reveal that im the Basta
region especially along the Damascus Road it was surrounded by typical Lebanese Houses
with the occasional gardens; which have- since been destroyed and replaced by buildings.that
date to the 1950's and 1960's. Many khans were located along the Damascus and Basta route.

Khans

The Khans of Beirut have been scarcely studied. They are however, of particular importance
as they formed necessary stops when traveling between the city and its hinterland. Eighteen
Khans are mentioned as existing during the second half of the 19th century, unfortunately
theses are recorded on an inaccurate map (Chevalier 1972:6). On the Damascus route towards
the south, there is evidence from the cartographic sources of a military camp and two Khans.
On the Damascus Road towards the southem portion where road forks there is also a khan
depicted, at the section where both portions of the road run into an area of pine trees, this
undoubtedly equates with today's region of the Hippodrome and Pine Forest. It is possible
that the southern fork equates to what today forms the southem portion of Bechara el Khoury
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Avenue. Contemporary sources show that the road continues into Fum El Chebbak which is
shown as Mulbery plantation. These mulberries reach all the way to the Nahr Beirut.
Contemporary nineteenth century maps also show that a Khan (of Barjaou) was situated 100
meters before the road forked through the pine forest. This khan was situated at the northem
entry of Furn El Chebbak and served as a meeting place for inward and outward bound
caravans. A litfle farther to the north there is evidence of a second Khan (Djedi) which was
located on the plain of the Palace of Justice, on the meridional limit of the urban authority,
towards the Pine Forest and Mar Mekhael, where there exists today the Mohammad el Hout
Road, that takes one towards Choueifat. The Khan Djedi was found in the sector of Mazra' at
Maydan, close to the Horch Mosque. The land situated between these two khan comprises the
actual hippodrome, which undoubtedly refers to what once was called the maydan (fields)
(Davie 1996:32). The hippodrome, Beirut's race-course was opened in 1921. The red soils in
the region of the hippodrome are some 9 meters in thickness (Dubertret 1945:21). Strongly
suggesting that traces of archaeological activity may still be protected within and under this
soil. The Damascus road passes another Khan, situated on the hill of Hazmiyeh in the
direction of Damascus. A further Khan located south of a Borj (tower), on the summit of a
hill (possibly what is today Borj Abi-Haidar) in the Nouairi sector (Davie 1984:47). Note the
regularity of these khans, installed at regular distances along the important roads.
Undoubtedly they were located at these locales over hundreds of years as they satisfy a
function that depends on the same means of travel (Davie 1984:55-56) indeed there is little
reason to assume that the role of the Mansio of the Roman and Byzantine periods had not
been adopted by the Khans of the Islamic period and it is even possible that their sitting may
have corresponded given the antiquity of the Damascus road. As of 1922 all the ancient
Khans were demolished. A large structure was also located on the 19'h century maps, this had
the formn of an enclosure with a central court, with the name tagwhetah (Davie 1984:56). This
corresponds to the actual Tahouita, which today signifies an enclosure, which is an actual
sector in Fumn El Chebbak.

SUMMARY OF LIKELY IMPACT

It is possible that the lower level of the Damascus Road indicates that in the past there was a
certain amount of denudation or leveling down, which may have removed any earlier roads.
However it is also equally possible that leveling up around the road for construction of
buildings and the creation of soil during the agricultural process may be responsible for the
disparity of these levels. The placement of any construction, whether ground grading,
underpasses/overpasses, or underground car parking on the Damascus Road in the sector of
Fun El Chebbak may encounter archaeology; in addition to the Grade Separation Location of
Furn El Chebbak. The modem apartment buildings im this location appear to be the orginal
structures built in this region, during the 1960's and 1970's, and as such they may not have
disturbed the archaeological deposits too much leaving islands and tracts of archaeological
stratigraphy preserved. It is already known that there were prehistoric open air stations in the
vicinity of the Nahr Beirut. Further possible that certain pockets of archaeology will be
preserved under some of the buildings, as there appears to have been little leveling down as
the area was already flat to start with.

RECOMMENDED MMGATION

If possible it is advisable to place evaluation trenches or watching brief machine trenches as
close as possible to the present road to determine if any archaeology is present, especially the
presence of road deposits and/or ribbon development/frontages. It is possible that in the
locales of the known Khans traces of their foundations and associated features will be
preserved. As the antiquity of these Khans is open to interpretation archaeological work in
these areas should elucidate their changing morphology and date of establishment as well as
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determine the presence or absence of a precursor. If work is necessary in these areas, initial
preservafion could be determined by a watching brief followed if necessary by more complete
excavation. The area of the hippodrome is especially sensitive and an eye out must be kept for
any traces of red soil, as these may be as. thick as nine meters in places and contain
archaeological deposits within them. It is also important to assess the presence and
preservation of any other possible structures (most likely Classical) on the outskirts of the old
city of Beirut, in the form of ribbon development or funerary structures, these may explain
the remnants of columns, building blocks, observed by medieval and later travelers.
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9. Assessment Report for Omar Beyhum BCD-Bechara el Khoury-Tayoune &
BCD-Bechara el Khoury-Chatila Greater Beirut Urban Transport Project

Amelie Beyhum - June 2 2 nd 1998

BACKGROUND

This assessment of the BCD - Bechara el Khoury - Tayoune, BCD - Bechara el Khoury -
Chatila, and covers the Avenue of Bechara el Khouwy which commences from the Emir
Bechir Rd in the north to Omar Beyhum square where road the forks into Omar Beyhum Rd.
It also covers the Airport/November Avenue, untl it intersects with the Omar Beyhum Rd
and the Airport/November Avenue into J. Abdel Nasser Avenue. This includes the Grade
Separation Location at the intersection of Bechara el Khoury Avenue and Independence
Avenue and the Grade Separation Location of Omar Beyhurn Square. The area along Bechara
el Khoury along the fork into Omar Beyhum Rd and into the Airport/November Avenue has a
mixture of buildings constructed over the 1950's, 1960's, 1970's, and since the end of the
Lebanese civil war. the underpasses and overpasses. However, this area contains many
standing buildings ravaged by the war. No construction sites were found along the roads
enabling an examination of the stratigraphy of the sector. However, on the actual road of
Bechara el Khoury, after the Omar Beyhumn Place I found a small cut segment that revealed
the lowest strata composed of the red soils that once covered this region these are reminiscent
of the red soils in the hippodrome area and are discussed above. It is distinctly apparent that
Omar Beyhum Rd appears to have cut through the Pine Forest, as is apparent from the
surrounding Pine Forest on both sides of the road, and additionally by fact that the medium of
the road actually contains pine trees In addition, the drop of the Bechara el Khowy road into
the present BCD is very apparent. This reflects the drainage pattem which explains how water
flowed into old Beirut from the various points on the Basta/Abi Haidar hill.

Survey and site visit conducted by Amelie Beyhum on July I' 1998.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL HISTORY

Urban development outside the city walls

The narratives of early travelers describe Beirut at the end of the 18th century as no more than
a small harbor with a safe anchorage (Debbas 1986:8). In general travelers passing by the city
of Beirut seemed unimpressed. Around the end of the 18'h century Ahmad Pasha el Djezzar
had reconstructed the city walls over the ancient enclosure, in order to ensure that potential
attackers would not find taking Beirut easy. He razed orchards outside the city walls in order
to defend himself from surprise attacks. At the start of the 19"' century Beirut was a "village"
with six thousand inhabitants enclosed within the city walls which included several open
areas. Until 1835 the city of Beirut was completely fortified, about / 4 of a square mile
surrounded by gardens. In 1837, Leon -de Laborde observed that half of the population of
Beirut lived in the gardens surrounding the town (Leon de Laborde 1837). His illustrations
include a view of the city walls of Beirut, from which is apparent the cactus and rocky
relieves of the terrain outside the city walls (Jidejian 1973:10).In general the area outside the
city walls could distinguish into two different areas: the fallow places (e.g. watchtower,
Khans, cemeteries, etc) and desert areas with cactus some gardens, and the agricultural fields
(Du Buisson 1921:235-236; Davie 1996:30).

In 1840 the British demolished large sections of the enclosure walls during their
bombardment of the town. The British naval squadron and their allies bombarded the city of
Beirut, in order to liberate Beirut from Egyptian rule and prop up the 'sick man of Europe'. In
the first half of the 19th century, during the Egyptian occupation, under the initiative of
Ibrahim Pasha (1789-1848) a programme of demolition of parts of the city walls and ramparts
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was initiated with a view of extending and developing the city outside its walls. This marked
the beginning of the extension of the city to the east in recent history. However, Beirut had
expanded even before the time of Ibrahim Pasha's alterations.

During the second half of the 19' century the aqueduct of Herod the Great was damaged and
the Sea Castle and Crusader fortress disappeared. Towards the end of the 19th century, with
more efficient security the city began to expand rapidly and became more commercial and
less residential as the inhabitants started to move into its outskirts. It is recorded that by 1880
Beirut had around 100,000 inhabitants and one could no longer observe any renuants of the
city wall. In 1894 it was decided to create urban space along westem European lines. Jemal
(Cemal) Pasha wished to modernize the city and in 1915/16 new parallel and wide roads were
cut (e.g. Allenby, Foch, Fakhreddine/Riad Solh Rds) through the old quarters of Beirut.
During the second half of the 196h century a new historic period characterised by urban
growth took place between 1860 to 1918, (Davie 1996:39). In addition, to what was not
demolished intentionally, the earthquakes to which Beirut has been prone must account for
the destruction and hence the lack of visibility of earlier archaeological remains. The intensity
of the earthquake of 551 A.D. is reported to have caused the buildings of Beirut to collapse
and brought down the Roman aqueduct which supplied the city with water (Jidejian 1973:71).

Though Davie mutes that the later fortifications and defences of Beirut were mostly likely
identical- to those of the Roman period (Davie 1987:157) there is little archaeological
evidence to support this assertion. The line of the defences does however date back to at least
the IOhI century. They were graduallv eliminated in the course of the 19th century beginning in
1840. Remnants of the city wall could still be found in the 20'h century, even though had been
destroyed and restored on several occasions.

Beirut by the end of the 19'h century had lost any pretence of grandeur. A description of the
city following the departure of the Egyptians, given in 1870 by William M. Thomson,
foresaw the rapid rise and commercial development of Beirut: 'Within the last thirty years
our city has rapidly increased in population, commerce and wealth ... ... thirty years ago there
was scarcely a decent house outside of the walls; now two-thirds of the population reside in
the gardens, and hundreds of convenient dwellings, and not a few large and noble mansions,
adorn the charming suburbs. No city in Syria, perhaps none in the Turkish Empire, has had so
rapid an expansion... .and it must continue to grow and prosper . if Beirut can attract the
mighty line of trade and travel to her door, she will quickly take rank among the great cities
of the world...." (Thomson 1870:37). In studying the way the city physically developed two
principal trends emerge, the first being the expansion within the walls built primarily for
defence, the second occurring when the notion of a "walled city" disappeared and expansion
stretched beyond. The moment the notion of defence disappeared and the "wall" lots its
significance, expansion became tentacular and "suburbs" began accumulating in a most
anarchic manner (Salam 1970:168). In addition, at the turn of the century the tramway had
reduced the time spent traveling into Beirut from the suburbs. During the 1920's the city of
Beirut was concentrated in the area around the old harbor and the main square of the Borl
(Martyr's square) (an area of 700 meters by 700 meters), while the areas of Zeitoune, el
Bachoura, Mousseitbeh, Saifi, Rumaili and Ashrafleh served as suburban residential quarters
(Ghosn 1970:186).

The period between 1920-1950, corresponding roughly with the French Mandate, saw an
expansion of the city to the east-west and north-south. The dense part of the city stretched out
to include St. Dimitri, Ashrafieh, Rumaili, Saifi, el Bachoura, Mouseitben, Ras Beirut (along
the coast and Bliss Road, with the region of Hamra Street still being amid orchards), an area
of 1.5 kilometers (Ghosn 1970:189). The demographic pressure and the sudden growth of
Beirut during the fifies had its repercussions on the outskirts. The Beiruti families moved and
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installed themselves outside the walls in the closest regions. They settled at Mazra'at ay Saifi
in the east and in the sectors near Bab al Dirkah and Bab Yacoub at Ghalghoul/Ain al
Bachoura, Mazra'at al Qantari and Zaytouni, to the south and west (Davie 1996:35). The
small villages surrounding the capital (Chiyah, Borj Brajneh, Sin el Fil, Antelias) were all
being converted into capitals and slowly closing in on Beirut (Salam 1970:175). The capital
in the 1950's underwent an unpredictable and colossal expansion with almost no planning
provision for it (Salam 1970:176). The city of Beirut was expanding in all directions and had
absorbed all or most of the satellite settlements around it.

The ancient maps are historical sources of prime importance, as they illustrate the
morphology of the city before its rapid expansion towards the end of the 19'h century. In
general the reliability of the post-1840 maps is excellent, whereas the pre-1840 are quite
inaccurate (Davie 1987:144). The pre-1840 maps are useful however as they note the
presence of ancient ruins, on the outskirts of the city, south of the walls (Davie 1987:143-
144). The Beirut and Suburbs map of 1840 (Figure 3-7), shows the presence of granite columns
in the region outside city walls, in what today roughly corresponds to the region of Bechara
el-Khoury and slightly south. As the maps were drafted by military engineers their interests
were essentially to produce documents that could have been used in event of military action.
All the topographical details are marked: cliffs, hills, hillocks, stream incisions, vegetation
(both natural and planted) (Davie 1987:144). The pre-1840 maps or paintings also indicate
fallen columns outside the medieval walls, suggesting that the Roman city of Berytus and its
suburbs extended southwards. It is probable that the Roman (perhaps even Hellenistic) city
extended much farther than the medieval walled city. However this does not imply that the
walls of the Roman colony extended so far that the extensions were suburbs other than ribbon
development The profusion of granite and marble columns and stone blocks scattered within
and outside of the city impressed medieval travelers to Beirut. Indeed these architectural
elements were so numerous that Nasir-i-Khusrau, a Persian who journeyed to Beirut in AD.
1047, recorded in his diary that the surrounding plain was covered with columns and capitals
of marble and granite (Nasir-i-Khusrau. 1047, PPTS IV 1983:9-11; Jidejian 1973:3).
However, conversely Nasir-i-Khusrau saw no remarkable buildings still standing on the
surrounding plain.

Many of these columns have since disappeared, and have certainly been re-used in other
constructions. As late as the 17'h century the abundance of granite shafts still attracted
comment. In 1697 Henry Maundrell passed by the city of Beirut and recounts that "On the
south side the town-wall is still entire, but built out of the ruins of the Old City, as appears by
pieces of pillars and marble, which help built it.A little without this wall, we see many
granite pillars, and remnants of mosaic floors, and in an heap of rubbish, several pieces of
polished marbles, fragments of statues, and other poor relics of this city's ancient
magnificence." (Henry Maundrell.1697, 1769:38, Jidejian 1973:3).

In 1799 F. B. Spilsbury sailed into Beirut harbor with the British fleet and wrote, "The town
is walled round with towers at intervening distances. On the outside of the walls are some
extensive ruins which reach down to the edge of the sea" (F. B. Spilsbury, 1823:25) (Jidejian
1973:4). All accounts are corroborated further by many prints of ancient Beirut by travelers in
the 19th century. In addition, at the end of the 18th century el-Djezzar sent entire boatloads of
marble columns and stone blocks from Beirut, Sidon and Tyre to construct the magnificent
mosque of Acre (Jidejian 1993 :XV).
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Water Supply

The problem of water supply to the city of Beirut was apparently solved very early in the
history of the city. Water was available in the area between the two hills, the source of Ras el
Nab'a, whose water ran down the slope to the coves. Numerous springs supplied Beirut with
water, however during the Roman period a developing colony with the demands of its public
buildings required an increased water supply. A large aqueduct was built that sparmed the
Nahr Beirut and carried water to the city. The aqueduct itself crossed the river from north to
south for a distance of 240 meters and consisted of three superimposed levels of arches across
the river. The aqueduct is locally called "the bridge of Zebeida". This feet of elaborate
engineering of twelve masonry arches or vaults, are still visible along a ledge of the cliff and
to the right of the turmel entrance there are many well shafts sunk in the course of piercing the
tunnel along its westward course toward Beirut. These shafts, protected from the rain by their
masonry arch roofs, also serve as light wells for the passage or service tunnel (2/2 meters
height by 1' meters wide) which run immediately above the water tunnel proper. The latter,
with its pointed roof, is identical to those portions of a water tunnel discovered by contractors
in 1952 near the Place d'Assour (Riad el Solh Place) when excavating the foundations for the
new Middle East Airlines building and other new buildings in downtown Beirut (Conde
1955:29).

A water- canal commencing from a rectangular reservoir, located at Khan Derhydey, at the
actual crossing of Damascus Road with the Bechara Khoury Avenue (Ring), near the Eshmun
building. This terminates in the cultivated region under Borj square (Davie 1984:44). The
water from the aqueduct was taken to different quarters by a series of drains. Along the
eastem slope of the rise on which the Serail is built there are remnants of a drain partially cut
out of rock leading to rock-cut basins. Maundrell noted that fresh springs flowed down from
nearby hills and water was distributed throughout the city in handsome fountains (Henry
Maundrell 1697, reprinted in 1769:38. Jidejian 1973:96). These springs that flowed down
from nearby hills where located at what is today Ras el Nabaa (the source of the spring)
located on a 25 meter terrace. The stream that drains onto the plain of the Museum and the
Palace of Justice until Justice Road, a confluence was created in the proximity of the Pine
Forest, under the Palais de Justice, the other at the Khan Djedi (Davie 1984:54). The Du
Bussion map (Figure 3-1) indicates the drains into Beirut, which correlate with what today is
the Bechara el-Khoury Avenue. Along with the drains supplying Beirut with water the
presence of sarcophagi. Are also noted It is possible that Bechara el-Khoury Avenue is placed
directly over these drains or very close to them. The map of Beirut drawn in 1841 reveals a
reservoir and water system that again appears to support that assertion that Bechara el Khourv
Avenue falls on the same alignment at the intersection of what is today the Basta Road and
Independence Avenue. This is supported further by Goodchild's coastal road map of
Phoenicia that indicates that the aqueduct goes straight into Old Beirut. In all likelihood this
can be equated to the canalizations of other maps, along the alignment of Avenue of Bechara
el Khoury.

Pine Forest

Under Fakhreddine I (1598-1635) many improvements were made to the city. Fakhreddine
planted a forest of fir trees south of the city to improve the water supply. As it was believed
that the presence of pine trees would make the springs more abundant (Jidejian 1973:9).
Historians often credit Fakhredddine with the original plantation of the Pine Forest (e.g.
D'Arvieux). However, texts as early as the 12th century, by William of Tyre, refer to it as the
"Sapinoye de Baruth". During the Crusader period, in 1110, the history of William of Tyre,
recounts the siege of Beirut. He mentions how Baldwin and Bertand used the pine trees in the
neighborhood of the city to provide the wood necessary for the Crusaders to build their siege
engines (e.g. siege towers, ladders, bridges, and catapults) (Jidejian 1973:83). It is therefore
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probable that (as mentioned by other travelers) the sculptor and architect Cioli, whom Emir
Fakhreddine brought from Italy, organized the wood into regular lines of trees and avenues
(Jalabert 1970:69; Debbas 1986:156). In the map of Beirut of 1876 (Figure 3-4) the Pine Forest
is shown to extend from the Damascus Road all the way to Basta. The forest was always used
as a park by the nearby inhabitants of Mazraa, Basta and Moussaitbeh. The el Horch (forest)
mosque was built here in 1899 for the bedouins living in the neighborhood (Debbas
1986:156). However there is no specific mention of whether these bedouins lived in tents or
actual permanent structures. In the Beirut and its Suburbs map of 1840 other pine trees
allocated in the region indicate what must now correspond with the Bachoura today. hi
addition to the Pine Forest, wooded areas between Nouairi and Mazraa are indicated on this
map. Wells and reservoirs located at Ras en Nabaa and the Pine Forest at Wata Moussaitbeh
are also indicated (Davie 1984:56).

ARCHAEOLOGICAL IMPACT

The Grade Separation Location at the intersection of Avenue of Bechara el Khoury and
Independence Avenue and the Grade Separation Location of Omar Beyhum Place may reveal
archaeological pockets. The Grade Separation Location of Omar Beyhum Place may reveal
traces preserved of red soiL as already apparent from the cut in the road. It's possible that this
red soil strata may be as thick as nine meters in places, hence the possibly of the preservation
of pockets of archaeological material.

The buildings along Bechara el Khoury Avenue, may not have all disturbed the remenants of
the water system. Especially as already have persevered traces of this water system. Further
possible that certain pockets of archaeology will be preserved under some of the buildings as
there appears to have been no complete ground leveling as clearly drops into the BCD.

RECOMMENDED MITIGATION

In the area of the hippodrome traces of the red soils which possibly seal and contain
archaeological deposits. Additionally it would be prudent to be aware that it is likely that
structures most likely Classical in date may be present on the outskirts of the old city. This
may explain the remnants of columns, building blocks, as observed by medieval and later
travelers. If possible an evaluative excavation should be placed in the locale of Bechara el
Khoury Avenue (northem portion) for any remnants of the water system. Especially as there
is already preserved traces of this water system. It is likely that certain pockets of archaeology
may be preserved under some of the buildings, as there appears to have been little leveling
down as the ground clearly drops into the BCD.
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10. Archaeological Assessment of the Airport Road-Chiyah Boulevard Intersection

Rima Mikati and Rana Mikati (see Figure i-l)

BACKGROUND

The site is located to the south of Beirut, at a crossroad covered by a modem bridge leading
to the Airport Boulevard. It lies at the end of a slope to the west of the sand dunes of Bir-
Hessian ( el-Kareh 1984&: Davie 1984). This area has been landscaped in the last thirty
years. Like most of Beirut and its environs, it did not witness any major topographic change
prior to the beginning of the 2&' centuwy. It lies within the narrow corridor utilized since
antiquity as route from the south towards Beirut (Davie 1989: 146). Greater Beirut is limited
the to north by the hill of Ashrafieh, to the east by the Beirut River, and to the south-west or
the shore by the Raouche cliffs (Davie 1989: 146). Sanlaville (1977:592) locates this site in
the plane of Choueifat (see Plate 10.1 below). This plain forms a 20m to 30m deep depression
surrounded by higher ground. To the west of it are sand dune accumulations reaching 50 m in
height on their northem edges. To the south of this study area and precisely in the Borj
al-Barajneh area is the al-Ghadir river. The Choueifat plane is covered with three types of
sand (see 10.1 below). First the Ramleh (beach-rock) found on the consolidated dunes of Ouzai'i
and Jnah and which can be found under the ochre and red sands-of Bir-Hassan. Red sand is
found in the areas of Haret Hreik, Chiyah, Borj,-el- Barajneh and Khaldeh. Red sand or
Hamra,-reaches its maximum depth at Bir-Hassan with 14.50 m. These layers of sands have
covered vast areas of Ramleh (el-Kareh 1984: 605-607). Active modem sand dunes overlay
the Hamra or red sand and are usually blown from the sea shore (Copeland & Wescombe
1965;126).

Plate 10-1: Geomorphology of the Bir-Hassan area

zDume v
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL HISTORY:

Related Sites

Bir-Hassan

Historical Evidence

The Airport- Chiyah intersection is limited to the west by the area of Bir-Hassan. Bir-Hassan
is 55m above sea level. It extends to the south-west to Jnah and Ouzai'i (Copeland &
Wescomb 1966:128). In the beginning of the 20Lh centuTy this site was known as a village
with few settlements all of which depended on agriculture for their livelihood. The origin of
the name Bir-Hassan is derives from the Prince Hasan al-Chehaby who stayed in the area
with his army before entering the city of Beirut. It is believed that he ordered the digging of a
wel that took his name and continued to be used till the 1950's (Alloush 1993: 173). Bir-
Hassan contains the tomb of a saint known as Cheikh ed-Daher and a Khan shows on the 19 h
century map of the area (Davie 1984: 56 & 68).

Archaeological Evidence

Upper Paleolithic material has been collected from the surface in the area Some of the finds
were at a depth of 3.5m. The area of Bir-Hassan also contained Middle Paleolithic remains. A
trace of sNeolithic (8000 BC-6000 BC) material was also found, however the presence of a
Neolithic site is not confirmed (Copeland & Wescomb 1966:128, Figure 5). The site of Bir-
Hassan has been heavily reworked or truncated and its surface archaeological material has
been lost. Studies conducted in the area have all been salvage works and the material
collected is exhibited in the Museums of the American University of Beirut (AUB) and the
University of Saint Joseph (USJ). Evidence of archaeology (if occurring) other than that
mentioned above has not been reported. The period spanning the Neolithic to the present day
is stiDl obscure in this area and poorly represented in the sources. The Sports city construction
and urban street planning has resulted in a certain degree of leveling down and has thus
removed any existing material from the surface, However, archaeological deposits are likely
to be preserved both between buildings and deep intrusions and in the lower lying deposits.

Jnah

The area of Jnah lies to the south of Beirut. This area is the furthest from the area under
investigation, the Airport-Chiyah highway intersection lying to the north-west. The only
evidence of archaeological activity in Jnah comes from the mosaic floors of several Late
Roman villas discovered by the Emir Maurice Chehab. Chehab dates these mosaics to
between the 3d and the 6k" century AD (1957: 53-79). However, little is known about this
area, the extent of any settlement or the periods of occupation covered. Jidejian clains
"important suburbs developed between Jnah and Ouzai'i". (Jidejian 1997: 95), though
probably a sound interpretation of the available settlement evidence in the absence of
systematic fieldwork the statement is as yet uncorroborated.

East Saint Simon (Tell-aux-Scies)

East St Simon lies east of the St. Simon beach between 15-20m O.D. on the red consolidated
dunes of Ramleh. Evidence of a Stone Age flint industry has been found in this area, covered
with layers of sand. The lithic assemblages found here date to the Early Paleolithic period.
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Borj el-Barajneh (E 129/ N 212- 50m ASL)

Historical Evidence

Borj-el-Barajneh is limited to its north by Haret Hreik and to the west by the Airport
boulevard. To the south lay the airport and the area of Tehwitet-el-Ghadir. Borj-el-Barajneh is
7 km south of Beirut. This area is a pastiche of modem buildings and old stone houses. It was
known, like all the southem suburb villages as an agricultural area The only time the Borj
was mentioned in historical texts was by Saleh Bin Yahya the Arab historian who lived in the
1450 AD. He talks of a rebellion of a group of people in the Bori known as the Barajina
against Fakhr-Eddine. The locals are said to have killed one of his slaves and thrown him in
a well. The well took the name of Bir-el-Abed or the 'slave's well' and lies to the east of
Borj-al-Barajneh (Mufarrijl970: 42). The Barajina are the Arab tribe that settled the area
during with the Muslim conquest, and were expected to protect the area. The exact date of
their arrival from Ma'rrah in Syria is 799 AD. Borj-el-Barajneh belonged to the feudal family
of Arslan the heirs of the first Arab settlers. A parallel could be drawn between the Barajina
of the Borj or tower and the Roman Burgarii, 'quartered in the Burgi' or tower (Chevallier
1976: 189), and whose function was to maintain and protect the area and the road.
Archaeological investigation proved that sites like Khan Khaldeh and Ouzai'i retained their
function as road station and summer residency respectively through the Hellenistic, Roman
and Early-Islamic Umayyad period (Saidahl975:51, Chehab 19 :135-39). This is mainly due
to continuity in the settlement and intrinsic character of the area. Furthermore, the passage of
the Roman coastal road successively through Khan Khaldeh-excavated by Roger Saidah
(1975) - and Borj al Barajneh would suggest the presence of some kind of settlement as early
as the Hellenistic or Roman period. No archaeological evidence dating to early Islamic
Periods (Umayyad-Abbasid) has been reported from the area.

Archaeoloaical Evidence

The Bori knew activities in the Stone Age (Tell Aux Crochets) . This open site had an
"extraordinary concentration of microliths"(Epipaleolithic) on its surface (Copeland 1991:
33) The Borj has also yielded three archaeologically valuable Roman finds: Two milestones
(nos. 233 & 234- AUB Museum) and a marble statue. The first milestone's find spot was
unrecorded, however the inscription, more precisely the mileage figure, enabled scholars to
trace it to the Borj area,1600 meters north of Nahr al Ghadir (Goodchild 1948:91,119).
Milestone no.233 bears four inscriptions (see below). The primary inscription is possibly of
Vespasian, the latest belongs to Constantine and the three Caesars. Milestone no.234 was
uncovered by cultivators in 1906, 150 meters north of Wadi Ghadir (Mouterde 1907:336). Its
inscriptions are dated to Nero ( AD 56 ) and Vespasian (AD 72) (Goodchild 1948:120). This
milestone is the oldest found on the Antioch-Ptolemais road. The most remarkable and
peculiar find is one dug out in the same region around 1897; a larger than life white marble
torso. Mouterde (1907: 337) identifies it as a Roman Emperor's statue pointing out the belt
'noue sur l'abdomen' frequently present in Imperial iconography. Both arms and head are
missing. These finds are now displayed in the AUB museum.

Who set up this statue? Was it a Roman legion displaying its allegiance to the emperor?
Lauffray and many other archaeologists relied on evidence such as statues to locate forums,
temples and other public monuments. Could the same be done here? Could this statue be a
remnant of a Roman settlement. The development of nearby Mutatno Heldua could initiate
and attract settlement. Chevalier states that the official mutationes and stationes drew a lot of
activity around them especially under the form of private establishments such as inns
(Chevallier 1976:190).
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Boij al-Barajneh was completely covered by the growing suburbs of Beirut. The only
archaeological evidence reported in the literature is a 'Borj' or fort which still stands in part
to this date. Oral tradition from the locals attribute this building to Fakreddine who built it to
protect his army against local rebels (Mufarrij 1970: 42-47). It is possible that Fakherddine's
Boij existed before or was built on an earlier structure, whose date and function remain
uncertain.

Ouzai' (Tell Arslan: 128 E/ 210 N)

Ouzai' lies to the south-west of the Airport-Chiyah intersection. It is located 5 Km south of
Beirut and 800 m away from the sea

Historical Evidence

This area was known as the village of Hantouss in the Umayyad period (Ziadeh 1992:53).
The area lost its older name to the new name Ouzai'i after the Imam Abdul-Rahman al-
Ouzai'i (707- 773 AD) was buried there.

Archaeological Evidence

The earliest archaeological evidence in Ouzai'i is recorded as Stone Age material on Tell
Arslan. In-this area, unlike most of the Sands material was found directlv on virgin soil. This
site is Neolithic and had evidence of flint and pottery. The construction of the aerodrome has
completely removed this site and actually overlies its location. Directlv over the Neolithic
period were layers of the Roman period (Cauvin 1968 :255).

Excavations undertaken by the Ermir Maurice Chehab yielded a late Roman (4th- 6th c. AD)
for the Roman phase of the settlement. Morphologically it comprises a series of villas with
well preserved mosaic floors (Mouterde 1958: 38). These mosaics were dated by Chehab
according to stylistic criteria and coin evidence. Chehab concluded that the site's prosperity
lie mainly in the fourth century AD (Chehab 1957: 139). He based his conclusion about the
sites period of affluence on the frequency of coins of Constance 11 (337- 361 AD).
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SUMMARY OF LIKELY IMPACT

The Airport-Chiyah intersection lies within an area that knew starting the 20th century
continuous development activity. Still the area can easily have pockets of well-preserved
archaeology especially under roads and in areas where the basements of modem buildings
have missed.

The survey conducted resulted in the formation of a clear picture of the area. Archaeology has
been recorded in the vicinity of this area as early as the Stone Age. The area witnessed a lot
of activity during the late Roman period, since the report is dominated by Late Roman finds.
The site knows continuous settlement and exploitation till modem times.

The quantity of finds or sites reported and their diffusion produced, in this case, an
archaeologically significant zone.

The size of the work of development to be undertaken necessitates an adequate response to
the probable presence of archaeology.

RECOMMENDED MrIGATION

It is advisable that a sounding is made prior to development. This would provide an idea of
the absence or presence of archaeology, its extent, nature and importance as to preservation in
situ, excavation, or the need for applying a watching brief
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11. Archaeological Assessment Report for Haret Hreik - Ghobeyri Intersection

Rana Mikati and Rima Mikati (Figure 1-1)

TOPOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND

This area lies within the same geographic setting as the previous site (appendix I secnion 12). It is
surrounded by several sites discussed below. To the south of it is Haret Hreik and Bir al
Abed. To the north and stretching southwards is Ghobeyri. Chiyah is to the east and is limited
by Am al Rommaneh to the north

ARCHAEOLOGICAL HISTORY

Related Sites

Haret HIreik (130 E/ 213 N- 30 m ASL)

Lies 6 km south of the capital, with an area of 181 hectares. The area is densely occupied
with modem buildings leaving little open space. It is believed that Haret Hreik's earliest
settlement was in the 15th century during the_rule of Fakhreddine (Mufarrij 1970: 115). The
village remnained until the 19'h century (1861) the property of the feudal family of Chehab
(Merhej 1971: 115). Following this.date, local villagers started buying land, a step that would
initiate a- rapid development of the area from a village to an urbanized suburb. The study of
toponyms here proved useless, since the available source (Merhej 1971: 115) does not
provide a feasible analysis of the name.

Archaeological Evidence

The earliest and only archaeological evidence reported and recorded in Haret Hreik is Upper
and Lower Paleolithic material that disappeared under modem construction (Copeland &
Wescomb 1965: 133).

Chiyah (130 E/214 N-50m O.D)

The area of Chiyah is limited to the north by Ain el Roummaneh and to the east by Ghobeyri.

Historical Evidence

The locals of the area of Chiyah talk of chance finds found in the gardens of some of the
inhabitants. It is said that a certain Elias Sayf found, while digging house foundations, a
group of pottery objects. It is believed that the pottery resembled the material from the
Khaldeh excavations. This story relies completely on oral transmission since nothing official
or scientific backs it up. Yusuf Maroun found in his garden a grave with a group of finds that
included pottery, skeletal remains, bronze and iron objects as well as seashell plates. Four old
wells and two caves are believed to signify the area as an archaeological site (Khuri 1975: 21-
22). The study of the origin of the name Chiyah is again unsatisfactory. There is a belief that
the name is derived form the Arabic verb Chiyah which is to plant a shrub called chih used in
silk production (1975: 22).
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Archaeological Evidence

No published or excavated material has been located from research. The only mention of
archaeological remains comes through oral transmission.

Ghobeyri (130 E/214 N- 50m O.D.)

This area is 8 km south of Beirut and is 50 m above sea level. The area like most of the
southem suburbs belonged to the Chehab family. People settled this area in the 1 8h century
coming from villages in the Bekaa and southem Lebanon. Ghobeyri was known, like Chiyah,
for its silk production from the Ma'nid emirate (1591- 1697) to the end of the 19th century
(Mufarrij 1971: 286). This area is an expansion of Chiyah that grew in the 1930's.

Archaeological Evidence

No archaeological evidence was reported in this area

SUMMARY OF LIKELY IMPACT

In this area, both Haret Hreik and Chiyah are the most likely to have retained some of their-
archaeological evidence. Haret Hreik was certainly settled in the Stone Age and the later
medieval period, though nothing is known about the Hellenistic and Roman period. This
could be cleared by a few sondages. Chiyah, today is mixture of old and new buildings, the
former will probably preserve traces of Chiyah's past. Both sites, throughout their history,
were distant villages living from agriculture and silk production. Ghobevri is a later
development of Chiyah that grew in the early 1900's. This area has produced no evidence
from excavatons. But the reports of the locals confirm the areas potential for archaeological
discovery. It is likely that Roman or later material will be found in the area especially if the
excavation of tunnels reveal undisturbed lavers of soil.

RECOMMENDATION

It is advisable that a sounding is made prior to development. This would provide an idea of
the absence or presence of archaeology, its extent, nature and importance as to preservation in
situ, excavation, or the need for applying a watching brief.
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12. Archaeological Assessment of the Mar Mekhael Intersection

Rima Mikati and Rana Mikati (Figure 1-1)

TOPOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND

The Mar Mekhael intersection is in the same environmrent discussed in Report 2. This
intersection lies within the area of Chiyah that continues south to the area of Hadath. The
geology of the area is the same as in the sites discussed above. Mar Mekhael in the 19th
century was the road that comnected the city Beirut through Bab ed-Derkeh, Basta, Tahta and
Faouqa to Saida (Davie 1980: 62). It is also a crossroad between Choueifat and Hazmiyeh
(1980: 68).

ARCHAEOLOGICAL HISTORY

Related Sites

Chiyah

See above, for the history of the area.

Hadath (131 E/ 211 N- 70- 300 m ASL)

Hadath lies 8 km south of Beirut with an altitude ranging from 70m to 300m above sea level.
It is limited to the north by the villages of Baabda and Hazmiyeh. In 1971, 75 % of the
buildings in the area were constructed after 1950. The remainder of the dwellings were old
traditional Lebanese houses (Mufarrij 1971: 142-3). The site visit during the conduction of
this research showed a developed area with dense occupation, nevertheless, leaving a hint of
the village setting.

Historical Evidence

The area, like all sites mentioned above, belonged throughout history to Lebanese feudal
families. Laws protected the landlords and forbade the selling of the land. The village was
covered with citrus trees, as well as mulberry plantations and was a vital part in the silk
ndustry (Mufarrij 1971: 143). The site's earliest owners were therefore the Arslan family that

arrived in the 8th century. The oldest settlement can be deduced with precaution from the
analysis of its toponym. Hadath is believed to be derived from a Syriac word (Hatta) meaning
new (1971:143). It is possible that the area was occupied in pre-Islamic times when languages
like Syriac or Aramaic were in use.

Archaeological Evidence

No excavanon report on archaeological work done in Hadath has been located. The only work
done in the area is the recording and collection of Neolithic material from the surface. The
authors of these reports note that Hadath was already built up at the time of writing their work
(Copeland & Wescombe 1965: 88). Local people reported an abundance of Roman finds
(pottery, metal objects, and monumental stoneings) in a lot of the construction digs that took
place in the village (Merhej 1971: 194).

SUMMARY OF LIKELY IMPACT

The Mar Mekhael intersection is an area of definite archaeological potential. The visual
examination of the site in its present state has provided the author with a glimpse into its
geography as well as degree of urban development. The roads have been leveled down and
sections of the Hamra sand dunes can be seen on the street sides. The expansion of the roads
will go into undisturbed layers in some cases where houses were built. A look into the sand
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piles accumulated by bulldozers shows fragments of pottery. The area lies on a road that has

always connected north to south and is likely to have had agglomerations continuously.

RECOMMENDATION

It is advisable that a sounding is made prior to development. This would provide an idea of

the absence or presence of archaeology, its extent, nature and importance as to preservation m

situ, excavation, or the need for applying a watching brief
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13. Archaeological Assessment Report for the Galerie Seman Intersection

Rana Mikati and Rima Mikati (Figure 1-1)

This report deals with an intersection that lies in the middle of areas discussed before, like
Borj al Barajneh, Bir al Abed, Chiyah. Areas to be discussed here are Hadath and Fayadiyeh,
overlook the site from the east.

TOPOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND

This site is at the eastern end of the Choueifat valley mentioned above. A road through
Galerie Semaan and passing through Hazmiyeh leads to the mountains.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL HISTORY

Related Sites

Borj el Barajneh:

See above for the history of the area.

Bir el Abed:

See above.

Chiyah:

See above.

Fayadiyeh (133 El 212 N- 250 ASL)

To the east of the Galerie Semaan intersection is Favadieh which is 8 Km south of Beirut and
400m above sea level.

Archaeoloiical Evidence

Upper Paleolithic material was recovered from the hills of Fayadieh. Excavations undertaken
by R Saidah in 1964 uncovered one of several Middle Bronze Age tombs. Leveling of the
hill has caused the Middle Bronze tombs to be buried (Copeland & Wescombe 1965:86). In
the area of Hazmiyeh, to the east of Chiyah, a Khan was located on a plan from the 19'h
century next to the Damascus road (Davie 1980:56).

SUMMARY OF LIKELY IMPAC-T

Although reports of archaeology are rare in this area, the material available is enough to
indicate the area as archaeologically significant. Evidence of Stone Age material has been
recorded and rescued in the beginning of the century from a nearby location. Bronze Age
tombs were partially dug by R Saidah in the close by Fayadiyeh (Copeland & Wescombe
1965: 86). Galerie Semaan is not heavily built and it retains its suburban nature. Modem
buildings with deep foundations are the norm, but the density of construction is not like the
capital. A Khan is reported in Hazmiyeh from the 19th century sources as lying next to the
Damascus road (Davie 1980: 70). The frequency of finds in the area is significant and the
area like the Mar Mekhael site is on the road to Damascus. It provides us for the first time in
the southem suburbs evidence of Bronze Age finds that are of great value and can be highly
informative about the sequence of archaeology in Beirut's southem suburbs.
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RECOMMENDATION

It is advisable that a sounding is made prior to development. This would provide an idea of
the absence or presence of archaeology, its extent, nature and importance as to preservation in
situ, excavation, or the need for applying a watching brief

Milestone no. 233 (Goodchild 1948-9: 119)

Find Spot: Unrecorded, presumed 1600 m N. of Wadi Ghadir. Location: American Univ. of
Beirut Museum Inscription:

IM? AL AVR
.RO

DDDD NNNN
FL VAL CONSTANTINO
MAXIMO VICTORI
AC TRIVMFATORI
SEMPER AVG ET
FL-IVL CONSTANTIO ET
FL IVL CONSTANTE
/////1//////, -
NOBILLL CA ESSS

Milestone no. 234 (Mouterde, 1907: 337-9)
Find Spot: 150 m N. of Wadi Ghadir
Location: American Univ. of Beirut Museum
Inscription:

IMP[ERA]
[TOR] CAIS(AR) VESP-
[SIA]NUS AVG(VSTVS) PONT(IFEX)
[MAX(IMVS), T[R(IBVNICIA)] P[OT]ES(ATE) III, P-
[AT(ER) PATIAE] CO(N)S(VL) HIII
[CVR(ANTE) L(VCIO) C]A[E]SENNIO
[PAETO] LEG[ATO] AVG(VSTI) PRO
[P]R(AETORE) CCXXIII

[NERO CL]AVDIV[S]
[CAISAR AV]G(VSTVS) GERMANICUS
[TR (VNICIA) POTES(TATE) BIS, CO(N)S(VL) [DESI]
[GNATVS] ITERVM
[VIAM?] AB ANTIOCHEA
[MVNIT? AD N]OVAM COLON[IA]M
[PTOLEMAI]DA. MILIA PASSV[VM]
[CCXX]XIIII
[M(ILLIA) P(ASSVVM) X]XXXVII
[C(AIO) VMMIDI]O DVRMIO
[QVADRA]TO LEG(ATO) PRO PR(AETORE)
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14. Archaeological Assessment Report for Portion of Corridor 18 (Tayouneh-Old
Sidon Road) Greater Beirut Urban Transport Project

Amelie Beyhum - June 28" 1998
BACKGROUND

This assessment is of the Khaldeh and Chweifat segment of Corridor 18 (Tayouneh - Old
Sidon Road). This includes the Grade Separation Location of Bchamoun/to Aramoun, and
was conducted by Amelie Beyhum on July 2nd 1998.

The Portion of the highway in the Ouzai' region is intensely inhabited by squatters. So
densely inhabited that can not see sea to the west, nor the red soil to the east. In one portion,
along the eastem side can still see traces of a high elevated red soil 'hill,' which contains
some vegetaton. It appears that the surrounding region is levelled down. However the author
notes that the road perpendicular from Ouzai'i'i that takes one to the airport road, actuallv
cuts across a flat area of red soil, though I am uncertain as to whether this area has been
completely leveled down. There are major construction works taking place on the segment of
road in the vicinity of Khaldeh due to the extension and construction of new runways for
Beirut Intemational Airport, and as a result moving present road. The construction of this new
road has involved the building of new underpasses. In this segment of road construction, I
noticed on both sides of the present road that large stone boulders have been transported in
for the construction of new runways. These stone boulders have been quarried from the
nearby mountains further south. The large garbage dump that was once placed between the
road and the runways (in the 1960' and 1970's) is no longer there, and appears to have been
removed in the process of construction. Before the Choueifat roundabout, between the airport
runways and present eastern portion of the road, I noted a red soil hill/elevation with
vegetation on the eastern side of the road. Towards the southem portion of this road, in the
vicinity of the roundabout that takes one to Choueifat, the construction of new overpass in
addition to several new high rise buildings (post 1980's) is underway. The original red soil of
the region has not been completely levelled down, and is still apparent. in the area of the
Choueifat roundabout. From this point begins dense urban build up on the foothills and actual
mountains with the new high rise buildings (post 1980's). Very few empty lots appear and
very little vegetation left in this area. The sand dunes that once covered this area are no longer
apparent, neither are the olive groves that once covered the Chweifat and Khlade areas. The

sand dunes were most likely mined away and the olive groves destroyed during the war or
intentionally moved to make way for all the new high rise buildings.

An Englishmen journeying in the region in 1852 wrote "The horses seemed to know they
were near the end of their journey and we ....galloped over sand and surf which soon brought
us near Beyruth....A bad torrent-channelled road across the northem hom of the little haven
took us in a few minutes to its walls ........" (Jidejian 1973:5). The 19th century maps indicate
that the southem extremities of Beirut was a flat and covered with gardens, olive trees and
sand dunes. The Beirut and Suburbs map of 1840, indicate that the hills of drifting sand are
always increasing in the region south/west of Old Beirut. The modem topographic maps
created after 1920 with aerial photography reveal the sand hills between Mar Elias and
Ouzai'i conforming those noted by early travellers and pocket traces apparent today in
Ouzai'i -Khaldeh stretch (Davie 1984:54). Map of Beirut in 1876 (map 7) interesting as the
sand dunes in Khaldeh vicinity contain contour lines. The placement on the 1841-1842 map
of moving sand dunes implies the absence of agriculture (Davie 1984:45). However, this
region contains other cultures. In a pocket, north of Ouzaai have ble, which translated as com
(Davie 1984:54-55), but may also be wheat. Apparent that the most precise indications are
the localization of the sectors of wheat/corn and olive grounds, though unfortunately cannot
next indicate the precise limits of each culture (see Rima scanned map). The whole plain of
Chouifet is covered with olives (Davie 1984:54-55). The Choufiet green area of olive trees
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had been protected by special regulations (Salam 1970:168), unfortunately today the majority
have disappeared due to the ravages of the war and development.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL HISTORY

Khaldeh

Khaldeh situated in close proximity to the city of Beirut, around fifteen kilometers south of
the city of Beirut. Seven annual campaigns conducted on the site by the Department of
Antiquities from 1965 to 1967.

The site of Khaldeh owes it importance to remnants from various periods, ranging in date
from the Middle Paleolithic until 7th century A.D. The stratigraphy of site summarized from
the lowest excavated point upwards to the surface as follows:

Late Chalcolithic oval house which show traces of mud and reed roofs. The late Bronze Age
structures (stone walls protecting a spring and stone foundations) that are quite distinct
stratigraphy from the Iron Age cemetery. The Iron Age Phoenician cemetery (11th to the end
of the 8th century B.C.). The large number of Iron Age burials found intact in situ (to date
422 burials) on both sides of the modem coastal highway. Together with the burial had
hundreds of various objects consisting mainly of pottery vessels. This extensive cemetery
indicates an equally large settlement that must be located in the vicinity. The complete
Phoenician cemetery could not be exposed since it lies partially beneath the modern coastal
highway. Unfortunately the settlement is still to be found, but hints from the excavation may
locate it south of the excavated region, the greater part lying probably under the airport
runways. Hellenistic-Persian foundations (5th - 4th century B.C.) found superimposed
directly on the Iron Age graves. The three uppermost occupation levels represent the Roman
city that covered practically the entire surface of the mound with mosaic floored pnvate
houses, agricultural and industrial installations an public bath. This level is separated from
the lower ones by a thick level of pure sand (Saidah 1969:130).

The lack of epigraphical and literary evidence concerning name of the site of Khaldeh lead to
the exploration of another mound situated a few miles to the south near the old Ottoman Khan
Khaldeh.

North of Khaldeh

Khan KIhaldeh

Khan Khaldeh situated twenty kilometers south of the city of Beirut, very close to the modem
road. The site of Khan Khaldeh discovered with the construction of the Beirut- Sidon
highway. This road actually cuts into the site of Khan Khaldeh. Khan Khaldeh is about
twelve meters over the Mediterranean, a small mound, which some consider hardly worthy to
be dignified by the name of a "tell."

Before any excavations undertaken the only apparent surface archaeological remains in the
vicinity of Khaldeh was the Ottoman caravanserail (khan/inn), which for a long time was
considered the only indicator of an ancient settlement at Khan Khaldeh. Other than his
modest way station found the numerous tombs (certain travelers call them large sarcophagi)
cut into the calcerous rock hills that clustering around the site. These burials were frequently
mentioned by travelers and pilgrims of the 18th and sth century, who also recount seeing the
cemetery of the site of Naame (ancient Leontopolis) situated 2 km south of Khan Khaldeh.
Many of 19gh century travelers (e.g. De Saulcy and Robinson) were mystified by the
abundance of sarcophagi and the almost complete absence of other remains (Goodchild 1948-
1949:102).(See coastal map). Renan observes that Khan Khaldeh appears to be more akin to
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a religious sanctuary than a settlement, however he does not seek and altemative site to
identity with ancient Heldua (1864:515-516). It was originally believed to be the ancient
necropolis of Naa'me. Three seasons of excavations between 1967 to 1973 permitted the
partial exploration of the Khan Khaldeh site, revealing a true agglomeration identified by its
ancient name Mutatio Heldua (Duval and Caillet 1982:315). This site revealed interesting
results, included anong the excavated finds are several olive press installations, almost a
hundred private houses, many with mosaic floors, a street grid complete with alleys with their
canalizations of sewage pipes and channels, and an important rectangular building (17 x 14
m) (a temple?) with a peristyled courtyard carefully paved, where a winged sphinx was found
(Saidah 1969:134). There dates range from the Hellenistic period to the start of the Roman
period, 7th century A.D (Duval and Caillet 1982:315). Two sounding carried out on the
southem slope of the tell revealed stone foundations of Middle Iron Age (8th - 7th century
B.C.) dwellings, built over traces of occupation dating back to a Middle Paleolithic camp site
(Saidah 1969:134). In addition, a large quantity of Early Bronze (l) pottery sherds scattered
all over the mound, indicating a large settlement, partially disturbed by the Iron Age
installations (Saidah 1969:134).

The last phase of occupation dated to the start of the Roman period until the Arab conquest,
mainly from the 4th to 7th B.C., when the settlement knew it's largest extension (Callot
1982:419), The northern and the southern zones of the mound contain two basilicas and the
inn for the travelers and pilgrims (Callot 1982:420). The two churches found at Khan
Khaldeh, the "Eglise superieure" dated to the second half of the 6th century and the "Eglise
inferieure". A small basilica was built in the 6th century B.C. and enlarged in the 7th century
B.C.

The site's development appears to be linked to an important agriculture and commercial
activity, partly based on the olive groves and the oil. What is rather interesting is the
presence of several olive processing plants/presses in each section. Apparently each house
contain one, sometimes two olive presses. Certain of these installations were still in situ,
other destroyed by the construction of the highway (Callot 1982:420).

All these elements indicate that Khan Khaldeh had a specialized function in the production of
olive oil, possibly on a large scale. On the eastem side of the road have indications of olive
trees. The hills that dominant the Khan Khaldeh settlement from the east (the first
foothills/escarpment of the Lebanese mountains), their low altitude and good orientation,
makes them ideal terrain for the vast olive groves (Callot 1982:419).

Its placement at the foot of the fertile hills and on a great axial road predisposed this small
way station and a place of pilgrimage to become an important agricultural and industrial
center.

Further explorations required to complete the historical setting of this stretch of coastal
Phoenician extending from Khaldeh to Khan Khaldeh, and the important nearby tell of
Naa'ame (Saidah 1969:134).

Prehistoric

In 1930 Father Auguste Bergy identified the earliest known Neolithic village site, at Tell
Arslan, near the Beirut Airport (Khalieh 1997:293; Jidejian 1993:14). This Neolithic site
differed from other Stone Age sites nearby in the sands of Beirut in that the flint tools were
not scattered in the sandy wasteland but found in a tell (mound) extending over one acre. Tell
Arslan, near the mouth of Nahr Ghadir (Rhadir) was a real tell with an accumulation of nearly
six meters of human occupation levels (Saidah 1970:11). Unfortunately this tell was razed in
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1948 during the construction of the runways of Beirut Intemational Airport, and whatever
remains may have survived lie buried under the modem runway. A large number of Neolithic
stone and flint tools and potsherds collected from this site (Jidejian 1993:14). In addition,
Tell Arsian was covered with a Roman settlement. Nahr Ghadir never a real major river, more
of a source.

Another site north of Khaldeh is the site of the large Tell of Khan el Ghufr, close to Baal en
Naa'ame. Is a conspicuous mound, 200 meters in diameter, and has been severely damaged
by stone diggers. Eventhough its surface is littered with Roman pottery and structural
remains. Recently bulldozers mining for sand in the dunes of Jiyeh uncovered a church with
mosaics. This church 12 km north of Khlade is contemporary to that found at Khan Khaldeh
(Sth and 7th century) and both similar in that exploited the surrounding olive groves
(Jounblatt et al 1989).

South of Khaldeh

Prehistoric

The 6 meter stage, that corresponds to the European Wurum, is represented on the Lebanese
coast by two types of deposits: sand dunes and river deposits. The sands dunes most often
occur south of Ras Beirut and the river sediments are usually found along the short streams
that cross the coastal plain north of Beirut. The sand dunes were slowly invading the Beirut
platform towards the end of the Lower Paleololithic Age represented by the 45 and 35 meter
marine terrace, but by now some 50,000 years have passed and the Beirut platform represents
approximately 60 square kilometers, generally the size it is today. A site associated with the
45 meter marine terrace and containing stratified stratifeied Lover Paleolithic industries is on
the breccia slope immediately west of Jneh Road, above Zenzir Road and above Diab Road.
The second now covered by a refuse dump, is situated under Jeneh Road (Saidah 1970:4).

Towards the end of the Lower Paleolithic sand dunes were slowly and progressively
advanced and invading the rocky platform of Beirut (Jidejian 1993:XV). During the Middle
Paleolithic the Beirut platform began to take shape on the 35 meter stage. Sand dunes
appeared for the first time with a substratum of sandstone, the soft ramleh thirties. The
shoreline was similar to the one present today (Saidah 1970:5-6; Jidejian 1993:13).
Unfortunately today the region has been completely invaded by modem apartment buildings.
In addition the dumping of builng debris on unbuilt surfaces around Beirut, extension of
airport runways, road-widening as well as urban development of the southem suburb have all
taken their toll (Jidejian 1993:15). These Upper Paleolithic inhabitants occupied two kinds of
sites both represented in the Beirut area: open-air camp sites and caves and/or rock shelters.
Innumerable open-air camp sites existed in the sands area south of Bewut, called "the Sands
Station" by archaeologists. The ten kilometer stretch of seashore and sand dunes stretching
from Ramlet el Beida to south of Khaldeh, called "the Sands Station" by archaeologists, is by
far the most extensive and important Stone Age site disappear (Jidejian 1993:15). In the early
1960's around twenty Upper Paleolithic open air campsites recognized by Lorraine
Copeland's survey in the sand around Beirut (Copeland and Wescombe 1965:125ff). Many
of these sites have since been destroyed due to the building and extension of Beirut
Intemational Airport and the construction of modern buildings (Jidejian 1993:13).

At this rate these important Stone Age sites of Lebanon are doomed to eventually disappear,
however possible that more are still to be discovered. The main difficulty with all these sand
sites is that they were inhabited for very short periods of time, and the only way to identify
such a site is by locating concentrations of flint tools and flakes (Saidah 1970:8; Jidejian
1993:15).
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The west coast of the peninsula, the Khaldeh and Ramlet al Bayda sector - "the Sands
Station", is unfavorable for urban settlement because it is exposed to the prevaiLing south-
westerly winds and swell; the waves hit the shore with their full force, as they are paralleled
to the coast. The currents are northerly and rapid. They are the cause of both extensive shore
erosion and sedimentation. Any port or jetty would be filled-in very quickly, especially as
the sea is quite shallow here. Another obstacle for this sector is the obstacle of sand dunes
(Davie 1987:147).

Near the southeast end of one of the main runways of the airport identified an important site,
where among the human burials six stone circles were visible. The circles vary in diameter
from eight to fifteen meters and are composed of one course of large river boulders (Saidah
1970:8). With extension of these runways should be able to examine these enigmatic stone
circles and determnine whether or not they are related to similar structures found in the
Nautufian Upper Paleolithic open-air sites of Palestine and Transjordan. The Khaldeh circles
of rough stones are irregular oval or round and varying in diameter between three and six
meters. There are not enough stone courses to suppose that they originally formed walls.
Suppose that in all likelihood these stones were rather used to-hold down the edges of huts or
tents made of animal skins or other perishable matenial (Saidah 1970:8-9; Jidejian 1993:13).

Traces of Natufian tools in the form of microlithic arrow heads and other small geometnc
tools found in "the Sands Station" area, especially at Burj el Barajne, south of Beirut. No
excavations undertaken in this area but many surface finds of flints have been found, and
according to information the sites lies under a village on the fringe of the dunes (Saidah
1970:11).

Neolithic flint tools and Neolithic pottery generally collected in two areas: other than the
above mentioned at Tell Arslan, the second concentration from the sands south of Beirut
(Jidejian 1993:15)-

Medieval Period

Iniam Al Aouza'i

The 1841-1842 map indicates the Nebbi Wezahi, a Moham[ddine] Saint's tomb at Ouzaai'
surrounded by sand dunes (see map Rima scanned) (Davie 1984:55). This tomb is still
present today.

Among the residents of Beirut during the Medieval Period who became well known was
Imam Al Aouza'i. Bom in Baalbeck in 707 or 712, his personal name was Abd er Rahman
bin Omar. A learned man of his day, well versed in Islamic technology and law he moved and
became stationed in Beirut were he practiced and distinguished himself. He became a world-
famous Moslem jurisconsult of the first and second centuries of the Hijra, and was regarded
as the Imam of Syria (Jidejian 1993:12). He died in 774, and the Moslem shrine on the south
coast of Beirut was erected for him.

It is said that the Imam Al Aouza'i was extremely fond of the Hantus village and that he often
expressed the wish to be buried beside the tiny single-domed mosque, in which he taught
(Conde 1955:20). After his burial in 774 Hantus was virtuallv destroyed by an earthquake
and when it was reconstructed and reinhabited, it was name after this holy man and
benefactor, Al Aouza'i (Conde 1955:20). Since than, Al Aouza'i has become Lebanon's
second holiest shrine. Imam Al Aouza'i's original 7th century needle-like white minaret
mosque building is the small room with a low dome which adjoins the minaret on the east
(mountain) side. The mosque marks the resting-place of its famous namesake, and has since
become the name for this region. Although it has undoubtedly been repaired and rehabilitated
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many a times since the earthquake that destroyed Hantus, it essentially remains the structure
that Al Aouza'i knew (Conde 1955:20). Observed that in 1955, the mosque's minaret rose
from a picturesque cluster of multi-colored house groups on the buffs (Conde 1955:19). Only
with the opening of the Beirut International Airport, in nearby Khaldeh, did one witness the
intensive development of the beach area, and the unmistakable southem expansion of Beirut
toward the red sand dunes in the back of the beaches. The sand of the dunes at Khaldeh, are
located a small distance from the sea, is red. The moving sand dunes are located over this red
soil (Dubertret 1945:43). Hence today one observes the removal of the moving sand dunes
(most likely by mining) and construction onto the red soil.

In 1955 the Al Aouza'i sector remained a sleepy summer resort for Beirutis who still
preferred the traditional ways of the wountry over the foreign style further north beach resorts
of the St. Michel and St. Simon (Conde 1955:19).

This region referred to as the al Aouza'i hill (Conde 1955:19), remnants and traces are only
apparent in few areas of the Aouza'i. Not certain as to when all the leveling took place, but
quite likely with the major boom of squatters during the 70's and 80's. Along the al Aouza'i
hillside find ancient wells of fresh water along the beach itself that still continue to provide
water for domestic purposes (Conde 1955:19).

Classical Period

Apparent that it did not take the Romans long to discover the potentialities of the beautiful
sandy beaches which stretched to the south of Beirut, as revealed by the numerous Byzantine
and Roman mosaics and Roman artefacts and coins have turned up in the process of
excavations for buildings at al Aouza'i. Rescue operations salvaged only portions of these
suburbs that developed on the sandy beaches south of Beirut during the Classical period.
Uncovered several mosaic floors which belonged to villas which had been built by the sea
indicate the development between Jnah and Ouzai'i of important Roman seaside suburbs,
(Jidejian 1973:49; Khalieh 1997:294). Among the mosaic were the Good Shepherd from
Jnah dated to the 5th century A.D, and a mosaic with four vases, vines and floral designs
from Jnah dated to the Roman-Byzantine period. This suggests an ancient tradition favored
this region for their beach villas (Conde 1955:19). Almost as if continued an earlier Roman
tradition, with this region being settled by few old (but not ancient) beach villas of earlier
days, the few remanding houses among the new cement structures (Conde 1955:19).

Roman Road

At Khaldeh have traces of about 150m2 of Roman road belonging to Rome's Antioch to Acre
highway (see map 2). Along Lebanon's 135-mile coastal-line, from Nahr el Kebir in the
north to Ras Nakoura in the south, are traces of this great Roman road from Antioch to Acre.
Although most of its length now covered by modem highway and railroad, there are stretches
where the Roman road's pavement, cutting, walling and curbstones are visible, together with
more than twenty of its milestone pillars, a few road-building inscriptions and one intact
bridge (Conde 1955:264).

Finished in the year 56 by Emperor Nero's legate Caius Ummidius Durmius and kept in
constant repair for the next six centuries, this coastal road formed an important link in the
imperial communications system of Roman and Byzantine penrods, and with occasional
straightening, is the basis of all subsequent and present coastal highways of Lebanon (Conde
1955:264).

One of the longest preserved portions of around 150 m2 of the ancient strategic Roman road,
la Via Maris from Antioch to Ptolemais is the excvated Khaldeh segment (Saidah 1975:57).
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The portion of the excavated road at Khaldeh revealed layers of gravel and pottery sherds lies
with a compact claying soil, labelled "earth cement" (Saidah 1975:56). Placed a sounding to
measure the different structures of the Roman road, and to investigate the possibility of the
existence of earlier roads, which highly likely considering the Assyrian, Egyptian and Greek
conquers who left their traces further north on the rocks of Nahr el Kelb (Saidah 1975:57).

More than 600 milestones once marked its 313 mile-stations coastal road from Antioch
southward. These milestones are inscribed with the titles of the reigning emperor and
occasionally with the names of his provincial govemors (Goodchild 1948-1949:92; Conde
1955:264). These Roman milestones serve as epigraphic documents and frequently provide
the names of provincial govemors otherwise unknown to history. They also indicate the lines
of Roman roads that have vanished from sight, and give distances to ancient sites whose exact
location is otherwise unknown, providing a reliable and official 'intennarry' that can be used
to check and correct the documented Itineraria that have survived from the Roman period
(Goodchild 1948-1949:92).

In the vicinity of Beirut, before the Ghadir river (which today located under the airport
runway) discovered three Roman milestone. Found Roman milestone marked with the 233rd
mile south of Antioch, discovered at Wadi Gadir near Beirut on estate of Emir Tewfic Arslan
(Conde 1955:265). Wadi Ghadir is located on the old Sidon road not far from Bun-el
Brajneh. Found another Roman milestone marked with the 234th mile south of Antioch,
another Roman milestone with no mileage marking, but should be the 235th mile south of
Antiocht

Further south of Beirut have the intermediate station of Heluda, long identified with Khan
Khaldeh, were found a Roman milestone marking the 239th mile-station south of Antioch
(today about 360 kilometers) and the 12th from Beirut (today around 18 km), located next to
the foot of the small mound of Khan Khaldeh (Goodchild 1948-1949:101). This Roman
milestone dates to 129 A.D. under Hadrian's reign (Duval and Caillet 1982:315).

A necropolis found in the vicinity of the Roman route from Antioch to Ptolemais and under
the Sidon road, that passes along the sands (Mouterde 1964:33). Unfortunately no other
specific details are given, however may be the tombs that early travelers mention found in the
vicinity of Khan Khaldeh. Goodchild's drawing is only plan of its placement found (see my
map 2), possible that their placement may be in same manner as the sarcophagi found along
the Roman and Byzantine road in Tyre (Bass).

The next road station is that of Porphyron, a site that know exists in the sand dunes between
the site of Khan Nebi-Yunes and Jiyheh. A partial rescue excavation by the Department of
Antiquities revealed--an elaborate and prosperous Roman and Byzantine setflement, with
mosaics and numerous olive presses (Saidah 1970). The site Khan Nebi-Yunes served much
in the same manner as Khan Khaldeh, especially with its numerous olive press installations.

Generally speaking the old and new roads appear to be coincidental. Unfortunately from the
Nahr el Kelb to the Wadi Choueifat, south of Beirut, there are no visible remains of the
Roman road (Goodchild 1948-1949:108). Certain portions of the Roman road have been
obliterated by the recent road constructions and the railway works (Goodchild 1948-
1949:107). Southward from Beirut, the old Sidon road represents the line of the Roman
highway, as proven by the Wadi Ghadir milestone.

At the next wadi (valley), the Nahr el Yabes the Roman road begins to emerge from its
covering of the sand dunes and plantations, and a good section of rammed gravel, 21 feet 6 in
wide, and 2 ft thick is visible in the cut ditch for a railway culvert (Goodchild 1948-
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1949:101). From this point to the Khan el Ghufr tell, the Roman road is visible continuously
on the seaward side of the modem road in an overgrown and mutilated condition, walled, on
the inland side, for part of its course (Goodchild 1948-1949:108).

A deep cutting of the old road leaving Beirut outside its south-western walls mentioned
(Robinson 1841:438), which has since been built over (Goodchild 1948-1949:108).

Generalisations can be made on the characteristics of this Roman road, as the present
knowledge confined to the surface indications of the road and to chance discoveries.
Undertaken to uncover a short sector of the road in order to deterrnmine its engineering
features, contributing details that should keep an eye out for.

With the scarce available observations can make the following tentative conclusions. The
road follows as close to the sea-shore as is practicable, diverging from it only to avoid sand
dunes or to cross rocky promontories. Its width is approximately 22 ft, and is normally paved
with irregular blocks of stone and provided with carefully-laid curbs of larger stones. On
rocky headlands, however these curbs are replaces by side walls of stones quarried from the
course of the road. The section visible from the Choufiet sector shows that gravel was
sometimes substituted for the paving, but this may be a later repair to the road, or the base for
slabs since removed (Goodchild 1948-1949:111-112). The coastal route appears in
Phoenician history not as a line of communications but rather as a line of attack. Possible that
during the Persian period the coastal route may have developed from a geographical line of
approach into an administrative line of cormnunication, but it is only in the Roman period that
have evidence of a continuous engineered from Antioch to Ptolemais (Goodchild 1948-
1949:112).

Quarrv

The demand for worked stone for the construction caused the dismantling of antiquities (9,
for example the sections of the Roman aqueduct in the plains of Choufiet (Thomson 1910).
The soft ramleh from the surrounding regions of the city extensively quarried by Beirutis
from antiquity up to the thirties (Saidah 1970:5-6). Similar to the situation today with the of
the construction of extension of Beirut Intemational Airport runways stone have been
quarried from the mountains further south and transported in by the truckloads.

SUMMARY OF LIKELY IMPACT

Quite likely will come across further archaeological traces in the region of Khaldeh. as
apparent was almost a continuosly occupied strech over many different periods. Apparent that
most of the sand dunes already mined away in this region, therefore will require close
supervision in areas of red soil, as may find traces of archaeological pockets.

As for the region further east, inland, in the vicinity of Chouflet, an area once entirely covered
with olive groves, may come across portions of the above mentioned aqueduct, of which most
likely only portions of it will be preserved, if any

RECOMMENDED MrITIGATION

The Grade Separation Location of Chweifat may reveal traces of preserved archaeological
elements, especially of the aqueduct. Hence will require constant monitoring by an
archaeologist, in the early digging phase of this Grade Separation Location. Possibly place a
sounding in one of the empty lots of the Damascus Road, as close as possible to the present
road to see if any archaeology present, especially the presence of any road usage over time.
Possible that in the above mentioned stretch of Khaldeh, if work necessary in that area,
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conduct a watching brief to see if any traces of the archaeology (whether burials, villas,
milestone, road structures, etc) are still preserved. Much in the same way found traces of
actual Roman Road in vicinity of Khaldeh site. Must keep an eye out, especially in the areas
of red soil, as aware quite thick in places, hence possibly preserving pockets of archaeological
elements (whether burials, structures, etc).
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Drafting Notes2

These drafting notes are intended to assist those preparing the Safety. Health and Environmental Reguiations.
These drafting notes should not be incorporated in the bidding documents.

I These CDR Safety ... Regs. Issue June 96 tc:\wp I \docs'Safetv\CDRReas) can be used with all
CDR Standard Conditions of Contract.

The CDR Safet. Health and Environmental Regulations are in two parts:

* PART I - General Safetv. Health and Environmental Regulations:

* PPART 11 - Supplementarx Safet-. Health and Environmental Regulations.

PART 1. General Safetr. Health and Environmental Reguiations. together with the front cover
page and pages i to iii. shall be inciuded as printed. without amendment.

The pages of PART I are set up for. and should be photocopied on. doubie sided paper.

4 PART 11. Suppiementary Safety. Health and Environmental Regulations. wvill comprise changes.
modifications and additional recuirements to PART 1. applicable to the Sector and/or the
contract for which the Reguiations are being prepared. PART II shouid be prepared bv the
Consultant responsibie for preparation of the bidding documents in conjunction with the Slu.

PART 11 has priority over P ART I (see PreambieL)

If no changLyes. modificationis or additnonal reouirements are included in PART II. the page for
PART 1I should be inciuded xvith the addition of the following below the Table of Clauses:

"O!NE"

The name of the contract should be added to the footer of pages. PART I1

In PART 1. the amounts to be wvitheld in the event of non-compliance (Sub-Clause 3..1) are
expressed in LSD. PART 11 includes provision for contracts in currencies other than L'SD (eg
Lebanese Poundsi.

6 The Regulations should be included as Appendix I to the Conditions of Contract.

Sample clause for inclusion in the Conditions of Contract-:

X Safeth, Health and Environmental Regulations

X.X The Contractor shall comply with the requirements of CDR Safety. Health and
Environment Regulations. The regulations and requirements. and specific measures
and actions available to the Empiover and the Engineer in the event of non-compliance
by the Contractor. are attached as Appendix I to these Conditions of Contract.

CDR Safety. Health & Environmental Res. Issue June 96
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The positioning and numbering of the above Clause varies according to the Conditions of Contract being
used:

| * for CDR Integrated Conditions of Contract for Works of Civil Engineering Construction:
Part I - Standard Conditions. Sub-Clause 19.1:

I . lfor CDR Conditions of Contract for Works of a Civil Engineering Construction: Part 11 -
Conditions of Particular Appiication. Sub-Clause 78. 1:

I * for CDR Standard Bidding Documents. Procurement of Works. Smaller Contracts: Section
I. Conditions of Contract. Clause 19.2.

For other Conditions of Contract the Sub-Clause should be positioned and numbered as appropriate

Throuahout the Regulations the term "En_ineer" is used.

However. in the CDR Standard Bidding Documents. Procurement of Works. Smaller Contracts
the terrn "Engineer" is replaced by "Project Mana2er".

Wkhen "Eneineer" is used in the.biddina documents. the first alternative page iii "Preamble"
should be included. W'hen "Proiect-Manaaer" is used in the bidding documents. the second
alternative pane iii. "Preamble". should be included.

CDR SafetN. Health & Environmental Regs. Issue June 96
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Preamble

The Safetv. Health and Environmental Re2uiations are in two parts:

PART I - General Safet\. Healtih and Environmental Regulations:

PART 11 - Supplementary Safet\. Health and Environmental Regulations.

PART 1I shall have priority over PART 1L

i Whenever tne tenn "Ennineer" is used in these Safety. Health and Environmental Reoulations. it shall
be construei as meanina "Project Mana-er" as defined in the Conditions of Contract.
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Part I

General Safetv, Health and Environmental Regulations

Table of Clauses

I Introduction .... P......................... PI/

2 Compliance with Regulations .PL'3

3 Failure to Complv with Regulations. PP5
, .i General . PI/.

Deductions from Pa!ments .......................... . .. '

4 General Requirements .. . P/6
4.1 Preamble. P/6

Safetx Oicer.. PI/6
Safetr Traininc. PL'-
Safet\ NMeetings .PI/
Safetv Inspections .PI,'

4.6 Control of Substances Hazardous to Health. PI.'
' ~ Potentiai Hazards. Pl/
-.S Accident RePortinL.P1'S
.4Q Notices. Signs. Etc. Pl/8

4.1 0 First Aid and Medical Attention P.P/
4.1 i Employee Qualifications and Conduct .P1/9

Safetv Requirements .PL9
5.1 Personal Protective Equipment .PL'9
5.2 Fire Protection and Prevention .P,'] 0
:.. Electrical Safet .PL'l 1
5.4 Oxvaeri/Acetvlene/Fuel Gases/Cartridge Tools P L..P/
- . Scaffoiding`TemporalrWorks..... PI/l
>.6 Use of Ladders. PI1/s
:.. Elevated Work. PI/14
.8 Use of Temporarl Equipment. PIl' I

5 .9 Locking-out. Isolating. and Tagging of Equipment. PI/ 6
5.1I0 Installation of Temporary or Permanent Equipment. PL/IT
.1 I Laser Survey Instruments. PI/I

5.12 Working in Confined Spacesp.. PI/ 
5.1 3 Demolition. P/] 8
.14 Use of Explosives .PL/8

5.15 ! >Excavation and Trenchine .PL/19
5.16 Concrete Reinforcement Starter Bars .P1/20

CDR SafetN. Health & Environmental Regs. June 96
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6 Environmental and Health Requirements ........ .............................. P1120

6.1 Protection of the Environment. PI20

6.2 Air Pollution. PU20

6.3 WAater Pollution. P1 I
6.4 Solid Waste. PL' 1
6. 5 Noise Control. PI122

Additional Requirements for Work in Public Areas .............. ......................... PI-'-'

7.1 General .P112
Method Statement. PI/23

.' nClosure of Roads. Etc. PI24

7.- Trench and Other Excavations. P1'4
Safet\ Barriers. PL12

8 C-6ntractor's Site Check List .................... PL'26

Annex 1 Sample Excavation Permit

Annex 2 Sample Street Closure Permit

Annex 3 Sample Contractor's Site Check List
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Part I

General Safety, Health and Environmental Regulations

1 Introduction

The prevention of injury andior illness to site personnel and the public. damage to the Works
and to public and private properr\. protection of the environment. and compliance with
applicable laws. are primarv objectives of CDR (the Empiover). Because of the importance
CDR places on meeting these objectives, selected minimum requirements are outlined in these
Safety. Health and Environmental ReLulations with which Contractors shall comply while
working on CDR contracts. Given that these Regulations cannot cover everv eventuality. the

- Contractor shall be expected to exercise good judgement in all such matters. even thougn not
mentioned in these Re2uiations. and shall take any and all additional measures. as required or
necessary. to meet his responsibiiity for safetv. health and environmental matters during the
period of the Contract.

CDR and its reoresentatives shall not be held liabie for an\ actions taken by the Contractor that
are attributed to followin- the minimum recuirements stated hereinaf*er.

The Contractor shall. throuahout the execution and compietion of the Works and the remedying
of any defects therein:

ai have full re-ard for the safety of ail persons on the Site and keep the Site and the Works
in an orderly state appropriate to the avoidance of danger to any person:

(b) know and understand all laws governing his activities aiong with any site requirements
and work; site hazards. Such information shall be communicated by the Contractor to
his personnel and subcontractors:

gc) take all necessar\ measures to protect his personnei. the Employers personnel. other
persons. the generai pubiic and the environment:

(d) avoid damage or nuisance to persons or to property of the pubiic or others resulting
from pollution. noise or other causes arising as a conseauence of carrvina out the
Works.

2 Compliance with Regulations

.. : The Contractor shall comply with the requirements of these Safety. Health and Environmental
Rezulations and all other applicable regulations or requirements under Lebanese laws. laid
down b\ relevant authorities or issued by the Emplover or the Engineer conceming safety.
health and the environment. in force or introduced or issued from time to time during the period
of the Contract.

CDR Safen. Health & Environmental Reas. June 96
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In so far as these Regulations are applicable, thev shall apply to sites and personnel outside the
Site associated with the performance of the Contract.

'2 The Regulations equally apply to subcontractors and all other parties engaged by the Contractor
and their personnel. The Contractor shall ensure all such parties are fully aware of and compN
wvith the Regyulations.

1' n The Contractor shall complx with all notifications and written or verbal instruction regarding
safety issued pursuant to these Regulations by the Emplover. Enzineer or reievant authorities
within the time specified in the notification or instruction.

Whenever the Contractor is required to obtain the approval. agareement. permission. etc of the
Engineer. such approval. agreement. permission. etc shall not relieve the Contractor of his
responsibilities and obligations under these Regulations or the Contract.

- The Contractor shall adopt a positive approach. awareness and responsibility towards safety.
health and the environment. and take appropriate action. by:

ka) ensuring the Reaulations are enforced and follow%ed by the Contractor's Dersonnel. An"
- failure by the Contractor's Dersonnel to follow the Re2ulations. shall be regarded as a

failure by the Contractor.

(b) paying attention to possible inju1n to unauthorised persons entering the site. particuiarhy
cilildren.

. W B'henever in these Re2ulations tihe Contractor is required to provide test certificates for
equipment and p-.sonne! or to comphD the reievant authorities requirements and no indeoendent
test faciiities are avaiiabie or no reievant authiorities exist in Lebanon. the Contractor shall
provide:

a) in lieu of independent test certificates:

e for eauiDment - details of the tests and the date of the tests that have been
carried out bv the Contractor and a written statement that the Contractor has
satisfied himself that the item of equipment is fit and safe for use:

* for personnel - details of the training and experience and a written statement
that the Contractor has satisfied himseif that the person t;as he required levei
of competency:

b) in lieu of relevant authorities' requirements - details of the Contractor's own rules.
regulations. requirements and procedures regarding safety. health and the environment.

If the Engineer is dissatisfied with the details provided bv the Contractor. the Contractor shall
provide further detaiis or carry out further tests or provide further written statements as mav be
reasonabiv required by the Enaineer.

CDR Safet. Health & Environmental Ress. June 96
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When the Engineer has satisfied himself regarding the Contractor's own rules. regulations.
requirements and procedures provided in accordance with (b) above. such rules. etc shall be
deemed to form part of these Regulations and to which Clause 3 shall equallv appil.

3 Failure to Complv with Regulations

3.1 General

3 1.1 Should the Contractor fail to comply with an, of the Regulations or requirements:

(a) the Engineer may suspend the Works or part of the Works untii the Contractor has
taken necessarn steps. to the satisfaction of the Engineer. to complv with the regulations
or requirements.

(b) the Emplover mav. following written notice to thle Contractor. carry out themselves or
arrange for another contractor to cam? out such measures as they consider appropriate
on behalf of the Contractor. Ann such actions by the Employer shall not affect or
diminish the Contractor's obii2ations or responsibilities under the Contract.

(c - the Engineer ma!. folloxving written notice to the Contractor. deduct from payments to
the Contractor the amounts stipulated in Sub-Clause 3.2. Such notice shall specify:

i ) the nature of the fahiure or failures:

(ii the period after the date of the notice within w hich the Contractor shall remedc
each faiiure: and

(iii) the amount to be deducted.

Such suspension of payment wil remain in force until such time as the Contractor has
rectified the breach or breaches to the satisfaction of the Engineer. No interest shall be
paid on the suspended payments.

. Failure to compiY with the Reguiations or requirements shall be considered a breach of contrac.
by the Contractor and may resuit in termination of the Contract by the Emplover.

S.1I2 In the event of the Emplover or Engineer tain action based on Sub-Clause 3.1 I (a) or (b) or
3.1.2. the Contractor shall not be entitled to any additional costs or extension to the Contract
Completion Date.

- lA 4All costs incurred bv the Employer pursuant to Sub-Clause 3i1.1(b) and the deductions from
payments imposed on the Contractor bv the Engineer under Sub-Clause 3.1.1(c) shall be
deducted from amounts otherwise due to the Contractor.

3.' Deductions from Pavments

i .. i Failures by the Contractor to comply with the Regulations or requirements are ciassified as
foIlow s:

CDR Safem. Health & Environmental Rees. June 96
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Dl - breaches of Sub-Clause 5.6 (personal protective equipment):

D2 - breaches of Clause 7 (work in Public Areas),
D3 - breaches other than DI and D'.

.'.2 The basic deduction from payment for each classification in Sub-Clause 3.. 11. is as follows:

for Dl - S2000:
for D' - S 10000:
for D3 - $5000.

'.'.3 Deductions from payments will be applied as follows:

a) for the first breach of each regulation or requirement - the basic deduction. if the same

or similar breaches occur in different situations or locations at the same time. the

Enaineer may apply deductions for each situation or location: this -will not apply to

breaches related to personal protective equipment.

(b i for a second or subsequent breach of the same Rezulation or requirement or failure to

rectin, a previous failure within the time specified by the Engineer - twice the basic

deduction.

4 General Requirements

4.1 Preamble

4. .1 All references to safe-\ shall be deemec zo inciude health and the environment.

4.2 Safetv Officer

.1 The Contractor shall appoint a competent Safety Officer who shall be responsible for safety.

health and the environment. The Safetn Officer shall be given sufficient time by the Contractor
to cam out his duties: minimum requirements shall be as follows:

Worklforce on Site of over 250 - full time Safetx Officer:

Workforce on Site of 100-250 - 50% O of Safe- Officer's time:

Workforce on Site below 100 - as required for the Works but a minimum of 5 hours

per week of Safery Officer's time where more than 20
workers.

4.2.2 The Contractor shall provide the Safety Officer with appropriate identification. including a

white hard hat with red cross symbol and a identification badge. The aDDointment of the Safeti

Officer shall be in writing and copied to the Engineer. The appointment shall include specific

instructions to enforce these Regulations and deleLated authoritv to take anx action. measure or

to issue instructions reaarding their enforcement. All persons on Site shall be made aware of
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the name and authoritv of the Safety Officer and instructed to comply vith any instruction or
direction on safetv matters. verbal or in writing. issued by the Safety Officer.

4'..3 The Safety Officer shall be provided with a mobile phone or other similar means of
communication. The Safer' Officer shall be accessible and available at all times inciudinz
outside normal workinc hours.

43 Safetv Training

4.3.1 The Contractor shall provide safert induction training for all site personnel upon starting on
site.

4. .' The Contractor shall provide safetr refresher/reinforcement traininz at re2ular intervals for his
staff.

4.4 Safety Meetings

4.4.; I The Contractor shall hold regular safery meetings to provide safer' instructions and receive
feedback. from site personnel on saferv. health and environmental matters. A weekl- Safer%
Meeting shall be chaired bv the Safetv Officer and minutes shail be taken of the meeting. The
meetina"minutes shall cover all relevant issues includinc actions to be taken. A copy of the
minutes shall be given to the Enaineer. The Safer\ Officer shouid attend the Contractors
weeklv site meetinas and "Safer" shouid be an item on the agenda.

4.5 Safetv Inspections

_.'..~ Tne Safer' Officer shall make reauiar safer' insoections of the work site. The Safetr Officer
shall prepare a report of each inspection. This report shall include details of all breaches of
these Regulations and an\ other maners or situations relating to safer" found during the
inspection. instructions issued by the Safer" Officer and actions taken by the Contractor. A
copy of the Safety Officer's inspection reports shall be given to the Engineer.

4.6 Control of Substances Hazardous to Health

4.6.: Hazardous materials shall be stored in approved safer' containers and handled in a manner
specified by the manufactures and!or prescribed by relevant Authorities (see Sub-Clause ^.:J.

4.6._2 Only properly trained and equipped personnel shall handle hazardous materials.

4.7 Potential Hazards

4.7. The Contractor shall informn employees of potential hazards. takle appropriate steps to reduce
hazards and be prepared for emergency situations.

.T... The Contractor shall make an assessment of ever operation involving hazardous substances.
The assessment shall be recorded on a Hazardous and Flammable Substances Assessment
Method Statement which shall be submiuted to the Engineer prior to the delivery and use of the
substance on Site.
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4.8 Accident Reporting

4.8.1 The Contractor shall report all accidents and danzerous occurrences to the Engineer. The
Contractor shall prepare a report on each accident or dangerous occurrence and a copy of the
reporL together with wvitness statements and any other relevant information. shall be submitted
to the Engineer. A reportable accident or dangerous occurrence shall include anv accident to
any person on Site requiring medical attention or resulting in the loss of working hours or anx
incident that resulted. or could have resulted. in injury. damage or a danger to the Works.
persons. properrt or the environment.

4.8.2 In the event of an accident or dangerous occurrence. the Contractor shall be responsible for
completing all statutorv notifications and reports. Copies of all statutory notifications and
reports shall be passed to the Engineer.

4.8.3 All accidents and danserous occurrences shall be recorded in a Site Accident Book. The Site
Accident Book shall be available at all times for inspection by the Engineer.

48. 3 The Contractor shall immediatek rectif\ anv situation or condition that could result in injur\.
damage or a danaer to the Works. person. properry or the environment. If the situation or
condition cannot be corrected immediately. the Contractor shall provide temporary barriers and
appropriate warninE sians and devices andior take other appropriate action necessarn tor the
protection of persons. property and the environment.

4.9 Notices. Signs. Etc

.4 ' 4ll safe-. health. environmental an, other notices and signs shail be clearly disoiaved and
wNritten in both Arabic and either Enaiish or French. All requirements. instructions. procedures.
etc issued b\ the Contractor concerning these Regulations shall be Drinted in both Arabic and
English and displaved and readily availabie to Contractor's personnel.

4.10 First Aid and Medical Attention

4.10.1 The Contractor shall have comprehensive First Aid Kitis) on Site at all times. First Aid Kits
shall be convenienthl located and clearly identifiable.

4.10.2 The Contractor shall have one employee on site trained in first aid for every 25 empiovees.
Such persons shall be provided with appropriate idntification. inciufiiint a red hard hat with a
white "red cross" symbol and a identification badge.

4 10.3 The Contractor shall make contingency arrangements for calling a Doctor and transporting
iniured Dersons to hospital. The telephone numbers of the emergency services and the name.
address and telephone number of the Doctor and nearest hospital shall be prominently displaved
in the Contractor's site office.
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4.11 Emplovee Qualifications and Conduct

4.11.1 The Contractor shall emplov onlv persons who are fit. qualified and skilled in the work to be
preformed. All persons shall be above the minimum workins age.

4.1 1.' Contractor's personnel shall use the toilet faciiities provided by the Contractor.

4.11.3 The Contractor shall ensure:

(a) that no firearms. weapons. controlled or illegal substances or alcoholic beverazes are
brought onto the Site and that no personnei under the influence of alcohol or drugs are
permitted on Site.

(b) that all personnel obey warning signs. product or process labels and posted instructions.

(c) that drivers or operators of vehicles. machinery,. plant and equipment follow the rules
for safe operations. Drivers shall wear seat belts and obev all signs and posted speed
limits.

Safetv Requirements

x.1 Personal Protective Equipment

.I. I The Contractor shall provide personal protective eauipment. including hard hats. safetv giasses.
respirators. aioves. safery shoes. and such other equipment as required. and shall take all
measures or actions for the protection and safety of Contractor's personnel.

-. 1 .Z Non-metallic hard hats shall be wom at all times by all personnel at the worksite with the
exception of those areas where the Engineer has indicated it is not necessary to do so.

.1 .3 Safetv glasses shall meet international standards and be available for use and wom in specified
worksite areas. As a minimum. saferv glasses shall be worn for the following tvpes of work:
hammerina. chipping. welding. grinding. use of eiectricall powered or pneumatic equipment.
insulation handling. spray painting. working with solvents. and other jobs where the potential of
an eve injury exists. Face shieids andi'or monogoszles shall be worn where possible exposure
to hazardous chemicals. cryogenic fluids. acids. caustics. or dust exists and where safety glasses
may not provide adequate protection.

.1.4 When handling acids. caustics. and chemicals with corrosive or toxic properties. suitable
protection. such as acid suits or chemical resistant aprons and gioves. shall be worn to prevent
accidental contact with the substance.

.1.5 Personnel shall not be permitted to work whilst wearing personal clothing or footwear likely to
be hazardous to themselves or others.

5.1.6 The wearina of safety shoes with steel reinforced toes is recommended for all Contraclors
personnei on site. In all cases. Contractor's personnel shall wear substantial work shoes that are
commensurate w ith the hazards of the work and the worksite area.
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5.1.7 Hearing protection, including muffs. plugs or a combination thereof. shall be provided for all
personnel operating in areas where the noise level exceeds 90 decibels. Such protection shall

also be provided for operators working with equipment exceeding such a level. This may

include equipment such as excavators. shovels. jackhammers. saws. drills. grinders. and the like
are being used.

5.1.8 The Contractor shall encourage emplovees to wear substantial work gloves wvhenever practicai

and safe to do so.

'. Fire Protection and Prevention

52.1 The Contractor shall comply with fire protection instructions given bv the Authorities having

jurisdiction in regard to fire protection regulations.

5.2.2 The Contractor shall. upon moving on site. provide to the Engineer and the Authorities a fire

prevention and evacuation plan- This shall include drawing(s) showing the fire assembix

points. The fire prevention and evacuation plan and drawingts,) shall be updated from time to
time as the Works pro=ress. The Contractor shall ensure all personnel are fullv informed on
escape routes and assemblx points and anx! changes thereto.

: .._ qFuel storage will not be permitted in construction wvork areas. Contractors mav estabiish fuel
storage tankIs in special areas set aside for the purpose and approved by the Enaineer. Storage
tank-s shall be adequately bunded to control spillage. Fire extinguishers shall be provided and
installed in a suitable nearbv location.

`.'.4 Hi-hIk combustible or volatile materiais shall be stored seoarateiX from other materiais and as
prescribed by relevant authorities and under no circumstances within buildings or structures
forming part of the permanent WVorks. All such materials shall be protected and not exposed to
open flame or other situations which could result in a fire risk.

5.25 fNo combustible site accommodation shall be located inside or wsithin 10 metres of a building or

structure forming part of the permanent Works. W'here units have to be used in these
circumstances. thev shall be constructed of non-;ombustibie materiais and have a half-hour fire
ratine inside to outside and outside to inside. Non-combustibie furniture shall be used where
practical.

5.2.6 All temporary accommodation and stores shall be provided wvitr smoke detectors and fire
alarms.

Smokina shall be banned in high risk areas.

5.28 o Expanded polystyrene with or without flame retarding additive. polvthene. cardboard and

hardboard shall not be used as protection materials.

5.2.9 Pl\wood and chipboard shall only be used as protection on floors. Vertical protection shall be

non-combustible. Debris netting and weather protection sheeting shall be fire retardant.
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I.. 10 When using cutting or welding torches or other equipment with an open flame. the Contractor
shall provide a fire extinguisher close bv at all times. All flammable material shall be cleared
from areas of hot works, or work locations prior to welding or oxv/gas buming operations. All
hot work-s shall cease half an hour before the end of a work} shift to allow for thorough checking
for fires or smouldering materials. Where appropriate. areas of hot works are to be doused in

water before the shift ends.

>.2.11 An adequate number of fire extinguishers of tvpes suited to the fire risk and the materials
exposed shall be provided. These shall be placed in accessible. well-marked locations
throughout the job site. Contractor's personnel shall be trained in their use. Extinguishers shall
be checked monthlv for service condition and replaced or recharged. as appropriate after use.

5.2.12 Only approved containers shali be used for the storage. transport and dispensing of flammable
substances. Portable containers used for transporting or transferring gasoline or other
flammable liquids shall be approved safety cans.

5.Z.13 Fuel burning enaines shall be-shut off while beina refuelled.

.- 14 4Adeouate ventilation to prevent an accumulation of flammable vapours shall be provided where
solvents or volatile cleaning agents are used.

>2,: 5 Flammables shall not be stored under overhead pipeiines. cable trays. electrical wires, or
stairwvavs used for emergencN earess.

;.Z.16 Paints shall be stored and mixed in a room assianed for the purpose. This room shall be kept

under lock and ken.

5.2.1 - Oily waste. rags and any other such combustible materiais shall be stored in DroDer metai

containers wvith self-closinc lids and removed ever! nisht to a safe area or off site. Ever\

precaution shall be taken to prevent spontaneous combustion.

5.3 Electrical Safetv

>.3.1 All temporary electrical installations. tools and equipment shall comply with current regulations

dealin F with on-site electrical installations.

-> .3.2 The Contractor shall establish a permit-to-work system for work on or in proximitv to enereized

circuits of any voltage. Contractor's personnel shall not commence work on such circuits uniess

a permnit to work has been issued and adequate safety measures have been tak}en and the work

operation has been reviewed and approved by the Engineer.

:.3.3 Onli authorised personnel shall be allowed to work or repair electrical installations and

equipment.

..3.4 Portable tools and equipment shall be I 10 volt. unless othervise aereed by the Engineer.
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5.3.5 When portable or semi-mobile equipment operates at voltages in excess of 110 volts. the supply
shall be protected by a Residual Current Device (RCD) regardless of anv such device fitted to
the equipment. The RCD must have a tripping characteristic of 30 milliamps at 30 milliseconds
maximum.

>.^.6 All static electricallh powered equipment. including motors. transformers. zenerators. welders.
and other machinery. shall be properlv earthed. insulated. andior protected by a ground fault
interruption device. In addition. the skin of metal buildings and trailers with electric service
shall be earthed. Metal steps. when used. shall be securely fixed to the trailer.

5.3.7 Lampholders on festoon lighting shall be moulded to flexible cable and be of the screw in tvpe.
Clip on guards shall be fitted to each lamp unit.

5.3.8 All tunasten-halozen lamps shall be fitted with a giass guard to the eiement. These lamps must
be permanentl\ fixed at hish level.

_.9 Electrical equipment shall be periodicail inspected and repaired as necessary bx competent
persons.

I10 Anv work on electrical equipment and systems shall be made safe through locking. tatmina.
and.or isolation of the equipment before work zommences. Prior to the start of the work, the
ecuioment or systems shall be tested tc insure that the\ have been properi\ de-energized and
isoiated.

I Electrical repair work on energized syste"ms shall be avoided whenever Dossibie.

;.3.i Electrical troubie shootinc shall be c;iaducted only after genting written approvai of the
Engineer.

.3.13 Unauthorized personnel shall not enter enclosures or areas containing high voltage equipment
such as switch 2ear. transformers. or substations.

5.4 Oxvgenr Acetylene/Fuei Gases/Cartridee Tools

5 .4.1 Compressed oxygen shall never be used in the piace of compressed air.

5.4.' Flash-back (Spark) arrestors shall be fitted to all gas equipment.

5.4.3 Licuid Petroleum Gas (LPG) cvlinders shall not be stored or left in areas beiov\ around level
overniaht. Cvlinders must be stored upright.

5.4.4 The quantity of oxvygen. acetylene and LPG cvlinders at the point of work shall be restricted to a
maximum of one day's supply. Cvlinders shall be kept in upright vertical rack containers or be
safelv secured to a vertical support.

5.4.5 Cartridge toois shall be of the low velocity type. Operators must have received adequate
training in the safe use and operation of the tool to be used.
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5.5 Scaffolding/Temporary Works

5.5.1 No aluminum tube shall be used. except for proprietarv mobiie towers. unless otherwise asreed
with the Engineer.

.5.2 Drawings and calculations shall be submitted to the Ensineer. prior to commencement of work
on site. for all Temporary Works. including excavations. falsework. tower cranes. hoists.
services and scafioldinE. Design shall conform to intemational standards.

5.5.3 The Engineer will not approve Temporarn Work designs but the Contractor shall tak}e account
of anr comments on such designs made by the Engineer.

5.5.4 The Contractor shall inspect and approve all Temporary Works after erection and before access.
loading or use is allowed. Completed and approved Temporary Works shall be tagged with a
scaff-tag or similar safety svstem and the Safe Structure insert displaved. For scaffolding. one
tag shall be displaved every ; m of face area. A central record system shall be kept on all
Temporary Work. Temporary Works shall be inspected veekly and similarly recorded.

.5.5 .All mobiie scaffold towvers shall be erected in accordance with the manufactures instructions
and a-copy of these shall be submitted to the Engineer prior to any use on site. Additionally. all
tower,s shall be erected complete with access ladder. safetv rails and kick boards whatever the
height.

.5.6 The Contractor shall repair or replace. immediately. any scaffoid inciuding accessories.
damaged or weakened from an\ cause.

. .5. The Contractor shall ensure that any siippery conditions on scaffolds are eliminated as soon as
possible after they occur.

5.5.8 All scaffolds used for storing materials. for brick or block laving. for access to formwork or for
any other purpose where materials may accidentally fall. shall be provided with wire mesh
guards or guards of a substantiai material. in addition to kick boards.

5.6 Use of Ladders

.6. 1 Manufactured ladders shall meet the applicable safety codes for wood or metal ladders. Metai
ladders shall not be used where there is an! likeiihood of contract with electric cables and
equipment. All metal ladders shall be cleariv marked: "Caution - Do not use around electricai
equipment".

.6.2 Job made ladders shall not be permitted.

.6.3 Extension or straight ladders shall be equipped with non-skid safety feeL and shall be no more
than I m in height. The maximum height of a step ladder shall be 2 m. Ladders shall not be
used as platforrms or scaffold pianks.

.6.4 Ladders rungs and steps shall be kept ciean and free of grease and oil.
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5.6.5 Extension and straight ladders shall be tied off at the top and/or bottom when in use. Only one
person shall be allowed on a ladder at a time.

:.6.6 Defective ladders shall be taken out of service'and not used. Ladders shall not be painted and
shall be inspected for defects prior to use.

7.~ Elevated Work

.7.1 The Contractor shall provide all personnel, while working at an elevated position. with adequate
protection from falls. Details of such protection shall be submitted to and approved by the
En_ineer.

- 7.2 The Contractor shall carrv out daily inspections of all eievated work platforms. Defects shall be
corrected prior to use.

>.3m Roofinv .£ Sheet Mvlaterial Lavinu

ta) A Method Statement detailing the proceddres to be adopted shall be submitted to and
aareed with the Engineer prior to commencement of work- on site.

(bs Mobile eievating wvork platforms or the equivalent shall be used to install roofing and
sheet materiais wherever practicable and a suitabie base is available.

*- .4 'Erection of Structures

(a) A Method Statement detaiiine the procedures to be adopted shall be submitted and
aureed wvith the Engineer prior to commencement of work on site.

(b l Saferv harnesses and lines shall be provided by the Contractor for use by the erection
personnel and worn at all times.

(c) Mobile elevating workl platforms or the equivalent shall be used to erect structures
wherever practicabie and a suitable base is available.

.5 Mobiie Elevating Work Platforms

Operators shall be trained in the safe use of such platforms and hold a current Certificate of
Competence isee Sub-Clause 2.5).

.-.6 Hoists

a) A copy of the current Test Certificate (see Sub-Clause 2.5) shall be submitted to the
Engineer before any hoist (personnel or material) is brought into operation on the site.
Where the range of travel is increased or reduced a copy of the revised Test Certificate
shiall be submitted.

(bW Each landing gate shall be fitted with a mechanical or eiectrical interlock to prevent
movement of the hoist when anv such gate is in the open position.
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(c) Safetv harnesses must be wom and used bv personnel erecting, altering and dismantlin2z
hoists.

> .7.7 Suspended Cradles

(a) Suspended cradles shall be installed. moved and dismantled by a speciaiist contractor.

(b) Suspended cradles shall comply with local reaulations.

(c) All powered suspended cradles shall incorporate independent safetv lines to overspeed
brakinz devices and independent suspension lines for personal safety hamess
attachment.

5.8 Use of Temporarv Equipment

.8.1 The safe design capacity of any piece of equipment shall not be exceeded. nor shall the
equipment be modified in any manner that alters the original factor of safetv or capacity.

.8. 9 Mobile equipment shall be fitted -with suitabie alarm and motion sensing devices. inciuding
backup alarm. when required.

5 .S.S The Contractor shall ensure that the installation and use of equipment are in accordance wvith
the safetr rules and recommendations laid down by the manufacturer. takin2 into account the
other installations alreadv in oiace or to be installed in the future.

.S.-4 The Contractor shall inspect Equipment prior to its use on the Works and periodically thereafter
to ensure that it is in safe working order. Special attention shall be civen to such items as
cables. hoses. guards. booms. blocks. hooks and saferv devices. Equipment found to be
defective shall not be used and immediately removed from service. and a warnino tag attached.

8.5 Natural and synthetic fibre rope made of material such as manila, nlon. poivester, or
pok-propyiene shall not be used as slings if approved by the Engineer.

.8.6 Only trained. qualified and authorized personnel shall operate equipment. All drivers and
operators shall hold a current Certificate of Training Achievement for the eauipment beins used
(see Sub-Clause :5). -

.87 A safert observer shall be assigned to watch movements of heavy mobile equipment where
hazards may exist to other personnel from the movement of such equipment. or where
equipment could hit overhead lines or structures. The observer shall aiso ensure that people are
kept clear of mobile equipment and suspended loads.

.8.8 When mobile or heavy equipment is travelling onto a public thoroughfare or roadway. a
flazman shall insure that traffic has been stopped prior to such equipment proceeding. Whiie
the mobile or heav- equipment is travelling on a public roadwav. a trailing escort vehicle with a
sign warnine of a slow-moving vehicle that is dangerous to pass shall be provided.
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D.8.9 Cranes:

(a) The Contractor shall give a minimum of 48 hours notice to the Engineer prior to
brinzing a mobile crane on site.

(b) No cranes shall be erected on the site without the prior approval of the Enzineer. The
En_ineer mav direct the Contractor as to locations where cranes mav not be located.
The Contractor shall take such directions into account when submitting his proposals
for crane location points. base footings. pick up points and swing radius. Compliance
with anv such direction shall not entitle the Contractor to anv extension of the Period of
Completion or to any increase in the Contract Price.

(c I Safety harnesses sha!l be wom and used at all times by personnel engaaed on the
erection. alterations and dismantling of tower cranes.

i d) The Contractor shall provide a copy of the current Test Certificate (see Sub-Clause I.f)
to the Enaine.r oerIor. an! crane (tower or mobiie) is brought into operation on the Site.

(e) -All liftine tackie must hold a current Test Certificate (see Sub-Clause 2.5). All liftine
tackle must be thoroughi examined every 6 months and an inspection report raised.

(f) All fibrous.:web siines shall be destroved and replaced 6 months after first use.

(e) All crane drive:-s.'operators shall hold a Certificate of Traininv Achievement for the
ciass of crane operated tsee Sub-Ciause 2.5).

(h) All banksmanrsiin2ers shall hoid a Training Certificate from a recor-nized rraininc
agenc! (see Sub-Clause .5).

(i) Only certified slingers/banksmans shall sling loads or auide crane/load movement.

fj) The maximum weekly workine hours of a crane driver or banksman shall be restricted
to 60 hours.

(k) Under no circumstances. shall a crane or load come within 4 m of any energized
overhead power line or-other critical structure.

5.9 Locking-out, isolating, and Tagging of Equipment

:.9.i Eauipment that could present a hazard to personnel if accidentallv activated during the
pertormance of installation. repair. alteration. cleaning. or inspection work shall be made
inoperabie and free of stored enerogv and/or material prior to the start of work. Such equipment
shall inciude circuit breakers. compressors. convevors. elevators. machine tools. pipelines.
pumps. vaives. and similar equipment.
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5.9.2 Where equipment is subject to unexpected external phvsical movement such as rotating.
turning. dropping, falling, rolling, sliding. etc.. mechanical and/or structural constraints shall be
applied to prevent such movement.

5.9.3 Equipment which has been locked-out. immobilized. or taken out of service for repair or
because of a potentially hazardous condition shall be appropriatelv tagged indicating the reason
it has been isoiated and/or taken out of service.

:.9.4 Where safetv locks are used for locking out or isolating equipment. the lock shall be specially
identified and easily recognized as a safety lock.

5.10 Installation of Temporary or Permanent Equipment

I. 10.1 During installation and testing the Contractor's specialist engineer shall be in attendance.

10.' All control mechanism panel and wiring dia_rams shall be available and printed in both Arabic
and either Enelish or French.

5.11 Laser Survev Instruments

-.1 !Detaiis of the types and use of laser instruments shall be submitted and agreed with the
Enaineer.

5.12 Working in Confined Spaces

I ' Confined spaces. including tanks. vessels. containers. pits. bins. vauits. tunnels. shafts. trenches.
ventilation ducts. or other enclosures where known or potential hazards ma! exist shall not be
entered without prior inspection by and authorisation from the Site Safety Officer and the
issuance of a Hazardous \\Work Permit.

.122 Prior to entering the confined space. the area shall be completely isolated to prevent the entry of
anv hazardous substances or materials which could cause an oxygen deficient atmosphere. All
equipment that could become eneraized or mobilized shall be physically restrained and tagged.
All lines going into the confined space shall be isolated and/or blanked.

.12.3 Personnel work-ing in a confined space where emergency escape or rescue could be difficult.
shall wear a safetv harness attached to a lifeline.

. 12.4I A qualified attendant(s). trained and knowledgeable in job-related emergency procedures. shall
be present at all times while persons are workine wvithin the confined space. The attendant shall
be capable of effecting a rescue, have necessary rescue equipment immediatelv available. and
be equipped with at least the same protective equipment as the person making entrv.

2.5 All equipment to be used in a confined space shall be inspected to determine its acceptability
for use. Where a hazard from electricirv mav exist equipment utilized shall be of low volta=e
tYpe
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5.12.6 The atmosphere within the confined space shall be tested to determine it is safe to enter.
Acceptable limits are:

- oxvzen: 19.5% lower. '2% higher:
- flammable aas: not to exceed 10% of lower explosion limit:
- toxic contaminants: not to exceed the perrnissible exposure limit.

Subsequent testing shall be done after each interruption and before re-entering the confined
space. as well as at imervals not exceeding 4 hours. Continuous monitoring is preferable and
mav; be necessary in certain situations.

5.7 Adequate ventilation shall be provided to ensure the atmosphere is maintained within
acceptable limits.

5.13 Demolition

-. .I.1 A detailed Method Statement detailing the demolition procedures/techniques to be used shall be
submitted to and approved by the Engineer prior to commencement of work on site.

The Mlethod Statement must include full detaiis of measures to be taken to ensure that there are
no persons remaining in the buildinaistructure and to distance members of the public and
Contractor's personnel from the buiidin.'structure prior to demolition.

.14 U-se of Explosives

. '.: The Contractor shall not use explosives wvithout the written pemmission from the Enzinee- and
reievant authorities isee Sub-Clause 2.SV

. 4.~ The Contractor shall observe all regulations regarding proper purchasing. transportation.
storage. handling and use of explosives.

.14.3 The Contractor shall ensure that explosives and detonators are stored in separate special
buildings. These secured buildings shall be constructed. located and clearly marked in Arabic
and Enaiish:

"DANGER - EXPLOSIVES"

all as approved by- the Engineer and relevant authorities (see Sub-Clause .5).

14.4 The Contractor shall ensure that all possible precautions are taken against accidental fire or
explosion. and ensure that explosives and detonators are kept in a proper and safe condition.

.-.4.5 The Contractor shall ensure that explosives and detonators are always transported in separate
vehicles and kept apart until the last possible moment and that metallic tools are not used te
open boxes of explosives or detonators.
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.1 4.6 Blasting Procedure: the Contractor shall carry out blasting operations in a manner that will not
endanger the safery of persons and propemr. The Contractor shall. alonz with other necessary
precautions:

(a) clear all persons from buildings and the area affected by the blasting. All such persons
shall be given adequate notice of the actual time and date of blasting.

(b) ensure that police and other local authorities are kept fully informed. in advance. of the
biasting programme so that they may be present when blasting takes place if thev so
require.

(c) erect warning notices around the area affected that blastina operations are in prosress.

i d) carrv out a thorough search of buildings and the area affected prior to blasting.

4e) ensure that blastins is only carried out by experienced shot firers. Priming. charging.
stemming and shot firing shall be carried out with zreatest regard for safetv and in strict
accordance with the rules and rezuiations of the relevant authorities (see Sub-Clause

( f) ensure that expiosive charges are not excessive. charaed boreholes are properly
protected and proper precautions are taken for the safet\ of persons and properm.

5. 4 The Contractor shall maintain an up-to-date inventory of all explosives and explosive devices
and shall submit a monthix report to the Engineer. detailing the use of all expiosives by date and
iocation.

.1;5 Excavation and Trenchina

5: 1! 1An excavation permit signed by the Engineer must be issued before excavation proceeds in any
work location. The Contractor shall investigate and identifv the location of existine services bY
study of the drawings. a visual/physical study of the site. sweeping by appropriate detection
equipment and where necessary hand excavation of trial holes.

Followina this investi2ation. the Contractor shall submit a xwritten request for an excavation
permit to the Eng-ineer.

he Engineer will return the permit signed and dated to indicate:

* services which are to be maintained.
* services which are to be isoiated.
* any special precautions to be taken.

A sample Excavation Permit is given in Appendix I

5.:>: 5The issue of an Excavation Permit bv the Engineer shall not reiieve the Contractor of his
responsibilities under the Contract.
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5.15.3 The side of all excavations and trenches exceeding 1.3 meters in depth which might expose
personnel or facilities to danger resulting from shifting earth shall be protected by adequate
temporarv supports or sloped to the appropriate angle of repose.

5.15.4 All excavations. slopes and temporary supports shall be inspected daily and after each rain.
before allowingz personnel to enter the excavation.

5.5 Excavations 1.3 metres or more in depth and occupied by personnel shall be provided with
ladders as a means for entrance and e_ress. Ladders shall extend not less than I metre above
the top of the excavation.

3.15.6 The Contractor shall provide adequate barrier protection to ali excavations. Barriers shall be
readily visible by day or night.

5.1 5.- Excavated or other materials shall not be stored at least 0.65 metres from the side of
excavations.

5.16 Concrete Reinforcement Starter Bars

.1 6.1 The Contractor shall ensure concrete reinforcement starter bars are not a danger to personnel.
VWhere permitted by the Engineer. starter bars shall be bent down. Alternatively. the starter bars
shall be protected usinc either hooked starters. plastic caps. plywood covers or other methods
agreed with the Engineer.

6 Environmental and Health Requirements

6.1 Protection of the Environment

6.:'. The Contractor shall be kno\\ied2eabie of and comply with all environmental laws. rules and
regulations for materials. including hazardous substances or wastes under his control. The
Contractor shall not dump. release or otherwise discharge or dispose of any such material
without the authorisation of the Engineer.

6. .' Anv reiease of a hazardous substance to the environment. whether air. water or zround. must be
reported to the Engineer immediately. When releases resulting from Contractor action occur.
the Contractor shall take proper precautionary measures to counter any known environmental or
health hazards associated with-such release. These wouid include remedial procedures such as
spill control and containment and notification of the proper authorities.

6.2 Air Pollution

6._.1 The Contractor. depending on the tvpe and quantity of materials being used. may be required to
have an emergency episode plan for anv releases to the atmosphere. The Contractor shall also
be aware of iocal ordinances affecting air pollution.

6._. The Contractor shall take all necessary measures to limit pollution from dust and any wind
blown materiais during the Works. including damping down with water on a reoular basis
during dry climatic conditions.
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6..3 The Contractor shall ensure that all trucks leaving the Site are properlv covered to prevent
discharge of dust. rocks. sand. etc.

6.3 Water Pollution

6.3. L The Contractor shall not dispose of waste solvents. petroleum products. toxic chemicals or

solutions in the citv draina2e sy stem or watercourse. and shall not dump or burn garbage on the
Site. These tvpes of waste shall be taken to an approved disposal facility regularly. and in
accordance with requirements of relevant Authorities. The Contractor shall also be responsible

to control all run-offs. erosion. etc.

6.4 Solid Waste

6-.4. General HousekeepinQ

ai The Contractor shall maintain tihe site-and anv ancillary areas used and occupied for
performance of the WVorks in a clean. tidc and rubbish-free condition at all times.

(b - Upon the issue of an! Takina-Over Certificate. the Contractor shall clear awav and
remove from the Works and the Site to which the Taking-Over Certificate relates. all
Contractors Equipment. surpius material. rubbish and Temporarw Workls of everv kiind.
and ieave the said Works and Site in a clean concition to the satisiaction of the
En-ineer. Provided that the Contractor shall be entitled to retain on Site. until the end
of the Defects Liabilitv Period. such materials. Contractor's Equipment and Temporary
Works as are required b% him for the purpose of fulfilling his obiigations during the

Defects Liability- Period.

64.^ Rubbish Removal and Disposal

(a) The Contractor shall comply with statutory and municipal regulations and requirements

for the disposal of rubbish and waste.

(b) The Contractor shall provide suitabie metal containers for the temporary storage of
waste.

i c -1The Contractor shall remove rubbish containers from site as soon as thev are full.
Rubbish containers shall not be allowed to overflow.

(d) The Contractor shall provide hardstandings for and clear vehicle access to rubbish

containers.
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(e) The Contractor shall provide enclosed chutes of wood or metal where materials are
dropped more than 7 metres. The area onto which the material is dropped shall be
provided with suitabie enclosed protection barriers and waming siens of the hazard of
falling materials. Waste materials shall not be removed from the lower area until
handling of materials above has ceased,

(f) Domestic and biodeeradable waste from offices. canteens and welfare facilities shall be
removed dailv from the site.

(g) Toxic and hazardous waste shall be collected separately and be disposed of in
accordance with current regulations.

(h) No waste shall be burnt on Site uniess approved by the Engineer.

6.4.3. Asbestos Handling and Removal

The Contractor shall compi with all local rezuiations regarding the handling of asbestos
Materials. In the absence of local recuiations. relevant International Standards shall apply.

6. 4. Pest Control

The Contractor shall be responsibie for rodent and pest control on the Site. If requested. the
Contractor shail submit to the Enaineer, for approval. a detailed programme of the measures to
be taken For the control and eradication of rodents and pests.

6.5 Noise Control

6.5.1 The Contractor shall ensure that the vork is conducted in a manner so as to comply with all
restrictions of the Authorities havine jurisdiction. as thev relate to noise.

6.5.2 The Contractor shall. in all cases. adopt the best practicable means of minimizing noise. For
any particular job. the quietest available plantand or machinery shall be used. All equipment
shall be maintained in 2ood mechanical order and fitted with the appropriate silencers. mufflers
or acoustic covers where applicable. Stationarv noise sources shall be sited as far away as
possible from noise-sensitive areas. and where necessary acoustic barriers shall be used to
shield them. Such barriers may be proprietary types. or may consist of site materials such as
bricks or earth mounds as appropriate.

6.5.3 Compressors. percussion tools and vehicles shall be fitted with effective silencers of a type
recommended by the manufacturers of the equipment. Pneumatic drills and other noisy
appiiances shall not be used during davs of rest or after normal workinz hours without the
consent of the Engineer.

6.54 A.reas whiere noise levels exceed 90 decibels. even on a temporary basis. shall be posted as hieh
noise levei areas.
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7 Additional Requirements for Work in Public Areas

7.1 General

7.1.1 These additional requirements shall apply to all work-s carried out in Public Areas.

-. .2 Public Areas are defined as areas still used by or accessible to the public. These include public
roads and pavements. occupied buildings and areas outside the Contractor's boundarv fencing.

7.1 .3 All work- in Public Areas shall be carried out to minimise disturbance and avoid dan2ers to the

public.

-..4 Before commencina work. the Contractor shall ensure that all necessary resources. including
labour. piant and materiais. will be available when required and that the works will proceed
without deiavs and be completed in the shortest possible time. Periods of inactivity and slow-
progress or delavs in meeting the agreed programme for the works. resulting from the
Contractors failure to provide necessary' resources or other causes within the control of the
Contractor. will not be accepted. In the event of such inactivity. slow progress or delavs. the
Contractor shall take immediate action to rectif- the situation. including all possible
acceleration measures to complete the works within the agreed programme. Details of the
actions and acceleration measures shall be submitted to the Engineer. If the En6ineer is
dissatisfied vith the Contractors proposals. the Contractor shall take such further actions or
measures as required bo the Engineer. All costs incurred shall be the resDonsibilitv of the
Contractor.

7.2 -Method Statement

-.Z. i The Contractor shall submit to the Engineer a method statement for each separate area of work
in Public Areas. The M4ethod Statement shall include:

(a) a general description of the Works and methodolon, of how it will be carried out.

(bi details of the measures and temporary works to minimise disturbance and safeluard the
public. These shall include temporarn diversions. safety barriers. screens. signs.
lighting. watchmen and arrangements for control of traffic and pedestrians and advance
warnin_ to be given to the public.

(c) details of temporary reinstatement and maintenance of same prior to final
reinstatement.

(d) for works invoiving long lengths of trenches or work's to be completed in sections. the
lenaths or sections of each activity (eg up to temporarv reinstatement. temporary
reinstatement. final reinstatement) to be carried out at any one time.

(e) detaiis of the availabilit- of necessary resources (labour. pianL materials. etc; to
complete the work.
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(f) a programme showing start and completion dates and periods for all activities of each
length or section. including temporary works, and the works overall.

(g) such further information as necessarv or required by the Engineer.

,.2'.2 The Contractor shall not commence work. including temporary works. until approval of the
Contractor's Method Statement bv the Ensineer.

7..3 Method Statements shall be updated based on actual progress or as and when required by the

Enaineer.

7.3 Closure of Roads, Etc

-.X. 1 The closure or partial ciosure of roads. pavements and other public areas will oniv be permitted

if approved by the Engineer and Reievant Authorities. The Contractor shall detail for each
closure the extent of area to be closed. the reasons and duration of the closure and. where

appropriate. proposed diversions.

AN sample Street Closure Permit is given in Annex 2.

_.4 Trench and Other Excavations

I The requirements coverina trench and other excavations will depend on the location and rtpe of
the excavation and the potential risks to the public.

7.4.2 The foilowina guideiines zpply particulariy to trenches but shall also appiy to other types of
excavations:

(a) before commencinc work the Contractor shall:

- notify the Engineer on the location and duration of the work. An excavation
permit signed by the Engineer must be issued in accordance with Sub-Clause
:.5.1> Ibefore excavation proceeds in any work location.:

* obtain permission from relevant authorities including the police when
required. The Contractor's attention is drawn to the requirements of
Lezislative Decree No 68 dated,9 September 1983. issued by the President of
the Republic of Lebanon. and in particular to the provisions therein re2ardine
prior notification by the Contractor to and the issue of excavation licenses bv
the Director of Roads or the Head of the Municipal Authoritv concerned. as
appiicable. before the commencement of excavations within the limits of
streets. roads and other areas defined under the said Decree.

* erect all temporary works such as barriers. warminc signs. lighting. etc:
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* have available adequate materials for temporary supports to sides of
excavations and necessarv labour. plant and materials to complete the work
within the shortest possible time:

(bi in cam'in2 out the works the Contractor shall. unless otherwise pernitted or required
bv the En2ineer:

* not open more than one excavation within a radius of 250 metres:

limit the len2th of trench excavation open at one time to 1i0 metres:

* maintain and alter or adapt all temporarn works including supports to sides
of excavations:

remove all surplus excavated material the same day it is excavated:

* complete the works-; including final reinstatement within ten davs:

* where final reinstatement is not achieved within the required time. to cam-
: - out temporarn reinstatement:

* ensure that any temporary reinstatement is maintained at the correct leve!
until finai reinstatement is achieved.

A.4. t The above 2uideiines shail not reiieve the Contractor of his obligations and responsibiiities.

.5> Safern Barriers

Safetr barriers shall be provided to the perimeter of work areas and to trench and other types of
excavations and to existing openings such as manholes. drawpits and the like. When exposed to
the public. safety barriers shall be provided to both sides of trenches and around all sides of
openings.

- 5.2 The Contractor shall provide detaiis of the type or tvpes of safety barriers for each excavation
for the approval of the Engineer prior to commencin2 work. No work shall commence until the
safer\ barriers are in place.

~.5.S The type of safety barrier used-shall be appropriate to the particuiar location and the ootential
risk-s to the public. Examples of different tvpes of safety barriers are gyiven below:

* Type I - excavated materiai:

* Type ' - non-risid barrier of rope or florescent tape strung between metal rods driven
into the -round:

* 1TyDe - rifid barrier of timber. steel or concrete. Such barriers couid be in the form
of horizontal rail(s) or sheet material secured to posts driven or concreted into the
ground.
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7.5.4 The following are guideiines on the type of safetv barriers that could be used in differina
situations. They apply particularly to trenches but also appil to other types of excavations.
existing openings and to the perimeter of work areas:

* areas not subject to vehicular traffic - Types I or 2:

* roadways jlow traffic speed) - Types I or 2:

* roadwavs (high traffic speed) - Types I or 3.

~.5.5 The above examples of the tvpes of barriers and the auidelines on situations in which the, couid
be used shall not relieve the Contractor of his obiigations and responsibilities.

8 Contractor's Site Check List

S.1 A sample Contractors Site Check List is included in Annex 3. This is included to assist
contractors should the% wish to introduce such a systemras part of their site management
procedures. The list is not exhaustive and fu'rther items wvill need to be added b the Contractor.

8.^ The list is issued for guidance only. and does not. in anv wav. revise or limit the requirements
zovered elsewhere in these Reaulations.
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Annex 1

Sample Excavation Permit

To: .Enizineer)

From.X(Contractor))DDate:
Fr m .................................................... ( o ta tr ae ............

CDR Contract No: ...................
Request for Excavation Permit No: ..........

Please give approval for excavation to proceed in the foilowing area:

Work to start on:

Existin<z serv ices have been checked and identified-bv:

Dra,wi-ns - Phvsical Survey

Caiscan Triai Holes Fxcavation

Sinned (Contractor: ..............................................

Approval of Engineer

The above excavation may proceed. subiect to the following:

Services to be maintained:

Services to be isolated before work proceeds:

Other matters:

Signed (Enuineer): ......................

Date: ..................................
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Annex 2

Sample Street Closure Permit

To: .. (Engineer)

From: .. (Contractor) Date: .

CDR Contract No: ...................
Request for Street Closure Permit No: ..........

Please give approval for the closure of the following street(s) from ............... to . (daes)

Street( s i:

Reasons:

Proposed diversions:

Sianed (Contractor): ..............................................

Approval of the Engineer

The above street(s) may be ciosed for the periods stated subject to the follow ing conditions:

Approval has been given b! relevant authorities and the police:

Other:

Signed (Engineer: ..............................................

Date: ....................................
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Annex 3

Sample Contractor's Site Check List

Safe Access:

* arrangements for v'isitors and ne-v workers to the site
* safe access to workin2 locations
* walkwavs free from obstructions
* edae protection to walkwavs over 'm above ground
* holes fenced or protected with fixed covers
* tidy site and safe storage of materials
* waste collection and disposal
* chutes for waste disposal. where appiicable
* removal or hammerinL dow n of nails in timber
* safe Jightina for dark or poor iight conditions
* props or shores in place to secure structures. where applicabie

Ladders:

- to be used only if appropriate
* aood zondition and properi\ positioned
* iocated on firm. level around
a secure near top. If not possible. to be sezured near the bottom. weighted or footed to prevent

l top of ladder minimum I metre above ianding place

Scaffolding:

a design calculations submitted
e proper access to scaffold piatform
* properly founded uprights with base plates

secured to the buildine with strona ties to prevent collapse
braced for stability
loadbearina fittings. where reouired
uprights. ledgers. braces and struts not to be removed during use

* full' boarded working platforms. free from defects and arranged to avoid tipping or tripping
securely fixed boards against strong winds
adecuate guard rails and toe boards where scaffold 'm above ground
desicned for loading with materials. where appropriate
evenk' distributed materials

* barriers or varning notices for incomplete scaffold (ie not fulh boarded)
* weeki\ inspections and after bad weather bx competent person
* record of inspections
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Excavation:

* underground services to be located and marked and precautions taken to avoid them
* adequate and suitable timber. trench sheets, props and other supporting materials available on

site before excavation starts
* safe method for erectin-removal of timber supports
* sloped or battered sides to prevent collapse
* daily inspections after use of expiosives or after unexpected falls of materials
* safe access to excavations (eg sufficiently long ladder)
* barriers to restrict personneliplant
* stabilitv of neighbouring buildingsrisk of flooding
* materials stacked. spoil and v ehicles away from top of excavations to avoid collapse
* secured stop biocks for vehicles tippina into excavations

Roof work:

* craxNline ladders or boards on roofs more than 10 dearees
* if applicable. roof battens to provide a safe handhold and foothold
* barriers or other ed-e proteztion
* crawlina boards for workina on fragile roof materials such as asbestos cement sheets or class.

Guard rails and notices to same
* rooflights properly covered or provided with barriers
* during sheeting operations. precautions to stop people falling from edge of sheet
* precautions to stop debris falline onto others workina under the roof work

Transport and mobile plant:

* in good repair ea steerina. handbrake. footbrake)
* trained drivers and operators and safe use of plant
* secured loads on vehicles
e passengers prohibited from riding in dangerous positions
* propping raised bodies of tipping lorries prior to inspections
* control of on-site movements to avoid danger to pedestrians. etc
* control of reversing vehicles by properly trained banksmen. following safe svstem of work

Machinery and equipment:

* adequate and secured guards in good repair to dangerous parts. eg exposed gears. chain
drives. projecting engine shafts
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Cranes and lifting appliances:

* weekiv recorded inspections
* regular inspections by a competent persons
* test certificates
* competent and trained drivers over 18 years of age
* clearlv marked controls
* checks bv driver and banksman on weiaht of load before lifting
* eficient automatic safe load indicator. inspected weekMy. for jib cranes with a capacity of

more than one tonne
* firm ievel base for cranes
* sufficient space for safe operation
* trained banksman.'slinger to aive signals and to attach loads correcthv, with knowledge of

liftincg limitations of crane
* for cranes w ith var-ving operatina radius. clearIl marked safe working loads and

corresponding radii
* regularly maintenance
* liftinz eear- in Eood condition and re2uiarlv examined

Electricitv:

* measures to protect por.abie eieztric toois and equipment from mechanical damaae and wet
conditions

* checzs for damage to or inte-ference with equipment. wvires and cabies
* use of the correct piugs to connect to power points
* prooer zonnections to piu-s: firm caoie ips to prevent earth wire from pulling out
* "perrmit-to-\xork" procedures. to ensure safety
* disconnection of suppiies to overhead lines or other precautions where cranes. tipper lorries.

scaffolding. etc might touch lines or cause arcing

Cartridge operated tools:

* maker's instruction beinE followed
* properly trained operators. awvareness of dangers and abiiitx to deal uwith misfires

safen aogogles
* regular cleaning of gun
* secure place for gun and cartridges when not in use

Falseworkliformwork:

* design calcuiations submitted
* method statement dealing wvith preventing falls of work-ers
a aroointment of falseuwork coordinator
* checks on design and the supports for shutterine and formwork
* safe erection from steps or proper platforms
* adequate bases and around conditions for loads
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* plump props. on level bases and properlv set out
* correct pins used in the props
* timberwork in good condition
* inspection by competent person. azainst azreed desi=n before pourina concrete

Risks to the Public:

* ientifn all risks to members of the public on and off site. eg materials falling from scaffold
etc.. site plant and transport (access egress) and implement precautions. eg scaffold fans nets.

bank-smen. warning notices etc
* barriers to protect/isolate persons and vehicles
* adequate site perimeter fencing to keep out the pubiic and particularly children. Secure the

site during non-working periods
* make safe specific dangers on site durina non-working periods. ea excavations and openings

covered or fenced. materials safely stacked. plant immobilised. ladders removed or boarded

Fire - general:

* suffitient number and tvNes of fire extinauishers

* adequate escape routes. kept ciear
worKer awareness of wvhat to do in an emer2encN

Fire - flammable liquids:

* proper storage area

3 amount of flammabie licuid on site kent to a minimum for the dav's work

* smokina prohibited: other ianition sources kept awvay from flammabie liiuids
* proper safet% containers

Fire - compressed oases. eg oxvgen. LPG, acetvlene:

properly stored cylinders
* vailves fulix closed on c% linders when not in use
* adopt "hot work" procedures

site cyiinders in use outside huts

Fire - other combustible materials:

* minimum amount kept on site
proper wvaste bins

* regular removal of wvaste material
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Noise:

* assessment of noise risks
noisy plant and machinery fitted with silencers/muffs
ear protection for workers if thev work in verv noisy surroundines

Health:

* identifi hazardous substances. es asbestos. iead. solvents etc and assess the risks
* use of safer substances where possible
* control e#posure bx means other than by using protective equipment
* safet\ information sheets available from the supplier
* safety eauipment and instructions for use
* keep other workers xx'ho are not protected out of danger areas
* testing of atmosphere in confined spaces: provision of fresh ai- suppi, if necessar\

Emergency procedures for rescue from confined spaces

Nlanual handling:

* avoid wnhere risk of iniurv
* if unavoidable. assess and reduce r:sks

Protective clothing:

* suitabie eQuipment to protect the head. eves. hands and feet where appropriate
* enforce wearina of protective equipment

Welfare:

a suitable toilets
: clean wash basin. hot!'arm water. soap and towel
- room or area w here clothes can be dried
* wet weather gear for those working in wet conditions
* heated site hut where workers can take shelter and have meais with the faciiit\ for boiling

water
* suitable first aid facilities

Work in Public Areas

* all risks to the pubiic identified
* method statement approved
* road closures approved

temporary diversions in place

* safetv barriers erectedimaintained
* safewv sicns and iighting installed/maintained
* labour. materials. piant and other resources sufficient to meet procramme
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* temporarn reinstatement completed and properiv maintained
* permanent reinstatement completed at earliest possible date
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Part II

Supplementary Safety.- Health and Environmental Regulations

Clause No.

Sub-Clause 3_.' o. Part i sDecifies deductions in 'SD. -I me currenc\ of payments for a contract is NOT USD. one of the

followinr tvo anternative Sur-Ciause snouid oe incluaod in Par. 11.

.- lternative . shouic bte inciuded when the :urrenc% or :mavmnts :s soecufied in the Contract i ec L-banese Pounds). 11ne

amounts inciucec iin Alternative I. for D !. D' and D3. snouid Do stated in the aDonrouriate currenc. ot. aymen: oased on tne

ecuivaleni tn na: currene' ofthe USD amounts in Par:.

Aaternantve sbo'jjuc -e inciucee \Nner. tne currLnc% of na\vmens is not known at time of orenaring the oiddint documents ie

:n tne CDR Stancard Biodinc Documents for Smailer C ontrazs. tne pas ment currencY or currencts are sp-ciiiec LN tne

Biider as oar o:n'F 3iz; .
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BEIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT- PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FiNAL

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Greater Beirut Area Transportation Plan (GBATP)
Seventeen years of war in Lebanon has had gyrave negyative consequences on the economic
development of the country: including destruction of buildings and infrastructure netwvorks.
accumulated delav of public investments. and lack of town planning, to name a ftew
consequences.

For Greater Beirut inhabitants. traveling in the city is a costiv experience in terms of time and
noney. Bad traffic conditions form a stumbling, block towards developing economic
interactions among business activities and thev seriously handicap the rejumpina of the
economv.

U rizent measures should be taken to re-establish acceptable traffic conditions in Beirut in
order not to annihilate the first benefits of the reconstruction works. They should be
completed by a long-term policv -that will enable Greater Beirut to meet its future travel
needs. Towards this eftort. in 1994 the Council for Development and Reconstruction (CDR)
commissioned the joint venture of TEAkl-IAURIF-SOFRETU to produce a long-term
transportation plan for Greater Beirut (GBATP).

1.1.1 Studv Area

The stidy area of the Transportation Plan includes the territories spreading from N?ahr el-
Damour to the South to Nahr el-Kalb to the North. below an avera2e 400 m altitude. It covers
23000 ha. It does not include the entire influence area of the Mvetropolitan region fJounieh
coastal corridor and urbanized mountain areas of Bikfava. Broummana and Alev). but it
nevertheless shelters the bulk of it.

CollectinL! recent and reliable data about Greater Beirut population and urban economv is a
prerequisite task of anv planninfg activity. Preparation of the transportation plan has
necessitated the execution of numerous survevs of traffic. trips. and land use in the
metropolitan region. A large scale socio-economic survev has thus been carried out.
comprising a sample of 4300 households of Greater Beirut.

Greater Beirut was populated by 1.165.000 inhabitants in 1994. with only some 400.000 of
them vwithin Municipal Beirut. The population of the metropolitan region has not increased
durino the 1984 - 1994 period.

Due to the destruction of Downtovwn Beirut and to war years insecurity. new, bLIsiness and
commercial centers have developed outside the citv. and suburban areas have been intensely
urbanized.

1.1.2 Travel Characteristics

With 1.500.000 motorized person trips executed everv dav in Greater Beirut Area (900.000 of
wlhichi bv inhabitants of the Region). Greater Beirut is a metropolitan area where people do
not travel very much (0.76 dailv motorized trips per inhabitant instead of 1.2 twenty five years
ago) and mainly for work (55% of these trips are executed for this purpose). Although the citv
hias been reunited. trip patterns are still affected by the former polarization that was prevaiiing
during the war: only 10% of daily motorized person trips of Greater Beirut Area residents
have crossed the former demarcation line in 1994.

4< OELI( ER.AiLEN -Nv-
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One quarter of the households have no car. half of them own one car. and the last quarter
owns at least 2 cars. Motorization rate appears quite hiyh in Greater Beirut eveni if verx stronc
contrasts can be observed among the different neighborhoods of the citv.

In 1994. less thani 1% of trips were served bv the Public Transportation Company. Automobile
use is prominent. with 90% share of the total trip market (71% for private cars. 19% for taxi-
services). Traffic volumes along a number of road axes are very high ( 1 80.000 vehicles per
da! in Antelias alonu North coastal hizhwav).

,A high level of congestion is observed on most links of the urban road network. Variation in
traffic flow In Greater Beirut during the period 7:00 am to 7:00 pm-n is quite low. indicating
that traffic on manv streets reaches a level close to its capacitv. and stavs near it for most
hours of the dav. Similariv. day-to-day variabilit, in peak hiour traffic volumes is limited.

A speed-delav survev conducted on major arterial streets in the Greater Beirut Area
encompassed 27 routes of a total length of approximatelv 250 kilometers. The results indicate
generallv low speeds with a wide variability in average speeds. Observed average speeds
ranged from 6.5 kph to 3 1.0 kph. Speeds of less than 20 kph were observed on more than 70%
ot'the route sections on which survevs were conducted.r

The same survev provided values of delavs as a proportion of travel time. Results indicated
that delays -ramaed from I% to 51% of total route travel time. Moreover. delavs of more than
20% ot'the total travel times were observed on more than 35% of the route sections surveved.
Low speeds and delavs are caused by four main factors. naiTelv: intersectionis. street
congestion. illegal parking. and unorganized buses and taxis makin- frequent stops.

AAn analysis of main intersections in GBA indicated that in 1994. outof 127 initersections il
the Beirut Citx. 46% of which were operating at a Level-of-Service (LOS) D or wnorse
(a'.era-e individual vehicle stopped delay exceeds 25 seconds), and out of 100 intersections in
the suburbs. 75 were operatingy at a LOS D or worse.

Beirut sutffers from a severe parking problem whicih renders all attempts to ease traffic
congestion futile. Curb-sides are all occupied bv parking vehicles: double parking. over the
side-walk. along street corners. and improper parking in general is a preponderant situation.
Street capacities are consumed bv parked vehicles. Sight lines around corners are obstructed.
and pedestrians are denied the benefits of sidewalks.

Greater Beirut road network is verv deteriorated: carriage-ways are in poor condition and are
in\aded bv chaotic parking. intersections without signals. lack of network hlerarchvl It'better
mania-ed. the network can cope with much higher traffic volumes than it accommodates
todav.

1.1.3 An Immediate Action Plan (IAP) to Respond to Urgent Needs

The methiodology' used to prepare the Immediate Action Plan (IAP) has relied on a functional
analysis of the network and on a set of network simulations allowing to test various
alternatives. It has led to an optimum network utilization ensuring the best efficient use of the
existin-z network.

Immediate measures are concentrated on a limited number of corridors that accommodate the
main part of the traffic. The basic network candidate for traffic management measures is
200 km long- ( 107 km in Municipal Beirut. 93 km in suburbs).

A clear hierarchv will be established among the various streets according to their role (through
traffic versus local access). The circulation plan will be reviewed to increase network
capacitv'.

fl" DLLIVER.xilL E '-4 1-
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The main intersections of the built-up area will be signal controlled. Parking vsill be
prohibited along a number of major axes and systematically banned in the vicinity of
iltersections.

A signing plan will guide drivers and facilitate traffic management.

Grade separations will be executed on a limited number of intersections whose level-of-
service cannot be sufficientiy improved relying on less drastic measures.

Proposed traffic improvement measures integrate the proposals made for restructuring the bus
network. Bus transit will directiv benefit from the new street organization.

A large public information campaign will be launched. since an active participation ot users is
one of the main conditions to make the Immediate Action Plan a success. It will be followed.
after some time. by an enforcement of control measures.

The present scatteringz of responsibilities is a serious handicap to successfiul implementation of
an overall traffic policy. A close coordination of responsible government and municipal
departments will have to be ensured. MVLun1icipal technical departments In charge of traffic
rnana_rement will be set up. trained. and developed.

Traffic improvement in Greater Beirut Area cannot be obtained without setting up an efficient
mass transit-system. Manv users have no cars. and taxi-services cannot answer mass transit
needs. Reliance on the automobile solely will progressivelv increase congestion.

Tlle transport suppIV provided by the public transport company (OCFTC) in 1994 was reduced
to neariv nothing. Mans buses have been damaged during the war and a part of the depots
tfaced the same situation. Onlv 25 buses carrving every day less thani 20.000 passengers were
operating in 1994. Later in 1996 about 200 new buses were added. and ridership has risen to
about 50.000 dailv. A number of privately operated buses currently provide transport
services. but Without any coordinated planning or any system integration.

More expensive and a source of pernanent congestion due to their anarchical and
uncontrolled "modus operandi". taxi-services (a traditional jitney service in Beirut) have
quickiy izrown in number. Thev provide the main supply for mass transit trips.

Captive users of public transport are confronted with a restricted transport supply and a low
level-of-service. and this can partially explain the low level of trips per person observed in
Greater Beirut.

Restartinu a modern mass transit svstem necessitates:

- institutional Measures: -

Only a Mletropolitan Transport Authoritv is able to plan. organize. and control a
renewed mass transit system: Selecting the lines to serve. the level-of-service to
ensure, and the operators. Controlling the qualitv of service is undoubtediy under
the responsibilitv of public authorities. and a specialized body should be instituted
to assume this role. Converselv. network operation itself should be largely open to
competition. But this is not contradictory with the maintaining and the up-grading
or a public transport company. The target should be to provide users with a good
service at the lowest cost.

141, DEL[L ERAzlLE \,-'4
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- Technical Measures:
Future mass transit network should be designed as a coherent svstem including
trunk- bus lines ( 13 of which are proposed in the Immediate Action Plan along the
heaviest demand corridors). complementary feeder bus lines and taxi-services
Iines. Taxi-services will continue to plav an important role in the short-term to
meet present needs. but they should be strictly orzanized and conitrolled (stations
anid lines).

The implementation of a trunk bus network in Greater Beirut will necessitate the operation of
about 400 buses. to equip 3 depot-!arages. and to set Lip all complementary facilities.

1.1.4 A Long-Term Plan to Answer Future Needs

1.1.4.1 Challenges of the Future

Beirut revival as a large international metropolis necessitates to plan a transportationi system
well fitted to this ambition.

in -() 1 (retained stuid horizon) Greater Beirut will be populated with about 2 millioll
inihabita1its who will benefit from an income level and a vehicle ownership rate mucILh higher
than today.

Beirut Central District (BCD) would have been rebuilt and it would have recovered its former
role of largest service and business center of Greater Beirut Area. Other secondarv centers
would have been developed in the outskirts of Beirut. allowing to reorganize and restructure
Beirut suburbs. The division of the citv into two parts would have disappeared. Exchanges
w ould have been re-established with neighboring countries creathini intenlse goods and people
flo\ s.

Trip frequency rate of Greater Beirut residents shall urow by more thanl twice durLIln the next
20 vears and reach an averaae value of 1.75 dail\ motorized trips per person in 20 15. x\ ithout
however reaching the trip frequency rate currently observed in large metropolises of the
developed countries (close to 2).

Combininig all these trends. trip demand should reach nearly 5 million daily motorized person
trips in Greater Beirut Area bv 2015. that is more than 3 times the present value. Half of these
trips will be internal to the dense urban agglomeration (inside future Beirut Peripherique
Boulevard). A third of which will concern exchanges between Beirut urban agglomeration and
the external area and thev will have to be accommodated along a number ot' corridors
speciall\ constrained by topographv and land use.

1. .4.2 Options for the Future

Facimn the hui!e future needs. Greater Beirut possesses a number of characteristics liable to
orienit decisions regarding transport systems. notably the choice between road and mass
transit.

- Beirut urban agglomeration is verv dense in the citv itself. as well as in its suburbs.
Today residential densities exceed 500 inhabitantslha in some neiglhborhoods.
This high densitv mav present difficulties in searching for road alignments and
liberating the necessarv right-of-wav. but it also satisfies a prerequisite For setting
up a rapid mass transit svstem.

- Greater Beirut Area owns an urban and natural heritage comparable to that of
manv large world cities. rvIountains are at the door of the built-up area. Network
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ali-nments would have to integrate this constraint and be respectful of the
enivironment.

In order to highlight possible network structure alternatives and to assess their performance.
two contrasted scenarios have been constructed. the first privileges road iietwork
development. and the second integrates the construction of a rapid mass transit svstem in
dense areas.

These scenarios have been tested and operation simulations have been carried out.
highlighting, peak hour traffic on road network. load on mass transit Inies. and average access
time bv each to the poles of the Mvletropolitan Region. Construction cost of proposed networks
has been estimated. An optimal scenario has been defined. based onl both technical and
finanicial considerations. in a manner which allows to maximize the respective advantages ot
the two tested scenarios.

Computer simulations demonstrate that. in the absence of a modern mass transit system.
meeting f'uture travel needs will remain an illusion. Devoted to serve tie dense areas of the
Metropolitan Region in the first place. a rapid mass transit network is necessarv to solve
future trip problems of Greater Beirut Area.

.I 1.4.3 Loj1z-Term Transit Network

The lon_-term mass transit network should provide all inhabitants of the dense agglomeration
%vith a mass transit line on its own riaht-of-wav less than I km 'from homiie. It will thus supply
an attractive alternative to the automobile in addition to captive riders. and public transport
\,ill elnsure an easy access to the lar-ge development poles oftthis area (BCD. Airport. etc.).
The proposed Iletwork should enable mass transit (taxi-services excluded) to capture about
269%. of total dailv motorized trip market.

The long-term mass transit network includes:

- A reuional commuter service line that will use the rehabilitated railwav line Saida-
Beirut-Tripoli, from Damour to Jounieh (38 km).

- Two modern metro lines ensuringa the basic backbone of mass transit. servicing the
literior of the dense Beirut urban agglomeration.

* All East-West line (MVIA) linking Ras Beirut to NBT station. via iAlainra and
BCD. and extended to the South (Hazmieh) and to the East (Nlahr el-Nlott). It
will be 17 km long.

* A North-South line (NB) from the Lebanese Unliversitv aiLd Airport to St.
Michel Terminal (I 5 km) via south suburbs and BCD.

- Three bus lines on their own righit-of-wav ensuring the secondarv servicin- of the
urban agglomeration and totaling7 28 km.

- A complementarv bus network.

- M1ultirnodal exchange stations located along the boundaries of the urban
agglomeration. close to Beirut Peripherique Boulevard (Nahr el-i9lott. Lavlake).

Withl all its components fullv integrated with each other and the street network. future mass
traiisit network would allow to carrv nearly 500 million passengers per vear. witlh line loads
compatible withi the selected technologies (15.000 passengers per direction at peak hour on
mietro lines for instance).

Mlass transit investment cost has been estimated at US$2.5 billion. with US$1.7 billion of
which for the two metro lines.
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Implementing such a network (over a 20 year duration), will necessitate both an institutional
reorganization (strenathening of the Metropolitan Transport Authority proposed in the
Immediate Action Plan) and resort to new financing sources. The private sector could notablv
be invited to participate in the building and operation of the metropolitan network. as
practices in many large world metropolises.

Figt' 1-1
Long term mass trnh network
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coastal motorway (A3) and a new mountain highwav linking Choueifat to
Damour.

- Seven urban penetrators ensuring the primarv linking of the urban agglomeration
with BPB.

- A network of expresswavs (23 km) and urban boulevards ( 122 km) ensuring the
secondary servicing of Greater Beirut Area.

Half of the proposed road network is composed of already existing roads or an upgrade of
existing ones. while the other half includes entirely new roads whose right-of-way was
previousIv reserved in most of the cases.

While the overall operation of the proposed long-term road network is expected to be neariv
satisfactory (average saturation rate of 1.06 at peak hour), a number of roads would however
experience severe overloading (Peripherique Boulevard. North Motorway for instance).

The investment cost of the long-term road network has been evaluated at US$ 4 billion. 75%
of which will be devoted to motorwavs. Land expropriation will be quite costiv: it will
represent more than half of thetotal cost of the program.

The size of the needs will impose searching for new financing sources. A number of intercity
motorwavs -that parallel existing roads could be entrusted to private investors as BOT projects
but sucih a formula cannot be applied to the Boulevard Peripherique the backbone of the
metropolitan road network. for which no alternative route exists.

1. 1 .4.F5 Goods Transport

Goods transit function has been essenti'al to ensure Beirut's development and prosperity. This
traditional ruLie is presently threatened by the emergyence of new rival harbors alongz the
!,40 DrLIVER-\fLE \o-4 1-
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Mediterranean sea. The seuing up of infrastructure and facilities enabling to receive and

distribute goods flows is quite vital for the metropolitan regzion. if it wants to have an
important role in the exchange of good flows that will irrigate the development of the
hinterlaind.

The road network proposed in the long-term plan will contribute in a strong manner to

improve the connection between Greater Beirut national and international surroundinozs. In
addition to the rehabilitation of the coastal railwav. it will create optimal conditions to recover
the former role of Beirut as a eate to the Middle East.

This. however. depends to a great extent on the development of port infrastructure whose

attractiveness is presently quite limited bv its meager resources. Extensive upgrading and

equipping are underwav. and a container terminal is under constrLction. All these projects will

make of Beirut one of the large exchange and transit centers of the sub-region.

A Iink is still missing in the complex line of goods transport. Consolidation. break bulk.
stora-e and deliverv are presentlv scattered and organized on verv fragmented basis. The
uatherin- of these tLinctions should be proposed in specialized areas: 'igoods lo(zistic

platforms" or -cargo villages'.

The implementation of these new facilities will be possible to be taken in charge by private

operators. The government will keep the control of site selection and primary servicinu.

I . I .4.6 The Parking Master Plan

The curi-ent parking conditions in most parts of GBA. and especially in Municipal Beirut. are
over-congested. This over-congestion of parking is the main reason for traffic problems. and

hiave do% ngraded the qualitv of urban life. The current parking space deficit is huge wN ith strict

applicationl of the current building laws and a sizeable shift by 2015 to public transit. this

deficit sei ll not drop without other targeted measures.

The causes ot'this serious problem were diagnosed to include:

- Deficient urban planning and building code regulations.
- Absence of mass transit and heavy reliance on the automobile.
- The low cost of vehicle operation (including parking) perceived by users.
- The enforcement is sporadic. moody. inconsistent and not uniformly applied.

The priorit! in dealing with the parking problem is to organize and regulate on-street parking.

ASsuming that building, laws will be continuously adjusted and enforced to account for actual

parking generation of each land- use. then new construction will not contribute to

cormpoulnding the problem. But relying solelv on this mechanism will not be et'fective and
V.isible except in the verv lone-term.

The additional parkingi spaces needed have to be in public parking: i.e. facilities dedicated to
parking or part of buildings open to use bv other than the building occupants.

- B uii3dinLy dedicated parking structures of specified locations.

- EncouragingL providing public parking as part of new buildings.

- .Applying stricter parkingz requirements for all buildings and especiallv for
commercial and office uses. This translates to a lower apartment area threshold for
requiring a second parking space. and requiringr one parking space per 25 sqm of

office or commercial floor area.

I)LU\ ERABL '
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1.1.5 The First Stage of Implementation

I1 .5.1 The 2005 Horizon

The Transportation Plan has been studied for horizon 2015. Identifying a first stage of
implementation (10 years) is necessary. This first stage should be defined in coherence with
long-term proposals and it should also integrate most of the on-going projects.

In 2005. Greater Beirut would be populated bv 1.6 million inhabitants and the average trip
Fiequency rate per person would be 1.17. Overall GBA trip demandwould border 3 million
motorized person trips at that time. with a structure close to the long-term one.

The projects liable to be carried out in a first stage of implementation have been selected after
a number of simulations permitting to test various mass transit network assumptions and
according to a multicriteria prioritization analysis of proposed long-term roads. underthe
conistraint of a total investment budLet.

1.1.5.2 Components of the First Staae

The first stage of implementation of the long-term Transport Plan inclides:

ReiA,Wding, N/ass Transit

the regional commuter railroad service.

tihe construction of a first metro line (North Soutil line MB).

:k the development of two bus lines on their own right-of-wa%. a First one following
approximatelv the route of MA metro line and therefore preconfiguring the future
long-term service. a second one following SC 2 line:

* a complementary bus netNNork. developing and completing the Immediate Action
Plan proposals.

Rec'-rldhing Rotad.s

most of the roads proposed in the long run will be carried out in the medium-term
but with reduced geometric characteristics on some sections. PNriphirique
Boulevard. a really prioritarY project. will be open over its entire alignment and
the five intercitv motorways will be built (some of them being entrLIsted to private
investors).

The mass transit network proposed for the first stage trail. metro. bLIs) will allow to capture
15% of the total trip market. It will carry about 160 million passengers but the load on rapid
mass transit lines will, however. not exceed 10.000 passengers in the peak hour on the
hieaviest loaded sections.

1.2 Status of the Implementation of GBATP

1.2.1 Immediate Action Plan (IAP)

The GBTP studv was completed in 1995. After its completion. CDR commissioned TEAM
Internationial to produce the tender documents for implementing some of the proposals of the
I mmediate Action Plan. These tender documents covered the scope of traffic management and
wvere ready by eariv 1997. The tendering did not take place till now due to lack of funding'.

The bus transportation aspects of the IAP were covered in a technical assistance to the Office
of Railroad and Public Transport (OCFTC) performed bv the jventure of TEAM-IAURIF-
SYSTRA-SEiMIVAT.

,JrfL DLLI- FR NULE \ -_9
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This techinical assistance detailed the implementation of restarting bus transport services. The
bliS network was defined. depots rehabilitation needs were detailed. scheduling1- of operations
was prepared. marketing and public information campaigns were designed. and training of bus
dl-ivers wvas performed. Manv of the recommendations of the technical assistanice \%ere not
implemented due to the lack of funds and follow up. Currently the 200 buses of OCFTC are
thinly spread over Greater Beirut and are providing with1 some private operations (some times
competing on the same line) a less than satisfactor' level of service.

It is quite obvious that the traffic congestion and chaotic parking, conditions in Greater Beirut
are negating the possibility of providing a good level-of-service bus transport. Buses are not
operating according to schedule nor using bus stops (that are occupied by parked cars). Thev
are operating verv much like a jitney service, stopping anywhere to drop or pick a passenger.

1.2.2 Road Network Proposals

The CDR commissioned the location studies of some of the roads proposed b) the GBATP.
These included the South Mountain Motorwav and the Metn Roads.

Other components- of the road network. mostly the committed projects includin- the
penetrators. are being progressivelv completed.

The Periph&r-ique and the Northern Entrance are still being unider colisideration as to tleir
implementationi under a BOT approach.

1.2.3 N-lass Transit Proposals

%lass transit proposals did not receive anv serious attention till the last quarter of 1 999. The
\'Iinistrv of Transport received a grant from US Trade and Development Agency for
condLICtill a ifeasibilitv studd for a proposed Beirut SubLirban Mlass Transit Line from .JoULnieh
to Jivehl. Thle feasibilitv study xvill examine the technical. economic. and fiinancial feasibilitv
of developing this transit corridor. Based on the financial feasibilitx. an optimal set of public -

private financing and operating options will be identified.

1.3 The Case for Beirut Urban Transport Project (BUTP)

1.3.1 Prevailing Conditions

FOLur years after the Greater Beirut Area Transportation Plan (GBATP) wnas completed. the
following conditions prevail:

I . The proposed Immediate-Action Plan (IAP) did not go into impleimenitation. due to
the lack of funding.

'. Tra'ffic congestion is becoming more serious along major corridors. Junctiolis of
major corridors constitute bottlenecks. with delavs of I 0. 15. and '2 minutes or
more on some approaches.

S. Street intersections are not signal controlled. Thus policemen are required to
orgyanize traffic at intersections during the heavy traffic period (7Am - 7PM).

4. Police manual control of intersections is oniv possible in an isolated manner.
without anv coordination between adjacent intersections.

-. On-street parking remains clhaotic. With policemen busy with initersection control.
not enough enforcement of parkingi regulation is done. Street capacities are taken
iup by parked and double-parked vehicles. Pedestrians are forced to the traveled
lanes by cars parked on sidewalks. While on-street parking is not duration-
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conitrolled and is still provided at no cost to parkers. we find off-street paid parking
facilities operating at less than capacity.

6. All the streets of Greater Beirut lack proper signing and lane-marking.

7. Some of the road sections that were constructed and opened to traffic recentlv are
not providing the full advantage of the added capacity. due to lack of control and
absence of entforcement.

8. BuS transportation. whether publiclv or privatelv owned. is being operated more
like a jitnev-service: no published schedules. no reliable frequencies. boarding and
alighting of passengers in the traveled lanes.

There is no entitv responsible for the traffic engineering ftunction in Greater Beirut.
in spite of the dire need for that.

I 0. The road construction program. whiich was partlv committed prior to the
formulation of GBATP (and was eventualil incorporated in it) was partly built. vet
with considerable delays due to the lack of fiunds. Now sections that are not
contracted yet. stand to be subject to an unlirrtited delay.

I. I The large motorwav projects. namely the Peripherique and the Northern Entrances.
oj.ce- were considered for development as toll facilities along the BOT project. now
have been indefinitelv delaved.

I. ' Recently there was a positive step towards implementing the suburban rail transit
line proposed bv the GBATP. A grant from the USTDA to the M/inistry of
Transport was made towards conducting its feasibilityv studies.

1.3.2 Issues of Urban Transport in Greater Beirut

The uLinderlk ing issues of urban transport in Greater Beirut inciude the followvinii:

I The traffic enuineerinLt function is totally absent.

2. The existing street network is not being efficiently managed. It lacks signal
intersection control, and most other traffic control devices.

On-street parking management is virtuallv absent. On-street parking is free. even in
business areas. and there are no limitations on the parking duration.

4. In the absence of traffic signals. the available police resources are beingl consumed
by the requirement of intersection control. leavini. enforcement needs
unsatisfactorily attended.

4;. Bus public transport is not able to present itself as an efficient reliable alternative
to the private car. The difficuitv of maneuvering large buses on congested streets is
makin2- bus trip times excessive. and the laxitv in enforcing on-street parking
retulations are working a(gainst public transport attractiveness.

6. Unitil the mass transit component of the GBATP is implemented (which is a
necessity, especially bevond 2010 as revealed bv the analvses of the GBATP). there
is the need to implement traffic manaazement measures which address the basics ot
traffic engineering coupled with public education and stepping up of enforcement.
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1.3.3 Salient Features of Required Actions - BUTP

The Beirut Urban Transport Project. BU'TP. is the first step towards inpiem enting the G(reater
Beirut Area Transportation Plan.

The traffic problems of Greater Beirut are intertwined. A series ofdilitzent efforts over an
extended period of time are required to improve urban transport in the GBA: primarilv to
brinu conditionis to a tolerable level to start with. while continuing to implement measures that
improve on tile current conditions and eventually meet fuIture needs. The required efforts are
mutUally supportive rather than mutuall exclusive.

The sequencing of effort shlould be directed at introducintg a graduallk increasing level of
sophisticationi. To start with, the effort should be directed at making better use of the existing
road network through traffic manauement. Traffic managTement sIhould be coupled Witil public
awareness campaigns and strict enforcement. Traffic manauernent sIhould include both
moving (traffic) and stationery vehicles (parkingy).

Re-establishin- the fluidity of traffic flow will give bus transit (Coupled wvith transport policy
instruments) the chance to provide an acceptable level-of-service. a prerequisite for attractin2z
ride-sl i p.

The reqLui-ed interventions can be classified according to varioLIs criteria. In an oversimplified

taxonorn\ . one can sort all required interventions according to two criteria. Each criterion in
tact implies a combination of characteristics.

Interventions man be classified according to their investment needs. At one end are capital
intenisive (hard) projects on the other interventions ofl merely reIUlatory Isoft) nature.
Accorcdllne to this criterion, one can list the following types of interventiois. fi-om the most
c apital inltensive to the more relulatorv in nature:

Rail 'vlass Transit
Expressways and viotorwva
Parkine Garages

Grade Separation of Intersections
Signalized Traffic Control
On-street ParkinrŽ Reculation.

AAnother criterioni. is the lead time required prior to the start of implementation of a specific
intervention. The lead time is \overned by various factors. such as:

Pre-conlstrction Contract Activities: feasibilitv studies. preparation oftpreliminarv
en-ineerinu. detailed desizn. and contract document. tenderinu:

Securing Fin: (the bigger the investment the more difficult to secure its financin-
feeds):

Liberating- the required Right-of-wav:

Comliplexity of Institutional and Legislative Requirements:

Interdependencies: the viabilitv of certain interventions is dependent on the
satisfaction of certain conditions (e.g. the viability of a suburban rail line depends on
thle availabilitv of feeder bus services. park-and-ride. etc.).

The fiZLire below depicts a taxonomv of tie various interventions proposed bv the GBATP
accordine to the 2 criteria identified above.
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Figure 1-3: Taxonomv of Greater Beirut Area Transportation Plan (GBATP)
Interventions

Capital Intensive

Rail Mass Transit '

Motonraysv

Parking Garages Corridor Improvement throughi Grade

Separations

Signalized Traffic Control

On-street Parking Regulations

Long Lead 4 l Short Lead

Tranisport Policy Reform Establishing a Traffic Management Organisation

Awvareness and Educational Campaigns
Refoi-m- of BuildinL, Codes.. Strict Eaforcement of Traffic Code
Veehicle Emiission Control

[nplerentan -irrl of Vehicles

Regulatory

It is proposed that the BUTP shall include interventions that are characterized by:

- moderate investments (the entire budget is about US$100 rn)
amiienable to immediate implementation

LmuItUallv supportive interventions. with limited pre-requisites outside the scope of
B UTP
-inter-venitions that are themiiselves pre-requisite for the success of thle other components
of GBATP.

The proposed Beirut Urban Transport Project includes 3 components:

- Traffic Mvianagement Program
- Parking Improvement Pro(gram
- Corridor lImprovement Protram.

The! all belong to the rilht-handside of the figure above. They are characterised by their
modest investment needs and the! are amenable to immediate implementationl. .Above all the%
are Pre-requisites for implementing the other components of the GBATP. The proposed
componenits of the BUTP are mutuall\ supportive amongy themselves and with the other
comilpolients of' the GBATP. In particular thev are not mutually exclusive with the other
required interventions. that are more capital intensive or those that require policy reforms.

1.4 Strategic Alternatives

Thle GBATP evaluated two contrasting scenarios of transport patterns which included the use
of' a heavs! mass transport network and a road oriented network. and proposed a compromise
of the tx'o for identitfi ng the components of the proposed long-term. medium-term. and
immediate action plans. During the modeling effort for the BUTP. an updating of the 1 994
base-vear conditions was conducted and a 1998 base vear model was calibrated. The policv.
econolilic, and travel observed trends between 1994 and 1998 were taken into consideration in
the preparation of the travel forecasts. The main features of the strategic alternatives
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considered and those adopted are outlined below.

1.4.1 Tested Scenarios of the GBATP: Issues of the Future

Two main points feature the future issues of transport systems in the GBA:

* Tzhe larue extent of needs that xvill arise to nearlv 5 millioin dail\-motorized person
trips in 2015 (compared to 1.5 million todax). The scale of issues vvill change.

* The requiremenit of a complete poiicv review to meet thils demand in an acceptable
maniner regardinm economic viability and protection ot' urban and natural
environiment. Public transport ensured in 19%'o of trips in 1994. but in the absence
of anv mass transit svstem. the main part of this market was actually being served
b\ taxi-service ( 17%). This situation cannot last in the futLire.

Tllese considerations have guided the choice of the methodolo-gV used to prepare the Lon-
Tern Transportatioin Plan. Two contrasted transport supply and modal split scenarios have
been elaborated:

* u)Senario A.: foresees the creation of a -'heav\Y mass transit netwxork in Beirut

urban Agglomeration (BU.At It is associated to modal split assumiptions
pvin ilegi n public transport use for trips inside Bl A.

'3 .S '?Sc ario B:. proposes a road-oriented network. inside and outside thle BUA. It is
aissociated to a modal split assumption privileging private car use.

The analysis of operating simulations of these two Scenarios highlight their potential. limits

anid "etfectiveniess'. It enables to compare their capabilities to meet future trip demand in the
GJBA anud build the optimal network of the Long Term Transportation Plan.

.SLL 'nurw1-i .-1

The maini chiaracteristic of Scenario A is to provide all BUA populationl xx itlh a iheavY' mass
transit system located less than I km 'from their dwelling unit. The nets ork proposed to reach
this target includes:

* The Saida - Tripoli railwav line. operated as a Regional Nletropolitan liie inside
GBA (38 Km from Jounieh to Damour).

* -Six urban metro-type lines inside BlA (66 km in total).

* A complementary bus network ensuring a feeder structure towards the Ileav\'
mass transit networkl and servicing outlting areas.

ReTarding road network Scenario A has two main characteristics:

* It includes the whole projects presently studied or launchied by Lebanese authiorities
(CDR. CEGP. SOLIDERE). but with some capacity reductions compared to their
oriuinal desimn.

* It foresees the construction of new roads between the Boulevard Peripherique and
the SoutIl. North and East Entrances of the vletropolitan Region (where tfuture
demand will be large and impossible to meet by onlv public transport).

Dail\ modal split associated to these network assumptions is as follows:

113irut I rhan Aculomeration (BlUA includes Beirut Citv and the continuoLIs ulban tabric surrounding it that spreads
f'romn A\ntcliZLs to the North to the Lebanese lniversitv to the South. It sheltered about I million inhabitants in 1'994

4"I, otGB\ population. It will still shelter 75%Xo otf hich in 2015.
DEL1\IrRABLE \-. s 1-4
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Table 1-1:

Scenario A: Market Share of Transit in Percent Railwav, MSletro, and Bus

Destination
Origin

MB NS CS MS EA ! Total
MB --. Municipal Beirut 75 60 40 1I I 56

NS - Near Suburbs 60 35 [ J 5 12 30

CS - Coastal Suburbs 40 1 5 5 I 17

MS - ioLIntain Suburbs I S

EA - Exteral Area I5 12 7 7 . l 

Total 56 30 1 7 7 It 33

Accordinu to these modal split assumptions. the overall market shiare of Public Transport will
be 3304) of dailv--notorized person trips executed in GBA in 201 5.

.Scenurio B

Scenario B has been built as an extension of existinu, trends. Relvinu onl an intense use of
private car.- -it privileges the development of the road network. mainll by the strenLthlenilnL of
the infiastr-LIcture network already included in Scenario A". It will notablN consist in:

* The completion. without anv capacity reductioll. of the works presenitly- laulichied in
BeirLt and suburbs.

- -ITlle enlaruement or the stren(thiening of somne of the roads presently designed as an
urbani boulevard into an expresswav (Beirut Corniches. Sin El Fil. Cliah. Airport
Boiulevard).

With rei,arcds to \/lass Transit. Scenario B proposes. as Scenario A. the re-use of Saida-Tripoli
Railway operated as a Regional Mvietro inside Greater Beirut but it does not include an\ other
-heavv" mass transit lines. Basic mass transit svstem will consist of a bus network servine the
\vhole built-up area and well connected to the Railwav line. Taxi-service wiil still play a
significant role in this Scenario inside and outside Beirut Urban Aggylomeration. The dailv
modal split table associated to Scenario B is as followvs:

Table 1-2:

Scenario B: Market Share of Mass Transit in Percent Railwav and Bus

Destination
Origin

_MB NS CS MS EA Total

MIB -Mvu nicipal Beirut 37 25 12 4 6 | 25

NS - Near Suburbs 25 17 8 4 7 I 15

CS - Coastal Suburbs 12 8 8 4 . 1 8

MIS- Mountain Suburbs 4 4 4 2 4

EA - External Area 6 7 3 2 . |

Total 25 15 8 4 5 j 16

In Sceniario B. the overall market share of Public Transport (railway and bus) M' II border 16%

B31 A Is the addition oS MB and NS.
rhL' openint- oI newv road breakthroughs inside the existing urban t.ahric appeLars %ery dil'ficult. MIId 'Lcnario B
iIlr;istrtcture uses the right-ot-pwa olthe roads proposed in Scenario A.
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of total trips executed in GBA in 2015.

1.4.2 Evaluation Criteria

The two basic Scenarios have been tested and evaluated by means of inidicators ineasuringz
network productivitV. investment cost. and coherence with GBA regional planningil strategy.
These indicators (average trip duration. average speed. saturation rate) have been calculated
Fromn the trip assignment simulations. Mvore than their absolute value mhLICi dependinLg on
simulationi. an ordinal comparison was taken into account to orient the choices of the Long7
Term Transport Plan. Selected indicators are the following:

* Private Vehicular Trips: consistency of cost ot construction of' the network.
saturation rate of road network along the main geographical cuts that structure
GBA motorized trips. average trip duration and speed according to the tvpe of road
and its location. averaaccess time to the main GBA poles and trip dLlratioii between
these poles.

* i\lass Transit Trips: consistenc\ and cost of \/lass Transit Network. average trip
duration, traffic and load of Mlass Transli lines. aserai-e access-tiile to the main
GBA poles and trip duration between these poles.

1.4.3 GIBATP Adopted Scenario

The Long Term Transportation Plan prepared from the compared diagniosis ol Scenarios A
and B has four main targets:

- It aims at meeting trip needs in GBA by vear 'I)I I. FutLire demiianld has been
estimated to abollt 5 millioll motorized trips per day. which is more than 3 times
the existingl demand.

* It aims at giving back Beirut its former role of the iMetropolis of the M/liddle East by
means of a modern road and transportation svstem. A good accessibilitv. internal as
well as external. contributes much to the attractivitv of a citv and its development.

* It endeavors to protect urban and natural environment bv limiting nemC road
breakthroughs that could destroy existing neigllborhoods or valuable lanidscapes:
anid by developing a land saving environmentally friendlv Mass Transit Sy,stem
liable to meet the huge number of trips grenerated in the dense builit-up area.

* It seeks to be realistic. economically and financially sustainiable and commenisurate
with tinancing capabilities of Lebanon.

The network proposed by the Long, Term Transportation Plan associates in a close and
complernentarx wav. a Mass Transit Svstem devoted to first serve the dense areas of BUA and
the coastal corridors and a road network devoted to reunifv Beirut suburbs and ensure good
connections between GBA and the rest of the country.

Al(udal ChOiCe

Modal cloioce table adopted in the Long Term Plan relies on a nuInber ol assumptions
regarding the future behavior of travelers. aiven a certain transport supply. It has been built
trom the knowledge of similar ratios observed in metropolises of the same size. morpholog\
and economic level. The Mass Transit Network proposed in the Long Term Plan expresses a
coinproinise between the basic target of Scenario A (providing all BLA inhabitants with a
metro-like liie less than I km from their dwelling unit) and the conceri of optimizing and
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diiminishin,z the cost of this network when the possible ridership of some tested lines was

modest. The Final modal split table. close to that of Scenario A. is neverthieless at a lower level

(reuardinez mass transit use). given the poor BUA servicing provided by the proposed long

tern network.

Table 1-3:

GBATP Adlopted Scenario Mlarket Share of Transit in Percent Railway. Nletro. and Bus

Destination

Oriain
MB NS CS MS EA Total

M1B -Mlunicipal Beirut 60 50 35 10 1 42

NS - Near Suburbs 50 30 1 5 I n 0

CS - Coastal Suburbs 3 15 15 15
MS - Mountain Suburbs i 0 2

EA - External Area I 10 j2 . 10

Total 42 2, 15 5 lo 26

Accordingi to these assumptions. the overall inass transit market share (taxi services exciuded)

\kill he 26°2Lof dailv motorized person trips in GBA in 2015.

1.4.4 BUTP Adopted Scenario

The observed growth In populatiol. employment. and general economic tgro\th realized after

1')96 is sloxver than the prevailing outlook of 1994 - 1995. Accordingly. it was decided to

adopt the 2015 person trip matrix developed by GBATP to reflect 2020 conditions. That is the

slo\\ econlomilc growth would result in delaying the growth In trips over the stuId\ horizon

sLIch that the level of trip-ma;kin expected to be achieved in 201 5 %%Ould no"x he deiayed till

20(20. Thle resulting area-wide anniual average trip growth over the period 1 998-2020 is 3.3%.

Forecasting vehicular trips requires adoptin(g a specific modal split scenario. The modal split

scenario adopted in 1995 for 201 5 trips consisted of a marked shift towards public transport.

The public transport is an essential component of the GBATP. It included plans for re-

operating the coastal rail line as a commuter service between Jubail and Darnour. introducingT

tv\o metro-lines. in addition to expanding bus services. both on dedicated ROW and on city

streets. The progress of projects during the period 1995 - 1998 clearly shoss that the shift

tow\ards public transportationl recommended bv GBATP will not be realized by 201 5. as no

action \\as taken during the past few years towards preparing for laun1cIling, rail and heavy

mass transit projects. Consequently. a more realistic scenario was adopted regarding modal

split. Trips between various sub-areas within GBA XWould have different proportions ofthe

tr-ips served b\ public transport (entirel\ bus). with an overall average of 16 percent.

Table 1-4:
BUTP Adopted Scenario Mlarket Share of Transit in Percent Buses Only

Destination

Origin
BUA CS MS EA Total

ha/4s, I u/o .,/n , 'I A.

BUA - Beirut Urban Agglomeration 2 ] 10 4 6 20)

CS - Coastal Suburbs 10 S 4 x

MS - Mountain Suburbs 4 4 4 2 4

EA - External Area 6 3 2 3 f

Total 20 8 4 6 I6
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It should be noted that BUTP includes the recommendations of the Immediate Action Plan
proposed by the GBATP in 1995 plus some grade separations that were envisiolled in 1995 to
be part of the Mledium-Term Plan. Limits on the size of investimients and the horizon vear
(2004) for completing the construction of the BUTP components oriented its attention solelv
to traffic managyement. parking improvement. and spot improvements that * ill produce the
decrease in the level of congestion required to operate bus services of acceptable level-of-
service.

It should be noted that the results of the forecasts done ftor BUTP shov% that the traffic
volumes expected in 2015. with all the proposed improvements in place. w%ill reach the
capacity of the hi,ehwav network at most of the locations. The mass transit component of the
GBATP deserves immediate attention. Studies and desigens must be started immediatelv. at
least to conserve and preserve the required right-oftway for permanelit *'av. terminals.
stations. and park-and-ride facilities.

1.5 The No-Action Alternative

This section presents the consequence of the no-action alternative. relevant to each of the
proposed BUTP components.

1.5.1 Traffic Management Component

Tlhis Component includes revising the circuLiation plans. spot ilmprovemenit of some
intersectionis. installing traffic signals on more than 200 intersections. controllilnt the shmnals
f't-omii a Traffic Control Center. that can also perform surveiilance tinctiolis. and can be
Llp-raded later to perform many other ITS functions. This component inclildes aiso setting up
a Tl-affic M'Ianagement Organization (TMO). The impacts of the no-action alternative relative
this componienit include:

I . Jin-sienalized busv intersections need excessive numbers of policemen to control.
preventing them from being deployed to more serious dulties. Policeman. if well
trained. mav perform very well at an isolated intersection. but can not coordinate
intersections along a corridor or on a network.

2. vVWithout sigonals. delavs are highler at intersections. the value of time of traveler is
considered in the economic analysis.

3. Stop-go conditions due to traffic congestion will cause more emissions. this is
simillated in the EIA.

4. Well equipped signalized intersections increase traffic safetv. especially for
pedestrians. Gaps between platoons permit safer mid-block crossing ot' pedestrians.
anid signal timing will give protected movements to pedestrians at location of heavy
pedestrian traffic.

5. Establishing a TM1O vwill provide a traffic engineering Unllit tilat can sustain the
proposed improvements. and plan for the requirements of the t'ItLire.

1.5.2 Parking Component

It was demonstrated bv studies and survevs done for the GBATP and the BUTP that chaotic
parking is the major cause for traffic congestion in the City. Chaotic parkingl has also
downgraded the qualitv of life and forced the pedestrians From the sidewalk to the traffic
lanes. This not only jeopardized the safety of pedestrians but also discouraged walking trips
that could be substantial for short-distance trips in the citv. The GBATP and BUTP studies
have also shown the need to increase the off-street parking supply. Thlis may prove to be an

I)l LI\ ERABILE \,'-
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expensive endeavor due to highI land prices. and more over the use of off-street facilities is
doubtful if' the lack of enforcement of on-street parking regulation persists. The orientation of
the BLTP parking coiTiponent is to regulate on-street parkingh bv making it tined and for-a-fee
in bLisiness areas. and to step-up enftorcement of parking restrictions. These measures are
requil-ed to correct the perception ot the cost of owning and operating a vehicle. Once illegal
parking becomes costly due to strict enforcement. car owners will start accepting USilln off-
street car parks. The financial viability of car parks x% ill generate the interest of investors in
them. The no-actioni alternative as far as parkin( is simply to condonle and accept the currenlt
sitiationi whlich means:

Streets will be used for parking, and not for circulation. thus requiring expensive
investment in new roads.

2. hitersections with parked vehicles at their corners canl not perform properly. and
the proposed signalization will not result in the expected benefits.

Pedestrian safetv will be jeopardized and walking as a transport mode will be
- discoura(ged.

4. If' on-street parking continues to be free and improper parking In not sanctioned.
off-street parking will continue to be ulider used and financiallv noni feasible.

lirnproper on-street parking will also interfere withi the operation of'Bus Public
Transport. Standard city buses will find it extremely difficult to neLotiate the
streets. and the bus stops occupied bv parkingr vehicles will 'force the bus to stop in
tlle traveled lane. thus increasing the congsestion.

The no-action alternative of the proposed parking component is an implied condonin- ot'the
existign unlacceptable parking chaos. whiose cost on the societx in term of reduced street
capacit . reduced intersection capacitv. and the general deterioration of qualit\ of urban life is
xerN high. Oni the other side. oruanizing on-street parking, is a very cost-effective intervention.

1.5.3 Grade Separation Component

It was demonstrated that some intersections are over conaested and sigJnal control can not
hanldle the intersecting traffic volumes. Travel delavs in cities are generally most critical at
intersectionls. Grade separation is the only alternative for such cases (having exhaListed
demilanid management. such as increasing the shar.e of public tranisport). The no-action
alternative is quantified in the economic analysis and EIA. The impacts of the base case (no-
action) are compared to those of the proposed improvement ftor several time referenice years.
The econiomilic retLirns of the construction of gYroups of gJrade separationls are calculated In
terms of IRR. The reduction in thle IRR due to exclLIding, one of the 2rade separations ftrom the
BI'TP demonstrates the marginal benefit of it. Thus it is a test of the economic feasibilitv of
the no-actionl alternative. Environmentaliv the results of the simulations of' the levels of
emissioni and noise at each intersection. witil and Nvithout the proposed grade separation
demonstrate the demerits of tihe no-action alternative.

1.6 What About Public Transportation?

The GBATP (TEAMi lnternational-IAURIF-SOFRETI;. 1995) demonstrated tiat by thee ear
20'()I the level of congestion of the street network will start reaching intolerable levels on
certaini corridors. in spite of all the committed additions to the road network. The trips
-enerated by the forecasted level of development cannot possiblv be served withoLit a well
de'eloped public transport svstem. Accordingly. the GBATP proposed substanitial public
transport investments. which included the commuter rail line between Jbail and Damour. two
rail transit metro lines. and a well developed bus service. part of which on its own right of
4'DELI\ I-R \ELE \,4 1419
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wa\. An Immediate Action Plan (IAP) which was proposed withiln the GBATP. included
traffic rnana(ernent schemes that comprised intersection improvements and the installation of
traffic shinals. It also envisioned restarting public bus services.

The Joint VentLire of TEAM'l International-IAURIF-SYSTRA-SEiM/VAT did in fact help in
1996-1997 the Office of Rail Road and Public Transport (OCFTC) to restart bus transport
services. Over 200 new buses were put in service covering the GBA. UnfortLinatelv. the
required coinditions for expanding and improving the services were not made available to the
OCFTC. Mlore importantly. the re-organization of the OCFTC into a reLuilating agency rather
thani a transit operator as recommended by the consultants was not implemenited. Currenltly.
some 2(00 bLuses of the OCFTC are running on tle streets. providing- a lo\% level of service.
Transit routes are not publicized. schedules and frequencies are not klnow n nor adhered to. and
rideshlip is still low (1.300.000 per month). The same routes are also being served by a
privately owned bus company and bv multitude of driver-owner run buses of all colors and
makies. All are competing with each other on the same routes and operate in a manner similar
to the taxi-service (shared taxi) svstem. The result is a low level of ser\ ice. ruillous
competition. and more traffic conaxestion.

The BUTP seems. at a first glance. to be auto-oriented if seen in isolation from the GBATP.
But. in tact. its three components whicih are addressed at reducill the leVel of congestion. are
pr-er-equisite- for the efficient operation of a bus transit svstem. Without organizint on-street
parking. reducing the traffic congestion. and enforcinu traffic reirulations -ood bus transport is
ditfficult to provide.

The above should not be understood that fLurthier technical support to public transport is not
needed at the moment. On the contrarv technilcal assistance is required For transtorming
OCFTC into a regulating authoritv. responsible for planning services. defining operational
reqLiei eints. and controlling the provision of services by private operators. Moreover. serious
detailecl planning for the rail transit should commence now. in order to be able to meet the
20'1)0 tar-et. The feasibilitv studv of the suburban transit corridor (.JoUilieil - .liveh) which is
dLIe to commence in eariv 2000 is a step in the right direction.

.. , \F,, R \IEIA' 1-I 0
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2. BUTP PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Beirut Urban Transport Project includes 3 components:

Traffic Mlanagement Program
Parking Improvement Progyram

- Corridor Improvement Program.

2.1 Traffic Management Program

This component is composed of the following elements:

- Installation of traffic signals covering ' I I intersections in Greater Beirut. 123 of
which lie within the municipal limits of Beirut.

- Installing a pilot video surveillance svstem (CCTV) along 4 corridors. as part of a
master plan to cover other corridors in the future. The selected corridors are the
Northern Entrance (Corridor No. 19). the Southern Entrance (Corridor No. 8). the
Eastern Entrance along Damascus Road (Corridor No. 5). and Corniche El Mazraa
(Corridor No. I).

- - Establishment of a Traffic Control Center (TCC). which is the communication hub
connecting all traffic control sub-systems and from which monitoring. control. and
intervention can be managed. The TCC functions should be possible to expand in
the future for including parking guidance. public transportation monitorin(m.
variable message signs. electronic toll collection. environmental monitoring, etc.

Figure 2-1 depicts the Greater Beirut Traffic Management Svstem.

2.1.1 Traffic Signals

2.1.1.1 Geographic Scope

Based on the circulation plan for Greater Beirut produced in 1995. and which is continuousiv
being updated. traffic signals are to be installed at all major intersections. Around 30 of these
intersections were equipped with signals. as part of roadwav projects that were implemented

by the CEGPVB during the last 3 years. Downtown Beirut. being currently rebuilt bv
SOLIDERE. some thirtv of its intersections were recently equipped by- signals.

Figure 2-2 shows the location of the intersections at which signals are to be installed. Some
of these locations require minor civil works for adjusting the directional islands on them.
Some others coincide with intersections candidates for receiving a gJrade separation on them
(see Section 2.3 of this report): with the grade separation there is still the need tfor a_traffic
signal to control turning movements at grade.

2.1. 1. Technical Features

In order to appreciate the type of controllers proposed for these installations. highlights of the
technical specifications are included below. Detailed technical specifications are under
preparation as part of the procurement documents.

The proposed traffic signal controller shall be capable of recordingz traffic flows at the
approaches of an intersection bv means of detectors. deriving the traffic densitv from
measured values. All detectors at the intersection should be capable of being defined as local

*11) DELIN ER \BLE \No 2-i
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Figure 2-1: Greater Beirut Traffic Management System
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and svstem detectors. Information from the local and svstem detectors should be processed in
the local controller.

The traffic controller shall be capable of automatically generating stage transitions in isolated
mode. and changing inter-green times in a centralized svstem. The controller shall be capable
of.

- eariv phase termination.
- phase skipping or omitting. and
- automaticallv LeneratinL cvcle lengths based on previous detector inputs.

To achieve an optimum performance and cost effectiveness for all the installed traffic control
equipment. use up to three different controller models (from the same controller familv or
series) and cabinet types based on each intersection phasing complexitN and space
availabilitv is acceptable.

Design Requirements

The local controller shall be a 16-bit microcomputer svstem or better and with a 16-bit data
bus or better desiened for traffic signal control. The hardware shafl include the
microprocessor. memory. operator interface. input/output (I/O)circuits.andpowersuppiv.
All loaical functions necessarilv external to the microprocessor shall be performed by solid-
state devices. The proposed traffic controller shall be currentl fulinctioning and
communicatingo in the proposed traffic adaptive (real-time) Urban Traffic Control (UTC)
svstem.

Controller Vlemorv

Random Access Memorv (RAM) shall be provided with battery backup power sufficient to
maintain ftull memorv without loss of any proarammed data for a minimum of 30 days.

Number of Phases

Controller cabinets shall have backwiring for the required number of phases and overlaps.
The controller shall be capable of expanding to accommodate additional phases bv adding
extra modules to the controller housing.

Radio Interference Suppressers

All traffic si2nal controllers. flashers. or other current -interrupting devices shall be equipped
wvith radio interference suppressers installed at the input power point.

Power Requirements

The normal power requirement anticipated is 220 volts with some locations at I I 0 volts.

Over-current Protection Device

The local controller and related equipment shall be protected from electrical power surgles
and ihilhtning. A transient voltage protection device connected to the controller power
circuitry for protection aaainst voltage abnormalities of less than 1/ cvcle duration.

The local controller shall be capable of automatic reorientation in the event of a mains supplK
interruption and the subsequent resumption of power services.

Traffic Count Data Collection

The controller shall be able to collect traffic count data from induction loops and store
thisdata for later retrieval. The controller should have enouah memorv to store at least 14
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davs hourly traffic counts. In case of a power failure the traffic data stored in the controller
shall not be lost but backed up through a backup batterv mechanism.

Stage Sequences

The phases of a local controller shall be assigned to stag-es. Each local controller shall have
the capabilitt of its stage sequence being selected depending on vehicle detection and/or

throuLgh central computer control.

Controller stage and interval sequence circuitrv shall be assigned so that computer commands
cannot alter fixed interval sequences or user prohibited stage change sequences.

Interval Setting and Controls

An integral kevboard and associated displav shall be provided on the front panel of the
Controller for setting the timingz of each interval or period. as well as each programmable
parameter. The controller should also accept the downloading of signal timing from a laptop
computer v ia a serial cable connection or from a remote location via a modem.

The fronit panel of the Controller shall have displavs to indicate the operational status of all
phases and stages as well as all sequences. timing anid operation parameters. Iidications to be

displayed shall include, but not limited to. the following:

- Phases in service.
- Phase next.
- Status indicators.
- Initial interval.
- Vehicle interval.
- Yellow chan.e interval.
- Red chance interval.
- NMaximum gap terminnation.
- Vehicle call status.
- Pedestrian call status; and
- All data concernino Standby Coordinated Mode.

Additional Functions

Tlhe local Controller shall be capable of providing additional traffic control functions.
Additional capabilities which shall be provided bv the local Controller include. but are not

limited to. the t'ollowin-:

Volume density operation conformin- to NEvlA Standards TS-1 and TS-' or

approved equivalent.
- Parallel stage streaminu conforming to UK Department of' Transport

Specifications MC 0141. 1984. latest version or approved equivalent.
- Pedestrian recall and rest in walk.
- Vehicle recall for minimum areen interval.
- Vehicle recall for maximum green interval.
- Vehicle detector memorv circuit enable.
- Vehicle detector memorv circuit disable.
- Special facilitv control.
- Vehicle and Rail-Road Pre-emption.
- Phase Omits.

Multiple Prioritv Pre-emption.
- Coordination and telemetrv capabilitv; and
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- Controller should be able to control other controllers for arterial or 2rid svstem
coordination.

Manual Control

Facilities shall be made available to allow manual control of the local controller under
emerg,encv conditions. This also includes the abilitv to manuallv set the signal in tlashing
mode. A manual control indicator shall be provided.

A special panel. without accessing} the interior of the controller housing. should facilitate
special functions for manual control.

Operational Modes

Each Controller shall have the following operational modes:

(a) Adaptive controi.
(b) Standby
(c) Isolated
(d) Flashiag
(e) Manual
(t) Local Preemption.
1 g) : Traffic Responsive
(h) Time base Coordination.

'. i .1 .3 Size of Installations

The signal components will inciLde about 190 controllers. with the majority are 8-phase
controllers, with some requiring up to 18 phases. Somne controllers will serve two adjacent
intersections. The enclosed Table 2-1 summarizes the quantities of the major items by
corridor.

2.1.2 CCTV Surveillance

The proposed CCTV for the Greater Beirut Area (GBA) is designed for surveillance and
monitoring of the traffic conditions. The initial CCTV svstem will cover kev corridors in
GBA. These are:

I) Northern Entrance

2) Southern Entrance

3) Eastern Entrance

4) Corniche El Mazraa.

It is envisioned that the CCTV system will expand geographicallv and will also be utilized bv
other agencies. It is therefore necessarv to design a CCTV svstem that is robust and scalable.

In order to provide for such a svstem the proposed GBA CCTV svstem will be based on
i\IPEG-' digital video. MPEG-2 uses coding and decoding techniques to convert analog
video si2nal into di2zital video streams. In addition the video stream is compressed to use less
bandwidth on the communication medium. The compression is a very important feature of
'IPEG-2 since the savinirs in the communication requirements could be substantial since
analog video transmission would require verv large bandwidths. Also MPEG-2 is a proven
computer industrv and international standard that is compatible with most new personal
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comnpLlters. The CCTV will be transmitted over a fiber optic communication network usin2i

.Asynchronous Transfer rvlode (ATM) networking technology.

It is anticipated that approximatelv 25 CCTV sites will be installed along the corridors listed

above. Each field site will include the following:

I . HaiTh-resolution color camera mounted on I meter poles with a pan. zoom. and

tilt Linit.

Camera control cabinet containin-: Control receiver. N/IPEG-2 CODEC. Power

SLIPPIV & fiber-optic transmission units

Cablinga

At the Traffic Control Center (TCC) the following equipment will be required:

I . Fiber-optic communication units

2. IPEG-2 CODEC devices

3. Video &control Switch

4. Video control computer and equipment

5. Computer displav and video wall

.MvIPEG-' video can be transmitted to other locations besides the TCC by adding ATM9

sxitches at the desired site. Filgure 2-3 shows a schematic diagram of the proposed CCTV

svstem.

2.1.3 Traffic Control Center

The proposed TCC will act as the communication hub connecting all the traffic devices and

tC-oin which control. monitoring, and intervention is managed. The TCC w\ill house proposed

Signal Control equipment video control equipment. and t'uture traffic applications such as

parkin- management. variable messagze control (VMS). etc.

The proposed TCC for the Greater Beirut Area (GBA) will conisist of the following

components:

Cable racks and communication electronics

2. Video displays and video wall

Several computer svstems for the proposed traffic applications (reter to Figure
_-4)

4. Local Area Network ,LAN) cabling and equipment connecting all the TCC

coinputer devices

Un-interruptible Power SuppIV (UPS) and HVAC system

6. Furnishings includingz workstation units

Signal test bed simulator

The TCC will also include facilities sucih as a conference roomn. kitchenibreak room. offices.

utility room. and a viewing oallery.

,-41l DELI[ FR %BEE \.,4 2-8
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2.1.4 Revisions Under Consideration of Communications and CCTV Svstems

The traffic management system which includes signal control. CCTV surveillance. and
associated communications are being revised to reflect a shift from a digital fiber optic
communication mediurn to a two distinct wireless microwave svstems. one for CCTV and
another for the signal system. The main objective of this change is to reduce overall svstem
cost including capital. operation. and maintenance costs.

The main difference between the old svstem versus the proposed communication svstem is
listed below:

|________ _ 1Old Under Revision

Signal Svstem Leased Lines 2.4 GHZ Radio Modemns +
Leased Lines

CCTV Svstem Fiber Optic 23 GHZ Microwave Radio

Mpeg 2 CODEC Analog Video

For a detailed look at the proposed svstems. refer to the Signals & Traffic Control Center
Technicar Specifications (Deliverable 27).

The overall svstem cost should be reduced due to the elimination of a major trenching and
cable et'fort as proposed earlier. In addition. switching from a digital Nlpeg-' CODEC to an
analog video should also reduce the overall CCTV svstem cost. This should have a positive
impact on the Internal Rate of Return (lRR) for the traffic manag.ement system element.

2.2 Parking Improvement Program

Initiall\ it \\as proposed that the project would support the construction of a series of
underground garages in central Beirut. It was anticipated that this would include the
preparation of site specific environmental assessments since these garages would be
constructed under established public parks and would have significant construction period
impacts. Following field based engineering and environmental evaluations. the proposed
coonstructioni of underground parking facilities has been dropped from the proposed Project.
The other activities in the component oniv concern non-structural measures for parking
management and support for procurement and installation of parking meters for on-street
parking. The work conducted prior to this reorientation for the parking component is
nevertheless presented in this report for ftiture reference in case an underground parking
facilit\ is proposed.

*.2.1 Zone Selection

The parkling program was subjected to a site selection process to identif,; parkinu site
locations that will be most suitable for the purpose of the project. In this regard. a detailed
Field survey and analvsis were conducted with several aoals in mind includin-:

* reduction of the number of circulating vehicles. especially those who are looking
for a parking space: therebv reducing the extents of harmful emissions into the
atmosphere;

* saving- the motorist time:
* allowing efficient use of existing parking spaces:
* directing flows of traffic in surveved zones and therebv improving the operations

D"1 )ELI\ FR \BLE %,24 .
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of intersections:
* speeding public transport:
* enhancing traffic and pedestrians safety; and
* making the surveved zones more attractive to shoppers and visitors.

Surev Zone Selection

The surveved zones were selected in accordance to several criteria namelR . areas that are
primarily commercial and serve beyond their district boundaries: corridors affected by on
street parking (fluidity in vehicle circulation); and on street continuous commercial shops

Based on these goals and criteria, the study covered 16 zones. Figure 2-5 is a Kev Map.
which shows the location of the studied zones within GBA. Table 2-2 lists the zones bv
number. name. and general characteristics. In each zone. field surveys included three major
components:

* A detailed inventorv of on-street parking, in which the number of available
spaces. the number of parked vehicles and their status (legal. illegal. on the
sidewialk.,etc.) was noted for everv segment of the street network.

* A detailed inventorv of off-street public parking. noting their capacitv and degree
-:bf saturation. and the fees collected. Temporarv parking lots programmed to be

constructed during the coming three vears were identified to estimate the resulting
decrease in available parking space.

* A detailed survev of buildings to identifv vacant floor space and its corresponding
parking demand when occupied.

.40/DEL1'.ERABLE N,24 2 -1
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Furthier details on zone subdivisions. field survev methodology. and results ftor each zonle are
described elsewhere (TEAM. I 998c. d). The followin- paragraphs highlight the results of six
of the studied parking zones because of their significance.

The survey concluded that the current parking deficit in the zones studied amounted to a total
of 4707 wlichi is expected to reach 9613 within three vears with the Ha-amra zone presenting
by far the most parking deficient zone due to its land use character. Hamnra's deficiencv
amouLIts presentlv up to 36% and increases in the ftuture to 41%' of the deficiencv of all the
studied zones. Buildings that were occupied bv squatters are currentlv bein<- rehiabilitated.
thLIS increasinz the parking deficiency considerably over the coming 3 vears. This also
applies to zone 3 (Ain Mireiseh - St. Georges) where manv buildlinus are still vacant.

The current illegal on-street parking ranges from 33% to 68%o of all on-street parking in the
zones studied. This high percentage indicates the gravity of the problem and the ineffective
enforcement. For the studied zones. illegal parking averages 49% of all on-street parking.
However. in spite of the high illegal street parking. off-street parking is not full' utilized. The
utilization of off-street parking varies between 12% and 58%. and averagzes 25%. Table 2-3
presents a zone-bv-zone c6mparison of illegal on-street parking and ull..tilized off-street
parkin1.

--- Table 2-3: Comparison between on- and off-Street Parking

Zone No. On-Street Parking Off-Street Parkin,
°% lllegzal o tilutiiized

2 46 40

4 43 65

34
6 68
7 42
8 54 4
9a 46 32
9b 6 3 1 6
]Oa 45 3

lOb 43

I 2a - 56 

12b 46 5

IS ~~~~44 
Total 49 25;

N'ote that temporary off-street parkingT lots contribute currently 805Q spaces. or 75°o t'e
available off-street parking. But the parking space availabilitv in temporarv off-street parking
lots is not certain. since 24% of the available spaces were reported candidate for disappearing
sithinL a 3-year horizon. It was also observed that serious parking violations (double parkingT.

over the sidewalk. angle parking) occur right outside public off-street parking lots wvith ample
,lnoccCLpied space.

Based onl Field observations it is evident that parking reg'ulation enforcement is the most
lacking factor and is a prerequisite for any attempt for treating the parking problem.
Furthiermore. On-street parking control devices (parking meters or similar) shall be installed
on all streets with intense commercial and business uses. in the zones covered bv this project.
- I DI-LI\ t R \BL3E \,4 i,|4
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the amount of meter controlled parking amounts to a total of about 3500. The numbers in
each zone are presented in Table 2-4 below.

Table2-4: Comparison between Authorized Available Spaces and Metered Parking

Zone Zone Authorized Metered Parking on
No. Name Available Spaces Major Streets

According to IAP
I Hamra 622 -;7r

- Verdun-Rachidine 544 387
Ain Mreisseh - Saint Georges 480 294

4 Raouche 385 151
5 Basta-Mazraa-Barbour 408 284
6 Mar Elias-independence 55o 296
7 Arab Universitv 90
8 Furn el Chebbak-Sami Solh 144 144
9A Nahr Street 321 l2l

9B Mdawar 284 0
I OA Sassine 3 380 2 l
I0B - -Fouad Chehab-Akkawi 235 235
11 Borj Hammoud 112 112
I12A Jal el Dib 342 342
12B Antelias 44 14 4
I Sanaveh 892 83

Total 5833 3496

The parking component of the BUTP was initiallv envisioned to include the construction of
under-round parking zarages on sites owned bv the municipalities. These sites were mostly
public gardens. The extensive parking survevs revealed that the available sites for building
underground parking garages were not located optimally vis-a-vis the location of the parking
deficit. For example Hamra. which is an area of significant parking, deficit. does not comprise
within its boundaries any municipal land suitable for development into off-street parking. On
the other hand. if parking at the curb remains free and in the absence of an! serious
enforcement of parking regulations. the patronage of paid off-street parking is doubtftil. This
fact was well demonstrated bv the parking surveys. Parking lots in some parking deficient
zones were rarelv full. while streets around them were packed with illegal or improper on-
street parking.

As a result. the emphasis of the BUTP is being reoriented towards on-street parking. The
BUTP is now addressing more in depth the organization of on-street parking. Concessions for
managin- on-street parking can be contracted to the private sector. The investment in off-
street parking need not come from public funds. if it is a financially viable business on its
owii. Especialiv if the public parking garage is part of commercial development. or if it is not
entirely underLrroLnd.

.-4IDELI ERAfLE -' 2-16
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2.3 Corridor Improvement Program

2.3.1 Corridor Identification

At a road intersection. tvpe of required control varies with the volume of intersectinm traffic.
On low volume roads a stop sign will be sufficient. As the intersecting volumes increase a
traffic signal becomes warranted. The traffic signal separates the conflictin_ movements in
"time". Each traffic direction is given a proportion of green commensurate with its share of
the total conflicting traffic. At some major intersections. where two or more multi-lane
roadways intersect, traffic volumes mav reach a level where, during peak-hours. signalized
traffic control will result in excessive stoppingi delavs with a resultant long queues on some
or all approaches. Such situations may not be possible to treat solely bv geometric
improvements nor bv improving the sophistication of the signal control. The next option to
consider is to separate conflicting movements in "space". One of the directions can be "grade
separated". i.e. its traffic will g o "over" on an overpass (bridge) or "under" in an underpass
(tunnel). while the other movements stay at-grade. This arrangement permits one direction of
traffic t, negotiate the intersection uninterrupted while other movement will intersect at-
grade. The heaviest movement is usuallyv grade-separated. so that the intersectin- traffic at
grade will be possible to handle bv signal control. Grade separation reduces appreciabliv
delavs at intersections.

The Immediate Action Plan (lAP) of the GBATP identified some 200 intersections for being
signalized. The detailed studv of other intersections showed that the volumes at these
intersections cannot possibly be serviced bv traffic signals, at an acceptable level-of-service.
About two dozen such intersections were identified for possible grade separations. During the
identification of the grade separation component of the BUTP. it ,as decided to consider all
intersections belonging� to a single corridor. in order that the proposed grade separations will
result in an improvement along an entire corridor. rather than transfer the bottle-neck from
one location to another one downstream. Several such corridors were identified and a number
of each corridor's intersections were included in the BUTP. Criteria that were applied to
establish whether a grade separation at these intersections is warranted technicaliv and
environmentallv included:

* Proposed configuration that will minimize traffic congestion and accommodate
fiuture demands with improved environmental conditions

* IImplementation constraints
* Effects of other planned network additions and/or improvements

Intersections belongzing to one corridor (Corniche el-Mazraa) \\ere llot included although
the\ are hig-hlv congested. The reason to delay considering' this specific corridor and its
intersections was dictated bv the Client (CDR) for the following reasons:

* The need for expensive right-of-wav acquisitions
* Difficultv of maintaining traffic during construction. due to lack of paralleling

routes.

Based on this process. sixteen junctions located along several main corridors. were identified
for consideration by the presentlv proposed project (Figure 2-6) A brief descriptive summary
of the corridors is included in Table 2-5 with the name of junctions considered for a grade
separation.
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2.3.2 Methodology for Grade Separation Justification

The justification methodolouy is based on the classical capacity analysis of road junctions.
This is a well established methodologv where the available proposed geometrv and traffic
control at a certain junction are evaluated as to their traffic carr,ving capabilities. and certain
operational parameters are estimated that describe quantitativelv and qualitativelv the manner
the junction is expected to operate. Various levels of sophistication are available. .At simple
isolated junctions, the use of a tool such as HCS (Highway Capacity Software) is usually
enou,gh. At more complex configurations. or where several junctions are to be studied
simultaneouslv (if belonging to a common corridor or pertaining to a network). TRANSYT
and simulation techniques are utilized to and measures of effectiveness are calculated
accordinglv.

The key issue for evaluating a junction remains the traffic flows negotiating it. Traffic counts
provide the situation at a time cross-section. Historic data could be useful to estimate the
traffic tzrowth over a time period. Extrapolation of historic data for estimating fiuture traffic is
most likelv to be unsatisfactorv in a complex urban situation. Network modeling techniques
that can provide the expected traffic on each link of the network. under changinLz conditions
of trip generation and distribution and for various scenarios of network evolution are
necessary. The flowchart in Figure 2-7 depicts the adopted detailed methodology.

For the studv at hand. a traffic forecasting model was developed and calibrated usine
EWiM E,/2 transportation plannin- software. in order to assist in forecasting future traffic and
in identitving the required transportation improvements for the scenarios under
consideration. A detailed account of the modelina effort is reported later in this Report.
entitled "Development and Calibration of a Traffic Forecasting !lodel'.

2.3.3 Criteria for Generating Grade Separation Alternatives

Solving the problem of a congested junction via proposing a grade separation is a creative
engineerinmg design process. This complicated process involves simultaneous considerations
of a multitude of factors and requires multidisciplinary expertise. In brief. criteria that guided
the development of alternate design must:

Provide an acceptable level of service (LOS) in terms of peak hour average dela'
per vehicle. in the year 2010.

2. 'vlinimize the requirement of additional right-of-way and avoid as much as
possible displacing, businesses and residents. Minimization otfrequirements for
involuntary resettlement of residents. relocation of businesses and acquisition of
private land.

Select the environment-friendly alternatives. In built-up areas underpasses are
preferred to overpasses. However. avoidance of archeological and historic sites
must be taken into consideration wherever necessary.

-1 Important consideration should be given to the relocation requirements of people
and existinc major utilities.

D Site characteristics as to topography and drainage are important considerations.

6. Short underpasses are preferred to tunnels that require mechanical ventilation.
because of construction. operation and maintenance costs.

'-i DELLI ERABLE \oo4 2-2
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7. Preservingz access to the existing land uses is an important consideration which
aims at striking a balance between the interests of throug!h traffic and local tmffic.
especially in dense urban areas.

8. laintaining traffic oii busv major thorougThfares during construction was a
consideration in selectingy the configuration of some grade separations.

9. Aesthetics and landscape preservation.

10. Value engineering judgement was exercised to reach the most cost effective

design.

Based on these criteria. several desian alternatives were considered at intersections proposed
for a grade separation. Table 2-6 provides summarv of these alternatives. The selected design
at each intersection is presented in Table 2-7 alongside with its general characteristics. Note
that while several alternatives were generally considered for each intersection. additional
alternatives were also examined at many intersections as a direct result of the public
consultationi process particularlv at Jal El-Dib. Antelias. and Havek.

-40)DfLIVERA1BLE \,,'4
Dce--ner. 1r00
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Table 2-6: Summarv of Design Alternatives Considered for Grade Separations

Intersection Design Alternatives Considered

(Galerie Semaan An underpass was considered as an aiternative hut was ruied out due to the presence ot'a large
drainage culvert that crosses the intersection. Moreover. the grade in the E-W directitn climbs
LIp steeply after leaving the intersection towards liazmich. which woisuld have required the
underpass to he quite long. A grade separation in the N-S direction imstead %ouild require
extensive land acquisition and result in cutting many eucalyptus trees lining Caiille Clianio
Blvd.

Mar-Nlkhiael A 2rade-separation in the N-S direction instead of' one in E-W direction. would require
additional right-ot-way to the north oftihe junction. and the area is hbLilt Al underpass along
the E-W direction was preferred over an overpass. in order not to disturb visually the Mar-
Mkhael Church facade.

Mucharrafich An underpass at this location wvas overruled due to inaior utilities crossing tills Junction.
Moreover. the grade going west is an upgrade. wvhich makes the underpass longer and therefore
a more extensive right-of-way acquisition A grade-separation in the N-S direction does not
serve the traffic effectively. The altemative of an overpass on the E-W weas adopted.

| alounell/Havek No traffic managemeni iolution would be enough to handle traftic at this busy iunction. Over 9
different alternatives x cre considered involving o,erpasses and underpasses in various
directions. Any grade separation in the direction Stdoumeh - Mkalles would become less useftul
after the Peripherique is put in use. The proposed overpasses connecting QulDab and Jisr El-Wati
to Dekwaneh cannot he miade underpasses due to topoaraphb. existenice of a nialor cuilvert at
the beginning o4 Dekwaneh Road (SLAV). and the high probahiliti of disturbing wNell
preserved antiquities be huried under the Havek - Qalaa area.

%1kallcs Separating the traffic between Mansourielh and Qalaa %sould allow the roundabout to operate
satisfactorily. The direction Havck - Jisr el-Bacha will be less crowded onice the Peripherique is
in service. The topographv dictates an overpass as proposed.

Tavounch Originally, the solution envisioned a 3-level interchangc. hut trafftic studies showed that it is
enough to build an N-S underpass. watch also can enre thc NIrthern I:rban Bypass An
overpass instead ot' an underpass is possible. bLt will cause vistial intrusioni ,n ihe nieighborine
Pine Forest.

Samni El-SollhDamascus Road Since traffic management solution failed. the E-W direction permits consirtctint an underpass
within the available right-of-wasa. ShoLuld thie tratfic on ltie de Damas he made onte-sas. the
grade-separation would not be a priorii\

Airport Road. C liyah Boulevard A tio-level grade-separation would not serve the tratlic on, to the heavy left turn Irom EB
tratfic is the direction of CIratila literclsanlig. Moreover. the restricted riaht-of-NN-a\ between
this junctiotl and Ghobeiri precludes any lull grade-separation in tIhe E-W directiots. A three-
level soltition was adopted. pro\iding N-S traffic in an uniderpass, the E-W overpass plus a
directional ramp towards Chlatila was adopted.

Becliara El - Kihouirv / Omar The site is constrained bv the presence of the French Ambassador's Residence. the existing
Bevhum (Beit El - Atfal) undcrpass. and the close-by Barbir overpass. Proposing a solution that minimizes disruption to

traffic during construction was also important. Altemative uinderpasses it the E-W direction
w\ould require demolishing the existing underpass Overpasses overlooking tLle Frenci
Ambassador's Residence would not be acceptable Underpasses along Onsar Be\ lim Street

I would complicate local access. The proposed solution pro% idec all ino%ementS Lu)linterrupted.

3eclhara EI-KIRolur' Traffic requirements and availabilitr oftright-of-was dictatc the N-S direction. In such an urban
Indepeiideiice Road scttmi near the Statue of Beciiara el-Khottr\. an undemass wias the ornl\ option.

\iitelias \ki N-S underpass wvas considered as an alternative antd was .uled itit srr ice underpass
roadway level wvill be belows sea le%cl. An E-D' grade ,cparatton wa:o also rtitLcd otm ditc to its

negative effect on the Maritime Boulevard.

zil 1:1- Dib \n N-S underpass was considered and rtiled out similar to Antelias. Aniotler alternative was
considered to maintain northbound and southbound traffic at grade whileconstructingtvo
ramps 300m apart to provide access in and out ot'Jal El- Dib. This alternative ivas ruled out due
to its negative effect on the internal roads oft Jal El- Dib and aiso vwill not allos for futuire
access to Linord tromn Jal El- Dib.

Dtora The existing 2-lane EB bridge is overcrowded. The proposed 2x3-lane bridge uill be built as
tvko separate adjacent structures to allow serving tratfic during constrLiCtiol X ia the existing
steel bridge.

\dlichr Due to the presence of Elias el-Hrawi Bridge. whose design allows tor an underpass to he
constructed under it. the underpass vsas the oily optioin Traffic requiremeits dictated additie
another underpass for the traffic in the direction of Sami el-Soilh.

Mhiseum liliction Riaht-of-wav availabilitv and urban conditions dictate art underpass in E-W direction

Bchaniotiii - Ararmoun A trafflc management solution is not sutficient. An underpass is not technicall\ feasible. as it
vvould require going under a natural drainage channel. ropographiy dictates an overpass in the
N-S direction.
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BEIRUT IJRBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

2.4 Description of Proposed Grade Separations by Corridor

2.4.1 Corridor No. 20: Chivah Boulevard

It is a ma jor East-West Corridor just to the south of Municipal Beirut. Its Western extremitv is
its intersection with the coastal road at Sultan Ibrahim and its Eastern end is in Hazmieh at
Saxvvad Juniction. The major junctions on it from East to West are its intersections with:

- Galerie Semaan
- Mar Nviekhael
- M'lucharrafieh

- Ghobeirv

- Airport Road
- President Assad Boulevard.

The junctions beine considered for grade separations are the bolded ones. Airport Road
junction lies on another corridor and is dealt with separatelv. at Ghobeiry there is a restricted
right-of-wav sitiation which will render anv solution verv dif icult.

This corridor is a divided urban boulevard with a right-of-wav varving between 20 and 25 m.
allowing at least 2 lanes of traffic each direction plus parking. At sections of which there is
intensive retail activity.

2.4.I . I Galerie Semaan Intersection

Descriptioon

Chivah Boulevard intersects Camille Chamoun Boulevard at Galerie Semaan. Chivah
BLoulevard is a major E-W corridor that connects at Savvad in Hazmieh with the road leading
to Damascus. while Camille Chamoun a N-S boulevard connects Old Saida Road with
Tahwita at Chevrolet. It is a verv busv intersection with heavv truck traffic.

The Chivah Boulevard from Galerie Semaan towards Hazmieh goes on a steep upgJrade. about
200 m to the East from Galerie Semaan.

The available right-of-wav of Chivah Boulevard favors the grade separation be along it. and it
carries the heaviest traffic. Camille Chamoun Boulevard is less wide and is lined by
Eucalvptus trees. that will be cut in case it is widened.

Because of the topography and major underground utilities (large storm drainage channiel). an
overpass is much favored to an underpass. With the steep upgrade toward Savvad. it will be
Xerv difficult to bring the underpass traffic back to grade within a reasonable distance.
especially if the underpass must go below the existing drainage channel.

Existing Operating Conditions

Based on 1998 counted traffic at Galerie Semaan. the average delay at this intersection. based
on the manner it is being operated by policemen is extremelv excessive. If the signal phasingz
is optimized the average delay drops. but it is still excessive. In the latter two cases. the level-
of'-service is verv low (worse than F). A arade separation is definitelv warranted.

Analvzing this same intersection after overpassing the EW/WE traffic on Chivah Boulevard.
and orLanizilg the at-grade separation as proposed. the intersection would operate at a LOS C
(24 sec. of delav) in 1998.

"I DELI\ ERABLE \o:4 2-28
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BEIRlUT UJRB3AN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC \NALYSIS FINAL

Future Conditions and Proposed Improvements

A-nalvsis slhows that bv the vear 2010. the intersection is expected also to hexcessive delavs. a
lot worse than what is occurring today. A 2x2 overpass in the East-West direction is proposed.
since the Eastbound and Westbound traffic volumes are the heaviest. An unlderpass in lieu of
an overpass at tlhis location is not feasible. A large storm water drainage conduit (Oval Section
D 2rn) exists below Camille Chiamoun Boulevard at a depth oft' - 3 I. If an underpass is to be
built there. it must (To below the existing conduit. The grade on Chivahi Boulevard goingl East
toward Sayvad. is an upgrade. Trying to bring the underpass (rade to thle existing sur'face

crade will be difficult. requiring unacceptable steep grades and a rather long distance.
Mloreover. the extraction and drainace of storm water from the underpass will be costl\ . Due

to these existing conditions-an overpass was recommended instead of an underpass. W'ith this
proposed overpass. the average peak hLour delav per vehicle for at-grade traffic is expected to

drop to 130 sec. in the vear 2010. Plans and profiles of the proposed design are shown in

Fii.ure 2-8.

Description of Proposed Grade Separation Structure

The proposed overpass consists of dual bridges. with 10 cm gap bet\,een them. carrvingc

Chivalh Blvd. traffic over the Camille Chamoun Blvd. The bridge' has 188 m. 5-span

continLous sIperstructure with 3-40 m center spans and 2-34 m end spans. The overall deck

width of each bridge is 7.50 m. with a clear roadwav xvidth of 6.80 m representing two 3.40 m

traff'ic lanes. The superstructure is composed oft 1.75 m deep pre-stressed concrete one-cell

box tvpe girder. with inclined webs. The box has a 1.60 m cantilevering! arms. witlh tapered

thickiness, on each side. The bridge substructure units are of concrete and are founded oin 1.20

mn diameter drilled concrete piles. The piers are single round type concrete piers. The

abutInenits are cantilever-tvpe abutments. Each side of the abutments has 75 m long retaining

walls that extend along the marglinal roads adjacent to the bridge. Vertical striations Finish is

aorilmed on the exposed faces of the abutments and retaining walls.

2.4.1.2 Mar Mekhael

Description

Chisah Boulievard meets Old Saida Road at Mvar Mekhael. Old Saida Road. a North-South

arterial starts from Khaldeh to the South and passes throug1h heavily populated suburbs and

connects at Tavounleli with Omar Bevhum Street.

The area oCfthe intersection is tlat. The South-Western corner is occupied b% a gasoline station

wxhile at the Nortlh-Western corner lies the Mvlar Nlekhael Churchi and Cemeter\. It is proposed

to depress traffic along Chivah Boulevard (which is the heavier direction) so as not to disturb

the Churclh \ ith an overpass. The available ROW on Old Saida Road. North of M/lar Mlekhael.

makes a grade separation along Old Saida Road impossible witlhout extensive ROW

acquisition.

Existing Operating Conditions

Based on 1 998 counted traffic at Mar Mlekhael. the observed average delay based on the

Iflaliner it is operated is excessive. If the signal phasing is optimized. the average delax drops

to 153 sec. This low level-of-service is not acceptable and a grade separation is warranted.

Thie traffic along Chivah Boulevard is the heaviest. and the right-of-wxay available on it is

N\ ider than oni Old Saida Road. especially to the North of the intersection. An underpass is

proposed at that location. in order not to intrude on the Mvar N/iekhael Clhurch. Such a solution

woUld provide a LOS D (32 sec. delav) in 1998.
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BEIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC AN ALYSIS FINAL

Future Conditions and Proposed Improvements

Analvsis shows that by the vear 2010 the intersection will also operate at a very lo%~ level-of-
ser vice. N grade separation is w arranted on Chivah Boulevard.since it carries the heavier
traffic. A 2x2 underpass is proposed in the East-West direction. This solution \xill brine} down
the peakli hour average delav per vehicle for at-grade traffic to 27 sec. Plans and profiles of the
proposed Limderpass are shown in Figure 2-9.

Description ot' Proposed Grade Separation Structure

The proposed underpass is a 2-cell cut and cover tunnel carrying Chivah Blvd. traffic under
Old Saida Road. The overall length of the underpass is 343 m of,, hich I l l m is covered
section under the intersection. The covered section consists of two cells separated b\ a 0.50 m
conlcrete wall. The clear width of each cell is 8.35 in with a road%\a\ width of 7.50 in
measured from 'face-to-face of curb. The minimum clear heieht of the cell is 5.0 rn. From each
side of the tunnel portals. open sections extend approximatel' I15 m long forminc the ramps
of the tuLillel. The clear width of the open sections is 17.20 mni measured face-to-face of
retaininse walls representin- 2-7.50 m readway widths in each direction separated b! a 1H.) m
mediani barrier and a 0.60 rn curb on the right side of the roadwav. The retaininue walls of the
openi sectios support the marginal roads adjacent to the tunnel ramps. Exposed faces of the
retainin, %valls-are formned with vertical striation tvpe finish.

2.4.1.3 N\lIucharrafieh

Dsci-iption

Chatila - KIafaat Boulevard added two approaches to this intersectionl. so it became a 5-leg
intersectionl. Ti-e road to Bir el-Abd was made one wva\ South to reduce the nuinber ot

alloued movemiienits after addinu the Kafaat - Chatila Boulievard. A Trade separationi alone
Chivah Boulevard is the preferred direction because of ROW considerations. A cieck on
existing uliderground utilities favors an overpass.

Existing Operatine Conditions

Based on 1998 traffic counts and the manner it is being currentlxy operated. the average delay
is excessive (LOS worse thani F). Improvemenit of at-grade operation Vould bring dela\ to 262
sec. This level-of-service is not acceptable and it w\arrants a grade separation. The heavier
traffic is aloneg Chivah Boulevard. and the rieht-of-\wav is wider on it. A grade separation
alone Chi alh Boulevard is recommended. Due to undergroul-id utilities. an overpass oulid be
proposed. Suclh a solution would provide a LOS D (40) sec. delayJ.

Future Coniditions and Proposed Improvements

.Anal\ sis sho\ s that extremely high delavs are expected if a grade separation is not provided.
Due to heav\ traffic alone, Chivah Boulevard. a 2x2 overpass is proposed in the East-West
directionl which will bring down the peak hou,rs average dela\ per vehicle to 67 sec. An
uLiderpass in lieu of the overpass is not feasible due to extensive underground utilities at that
location. Plans and profiles of the proposed overpass are shoxvn in Fihure 2-10.
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BEIRtr URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

Description of Proposed Grade Separation Structure

The MLucharrafieh bridge has a 161 n. 5-span continuous superstructure carrying Chivall Blvd.
traffic over the Chatila-Kafaat Blvd. The bridge is composed of 3-35rn center spans and
2-28m end spans. The overall width of the superstructure is 15.40 m carrving 4-3.50 m traffic
lanes. 2 lanes for each eastbound and westbound traffic separated bv a 0.50 in Jersev tvpe
median barrier. The bridge superstructure is a 1.60 m deep pre-stressed concrete. 3-cell box
tvpe girder with 3.0 m cantilevering arms on each side of the box. The substructure consists of
four. concrete rigid frame tvpe piers. Trapezoidal shaped piers with vertical striations on the
exposed faces were formed to give an aesthetic look. The two- concrete abutments are
cantilever-tvpe with approximatelv 70 m retaining walls extending on each side. Vertical
striations type finish is formed on the exposed faces of abutments and wing w alls. All piers
and abutments are founded on cast-in-place drilled concrete piles.

2.4.2 Corridor No. 22: Saloume - Havek - Mkalles

It is a major corridor running in an alignment parallel in general to the proposed Peripherique.
It lies at the edge of the plain just before the hills to the East of Greater Beirut. It is a divided
urban boulevard providino two lanes at least in each direction plus parking. alon- its entire
length.

At SaloumI.e. the junction with Sin el-Fil Blvd. and the roads to Dekwaneh and Nabaa - Borj
HammoUd is currentlv a roundabout. at Havek it is a multi-le- intersection where roads from
\'lkalles. Qalaa. Jisr el-\Wati. and the road to Dekwaneh meet formine a 5-leu intersection. all
are multi-lane boulevards.

The corridor goes from Havek towards M'Ikalles roundabout. where iforms a 5-leg roundabout
when it meets the roads from Qalaa. Jisr el-Bacha. M'lansourieh. and Dekwanehi. All
intersecting roads are multi-lane divided. except roads to Mansouriell and Dekwaneh. The
delays experienced at this roundabout are excessive. The proposed Peripherique alignment
rLins verv close to the NE. The areas borderine the roundabout are mostlv business
(commercial + offices).

The Saloume - Havek is treated as one unit.

.41.2. I Saloume - Havek

Description

These two junctions constituted of Saloume Roundabout and Havek Junction will be treated
as a network. which also includes the circular road going, from Havek towards Dekwaneh
Road and Sin el-Fil Blvd.

No significant topographic constraints exist. except that the road to Qalaa rises quicklv as it
leaves the Havek Junction. The proposed solution was selected after considering several
alternatives. The proposed soiution carries traffic coming from Jisr el-Wati on an overpass
that connects with a branch coming from Qalaa and both branches lead to the circular road
connectin- to Dekwaneh and Sin el-Fil Boulevard. This solution was designed. keeping in
mind the possibility later to depress the N-S traffic from Saloume to \VIkalles Roundabout.
especiallx it the Peripherique is not constructed.

Existing Operatin2 Conditions

This highly congested Havek junction operates at a very low level-of-service. even if the
iitersectionl *V35 reorglanized. A grade separation is definitelv warranted. The proposed
solution is a grade separation (an overpass taking Eastbound traffic from Jisr el-Wati and

*-4 DFLIX ER X[I L \C' 2-34
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BEIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC NNALYSIS FINAL

another one from Qalaa and both going to the Circuiar Road toward Dekwaneh) plus makaing
the road from Saloume towards Havek one way.

Future Conditions and Proposed Improvements

Analvsis shows that both intersections. Havek and Saloume. are expected to operate at level-
of-service F bv 2010. Havek is a complicated 5-leg junction. Various possibilities of grade
separationis w\ere possible to consider. After considering many alternatives. it \kas decided not
to grade separate the traffic between Saloume and Mkalles. as it parallels the proposed
Peripherique. When the Peripherique is put in service. the traffic between Saloume and
Nlikalles will have another alternative to take. Accordinglv. an underpass In that direction was
excluded. Further analvsis indicated that grade separating one direction of traffic will not be
sutfficient. Accordingiv. a one-lane overpass is proposed. to carrv traffic comning from Jisr el-
Wati. and connects with another two-lane overpass branch carrving traffic from Qalaa. and
both branchies go to the circular road connecting to Dekwaneh and Sin el-Fil Boulevard. The
Saloume - Hayek road will be made one-way Southbound: while Ha1-lek - Dekwanelh will be a
one-way in the other direction (Northbound) ending at Sin el-Fil Boulevard. This proposed
solution is expected to decrease the-average delav per vehicle at the Havek junction to 7 sec.
and at Saloume to 98 sec bv the vear0 1 0. It should be mentioned that this proposal takes
into consideration that the Peripherique would be in service by the vear 2004. Should the
Peripherique not be constructed. the design allows still for a tunnel that carries traffic coming
from Saloumne in the direction of Mkalles Roundabout. Plans and profiles of the proposed
izrade separations are shown in Figures 2-1 1 and 2-1 2.

Description of Proposed Grade Separation Structure

The overpass over the Havek Roundabout consists of a two-lanie bridge carr% ing, traffic from
Qalaa and connecting with another one-lane bridiie carrvin, traffic from Jisr El-Wati and both
f'orminu a thiree-lane bridge towards Dekwaneh. The total lengtih of the Qaiaa brid-e is I 30 m
in 7 continuos spans. The overall width of the bridge deck is 7.80 in vith a clear roadwav
widthi of' 7.0 in. representing 2-3.50 m traffic lanes. and 2-0.40 m curbs onle at each side. The
total length of'the Jisr El-Wati bridge is 124 m in 6 continuous spans. The overall width of the
bridtue deck is 5.80 m with a clear roadway width of 5.0 m. representingz one traffic lane. and
2-0.40 in curbs one at each side. The combined bridge is 58 m lonu in 3 continuous spans. The
overall wsidth of the bridee varies from 12.80 m to 11.30 in. representing 3-3.50 rn traffic
lanes and 2-0.40 m curbs one at each side. The superstructure of the three bridges is composed
of a pre-stressed concrete solid slab with a depth varying from 0.90 in to 0.25 m at ends. The
sLibstructure ullits are all of concrete. The piers are silnle octagonal shape coliumns folunded
on shallow foundations for both Qalaa and Jisr El-Wati bridges and a rLid 'frame type
founlded on drilled concrete piles for the combined bridge. The abutments are cantilever-type
xxith \w ing walls extending from each side along the marginal roads adjacent to the bridge
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BEIRUiT I:RBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

emnbankiment. Vertical striations type finish is formed on the exposed faces of'the abutments
and wingz walls.

2.4.2.2 Mikalles Roundabout

Description

It is a major- junction of five roads that lead to Havek. Qalaa. Jisr el-Bacha. Mvansouriell. and
to Dekxwaneh. The significant topographic feature is that the road to Nlansourieh rises sharpiv
as it leaves the roundabout. The vicinitv of the roundabout is relatively flat and it is all built.

The tratfic on this roLundabouLt is sensitive to whether the Peripherique is built or not. because
the latter passes to the East of it. underpassing Mansourieh Road at about 1 30 in from the
jLlnction. The traffic in the general direction of the Peripherique is most liable to be affected
bv the construction of the Pripherique. But the question of tolling complicates the issue.
because the diversion from the existingr road system to the Peripherique depends on the tollino
s5!stem and the toll itself. One possible solution is a 2x2 underpass tor the traffic between
Hlavek and Jisr el-Bacha. with the possibility of overpassing the traffic between Qalaa and the
Road to Mansourieh. with the other traffic stavinor at urade.

Existinig Operating Conditions

The rouLIndabout is operating at a vmer' lo%x level-of-service and all geometric changes at-grade
%vith sianalization (i.e. transformilinu the roundabout into a signalized intersectioni) wVould not
brinu the delay down to an acceptable level. Two grade separations were proposed. An
underpass 2x2 carries the traffic between Havek and Jisr el-Bacha. and an overpass that
connects Mansourieh Road to Qalaa. The other movements are served by an iniproved
sihnalized intersection at-grade whlich incorporates a widening of road leadinuh to Dek~\anlle.
With todav's traffic. the junction wvoui3d operate at a LOS C ( 16 sec. delay ). This proposed
solutioll needs to be checked auainst fILture traffic conditions and take into consideration the
et'tect ot'the Peripherique.

FLuture Conditions and Proposed Improvements

Analvsis show-s that an average delay of 25 1 sec per vehicle is expected by the year 2010.
M'tkalles Roulidabout is a junction where 5 roads are meetingy. It is also verv close to the
proposed Peripherique. The Havek - Mvikalles - Jisr el-Bacha traffic will be partl\ diverted to
the Peripherique whien it is in service. This is at present the heaviest traffic direction. but
grade separating it will not be warranted in the future. when the Periph&iql.e is put in service.
,'vIoreo% er. topography of the area 'favors overpassing( the traffic between MalnsouLiell Road
and Qalaa. \When the Peripherique is put into service. this proposed overpass coninectioni
wouldl be enougLh to relieve the congestion at this junction. All other tra'ffic wvill stav at-orade
and use the roundabout. This solution would bring, the peak hour average dela\ per vehicle to
only I 0 sec by the vear 2010. These proposals take into consideration the completion of the
Peripherique by the vear 2004. The proposed bridge lavout allows an underpass carrying, the
traf'fic from Havek towards Jisr el-Bacha at a future date. in case the Peripherique pro ject did
not mnaterialize. Plans and profiles of the proposed overpass are shown in Figures 2-I3 and
2-1 4,
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BEIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

Description of Proposed Grade Separation Structure

The Mkalles bridge is 161m long, 3-span continuous superstructure carrving Qalaa-
Mvlansourieh traffic over the MkalRoundabout. The bridge is composed of 1-45 m center span
and 2-36 m end spans. The overall width of the superstructure is 15.40 In carrvin_ 4-3.50 m
traffic lane. two lanes in each direction separated by a 0.50 m New-Jersev type median
barrier. The bridge superstructure is pre-stressed concrete. 2-cell box tvpe girder with 3.6m
cantilevering arms on each side of the box. The depth of box g irder varies from 1.50 m at
mid-span to 2.50 m at supports. The variable section is used for aesthetics and structural
efficiency. The substructure consists of two concrete piers and two abutments all founded on
drilled concrete piles. Each pier consists of two round columns. one under each bearing. The
two concrete abutments are cantilever type with approximately 70 m retaining walls
extending on each side. Vertical striations type finish is formed on the exposed faced of
columns and abutments.

2.4.3 Corridor No. 4: Chatila - Tavouneh - Sami el-Solh - Adlieh

This is an East-West corfidor running at the Southern limits of Mlunicipal Beirut. It is also a
multi-lane divided Boulevard 'with 3 lanes of traffic each direction. At Chatila. this corridor
intersects Airport Road. and at Tavouneh it intersects Old Saida Road - Omar Beyhum Street.
Further East. -it intersects Damascus Road and ends at Adlieh Junction where it meets
Corniche el-Mazraa. The section between Chatila and Tayouneh is bounded at one side bv the
Pine Forest and by residences on the other side. Sami el-Solh Avenue is a mix of land uses.
commerce at the (ground level plus residences and offices at the upper floors. The section
between Damascus Road and Adlieh does not have a lot of business activities at the ¶zround
level. This corridor will be attracting more traffic from two new links: Kafaat - Chatila Road
and from the Northem Urban Bypass (Tahwita - Tavouneh).

2.4.3.1 Tavouneh

Description

The Tayouneh Roundabout lies at the intersection of Jamal Abdel Nasser Avenue coming
from Chatila to the West and then becomes Sami Solh to the East of Tavouneh with the Old
Saida Road coming from Mar Mekhael to the South and which is called Omar Bevhum
Boulevard to the North of Tavouneh. All the intersecting boulevards are multi-lane divided
with generous right-of-wav. The new Kafaat - Chatila Road will bring more traffic to
Tavouneih. Moreover. the Northern Urban Bypass (Tahwita - Tavouneh) will bring a
siunificant amount of traffic to Tayouneh. The left turns between Northern Urban Bypass and
Old Saida Road need to be studied within the context of Tavouneh.becauseofitsclose
proximity to it.

A complete traffic analvsis of this junction must consider the above stated junctions plus the
finally adopted configuration of the Chatila Interchange.

On the environmental side. this junction borders the Pine Forest. which is being developed to
be a major park.

The N-S traffic along Omar Beyhum - Old Saida Road is to be channeled in a 2x2 underpass,
whiose SB roadway should extend beyond Northern Urban Bypass junction to allow the left
turn from trafcoming from Tayouneh going East on the Northem Urban Bypass without
contlict with NB coming from Mar Mekhael. Tentatively an overpass could be needed to
carry the E-W traffic along Jamal Abdel Nasser - Sami Solh axis. subject to detailed analysis.

('40/DELIVERABLE No24 -4
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BEIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

Existing Operating Conditions

Based on traffic assignments using the forecast calibrated model and an updated network
which includes Northern Urban Bypass and the Kafaat - Chatila Road. the Tayouneh
Roundabout will not operate satisfactorily. Another test was done with the NS/SN traffic
channeled via an underpass and the EW/WE traffic is kept at grade. where the junction is
signalized as a pierced roundabout. This solution resulted with a good level-ot:service.

Future Conditions and Proposed Improvements

Analysis shows that the roundabout is expected to operate at a very low level-of-service bv
2010. A 2x2 underpass, whose SB roadway should extend beyond Northern Urban Bypass to
allow the left turn from traffic coming from Tayouneh going East on the Northern Urban
Bypass without conflict with NB coming from Mar Mekhael. With this solution. analysis
shows that the junction would operate at an acceptable level-of-service (peak hour average
delav per vehicle of 56 sec.). The analysis also shows that an overpass to carry E-W traffic
along Abdel Nasser Avenue/Sami Solh Avenue axis will not be warranted bv the yvear 2010.
This proposed alternative is compatible with the revised Chatila Interchange design.Plans and
profiles of the proposed underpass are shown in Figures 2-15 and 2-16.

Description of Proposed Grade Separation Structure

A one cell cut and cover tunnel carrying southbound traffic on Asaad Al-Asaad Street under
the Rocade Urbaine Nord and continues in a depressed open section to join with a 2-cell cut
and cover section under the Tayouneh Roundabout carrying both northbound and southbound
traffic under Sami El-Solh Blvd. The length of the covered section of the one-cell tunnel is
I 00m and the length of the open depressed section between the two tunnels is 130m. The
clear roadwav width of both the one-cell and the open section is 7.50 m measured face-to-face
of curb and representing two traffic lanes. The length of the covered section under the
roundabout is 90m and it consists of two cells, one for each direction. separated by a 0.50 m
concrete wall. The clear width of the cell is 8.35 m with a roadwav width of 7.50 m measured
face-to-face of curb. The north approach of the 2-cell tunnel consists of an open roadway
section with a clear width of 17.20 m measured face-to-face of retaining walls. This width
represents 2-7.50 m roadway widths in each direction separated by a 1.0 m median barrier and
a 0.60m sidewalk curb on the right side of the roadway. Exposed faces of the retaining walls
are formed with vertical striations type finish.

2.4.3.2 Damascus Road / Sami S61h Avenue

Description

Sami Solh Avenue is a divided urban boulevard running in the general E-W direction, it
intersects Damascus Road which is not more than two traffic lanes. The level of complexity of
the intersection depends on whether Damascus Road is operated as one-wav or two-way
street.

Damascus Road was originally classified as an International Road. The section under
consideration (i.e. at its intersection with Sami Solh Ave.) has a pavement width of II meters.
It has been transformed to a busy shopping street lined with middle-class boutiques on both
sides. One way operation on Damascus Road was tried once bv Traffic Police. but the
decision was reversed later due to strong objection of the shop owners.

"04)/DELIVERABLE \':4 242
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BEIRUJT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

Moreover. the road parallel to it (Tahwita Rd.) is a new expresswav which is the -New"
Damascus Road. Although it is close to the "Old" Damascus Road at one end (about 70 m).
the two roads diverge and reach 320 meters apart along 400 i-n section of their length.

Bus operation on a one-way Damascus Road (SB) and on the service road of the New
Damascus Road (NB) will take the bus service awav from the denselv built corridor. and will
stronmalv reduce the level-of-service of bus operation.

No specific topographic constraints exist. There is however ROW restriction on Damascus
Road.

Existinu, Operating Conditions

Based on 1998 tratfic counts on Sami Solh Avenue and Damascus Road. the level-of-service
at this intersection is verv low. Even with optimizing the signal phasin( on it. the averagre
delav per vehicle during the peak hour is still 96 sec. However. if Damascus Road was made
one way as proposed bv the Immediate Action Plan. the average delay drops to 35 sec. which
is an acceptable LOS. and no grade separation would be required. But two-wav operation on
Damascus Road is required for better operation of bus public transport.

Future Conditions and Proposed Improvements

Analvsis shows that the average delav per vehicle is expected to be over 500 sec bv the vear
2010. However. the deiay would be oniy about 46 sec if Damascus Road (Southern leg of the
intersectioni) was changed to one-wav Northbound as proposed bv the Immediate Actionl Plan
instead of two-wav, If Damascus Road stavs two-way (Southern leg). a 2x2 underpass is
warranted in the E-W direction (Sami Solh Avenue). This solution will brinuz the averaze
delay per- vehicle to 17 sec. Plans and profiles of the proposed underpass are shown in
Fizure 2-17.

Description of Proposed Grade Separation Structure

The proposed underpass is a 2-cell cut and cover tunnel carrving Sami El-Solh Avenue traffic
under Damascus Road. The overall lenath of the underpass is 320 m of which 35 m are
covered under the intersection. The covered section consists of two cells. one for each
direction. separated by a rigid frame tvpe pier consisting of 1 .5 m x 0.40 m thick columns
spaced at 4.50 m on center. The clear width of each cell is 8.40 m with a roadwav width of
7.40 i-n measured from face-to-face of curb. The minimum clear hei<ht of the cell is 5.0 m.
From eacih side of the tunnel portals. open sections extend approxiinatel\ 140 m lone, forminn
the ramps of the tunnel. The clear wiof the open sections is 17.20 m measured face-to-face of
retaining walls representin- 2-7.40 m roadwav widths in each direction separated bv a 1.20 m
median barrier and a 0.60 m curb on the right side of the roadwav. The retaininu walls of the
open sections support the margyinal roads adjacent to the tunnel ramps.

2.4.4 Corridor No. 6: Airport Road - Bechara el-Khourv Boulevard

This is a major North-South Corridor which starts at the Airport and ends in the Beirut Central
District (BCD). It is a divided boulevard with 3 lanes in each direction along most of its
alignment. It runs down the middle of Municipal Beirut.
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BEIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONONIIC ANALYSIS FINAL

The section of this Corridor under consideration starts at its intersection with Chivah Blvd.
(Corridor No. 20). Airport Road goes over a steel bridge overpassing Chiyah Blvd. The at-
grade intersection below does not aliow left turns from Chivah Boulevard to Airport Road.
The steel overpass is candidate for replacement due to its bad structural status.
The second major intersection is Chatila (not part of this project) wvhere Airport Road meets
Corridor No. 4. Further North. Airport Road meets Omar Beyhum (which is all extension of
Old Saida Road) near Corniche el-Nlazraa (an intermediate Ring Road that circles most of
NilUnicipal Beirut). At that point. two 6-lane roads meet. forcing North-South traffic through a
4-lane underpass. The next major intersection further North is Bechara el-Khourx with
Independence just at the Southern limits of the BCD.

2.4.4.1 Airport Road / Chivah Boulevard

Description

Airport Road is currentlv undergoing rehabilitation. Currently. N-S and S-N traffic are taken
oni a 4-lane steel bridgze to overpass Chivah Boulevard. No topographic or ROW restrictions
exist. The replacement of the existing steel bridge shoulid be considered. The intersection at-
grade should allow left turns from Chivah Boulevard to Airport Road.

Existing Operating Conditions

Since this junction has been operating with the left tLrns from Chivah Boulevard to Airport
Road blocked. the traffic model was rerun with those left turns opened. The network was also
updated with the Southern Entrance (Cocodv - Cola). The EW/WE on Chivah Boulevard
traffic is heavier than the NS/SN. another observation is the heavy left-turn from EB traffic on
C'hivah Boulevard to NB traffic on Airport Road. If the overpass is along Airport Rd. (as it is
cLirrentlx ). the at-rade intersection Linder it will not satisfactorilv operate due to the heavv
left turns.

Future Conditions and Proposed Improvements

It is to be noted that this intersection does not currentiv allow left turns. These left turns
siIolIld be allowed in order to make it possible to restrict movements at Ghobeirv Intersection.
canceling the crossing of Chivah Boulevard at this location. This restriction is necessary as
ROW colistrainits at Ghobeirv Intersection preclude other treatments. Analvsis shows that b\
allowin- left tLurns from Chivah Boulevard to Airport Road. the intersection is expected to
operate at an unacceptable level-of-service. Grade-separating oniv one direction of traffic will
not be sutfficient. For example. replacement of the steel bridge by a 2X2' uliderpass. the
average delav per vehicle is expected to be over 1000 sec. However. a 2-lane overpass going
EastbouLInd is also proposed. The 2-lane overpass will branch into two: one branch turning left
(one lane) and goingl North to merge with Northbound traffic on Airport Road. while the other
branch (two lanes) continuing Eastbound over Airport Road and connecting to Cliivalh
Boulevard. This solution would bring down the delavs to 17 sec b\ the vear2010. This
proposed 3-level interchange is necessary. The underpass must be N-S as there are
underground utilities in the E-W direction. Furthermore. it is verv essential to provide for the
heavv left turn for Eastbound traffic on Chivah Boulevard into the direction of Chatila. Plans
and profiles of the proposed underpass and overpasses are presented in Figures 2-18 and
2-19.
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BEIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

Description of Proposed Grade Separation Structure

A 3-level intersection comprising of:

- A 2-cell cut and cover tunnel along Airport Road to carrv northbound and
southbound traffic under Chiyah Blvd. The length of the covered section is 50 m
and it consists of two cells separated by a 0.50 m concrete wall. The clear width of
each cell is 8.35 m with a roadwav width of 7.50 m. representing two traffic lanes.
neasured from face- to-face of curb. The minimum clear height of the cell is 5.0
m. From the tunnel portals. two. approximatelv 160 m long, retainingy walls extend
on each side supporting the marginal roads adjacent to the tunnel ramps. Exposed
faces of the retaining walls are formed with vertical striation type finish.

- A main 2-lane bridge carrying eastbound traffic on the Chivah Blvd. with a one
lane directional ramp branching left of the bridge to provide access for eastbound
traffic on Chiyah Blvd. to go north towards Chatila Roundabout. The main 2-lane
bridge is 171 m long in six continuous spans. The central span over the intersection
is 38 m long. The overall width of the bridge is 7.80 m with a roadwav width of 7.0
m making} 223.50 m traffic lanes. The directional ramp bridge has a length of 97.0

.m in 3 continuous spans with a 35.0 m main span over the tunnel ramp. The overall
width -of the bridge is 5.80 m with a one-lane roadway width of 5.0 m measured
from face-to-face of curb. The superstructures of both bridges are 1.50 m deep pre-
stressed concrete. 2-cell box tvpe girders. The exterior webs of the box girders are
inclined and two longitudinal !grooves are provided for aesthetics. The substructure
concrete pier units are hammerhead tvpe with a rectan-ular shaped column. The
concrete abutments are cantilever-type with concrete retaining walls extending
from each side along the marginal roads adjacent to the bridge embankments.

2.4.4.2 Bechara el-Khourv / Omar Bevhum

Description

This junction lies at the intersection near Corniche el-Mazraa of Omar Bevhum with Airport
Road. which is called Bechara el-Khourv to the North of Corniche el-Mazraa. Bechara el-
Khourv is a major N-S Boulevard with 3 lanes each direction. But when it crosses Corniche
el-'vlazraa. North-South traffic is channeled to an existing underpass with 2-lanes each
direction which was built more than 30 years ago. With the traffic that may use Omar
Bevhum. coming from the Northem Urban Bvpass and from Kafaat - Chatila. and the traffic
from Bechara el-Khourv desiring to go South on Omar Bevhum. a traffic conflict is created
due to lack of lane balance and the possibilitv of traffic back-up in the underpass.

This jLllction lies in a sensitive location. It is bounded to the West bv a big school complex
and to the East by the French Ambassador's Residence (Residence des Pins). and to the South
by the Pine Forest. An overpass that looks the French Ambassador's Residence is unlikely to
be tolerated. and anv expropriation from the French owned property would take a verv
lengthy procedure (international agreement between Lebanon and France).

This situation is further complicated bv the Barbir Overpass which starts and ends verv close
to the location of this junction.

The preferred solution is probablv to have the underpass be along Corniche el-\lazraa. But
tearing down the existing underpass may face objections. due to difficulty in maintaining
traffic during construction.
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BEIRUT I!RBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIIC ANALYSIS FINAL

Existinz Operating Conditions

Based on the 1 998 counts. the intersection is operatino at a verv unacceptable level-of-service.
Even with aeometric improvements to provide a left tuning pocket for traffic coming up from
the underpass and desiring to go South on Omar Bevhum. the level-of-service would still be
low and the queue risks to back up in the underpass.

The location constraints described above made this junction a difficult one to treat. and
restricted the available options

Future Conditions and Proposed Improvements

Anialvsis shows that bv the vear 2010. the intersection would have very high delavs unless
improvements are proposed.

There are manv constraints mentioned above that control the choice of a solution for this
junction. In addition. any soto be proposed should be possible to construct without disrupting
traffic on the intersectina two major arterials: Airport Road - Bechara el-Khour, - Corniche
el-i%/lazraa.

Taking all these- constraints into consideration. a proposed design "as formulated. The
existin.. underpass. which carries N-S / S-N traffic below Corniche el-Nvlazraa is a 2x2
structure. 2 lanes per direction. It is proposed to use it to carrv Northbound traffic onlv on its 4
lanes. and to construct adjacent to it. to its west. another underpass which carries the
Southbound traffic. In addition. an underpass along Airport Road to the South of the junction
vwill provide for the turns from Bechara el-Khourv Southbound to Omar Beyhuli withiout
coniflict.

This solution would require additional right-of-wav to be acquired from two vacant lots. and
xwill affect only one old building at the N-W corner of the intersection of Corniche el-Mlazraa
and Bechara el-Khourv.

The proposed solution will provide an interchange without anv conflicting movements. Plans
and profiles of the proposed interchangze are shown in Figures 2-20 through 2-22.

Description of Proposed Grade Separation Structure

A main two-cell cut and cover tunnel starting on November 22nd Avenue carrving
northbound and southbound traffic under Omar Beyhum Street. The two cells will run at
different proFiles. The eastern cell. with 7.50 m roadwav width representing two tratfic lanes.
carrvinul northbound traffic will mneet up with a 2-lane depressed section ramp. 7.50 m clear
roadwav widthi representing two traffic lanes. carrving northbound traffic on Omar Beyhum
Street. These 4-lane will enter through an existing 4-lane underpass belowx Corniche El-

.Mazraa. These four northbound lanes will taper down to three to match the existing condition

on Bechara El-Khourv Street. A one cell. 3-lane 10.90 m clear roadwav width. 73 m loni. cut
and cover tunnel adjacent to the existing underpass will carrv southbound traffic on Bechara

El-Khoiirv Street under Corniche El-Mazraa. These three lanes will branch into four lanes.
The left two lanes will continue in a 65 m long open depressed section. 7.50 m clear roadwav

width. before entering a 170 m long, 2-lane western cell of the main tunnel towards

November 22nd Avenue. The other two lanes will continue into an open section. 7.0 m clear

roadwa% w, idth, ramp to reach grade and continue on Omar Bevhumn Street.
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BEIRUT IJRBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

2.4.4.3 Bechara El-Khoury / Independence

Description
The intersection of Bechara el-Khoury. a major N-S corridor with Independence. a major E-W
corridor. is complicated bv Omar lbn el-Khattab road that carries Southbound traffic from the
same junction. Bechara el-Khourv starts on a down-grade just to the North of the intersection.
wlhich favors underpassing it. Bechara el-lKhourv to the South of the intersection is
constrainied b% hish rise new buildings along its Western side and bv a 19osque to its Eastern
side. Vlinor expropriations may be required. but no buildings will be affected.

Existing Operating Conditions
Based on the 1998 traffic counts. the level-of-service is extremely low at this intersection. In
order to reach an acceptable LOS without a grade separation. it was necessarv to prohibit left
turns from Independence to Bechara el-Khourv. and to create an intersection at Damascus
Road - Bechara Khourv to the North of Independence which make this alternative
operationally doubtful in the future. If a 2x2 underpass is introduced along Bechara el-
Khourv. the at-grade signalized intersection would operate at a le-vel-of-service C.

Future Conditions and Proposed Improvements

Analvsis sflo-w's that an average delav of over 400 sec is expected bv 2010 if nothilw is done.
A 2x2 Linderpass along Bechara el-Khourv is expected to bring down the average delav of
traffic in the peak hour at the at-grade signalized intersection to 23 sec. The proposed solution
does not interfere with President Bechara el-Khourv monumenit. Plans and profiles of the
proposed underpass are shown in Fiture 2-23.

Descriptioll of Proposed Grade Separation Structure

The proposed underpass is a 2-cell cut and cover tinnel carrving Bechara El-Khourv Street
traffic under Independence Avenue. The overall length of the underpass is 385 m of which
127 mn is covered section under the intersection. The covered section consists of two cells
separated bv a 0.50 m concrete wall. The clear width of each cell is 8.35 m with a roadwav

'idth of 7.50 m measured from face-to-face of curb. The minimum clear heizht of the cell is
5.0 m. From each side of the tunnel portals. open sections extend approximatel% 130 m long
forming the ramps of the tunnel. The clear width of the open sectiois is 17.20 in measured
face-to-face of retaining walls. This width represents 2-7.50 m clear roadway Vidths in each
direction separated by a 1.Om median barrier and a 0.60 m curb oni the riuht side of the
roadwa%. The retaining walls of the open sections support the marginal roads adjacent to the
tunnel ramps. Exposed faces of the retaining walls are formned with vertical striations tvpe
tin isih.

2.4.5 Corridor No. 19: Northern Entrance

The Northern Coastal Highway. runs into Greater Beirut from its Northern Boundarv at Nahr
el-Kalb through Dbaveh. Antelias. Jal el-Dib. Nahr el-Mott. and continues due West into the
direction of Port of Beirut.

It is the heaviest traveled corridor in Lebanon with about 210.000 vpd. At Ant6lias. it
ilitersects with the road leading to Bikfava. and at Jal el-Dib is another T-intersection. At both
locations. the Northbound traffic is grade separated over a steel bridgae to allow turning under
it. The road junction at Nahr el-vlott is not included in this project. Furtiler West at Dora. an
existinu 2-lane steel bridge carries Northbound traffic and it is highly congested for an
extended period of the dav.
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BEIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

2.4.5.1 Antelias

Existine Operating Conditions

Currentiy the NB traffic at Antelias goes over a barelv 9.0 m steel bridge. allowing
movements under it. in and out of Antelias. Just to the West is the Joseph Khoury Land Fill.
Access to it from the other side is required. The level-of-service (LOS) at Antelias is F for the
NB traffic. and is also F for the turning movements under the bridge.

Future Conditions and Proposed Improvements

The proposed solution is to replace the existing steel bridge by a full size 3-lane bridge in
each direction which allows crossing under it to Joseph Khourv's Land Fill and provides the
required turning movements under it in and out of Antelias. This solution is not a solution for
the Northern Entrance. Plans and profiles of the proposed bridge are shown in Figure 2-24.

Description of Proposed Grade Separation Structure

The proposed Antelias overpass consists of dual bridges separated by 10cm gap. Tile bridge
will carrv northbound and southbound traffic over a new Antelias entrance. The bridge has
231 m. 7-span continuous superstructure with 5-35 m middle spans and 2 - 28 m end span's.
The overalr deck width is 11.70 m. with a clear roadway width of 10.90 m. The bridge
superstructure is composed of a 1.60 m deep 2-cell pre-stressed concrete box girder with
2.0 m cantilevering arms on each side of the box. The two exterior webs of the box girder are
inclined. The bridge substructure units are cast-in-place concrete and are supported on drilled
conicrete piles. The piers are formed from square columns that widen into a rectangular shaped
bearing block. The abutments are cantilever-tvpe with 2.50 m exposed face under the bridge
deck. Retaining walls extending approximately 95 m from each side of the abutments along
the marginal roads adjacent to the bridge embankment.

2.4.5.2 Jal el-Dib

Existing Operating Conditions

A similar situation occurs at Jal el-Dib. The existing steel overpass is a bottle-neck because it
is not wide enough. The intersection under the bridge is also congested. In the future. the main
access to Linord is just facing Jal el-Dib. The LOS at Jal el-Dib for the NB traffic over the
bridge is F. and is also F for the turning movements at-grade.

Future Conditions and Proposed Improvements

Anal'sis shows delavs are expected to be extremelv high bv 2010. The LOS of existing bridge
is expected to be F. The proposed solution is to put the Northbound traffic at-grade. while
constructing one-lane ramp for traffic coming from Jai el-Dib Road going South or coming
from Antelias on the Autostrade and desiring to go East. It is proposed to provide these two
movements separately on two adjacent roads. one is the Jal el-Dib Road itself and the other is
an adjacent parallel road just to its North. This proposal would have the junction operating
without conflicting movements. and the through traffic would stav at-grade and use full-size
lanes. Plans and profiles of the proposed ramps are shown in Figures 2-25 and
2-26.
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BEIRUT ORBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

Description of Proposed Grade Separation Structure
Two identical junctions. approximately 300 m apart will constitute the accesses in and out of
.Jal el-Dib. Each junction consists of a U-shaped one-way ramp that will connect with another
one-wav ramp originating from Jal El-Dib. The two legs of the U-shaped ramp rin parallel
and adjacent to the Autostrade. and are 72 m long in 4-continuous spans. The overall width of
these legs is 6.30 m with a clear roadwav width of 5.50 m representing one traffic lane. The
superstrmcture is composed of a 0.80 mn deep trapezoidal voided concrete slab. The main
section of the U-shaped ramp over the Autostrade is 36.50 m long in two spans. The overall
width of this main section is 10.50 m. with a clear roadway width of 7.50 In representing
2-traffic lanes. The superstructure of this section consists of 0.90 m deep pre-cast post-
tensioned AASHTO tvpe girders spaced at 1.50 m on centers with a 0.20 m cast-in-place
concrete deck. The use of the pre-cast girders was for both; ease of construction technique and
to minimize disturbance to traffic during construction. The ramp bridge originating from Jal
El-Dib and connectimn to the main section over the Autostrade is similar to the two legs of the
U-shaped ramp. The substructure units are all cast-in-place concrete and are supported on
shallow foulidations. The pier units for the one-lane ramps are hammerhead type piers with
1.00 m diameter round columins and a trapezoidal shape pier cap. The piers for the main
brid.e section over the Autostrade are rigid frame type piers witil three 1.00 m diameter
columInIIs spiee-d at 3.50 min on center and are connected with a 1.20 m deep pier cap. The
abutments are cantilever-tvpe with approximately 2.0 m exposed face under the bridge deck.
Retaiiiiii walls extending approximatel\ 60 m from each side of the abutments to forn the
embankmenits of the ramps. Vertical striations tvpe finish is formed on the exposed faces of
retaininl. walls and abutments.

2.4.5.3 Dora Bridge

Existiiw Operating Conditions
The LOS tor the throug2h traffic over the existing two-lane bridge is currently F. It is caLIsing a
hottle-neck throughout most of the hours of the day.

FutLre Conditions and Proposed Improvements

AAnalvsis shows that the at-grade intersection would be operating at very low LOS. and the
existing two-lane steel bridge (Eastbound) is expected to operate at LOS F. The proposed
solution calls for removing the one-way two-lane steel bridge and replacing it with a 2x3.
permanent overpass. and have the at-grade movements operate as a roundabout. With this
solution. the level-of-service of the 2x3 overpass is expected to be E or better. by the year
2010. whiile the at-gyrade intersectioni would be operating satisfactorily as a roLindabout. Plans
and profiles of the proposed bridge are included in Fi-ure 2-27.

Description of Proposed Grade Separation Structure
The proposed Dora overpass consists of dual bridges separated b\, I Ocm gap. The bridges will
carry eastbound and westbound traffic over a new Dora roundabout. The bridges have 23 1 m.
7-span contIlIous superstructure with 5-35 m middle spans and 2 -28 m end spans. The
o% erall deck width of each bridge is 11.70 m. with a clear roadway widti of 10.90 m. The
superstlLucture is composed of a 1.60 Itn deep 2-cell pre-stressed concrete box Lirder with 2.Om
cantilevering arms on each side of the box. The two exterior webs of the boxgirder are
inclined. The substructure units are cast-in-place concrete and are supported on drilled
concrete piles. The piers are formed from square columns that widen into a rectangular shaped
hearing block. The abutments are cantilever-type with 2.50 m exposed face under the brid-e
deck. Retaining walls extending approximatelv 95 m from each side of the abutments along
the marginal roads adjacent to the bridge embankment.
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IREIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT -PREPARATORY SUDY ECONOMIC XNALYSIS FINAL

2.4.6 Corridor No. 1: Corniche el-Mazraa

Thiis is an important boulevard that circles most of Beirit CitV. It is a 2x3 facility at most of

its aliunment. Manv of its intersections with radial routes are conttested. but are not included

In the scope of work. The two junctions under consideration are its intersection ssith the

Damascus Road near the rvluseum. and the Adlieh junction.

The latter is a junction of Abdallah el-Yafi. Pierre Gemavel with Tahwita Road (New

Damascus Road). The North-South traffic from Tahwita goes on President Elias el-Hrawi

Brid_e. The intersection at-(erade is not currentlv operating at a good level-of-service.

2.4.6.1 Adlieh Junction

Description

Currenltly an overpass carries the traffic from Alfred Naccache to Tahwita. and vice versa.

while other movements are served at-grade. not all movements are provided.

Existinig Operatinu Conditions

The peakl hour average vehicle delav of 1998 traffic at the Adlieh junction is 385 seconds.

Even with a 2x2 underpass carrying the traffic of Corniche el-Nahr. this iitersection would

still operate at a level-of-service E (50 sec. average delav). There is a heav\ mor ement

between Sami el-Solh and Corniche el-Nahr.

FutLire COnditions and Proposed Improvements

Analysis shows verv high delavs per vehicle are expected by 2010. The proposed solu1tion

w,Vould he to construct a 2x2 uliderpass alona Comiche el-!\Mlazraa and a one-x\an single lane

Linderpass from Sami Solh Avenue to Corniche el-Mazraa going Eastbound and meetinu, with

the two-lane underpass coming trom Museum into a 3-lane roadway due East. This proposed

solutioll is feasible and does not interfere with the foundations of the existine President Elias

el-Hrawi Bridge. At the same time. all movements at-grade would be permitted and the

Ju.nction would operate satisfactorilv as a roundabout. This solution would bring peak hour

average delav per vehicle down to 71 sec in vear 2010. Plans and profiles of proposed

Lunderpasses are shown in FiLZures 2-2'8 and 2-29.

Description of Proposed Grade Separation Structure

A main two-cell cut and cover tunnel carrvingJ eastbound and westbound traffic on Corniche

Pierre Gemavel and joining, at its eastern end. with a directional one-way. one-cell cut aid

cover tilnilel carrving Sami El-Solh northbound traffic under the Adlieih Roundabout. The

lellndits of the covered sections are 178 m and 161 m for the two-cell and one-cell tunnels

respectivelk. The covered section of the main tinnel on Corniche Pierre Gemavel consists of

two cells. one for each direction. separated by a 0.50 m concrete wall. The clear width of each

cell is 8.35 I with a roadwav width of 7.50 m measured from face-to-face of curb. The clear

roadway w% idth of the one-cell directional ramp tunnel is 5.50 im measured face-to-face of curb

aLid representinc- one traffic lane. The southern cell of the main tunnel carrying eastbound

traffic will be widened at the junctioni of the two tunnels to accommodate the 3 traffic lanes.

From the tLnnels portals. open roadwav sections constitutingz the tunnels approach ramps and

sUpporting the marainal roads extend 225 m from west portal. I I0 m from east portal and

I )mn tfor soutil portal. The width of the open sections will match that of the closed section.

.40 Di L,ERAi.E % 2-63
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2.4.6.2 Museum Junction

Description

The intersection of Corniche el-l\azraa with Damascus Road is not a very congested
intersection currently. The proximitv to the Museum is an important constraint. An overpass
is excluded due to its visual intrusion.

Existingz Operatine Conditions

Analyzing the traffic counted in 1998. and with an optimization of signal phasing'. as proposed
bv tihe IAP. the average delav is 47 sec. provides an acceptable LOS and no grade separation
is warranted at present.

Future Conditions and Proposed Improvements

Anaivsis shows extremely high delavs at this intersection bv the vear 201 0 and even bv 2005
(2340 and 2150 sec respectivelv). with the EW/WE traffic volumes are bein- the heaviest. a
2x2 underpass is proposed in the E-W direction and prohibiting Eastbound left turns in order
to have a double right to get to Damascus Road Northbound. It should be noted that the
available right-of-wav on Abdallah el-Yafi is less than sufficient for a 2x2 underpass of 3.5 m
lanes plus- one ramp on each side. 5.5 m each. plus adequate sidewalks. The existing
monument for the Unknown Soldier will not be touched. but the garden in which it is placed
*ill be. It is proposed during final design to consider reducing slightly the main-line and ramp
*widths (i.e. 3.2 m lanes on main-line and 5.2 m ramps). With this proposed solution. the
average delay per vehicle is expected to be 27 sec by the year 2010. It should be mentioned
that traffic direction on Hotel Dieu Street has to be changed from one-wav inbound to one-
wvay outbound of the intersection. This complies with proposals made in the Immediate Action
Plan. Plans and profiles of the proposed underpass are shown in Figure 2-30.

Description of Proposed Grade Separation Structure

The proposed underpass is a 2-cell cut and cover tunnel carrying Abdallah Yafi Avenue traffic
Lulder Damascus Road. The overall length of the underpass is 332 m of which 82 m
constitutes the covered section under the intersection. The covered section consists of two
cells. one in each direction. separated by a 0.50 m concrete wall. The clear width of each celi
is 8.35 m witi a roadwav width of 7.50 m measured from face-to-face of curb. The minimum
clear height of the cell is 5.0 m. From each side of the tunnel portals. open sections extend
approximatelv 115 m long forming the ramps of the tunnel. The clear width of the open
sections is 17.20 m measured face-to-face of retaining walls representing 2-7.50 m roadway
widths in each direction separated bv a 1.0 m median barrier and a 0.60 m curb on the right
side of the roadway. The retaining walls of the open sections support the marginal roads
adjacent to the tunnel ramps. Exposed faces of the retaining walls are formed with vertical
striations tvpe finish.

2.4.7 Corridor No. 18: Old Saida Road

Old Saida Road is a long corridor starting from Khaldeh in the South and due North into the
City of Beirut. It intersects with Chivah Blvd. at Mar Mekhael. Near Khaldeh two close roads
T-intersect with it: the Bchamoun and the Aramoun Roads. Traffic at those intersections
experience a lot of delay. Many schools and an industrial zone are located in the hills of
Bchamoun and residential areas are mushrooming on the hills. The proposed Peripherique
alignment run-s to the East of this corridor and close to this junction.

OJ),DELIVERABLE \%,24 2-66
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2.4.7.1 Bchamoun - Aramoun Intersection

Description

The two T-intersections of Bchamoun and Aramoun Roads with Old Saida Road are verv
comnested. No phvsical constraints exist except the presence of a natural water course. which
precludes an underpass at this location. The proposed Peripherique alignment provides a
coniection with Bchamoun Road. The construction of the Peripherique will not significantiv
reduce the problem at that location. because most of the traffic from and to Bchamoun and
Aramoun' is oris-ined and destined in Western Beirut and the Peripherique has no value in
serving it.

Existine Operating Conditions

Based on 1998 traffic counts. an analvsis of Bchamoun and AranouLn intersection with old
Saida Road shows that the average delav at both Aramoun and Bchamoun intersections is 1 82
sec. This is a very low level-of-service. If additional rieht-of-way is expropriated to provide
the required number of lanes at the approaches and the required queue storage. the
intersection can operate at an acceptable LOS under coordinated signal control.

Future Conditions and Proposed Improvements

Analvsis shows an expected average delav per vehicle of over 900 sec by the vear 2010. A
proposed solution of a 2-lane one-way overpass going Northbound on1 Old Saida Road Would

have the at-crade sihnalized intersection operating at an acceptabie LOS withi an expected
dela\ ot 27 sec bv 2010. Plans and profiles of the proposed overpass are shoxviw in Fikzure
2-S.

Description of Proposed Grade Separation Structure

BcharnouLn-Ararnoun bridge is a sinale direction bridge carrving northbound traffic over
Bchamoun and Aramoun entrances. while southbound traffic will remain at Lrade. The bridcle
has 2 19 m. I I -span continuous superstructure with spans lengths varying from I 16 m to 24 m.
The overall deck width is 8.30 m. with a clear roadway width of 7.50 m representin- two
traffic lanes. The bridge superstructure is composed of a 1.0 m deep solid slab with 1.O0m
long cantilevering arm with thickness tapering down to 0.25 m. on each side. The bridge
substructLire units are cast-in-place concrete and are supported on shallow foundations. The
piers are formed from a rectangular singie column that flares into a rectangular shaped
bearin v block. The abutments are cantilever-tvpe with 2.50 m exposed face under the brid(e
deck. Retaining walls extending approximately 110 m from each side of the abutments along
the marginal roads adjacent to the bridge embankment.
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3. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction
Cost-effectiveness evaluation of transportation alternatives requires an estimation.
understanding. and comparison of the wide range of impacts these alternatives tvpicallv
generate. Tlle economic. financial. social. and environmental impacts are traditionally
assessed through appropriate evaiuation methodologies: and trade off analyses are made in
order to provide the decision makers with good information.

The evaluation of transportation investments has traditionally been conducted usingz link level
vehicular demand and performance estimates. This approach accounts for user benefits only
on the improved highway segments. suggesting that benefits or disbenefits to "irndiverted
trips". i.e. trips that do not shift from other facilities to the improved facilitv. can be ignored.
On the other hand. an alternative approach using network-wide demand and performance
estimates sugtgests that benefits accruingy to users of unimproved facilities also would be
accounted for in computing total user benefits. This approach accounts for benefits to these
.non-user"' area-wide. rather than restricting benefits analvsis to those benefits-that accrue
only within the corridor of interest.

Since. most of the impacts of the proposed transportation improvements for the Beirut Urban
Transport Project in terms of the Traffic Management Improvement Program. the Parking
Improvement Program and the Grade Separation Improvement Pro-ram are realized at the
highwav network level. the Consultant used an analvtical tool that estimates impacts of
transportation alternatives in a svstem-wide context. The used tool is the Surface
Transportation Efficiency Analvsis Mlodel (STEAM). recentlv developed bv Federal Highwav
Administration to assist planners and engineers in developing economic efficiencv and other
evaluative information needed for comparing alternative transportation strategies in an urban
area on a svstem-wide basis.

3.2 Overview of Steam

STEAM/l hias been developed in 1998 by Cambridge Svstematics Inc. for Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) to produce estimates of system-wide impact. i.e. impact estimation is
not limited to the improvement corridor. Althougzh. the STEAvl software package is currently
in its build 2.0 version. its users are increasing at a rate of ' new customers per dav.

STEAMI accepts input directly from the four-step travel demand modeling software such as
M/IINUTP. TRANPLAN. or EMME/2'. It post-processes traffic assignment outputs from
coniventional four-step travel demand models in order to more accuratelv estimate hihhway
travel speeds under congested conditions2. STEAMvl is hizhlv flexible in terms of the
transportation modes, trip purposes. and time periods analvzed. It provides default analysis
parameters for seven modes (auto. truck. carpool. local bus. express bus. light rail. and heavv
rail) and allows the user to accommodate special circumstances or new modes by modifvinT
these parameters.

STEAM User Manual. FHWA. Mav 1998.

- Kideard Margiotta (SAIC). & Harrv Cohen (Cambridge Svstematics). "Improved Speed Estimation
Procedures for Estimating Travel Time and Air Quality Benefits" prepared for Metropolitan Planning
Division, Federal Highway Administration, 1998.
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The software develops impact estimates for a wide range of transportation investments and
policies. including major capital projects. pricing. and travel demand management (TDM).
Impact measures are monetized to the extent feasible. and quantitative estimates of natural
resource usage (e.-.. energy consumption) and environmental impacts (e.g.. pollutant
emissions) are also provided. Decision makers can then use net monetarv benefits (or costs) of
alternatives as computed by STEAMII to evaluate trade-offs azainst non-mnonietizable impacts.

As sihownI in Figure 3-1. STEAIM consists of four modules:

A User Interface Module. which includes on-line help files.

A network Analvsis Module. which reads a file containing highwav link data and
produces zone-to-zone travel times and distances based on minimum time paths.

3a A Trip Table Analysis Module, which produces estimates of user benefits based on
a comparison of Base Case and Improvement Case travel times and out-ot:pocket
costs for each zone-to-zone trip interchange for a given forecast vear. It also
produces estimates of pollutant emissions. noise costs. accident costs. energy
conssumption. and other external costs associated with highway use.

4. An Evaluation Summarv Module. which calculates net present worth and a benefit-
cost ratio for the improvement under consideration. It also provides summary
intformation on individual benefit and cost items. and probabilitv distributions of
several performance measures based on a risk analvsis.

.4.1 DELI\ ER AMLE -C4 3-
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Figure 3-1: Overview of STEAM Analysis Procedures
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3.3 BUTP Economic Evaluation Methodology

3.3.1 Methodology

The methodology. for conducting the BUTP economic analvsis task. consists of 4 steps:
- The input parameters module
- The network analvsis module and the economic analysis module
- The evaluation summary module: and
- The risk analvsis module.

The input Parameters Module determines the vehicle operation costs (VOC) bv vehicle class.
speed range and cost items and the value of time for vehicle drivers bv vehicle class. This
module utilizes input data mainly obtained from secondarv sources. This step is conducted
outside STEAM and utilizes the HDM-VOC program (Version 4.0. 1994) to estimate VOC.
The values of time are determined from the home interview survev conducted bv the
Consultant for Greater Beirut Area residents in 1994. A statistical package (SPSS) is used to
calculate the income of tripmakers bv tvpe of profession and then classifv their tripmakino
into productive and non-productive trips. The hourlv value of time is then escalated to the
vear 1998 based on GDP annual growth.

The other-three steps are conducted using STEAiMl software. The Highwax Network Analysis
Mlodule receives an input file from the travel forecastingr model f EMM1v9E,'2) corntainin- link
data stich as length. free flow speed. capacity. volume. and highwak type and computes zone
to zone travel speeds. travel times. and distances based on minimum tine paths througTh the
network Using the speed-volume relationships developed bv STEAMSv for urban congestion
condition The Economic Analysis Module produces estimates of user benefits. based on a
comparison of Base Case and Improvement Case conditions. It also produces estimates of
energy consumption and emissions. A flowchart describinm the interrelationship amongz
STEAiM. EMIME/2. and HOM-VOC is shown in Figzure 3-2.

3.3.2 Market Sectors

The proposed improvements in Beirut Urban Transport Project affect travel conditions for a
set of "market sectors". namely auto. transit. and freiht. The auto-market includes all
travelers by passenger cars whether small. medium. or large and by taxis. The transit sector
includes travelers using public transport minivans and large buses. The truckl market includes
freight movements bv medium and heavv trucks. In fact. the classification of vehicles adopted
bv the Consultant for estimating vehicle operating costs using, HDMI-VOC and values of travel
time. were easilv translated into the aforementioned three market sectors. The tollowin-
grouping of vehicle classes into market sectors is shown below:

Mlarket Sector Vehicle Class

Auto - Passen2er car
* small
* medium
* large

- Taxi
2. Transit - Minibus

- Large bus

.4' DELIV ERABLE \,-4 34
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3. Freiaht - Medium truck
- Heavv truck

The average vehicle operating costs and values of time weighted bv percent of vehicle
population in each vehicle class is used in determining the corresponding unit travel cost for
each market sector.

3.3.3 Estimation of Benefits and Costs

For each market sector to be analyzed. STEAMv software accepts the Base Case and the
Improvement Case trip tables for a particular vear. specifying the number of trips from each
analysis zone to other zones. STEAM uses this information to calculate the user benefits for
each zone pair. and then sums them over all zone pairs. Zone-to-zone travel times. and
distances for the Base Case and the Improvement Case are estimated as stated earlier. using
the Network Analvsis Module which uses network input file from EMVIME/2 and the speed-
volume relationships developed bv STEAM for urban congestion conditions. Figure 3-3
presents the files associated with a market sector for a-particular analvsis year.

Motor vehicle operating costs for each mark-et sector are calculated as the sum ot fuel and
non-fuel costs by applving unit (per vehicle unit) fuel consumption rates (as a function of
speed) and -costs from zone-to-zone distances. The model also computes the dollar value of
travel time for each zone pair bv applying the corresponding unit travel time values for
passengers and drivers in a market sector to zonal travel times determined by the Network
.AnalNsis Module.

FIGURE 3-3: STEAM Base and Improvement Case Files

Base Case Improvement Case

Network Input File Network Input File

Centroid File

i Intermediarv Intermediarx' Network
Network Output File Output File i

Trip Table File Trip Table File

Mvlarket Sector Output File
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The difference in the total cost of travel for each zone pair between Base Case and
Improvement Case is calculated as the sum of changes in vehicle operating costs and the
dollar value of changes in travel time. Then these values are summed over all zone pairs.

STEAM analyses are repeated for several critical vears that represent significantly different
travel conditions. Based on the various analysis vear results. a stream of annual benefits are
estimated. and these benefits are converted (exogeneously to STEAM) to a present value and
compared to the present value of the cost stream to determine the Net Present Value (NPV).
and other economic indicators such Internal Rate of Return (IRR) and First Year Rate of
Return (FYRR).

Operation and Maintenance costs are annualized for the total life of the project. so that they
can be related to the annual benefits. Total Capital Costs are converted into a stream of annual
costs starting in the first year of construction and extending to the year of opening of the
project.

3.4 Steam Risk Analysis Module

Uncertaintv is a key attribute of both the phvsical and economic components of transportation
user costs. Risk analysis is useful to reflect both what is known and what is uncertain in the
effect of transportation conditions and performance on user costs.

Risk analysis module in STEAM allows the Consultant to evaluate the different transportation
improvements programs under a variety of uncertain conditions or scenarios. The result of the
risk analvsis for a particular scenario is a forecast of future outcomes and the probabilitv or
odds of their occurrence.

Probabilitv densitv functions for kev input variables. such as vehicle operating costs and value
of time per vehicle class. and capital and operating costs. are established bv the user. Thev are
accomplished by attaching probabilitv distributions to the forecasts of each kev input variable.
The probabilitv distribution for the kev variable in-question is established on the basis of both
statistical analysis and subjective probability. The methodology uses a Monte Carlo
simulation process to generate the probability distribution of each result or output variable
from repeated samplings of the 'probabilitv density functions" of key input variables. For
each result. there is both a forecast and a quantification of the probabilitv that the forecast will
be achieved.

3.5 Steam Input Parameters

A list of the input model parameters for STEAM. of relevance to this project. is provided
beloxv:

* Value of time (auto, truck, local bus)
* Discount rate
* Cost per gallon of fuel (auto, truck)
* Fuel consumption rates
* Auto and truck fuel consumption rates (5 MPH categories)
* Transit fiuel consumption rates (local bus)
* Non-fuel highway user costs per vehicle mile (auto. truck)
* HC emission rates per vehicle mile
* Auto and truck HC emission rates (5 MPH categories)
* CO emnission rates per vehicle mile
* Auto and truck CO emission rates (5 MPH categories)
* NOx emission rates per vehicle mile

A40/DELIVERABLE No24 ,-7
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* Auto and truck NOx emission rates (5 MPH categories)
* PM 10 emission rates per vehicle mile
* Auto and truck PM 10 rates (5 MPH categories)
* Emissions per cold start (auto and truck HC. CO, NOx. PM 10)
* Cold start per vehicle trip (auto. truck).

The input data for STEAM for various analvsis vears for Traffic Management improvement
program (Case I) is shown in the Annex.

3.6 Steam Sample Output

A samiple output of STEAvI is shown in the Annex. which presents the output parameters of
the model. This sample model run is conducted with Risk Analvsis.
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4. MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS AND PROJECT
BENEFITS

4.1 Introduction

The primary benefits used in evaluating each proposed improvement in Greater Beirut Area
are the quantifiable and monetizable benefits that accrue to road users in form of reduced
travel time and reduced vehicle operating costs. There are several other important but non-
moneterized benefits such as those derived from reduced pollution. reduced noise and reduced
accidents. In addition. there are important non-monetizable institutional benefits derived from
the institution building component of this project, which are discussed in other deliverables.

The non-monetizable benefits derived from reduced pollution. reduced accidents and
increased trade are discussed first, followed by the methods and the results for estimating the
value of time and the vehicle operating costs.

4.2 Measures of Effectiveness

The three physical improvement components of the BUTP have measurable criteria of
effectiveness. This section highlights them.

4.2.1 Traffic Management Component

The Traffic Mlanagement Component's effectiveness can be measured in two ways. The first
is the intersection's level-of-service (LOS). which is the average stopped delav per vehicle.
The second is the average travel time and speed along major corridors.

Table 4-I summarizes the LOS at the intersections to be signalized. showing the cuLrrent and
the expected LOS as a consequence of implementing the proposed circulation plans and the
installation of the traffic signals.

Similarlv Table 4-2 documents the average travel time and speed along major corridors. prior
to the implementation of the proposed traffic management measures. These figures constitute
a benchmark against which to measure the effectiveness of the implemented measures.

Setting up of the Traffic Management Organization (TMO) will also have important impacts
which include: a reduction in the average time between failure of a signal and its repair.
During the last two years. several intersections in the Study Area were equipped with traffic
signals. as part of road improvement projects. Most of them are not operational now. due to
the absence of the TMO that takes care of their maintenance. Another measure of
effectiveness of the TMO is the increased responsiveness to the changes in traffic patterns
whicih are entirelv absent todav.

It is recommended that a full "Before and After Study" be conducted as part of the BUTP.
The "Before Study" should be conducted immediately prior to putting the traffic signals and
TCC in operation. Such a study should measure intersection delays and speed along various
corridors. An "After Study" should be conducted once conditions stabilize following the
implementation of the traffic management component.

4.2.2 Parking Improvement Component

The orizanization of on-street parking will have significant impacts on the fluidity of traffic
and the capacity of the streets and intersections. It would be difficult to measure these benefits
in isolation from those attributable to the traffic management component.

"4IWO;ELIVERABLE \o24 4-1
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TABLE 4-1: GREATER BEIRUT AREA INTERSECTIONS' LEVEL-OF-SERVICE SUiMMARY

1994 lAP 1_ 1e94 IAP
Ni, Locaricti Description Existing Intersection No.No ______________________________ LOS LOS No LOS LOS

Faklireddine St at Ahlmad Shawki St C 61 Chatila at Klialed Slieliab E C
. Fakhreddine St at Ornmar El Daouk St F B 62 Madame Cune at Abdel Mettiet Riad B C
3 Faklireddinie St at Climenccau St C B 63 Madame Cune St at Sautdi Arabia Emnbasss C C
4 Fablireddinie St at Micliel Clilia St E B 64 Alt El Mraisseh St at Graliain St B B

Fakltreddine St at Spears E B 65 Hashem Khalil St at Bachir Kassar St B B
Climenceats St at Mav Zivadeh St B B 66 Badr Dimachkiveh at BUC B B

-ClimCnCeCal St at Jestiniaii St A A 67 Raouche at Salah Eddiiie St C E
Y Micbel Cltilia St at Mav Zivadeh St F C 68 Hamra St at Cairo St A A
_ Micliel Citiha St at Jlesittian St B C 70 Climenceal St at Street No j0 A A
_0 Climenecaki St at Rbeiz A A 'I Sadat St at Hamra St B A
I Spears St at Halwvati B C 73 Abdel Aztz St at Emilie Edde St B C
I2 Bliss St at Abdel Aziz St B D 7? Abdel Aziz St at Baalbeck St B B
1- Abdel Aziz St at Makhotil St D D 78 Emille Edde St at Cairo St B B
14 Abdel Aziz at Sidani St B B 79 Emilie Edde St at Atniii Miatmneli St B C
I Sorat, St at Cairo Si B B 102 Al Batrakich at Boutros Boitstatii St F B
16 Makdisi St at Cairo St B B 103 Aliena-Independence-Mots5attbellt-Hamm C C

Abdel Azlz St at Makdist St B B 104 Moussaitbe St at Wasset Baroud St B
Hainra St at Amini Mnaittneh St C A 107 Ahmad Bevhum St at Abi Bakr Es SiddiL C

I 9Abdel Az.z at Hainra St B C 108 Independenee Ave at Tabbara B D
20 Hainra Si at Ibrabitn Abdcl AltI St A A 109 Borj Abi Haidar St at El MaamnoslI - D A

21 Hamra St at Jean DBare - B B 110 Borl Abi Haidar St at Sbai Sr B A

22 Ktlwalt St at,Tannoikliin D A Ill Borj Abi Haidar St at Abdel Glilai AravssI B B
2; Bhss St at Naiib Ardati St B B 112 Bort Abi Haidar St at Mazraa St B B
24 Sadat St at Mansoiir Jirdak B B 113 Bort Abi Haidar St al Zreik B B
2; Sidanl St at Galiaidi St r B 114 Bachir Jotinblat St at Salihn Salatit BlBd B C
26 Chmenceau St at RoTa St B 116 Independence A,e at Becliara Khourv St F B

Sorati St at Roina St B 117 Indepeuidence Ave at Bistia St B
S Hamira St at Roma St B A IIS Independence Ave at Alimad Tabbara D C

29 Einill. Edde Si iit Rotma St B C 119 Basra Sr at Maamouiit C C
Ronia St at DOinatit St F A 120 Abdel Fattah Hamad St at BoLitros Bi,tistani B
A,,,i El Mranssch at Abdel Nasser _ B 121 Omar Ben El Khtanab Si at Salcll Beli Yabsa B B
Eiilratice Amil El Mratsseli Strect B 122 Omar Ben El Khattab St at Ras El Nabaa B
Baii Militaire C 123 Bechara Kitoir St at NoLsein B C
. ao(liie at Dbatbo. B 124 Nioiammad El Holit St A B
Mar Elias St at Aleena St I C 125 Basta St at Mazraa Si A B

| A Alteria St at Batriarcat Si NC C 126 Basta St at Nottein C B
i5B Algeria St at Clionf St| NC B 128 isr Fouad Chebab at Church El Inpilia _ C
36 Mar Elias Stat Iiidependence Ave F C 131 Salim Salamn Ave at Fotiad Cliehab Ave A A

36A liidepeitdeirce Ave at Chcinf St NC B I1'2 Fotiad Cltehab Ase at Bechara Kliosrm St F D
37 liidependenlce Ave at Midliat Bacha St C B 201 Adib Ishac St at Habib Baclia F C
3N AlILeria St at Midhar Bachia St B C 202 Alfred Naccache Stat Gatemala Si E C

Verdiil St at Bacliir Kassar St C 202A Alfred Naccache St at Sassine St NC C
,')A Verduli Stat Tamer Mailat Si NC B 203 Alfred Naccache St at Voice of Lebanon C A
4(1 litaiilSt it Aballah ElMachlIOik | D j C 204 Independelice Ave at Adib Isliac St C B

4i1A Ilaii St at Badr Dimachkiveh St C 205 Independence Ave at Rizk Hospital D B
4 J ltaii St at MadaiTe CLiric C C 206 Independence Ave at Bawdouiii Mosqtic D B

|2 Madame Ctric al Alfred Nobel F B 20S Independetice Ave ai Damasctis Rd F D
4J ar Elias St at Racltid NAkhle Si F C 209 Independence Ave al lskaiidar St D B
44 plar_ Elas St at Bachir Jtinblat B C 210 Independence-El Saideli- El Masatra C B
4 i Mar Elias Stat Mazraa St C B 211 Independelice Ave at Cheildi El Gliabi B B
4(, liasitein Kliaiil StI at bi Rocitoud B B | 212 Amin Gemavel Stat Cltekil El Gliabi A B
4 Haslicin Klialil St at Daibis El Mlrr B B 213 Amin Gemavel St at Jalakh St B C
4S Mar Elias St at Imam Abi Hanuifa B B 214 Fum El Havek St at Adib Isliac St C B
49 i .|idliat Baclia St at Rachtid Nakhle St B C 21| Ftimn El Havek St at Aclirafieli St B C
|i| Berlin St at Atistralia St B A 216 lAlfred Naccache St at Mar Miltr Ceinetetn A B

IVerduiji St at Al Wilida Al Wataniva F A 217 Alfred Naccache St at Mar Mitr St B
VerdIll Si at Uiiesco D B 218 Fouad Clichab Ave at Hikineli F B
Racilidine St at Basliir Kassar St F B 219 Mar Mir St at Nassif El Ravess B B

*A R icliidinie Si at Taitmer Mallat St NC B 220 Foniad Cheliab Ave at Yotisset Stirsock St D B
|4 H.0i-in Khaisl Stat Ab, Hanifa B B 221 Fotiad Chchab Ave at NassifEl Ravess B C

Rachidine St at AlLena St F C 222 Fotiad ClichabAve at Kindoti Street No 66 B B
Rachidine Stat lidependence Ave E C 223 Mar Mnir St at Zaltret El Ihsati B C
Tallet El DroLIze - Verdtin F | D 224 Fouad Chehab Avc at Talaat El Ikkaws F C

|-uDiant-Verduin-Descent Es Safir D A 225 Fouad Cheheb Ave at Mar Nicola B B
|59 Einlle Edde St at Sadat St C C 226 Foutad Chehab Ave at Tabans F D
6 0i Bad, Dinacirkiveh at Madame Cune B B 227 Talaat El Ikkawi at Batrak El Oriliodo. B A

lii 10 Mlii I N.i4 4-2
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TABLE 4-1 (Contd): GREATER BEIRUT AREA INTERSECTIONS LEVEL-OF-SERV ICE SUiIMIAR)

_1994 IAP nt'1994 iAP
Ill tLocatioi Descnptioii Extint IiltersectAon Nt Locatioii Descnptloln Esi-gItle Intersection

LOS LOS LOS LOS
S Talaat El lbka%vi at Gorealid St C D 432 Mar Takla Sqtiare-Baouclieni E D

Saiit Lo is St al Lebanese Hospital St B B 433 Damascus Rd at TV Statio0 EIltrarico \ C
-1 Nahr SI at Kilodol St A C 434 Damascus Rd at Said FraslIa St A C

I Kibatu,vat St ait Kataeb Statue B B 435 Mkailles Roundabouit D 13
.Charles Heloti Ave at Brazil St A A 001 Charles De Gaule A e at Berlttt St ! 0 C
Nahr St at Skoda Cats B B 502 Cliarles De Gaile Ave at Harn A e D D

4 Nalir St ;it Tratispon Utilities B B 503 Sacb salam Blvd at Verduei B B
Adib Ishac St at Habib Bacita A A S04 Sacb Salam Blvd at Unesco C

I- Habib Batia St at Hotel Dieti St A B 50- Sacb Salatn Bl%d at Racltiditte St j B
_ Mar Mnr St it Ortltodox Hospital St B B 506 Saeb Salam Blvd at Mar Eltas SI | D D

41I itdepetmdetice-Ei Satidelt exteltsiott- El Masanra B B 50- Saeb Salam Blvd at Bort Abt Haidar F 3
I)l Sptlitevs- Coia-Ijliesco F B 5O7A Saeb Salam Blvd at AfifTibt St NC B
o12 Habib Abt ChIalila St at Mottaottiva E D 508 Saeb Salam Blvd at Abott Cliaker St | B B

*04 Habib AbI Chalila St at Social Sectiritv C B 509 Saeb Salam Blvd at Otizaii St B C
'10 Afit Ttbit Sim Arab UlJitersit St D 510 Damascus Rd at Abdallah Yal'i Ave i 

*0) Mnllitcipal Staditum Sqttare D 511 Comiclie Pierre Geitavel at Badaro St D
,I( Soxletmalt Botistalit St it Tank El Jadidat C C 1i * Comictie Pierre Gemavei at Sata Bros St B B
t 1 S.tbra St t Dana C D 514 Conictle pierre Getnavel at Abd Squiare B A
7 2 El Sahli Square c C*5 Comichie Pierre Gernavel at Jlsr Ei Ftat B

*t- Astad El Asaad Stat Miueltatraficl Cltivall D D It, Comiche Pterre Gekmavel at ialtr St F
* (i Martooit Nltsk St a; Hassan Katil St C D 51' Jtsr El Watt C C

I ()Id Saida Rd at Marotixim Maaroti St F C I5S Cloltalt Blvd at Otizaim Coastai Htthlsav D
' Sattltltte Street - B D 19 Chli ah Blvd at Gtobeinr| D

(1)Id Satida Rd at Rtcade l;rbatt Nortlt C C *20 Chivall Blvd at MUlcharratielh i C
I* ChItbidaim St at N-atinati St B B *-I Chtvalt Blvd at Old Saida Rd-Mar Mekliael S 1 D

2 tCalttdatit St A C i22 Clstvalt Blvd at Camille CliallioLti Blvd-Galerie sentaal C

I -lidit ts Sat NMaroit %*isk St F " i2S Stn El Fil Blvd at Malaab El Baladl A

[ 4 tnaSCLIS Rd at B_aoo St D B f29 Qalaa Rotitidabotit F

Dimaisetis Rd at Satint Solit \N e D 531 LSiti_El Eil Blvd at (,aierie El lItiliad i C
9 DtxittascIs Rd at Ftitli El Cliebbak Talmita F D1 532 Stit El Ftd Blvd at Alinaza Factor% E C

i Catttlle Clammtt Bi at Kataeb Statie D . Nahr El Mott Jltnctioti E D

-Miroitti MartLm St at lt etre Gemavel St F D .4 Taltwita Rd at Sto El Fti Blsd-Ftlfiuroscope Rd B D

2Mat itti Martoimi SI at C;lmisidamii St F 5 ? Havek Roundabotit C

-'6 El NatImr - Bosrt llaininoitd St at Armitiia St B c 536 SaloLime Rotitidabottt * C

%i u lixmitpalmt Square - Bolt Haitmnotid E B f5() Chliah Blvd at Airport Rd NC C

L 40 Attatoitis StlLiare C C 603 Airport Rd at Shiite Councti | A A

4d1 Btn Hatotid C C 605 Airport Rd at El Rimal Siatiot I 1 D
1,42 MNalaab El Btladt it Kxlmkia St E C 606 Alrpor Rd at El Avtarn Siationt F c

i Nilir Rd it Rtoaste . El Ralitb E D 609 Airporl Statioii-to Atii El Dtlbelt j A

27 Ghal Rd ,tr Stiacc (italcb E 91 oiL C cod I B B
! 52 k o;la Rotindalb it . ; 6(113 Asitbal El Saliel School i3 B

' 4 [Farid Trald Si-Haritt Axe-Al- Aktial Assagir St C C 0 I) Abdel NOLeI Si ! r
'SAl Akhial \ssavir 't tin Adinat Hakim St r D I -Arport Rd at tile Canmp:

0(l (Otizaet Coistal Hl at Henn Clteltab Mihlarv Base C C 6IS Atiats St F

ii, NxIxsember A\e at J;illouml St A A C 61,1 Alit Es Sikkt Rd 1 13 A
Ad ASit ian Haiktm St at Sports Cit, Blsd . 21 Anii Es Stkkt-Mraitelt tiear Suipennarket Sata I l NC

RI,R 1 is littittiel R. l)lttta ttt11 | F C o2 |Bor; El BratiselI Rd F B
i0J4 Chttl I Rouiniidiouit F D (t I CocodN Rd at Talirta I B B

', rSpu rlt BlC x :u Ct lleyte 01 Sc,etice D 638 Abdel S4otur RoLiis St at Snitdv Bell Bakern F D

1(16 (O)Id Tripoli Rd at Deck El Mefidi E 6 )i3
t

El Kliatib Station Halbaotli Bros Factorv El Rotiiss E E

40S ()hl T lp il Rd at r El Naccaehe F C 645 Kataat Rd at Hashem Stattott C

401 Aitei t'his Stiti ue C >4x 6MraUijelt Slation at Mratlelt Bakenr C
4141 C xis lal Hidi,a al Aitrelhas | C 64t El JatiTmal Bank C

1 I 1. El DLIb Sqiarc * E 65t, Old Saida Rd at Camille Cliasnottit Blsd-St Tlerese I !
: A i stal H x at lax l Dii E D oSO El Otizait - El Boer B

1 ) lOld B,chnilch Rd a M ar TaLla 13 C 660) H.dath-Buabda Rd at Sitotibra i 1 B

421 idaxdelt Axe at Sabtivelt C C | i61 Hadai at Bassil Phamracv C

-125 Damiascius Rd at Jtsr El Bacha Rd F C 663 Old Saida Rd at Ricte-Wadi Cliahrotir E B

D2 a | aDsisaRsisRd at 1ir El Baclia Bvpass Rd B A i,64 Old Saida Rd at Cliotieilat-Haret El Utnara I F B

I2 Dii Assavad F 13D 65 Old Saida Rd at Tiro Rd-Ttnol F B

C2 i altl Bl d at Hadatlx Baabda Rd 3D | t66 Old Saida Rd at Deirkotibel E B

-J' DainascLus Rd at Militarn School U-Tunmi F C 667 Old Saida Rd at Bchamomiti j F B

4il IDekwvatlell Stliare E 668 Old saida Rd at Aramoun | F 

B ( D E £. F dm-, -,n--wx-. c at nisnsnnn

cvnote.iix.,i ideax ., it5 hive o.d ,e ct-~i-n ircer caln no, bn detersnitd

dw ., ,, l l~ 1 R 111-01 b1 d\.-

Vs . ,..... 4,"o(-th



BEIRET URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONONIIC ANALYSIS FINAL

TABLE 4-2
AVERAGE TRAVEL SPEEDS

ALONG CERTAIN CORRIDORS
IN GREATER BEIRUT AREA

Corridor Average
No. Corridor Speed

(KMPH)

5 Damascus Road between Chevrolet and Jamhour 19

5 Damascus Road between Jamhour and Chevrolet on

1 4 Ouzaii Coastal Highway between Khaldelh and Ramlet El Baida 1 8

1 4 Ouzaii Coastal Highwav between Ramlet El Baida and Khaldeh 23

1 8 Old Saida Road between Khaldeh and Galerie Semaan 723

18 Old Saida Road between Galerie Semaan and Khaldeh 24

19 Northem Coastal Highway between Nahr El M'1o0tt and Nahr El Kalb 31

19 Northem Coastal Highway between Nahr El Kaib and Nahr El %Mlott 23

2o0 Chivali Blvd. between Sultan Ibrahim and DarAssavad 11

20 Chivall Blvd. between Dar Assayad and Sultan Ibrahim 12

20 Camille Chamoun Blvd. / Sin El Fil Blvd. between Galerie Semaan and Niahr El ,Mlont 17

20 Camille Chamoun Blvd. / Sin El Fil Blvd. between Nahr El Mott and Galerie Semaan 19

,40 DELIVERABLE N.2 4
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BEIRUT IJRBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

The effectiveness of the proposed on-street parkino organization can be measured bv the
reduction in illegal parking and an increase in parking turnover (the number of vehicles that
occupy the same parking space).

The current levels of illegal parking are verv high. thev were reported earlier in this Report. In
the zones covered by the Parking Improvement Program. the percentage of vehicles parked on
the streets illegallv varv between 33% and 63% with an average of 49%.

The "Before and After Studv' recommended above should also include on-street parking
inventories and turnover studies. immediately prior and subsequent to the implementation of
the on-street parking measures.

The measure of effectiveness for the grade separation is the LOS of the intersection to be
grade separated. The LOS without the grade separation is a measure of the average stopped
delav of all vehicles passing through the intersection. While the LOS with the grade
separation in place is a measure of the average stopped delav of vehicles passing through the
at-grade intersection only. while vehicles using the overpass or underpass are not
_xperiencing anv stopped-delav. Thus. even a moderate decrease in average stopped delay per
vehlile reflects indeed a substantial decrease in total delav at grade-separated intersection.

Table 4-3 provides a summarv of simulated averaue delav at the junctionis candidate for
Zrade-separdting. with and without the prepared grade separation. both in 1998 and 201 0. The
Grade Separation Component is part of a Corridor Improvement Program. In addition to the
reduction of vehicle delavs at each intersection due to implementing a grade separation on it.
there will be an improvement in speed for vehicles traveling along the corridor to which the
gTrade separation belong.

The recommended " Before and After Studv'' should cover the corridors benefitinut from the
grade separation component.

4.3 Emissions Analysis

In STEAM. emissions for autos and trucks are calculated as the sum of: 1) mileage-based
emissions on the highway svstem calculated under the assumption that the vehicles are
alreadv warmed up: and 2) added emissions due to cold starts.

Mlilea-e-based emissions are calculated. using emission rates as a function of speed.
Specifically. emission rates for various speeds for Greater Beirut Area are estimated from
primTnarv and secondary sources. and are used as inputs into STEAMI. The average speeds are
trip-based and are determined in thte Network Analvsis M91odule. The added emissions due to
cold starts are calculated on a per-vehicle trip-basis and are added to the mileaue-based
emissions.

Transit emissions are calculated bv appiving emission rates to changes in transit vehicle
miles. Since the proposed improvements under the BUTP do not involve anv changes in
transit operations. the transit emissions are not addressed in this task.

4.4 Accidents Analvsis

STEAMI accepts per-vehicle mile rates and unit costs for fatal. injury. and propertv damage
only accidents. It includes default rates for limited access and non-limited access highwavs.
These default values are developed from United States accident databases and cannot be
justifiablV used for the highwav improvement programs proposed for Greater Beirut Area.

In the absence of accident data for Beirut. and the difficultv in obtaining unit costs for fatal.
injurv and property damage crashes in Lebanon. the changes in accident rates for the
.40 DELIP ER ABLE N4 4-5
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Table 4-3

Evaluation Summary

Junctions' Existing and Future Conditions

Peak Hour Average Delav Per Vehicle (Sec) Proposed Cycle

Location Year 1998 Year 2010 Lrngt (se)nFo
Existing Year 27010 with Grade Turning Movements

Base Case at GradeConditions Separation a

Galerie Semaan 1945 4528 130 180

Mar Mekhael 153 1181 27 90

Mucharrafieh 262 2233 67 140

Havek - Saioume 244 639 7 160

Mikaltes, 204 25 I 10 Roundabout

Tavounneh 164 330 56 Roundabout

Damascus Road ; Sami Soli Ave. 96 504 7 60

Airport Road' Chivah Blvd, NoConflict 1012 17 90

Bechara Khourv Omar Beyhum 444 2035 No Conflict NA

Beclhara Khourv ' Independence 797 463 23 70

Antelias 660 1428 No Conflict * NA

Jal el Dib 436 14618 No Conflict g NA

Dora NA NA NA NA

Adlieh 385 2720 71 Roundabout

,Mvluseum 47 2340 27 90

Bchamoun - Aramoun 182 529 27 100

' .- \nuicatus Nt Appihcable E-W overpasses and coastal highwa% at-grade

,4I'DELI'.ERABLE N.,:J 4-6
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improvement programs are not estimated in this evaluation task. However. it is important to
note that these programs. in terms of traffic signals. grade separation. and parking
management will definitely have positive impacts on traffic safety in Beirut based on
international publications. such as Manual on Traffic Control Services. Highway Capacitv
Manual. Geometric Design of highways and others. The additional benefits accrued to the
road users from reduction in fatal. injurv. and property damage crashes xvill not be accounted
for in the stream of benefits for a particular improvement program. vN hich would result in
under-estimating total benefits.

4.5 Other External Costs

Indirect costs such as those resulting from reduction in business/economic activity along
existing routes due to the improvement programs are not quantified in this task. Similarly. the
external costs to transportation users or non-users that occur as a result of the construction
process such as travel delay. noise. and fugitive dust during construction are also not
quantitied.

4.6 Value of Time

The 1994 home-interview survev conducted bv the Consultant for the "Greater Beirut
Transportation- Plan" has databases that contain the trip-making characteristics of heads of
households bv tvpe of profession and bv income. After careful review of these databases. the
Consultant selected a subset that includes the head of the household as a car driver with a
single household income. in order to eliminate the non-time dependent income. For the 24 hr:
dailv trips. the average annual income of this data set. turned out to be 13.4 million Lebanese
Pounds. Further classification of the average income of the tripmaker b- peak and off-peak
periods and bv trip purpose did not show anv sisgnificant difference from the average value.

Tlherefore. the 1994 avera-e annual income of a car driver or a car passenger for all trips.
adopted from the 1994 survevs. is LL 13.4 1\1. If we assume that there are 2000 working hours
per vear and 1500 LL are equivalent to I US Dollar. then the 1994 average hourly income of a
car driver/passenger is $4.467. If average annual income is escalated at 5% per vear. then the
average houriv wage rate in 1998 is $5.17.

If home-based work trips and work-based work trips. which constitute 40% of all trips are
considered to be productive trips. then the auto driver/passenger time value in 1 998 is reduced
to $2.06/hr. If these work and business trips time values are attributed to the emplover. then
the hourlr wage rate is augmented bv 33% to reflect the extra costs directly associated with
emplovment of labor (social securitv taxes. costs of uniform. etc.)'. In addition. if the time
valueLs for non-work trips (60% of total auto trips) are considered to be 30°'o of the wage rate.
theni the final time value of a car driver/passenger is $3.68/hr.

Similar analyses were conducted to determine the values of travel time of taxi and bus

passengers. The statistical analvsis of the 1994 survevs indicates that the annual imcomes of
taxi and bus passengers were LL 8.93 M and LL 6.525 M respectivelv. However. the
percentages of work and business trips in these cases are 50% for taxi and 60% for bus
travelers. If the same escalation and adjustment factors for auto trips are used for these trips.
thenl the 1998 houriv time value for taxi and bus passengers are 52.80/hr. and $2.3 1/hr.
respectively. The results are shown in Table 4-4. The crew travel time costs of medium and

Kenneth M. Gwilliam "The Value of Time in Economic evaluation of Transport Projects: Lessons
from Recent Research". Infrastructure Notes - Transport Note No. OT. World Bank, Januarv 1977.
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heavv trucks are adopted from the Dar al-Handasah' Road User Charging! Studv"4 . The values
were obtained from local survevs and the results are also shown in Tabie 4- . The value of
out-of-vehicle travel times are not determined in this studv. because the proposed
improvements under BUTP have little or no impact on these" excess travel" times.

Table 4-4: Travel Time Costs (1998)

Vehicle Class Time Value L'S$ i'hr.

Passenger car 3.68
Taxi 2.80
Minibus / van 2.3 I
Bus 2.31
Medium truck * 3. 24
Heavy truck * 3.24

* Source: Dar al-Handasah "Road User Charging Studv".

The resultant value of time for the auto sector is based on the proportion of taxis and private
vehictes in the passenger car fleet weighted bv the vehicle occupancv for private passenger
cars and taxis.

4.7 Vehicle Operating Costs

4.7.1 Miethodology

The HDMI - VOC Program' (version 4.0. 1994) is used bv the Consultant to provide estimates
ot the various components of Vehicle Operating Costs for various speeds based on road and
vehicle characteristics. However. the fuel consumption levels per vehicle class in the HDNM -
VOC Program are determined using average free-flow speed. which takes into account grades.
curves. surface rou-hness, and desired speed (but not the delavs caused bv other traffic on the
road). However. the HDM - VOC version 4.0 gives an additional option. where the user can
directlv specifv vehicle speed based on other sources of information. This feature is used to
take into account the variation of fuel consumption by various speed levels.

4.7.2 Data Collection

The Consultant has used primarilv secondarv data sources. where available. to determine the
input parameters for estimating Vehicle Operating Costs. Several transportation studies.
conducted in Lebanon bv this Consultant and others, were used as a basis for determining
estimates of Vehicle Operating Costs. Among them are:

i) 'laintenance and Rehabilitation of Lebanon Road Network". Dar Al-Handasah.
JLIIy 1995.

i i) "Road User Charging Studv". as part of the Lebanon National Roads Project. Dar
AI-Handasah. Upcoming 1998.

"Road User Charging Study" as part of the Lebanon National Roads Project. Draft Report. Dar al-

Handasah. Beirut. Lebanon. 1998.

Archondo - Calloo. R.S. and Faiz. A. --Estimating Vehicle Operating Costs" World Band Technical
Paper. 234. Washington. D.C.. 1994.
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iii) "Greater Beirut Transportation Plan". TEAM International/IAURIF/SOFRETU.
June 1994.

iv) Economic Feasibilitv of the Coastal Motorwav: Tripoli - Syrian Border". TEAM
International. June 1996.

v) -"Economic Feasibilitv Studv of the Qalamoun - Abdeh Section: Tripoli - Svrian
BorderN,lotorwav''. TEAM International. April 1998.

vi) "Traffic Survevs and Trip Mvatrix Update: for the Design of the Northern Highway
Peripherique and the Pan-Arab Hi-hwav''. TEAMI International. 1 998.

vii) "Report of Survey and Analvsis on the Value of Travel Time". TEAM\
International. Februarv 1998.

Fromn these sources and others. the following data were collected.

4.7.2.1 Vehicle Classes

For economic analvsis purposes. assumptions need to be made about the vehicle classes that
are predominantly in use. or will come to use on the road network in Greater Beirut Area. The
followina eiirht vehicle classes were identified to be relevant to the scope of the studv and
appropriate for determining VOC for the proposed improvement programs.

Passenger Car
* small car
* medium car
* large car

- Taxis
- Pick-up or Van or Light Truck
- Bus (>30 seats)
- Medium Truck (2 axle)
- Heavv / Articulated Truck (>3 axle).

The division of the passenger car category into three classes (small. medium. and large) is
based on the assumption that there is a wide variation in new vehicle prices. and in fuel
consumption rates particulariv. under urban congested networks. Besides. the passenger car
category constitutes close to 75°'o of the vehicle fleet in Beirut. Thus. any methodologv that
would provide a better and more refined estimate of VOC in this cateszorv is worth
investigating.

The taxis constitute a separate passenger vehicle class in Beirut. since they are predominantly
represented by an old Mlercedes 200. In addition. thev make up a sizeable portion of the
circulatimn vehicles in GBA. The articulated trucks represent a very small percentage of the
vehicle fleet in Beirut. and therefore thev are lumpsummed with heavv gsoods-vehicles of 3
axles and more.

Representative vehicle characteristics for each vehicle class were obtained from the Dar Al-
Handasah studies and from automobile dealers distributed around the Greater Beirut Area.

4.7.2.2 Vehicle Characteristics. Utilization. and Prices

Once the vehicle classes and their representative vehicle are determined for the studv: the
following vehicle characteristics. utilization. and price data were collected for each vehicle
class. as shown in Table 4-5.
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ITable 4-5: VOC)('I\dzel l'ana.metei s
Vellicle ('har "actelislics

Vehicle Class

1 1 1 1 ~~~~~~~~~a -g 1 eavy/ArtVehicle Ch(aliacteristics Small Cai ;i iei ('; i I Algl, eLae Ca` Taoxi| Vall/mitil)liSb | I Ag| Me(diilt,il ickl T-tick
lOtis T _ _T_ _ _ick

(2 AxI) ( 3 Axl)

% of Vehicle l'opulationi 25.92 31.68 14.4 16 9.5 .50 1.2 .8

Vehicle Occtipanlcy 1.7 1.7 1.7 2.75 6.5 17 1.0 1.0

Representative Vehiicle Sunny I lonila Mercd. kMercd. Toyota Ber-liet Mercd. Mercd.

Mocdel Nissan Accor(d 30 013 200 Dyna 250 RVI 2024 2631

Fuel T ype Gas. Gas. Gas. Gas. Ylas, Des. Des. Des.

Trare Weigilt (Kg.) 1000 1350 1650 1350 / 3000 8900 11000 16000

Payload (Kg.) 200 200 200 400 1200 4500 7000 15300

No. of Tires 4 4 4 4 4 6 6 10

I IPDRIVE, imit./I IP 53 70 (O 70 63 910 120 120

I IPBRAKE, mt./l IP 19 23 29 23 28 130 230 240

DRAG Coef. CD .35 35 .45 .45 .48 .65 .9 .9

FIroint Area AR 1.8( 2.08 2.20 2.08 2.72 6.3 5 5.2

CRPM 3500 3000 3300( 3 000 3300 2300 1 800( 1800

Energy Ffficiency Factor .85 .85 .9 .9 .95 .95 .95 .95

Fuel AdJustment Factor I., 110 1.25 1.1 1.16 1.16 1.15 1.15

I Is.emilb. r I N,,! I



'Ibile 4-5: VO()' Nlo(lel P'aramiieters (Co(nt'd)
Velhicle Ut ilizaition and ('osi Daitai

Vei icl tltilizai tioili )ata IJiJit SIall (a ir N led ill Ca r I;ai rge ('al Taxi Va /NIinbilis Ia rge lBus Ni\ e(iiinl T rucik 1, Large Tr uck

Kii. D)riven in L.i fetiime Km 1 1()() 2 10000 21000 I720000 280000 720000 640000 640000

Service Life Years 14 14 14 16 14 18 16 16

Aninulal lJtilization I Irs/Year 1250 1250 1250 3000 1600 1 750 1900 1900

Kmii. Dr iveil peir year Kiii-Year I5000 I5000 15000 45000 20000 40000 40000 40000

Utilization li-actioii .65 .65 .65 .85 .8 .x5 .75 .75

Depireciation Code __1,

Anuilal Inter est Rate 1 2 2 12 12 1 2 1 12 12 12

Economic U,,it c,osts
New Vehicle Price $ 1 0.0(( 15419 38536 6774 15830 66152 81 592 99165

New 'lire Price $ 35 35 35 35 35 63.5 233 233

Maintenianlce l.ahor Cost $/hr 2.0 2.5 3.0 20( 2.0 2.21 4.86 5.53

Fiel Cost $/I.t. 0.147 0.147 0.147 0.147 .147 .16 .16 .16

Lubricant Cost $/l.t_ 2.1.5 2.15 2.15 2.15 2.15 2.15 2.15

Financial Unit Cost

New Vehice l'erice $ 32900 79000 1(5(( 19500 85600 8950() 109500

New Tire Price $ 15 45 45 45 45 83.5 275 275

Maintenance Labor Cost $/11r _ 2.0 2.5 3.0 2.0 2.( 2.21 4.86 5.53

Fuel Cost $/11. .35 .353 .33 .3 53 .353 -8 .I 8 .18

Lubricait Cost $2L2. .27 .27 2.27 2.27 2.27 2.27 2.27 2.27

64l,lt1 IN LKR XI i N,2 I
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BEIRUT UJRBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

The distribution of vehicle population is assumed to be the same throughout the analvsis
period. There is no compelling reason to assume a different distribution. since vehicle cohorts
take a longl time to change. But the fuel consumption rates have been assumed to change. as
influenced bv technology changes.

The new prices for vehicles and tires were determined from market prices whilch included
items such as taxes. custom duties. import duties. etc. Rates of taxes and customs were
obtained from the Ministrv of Finance and deducted from the market prices to arrive at the
economic prices of the vehicles and tires. Similarlv. the financial costs of fuel and lubricants
were determined from survevs at several patrol stations in the GBA. and then translated into
economic costs bv excluding taxes. custom duties. etc. Maintenance labor costs. and crew
costs were obtained from data published in previous studies. from the Ministry of Transport.
and from survevs conducted at vehicle maintenance service stations in GBA.

4.7.2.3 Roadwav Characteristics

The roadwav characteristics of interest to Vehicle Operating Costs are:

* Average roughness (IRI)
* Average gradient
* Proportion of uphill travel
* Average horizontal curve

Altitude of terrain
* E'ffective number of lanes.

These characteristics as shown in Table 4-3. were determined for the highlway network within
the studv area involving the proposed improvement programs. Thev were obtained from
previous studies conducted b' the Consultant and from the Dar Al-Handasah 1995 RRP study
and the 1998 Road User Charging Studv.

Table 4-6: Roadwav Characteristics

Surface type Code: I - Paved 0 - Unpaved I

Average roughness (IRI) m 'km 3.00

Average positive gradient 3/0 3.00

Averag,e negative gradient __3 1.00
Proportion of uphill travel 5O 50.00

Average horizontal curvature de, / km 55.00

Average superelevation fraction 0. 01

Altitude of terrain m 50.00

Effective number of lanes Code: I - One 0 - more than one 0

4.7.3 Outputs of VOC Model

The results of the HDM-VOC model runs are shown in Tables 4-7 to 4-16. The displaved
results show the fuel consumption rates and the fuel and non-fuel hithwav user costs per
vehicle class for various ranges of vehicular speed. The vehicle speeds. for the range of
speeds that are applicable to each vehicle class, were varied in steps of I 0 km/hr for the eight
vehicle classes.

"4U)DELIERABLE :.24 4-12
December 1X>>



I \TABLF, 4-7
MATIN'iS OF V'OC N10)1111,

1O(R1 VEI1I('11CULAR SPE )D OF 1 II(N'1/III

____________________________________ { mall~irjN'leium, MLrecr ''X jM b:s/us M Nediu.aelVl1 r Lag C , .'lx Va;ni}lS I 'I1;I1|IlrtcaVS%itiall Casr Me l inic 'Xl I | V lts | lc Ifeav

Resotirces per 100)0 VelI - Kin

Fuel (Oitecs) 153.05 341.96 4X8.46 393.76 649.49 7330.89 791.42 99(.8X3

Lubr icants (I .iters) 2.0() 2.0( 2.00 2. ()( 2.0() 3.52 3.52 3.52

'I'ire Weal (No. of equivalent new tires) 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.0)7 O. 07 0. 22 0.22 (.39

M4aintenance Labotr (Lab-lh-) 2.54 2.54 2.54 3.13 / 2.67 7.36 9.05 12.75

Spare lPars (%/ of newv Vellicle P'rice) 0. 2 0.2() 0.20 0.29 0(.'2 1 0.05 (. I 8 0.23

DIepreciatioll (N ofl new Vellicle l'rice) 0.54 0.54 0.54 .18 0.43 0.14 0.29 0.2')

'3 lInterest (% of new Vehicle Plrice) 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.1 7 0.36 0.13 027 0.27

Economic VOC US $ per 1000 Veli - Kin

Fuel 22.50 50.27 73.27 559.06 (7.42 116.94 126.63 158.53

Lunbricants 4.31 4.31 4.31 4.35 4.31 7.57 7.57 7.57

Tiires 234 2.34 2.34 2 34 2.34 13.88 5 1.62 91.8(

Maintenance l.ahor 5.(8 6.35 7.62 6.26 5. 4 14.71 43.97 7).,5

Spare Pars I(.51 (.0)9 75.19 43.97 3 3.75 40.86 145.03 223. 7

Depreciation 53.X 82.97 21)7. (6 27.84 67.84 109.27 233.17 273.39

Inter-est 45.2') 69.69 174.18 26 .73 56.99 98.35 223.84 272.05

Tzotal utuiniiing ('Cos 152.75 246.02 544.27 170.55 267.99 411.58 831.83 1107.65

Wu-I DIAI I\ I(R Atli I N,.2J



OUTPUTS OF VOCNM(IODIA,
F'ORZ VEHIICU LAR SPEED) OF 20 (MIlIR

14(11't \141 11(1,1 va'1'1,1 F -l 211l\1/1sjsiilil;iil('at.] N1elIiili 1,_;airge ';rJ 'I':i N |inil:,s/ lbls | IcImunlit | ____________

Rtesoulces lpet 100)0 Veil - KICm

IFuel (L.iters) 89.39 19(.19 258 99 22(0.(02 393.09 473.31 539.36 80i.14

Lubricanis (I.iters) 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 3.52 3.52 3.52

'Iire Wear (No. of e(uivalelnt nlewv iires) 0.07 0.(7 0.07 0.07 0.07 0(.22 )20.3

MNaintenianice Labor ( ILab-hr) 2.54 2.54 2.54 3.13 2.67 7.36 9.05 12.75

Slpare lars (O4/ ol' new Vehlicle IIrice) 0.20 0.20 0().(99 . 0.21 0.05 (. I 8 0.23

I; D)epreciation (%/0 of new Vellicle Plrice) 0.35 0.35 0(.35 0.1 2 0.25 0.14 0. 16 0.16

Interest (O/o ol new Vehiicle Price) (.3() 0.3( 0.3 .1 1 \0.21 0.13 0.16 0. 16

Economic VOC t.lS $ per 1000 Veli - Kin 

Fuel 13.14 27.9'6 3X.X5 3 3.( 58.96 75.73 86.3(0 128.18

Lubri cantis 4.31 4.31 4.31 4.35 4.31 7.57 7.57 7.57

Ii res 2.34 2.34 1 34 2.34 2.34 13.88 51.93) 92.03

MIailitellnlince labor 5.08 6.35 7.62 6.26 5.34 14.71 43.97 70.53

Splrare P'ar s I t) I 30).0)') 75.19 43.97 33.75 40.86 145.03) 223.78

Depre,c,-i.ationll - -5 124 54.33 135.79) 1.20 3J).57 109.27 132.52 101.06

Iliit,zl-,st 29.60() 45.64 114.07 17.47 33. 2 4 98.35 17. 92 154.62

Total lttinining Cost I119.22 171.02 378.17 125.59 177:51 36(0.37 594.54 837.77
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ABI iL: 4-9 /
OUTPUT''S OF VOC NIID)lIA,

FOR VEhICUlIAR SPEEl) OF 30 KIM/[IR

m1e(ii Car i&iTai Minibus Mediums TruvYTS,fdI CM ICArVai lediui J ka'

lResources per 1000 Veli - Km

Fuel (Liters) 69.07 140.84 184.05 163.80 309.82 398.9(1 481.55 790.61

Lubricants (Liters) 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 3.52 3.52 3.52

I ire Wear (No. ol equivalent newv tires) 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.22 0.22 0.40

Maintenianice L.abor (Lab-hr) 2.54 2.54 2.54 3.13 2.67 7.36 9.05 12.75

Spare Pars (% of new Vclicle Price) .2 (.20 (0.2() (0.29 0.21 0.05 01. I 8 0.23

D)epreciation (% ol new Veihicle Price) 0.29 0.29 (.29 I.I0 (0.19 0.06 0()2 0.12

Interest (% o 1new Vehiicle lPrice) 0.24 0.24 0.24 (.09 0.16 0.05 (.1 2 0. 1 2

Economic VOC I IS $ per 110011 'ell - K",

Fuiel 10.1 2(0.7(0 27.61 24.57 46.47 63.82 77.05 126.5()

I.ubricants 4.31 4.31 4.3 1 4.35 4.31 7.57 7.57 7.57

I.ires ' 34 2.34 2.34 2.34 2.34 14.08 52.34 92.05

Maintenance l.abor 5.08 6.35 7.62 6.26 5.34 14.71 43.97 70.53

Sliare Pars 19.5I 31.09 75.19) 43.')7 33.75 40.86 145.03 223.78

I )epreciation 2)0()5 44.79 111 .94 14.99 3(.15 47.16 98.97 120.29

Interest 24.40 37.62 94.03 14.39 25.33 42.44 95.01 115.48

Total RIunining Co'st 94.84 146.20 323.04 110.87 147.69 230.64 519.94 756.20

64() DH1 IVT)R Wt1 L N.2 I
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lA 1I 1i 4-l\)

()lJTI I J'I'S I(11 VOC MIOD)E.L
F(OR VEIIICICUAR SPEEl) OF 40) Kll/IIR

Sim-dil ('arl (5.,I LIrge Cor 'Ua 1 s 1 _ __ce | Truck

Itesouirces per 1111011 Veli - Km u

F"uel (Liters) 59.92 117.57 148.26 137.60 /270.57 370.39 470.99 820.9()

ILul ricalits (I.iters) 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2,0() 3.52 3.52 3.52

'Iire Weal (No. ot eqLuiva1lentI newV liles) 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.22 (.2 3 (.39

Maintenance laboI. (L.ab-hr) 2.54 2.54 .54 3.13 2.67 7.36 9.05 1 2.75

Spare Pars (% olt new Velhicle l'rice) (.20 0.2 (.2( (.29 0.21 0.05 0.1I 8 0.23

11 IDepreciation (% of nlew Velhicle Plrice) 0.26 0.26 0.26 (0.09 0.16 0.05 0.1 (0 .1 

ao Interest (% of new Vehiicle Price) 0.22 0.22 0.22 (.(8 (0.13 0.05 (0.10 (0. 10

Economic VOC (JS per 1000 Vieh - Kii

Fuel 8.81 17.28 22.24 20.64 40.59 59.2 6 75.36 131.34

I.Llubricallts 4.31 4.31 4.31 4. 5 4.31 7.57 7.57 7.57

TIir es 2.34 2.34 2.34 2.34 2.34 14.17 52.67 91.65

Malintenanll1ce 1.ahol 5.0( 6.35 7.62 6.2 6 5.34 14.71 43.97 7(0.53

,I;lr.le Pal'rs I')51 30.09 75.19 43.97 33 3.75 40.86 145.0.1 223.78

D)epi-eciatioon 25 95 40.02 1 00.(01 13.38 25.44 .39 82.20 999.()

ltiter-est 21.80 33.61 84.(1 12.85 21.37 35.45 78.91 95.90

Total Rttinning Cost 87.80I 134.110 295.72 103.79 133.14 211.41 485.71 720.67

I(, I, I [ lk'R kil l N.,'2



TIABI:L 4-1 
OUTPri'lI'S OF N/OC MIODELI

FOR VEHICULAR SPlEEI) OF 50 KNI/lfRt

SmaII Car Nletliuiill farg Cf Fl Minilbs B/is Mj (i t II cavy
,SlilalII ('an C'aI I C.l- .. .. */nliu Tl ck rucek

Ilesotirces pcr 1000 Veli - Kmil

IFuel (Liters) 59.09 105.10 128.56 123.93 249.50 360.64 478.97 865.76

Lubricants (Liters) 2.(0 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 3.52 3.52 3.52

'Iire Wear (No. of equILivalenl new tires) 0.07 0.(k4 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.22 (.23* 0.39

Maintenance L.abor (I.ab-hr) 2.54 2.54 2.54 3.13 2.67 7.36 9.05 1 2.75

Spare Pars (% of new Vehiicle Plrice) 0.2() 0(.0) 0.20 0.29 0.21 0.05 (. I 8 0.23

Depreciationl (% ol nlew Veihicle Ili'ice) 0.24 (.24 0.24 (.(08 0.14 0.04 (.(9 (.09

Initerest (% ol' new Vellicle Plrice) 0.20 0.20 0.20 (.0) 0.12 0.04 0.08 (0.8

Economic VOC OS $ per 10001 Vcli - Km

Fuel 8.69 15.45 19.28 18.59) 37.43 57.70) 76.64 138.52

Lublricants 4.31 4.31 4.3 1 4.35 4.31 5.57 7.57 7.57

'I ires 2.34 2.34 2.34 2.34 2.34 14.21 52.86 90.84

MIainitenianice l.abor 5.08 6.35 7.62 6.26 5.34 14.71 43.97 70.53

Sparc Pars 19.51 3(.09 75.19 4 3.97 33.75 40.86 145.0(3 223.78

D)epireciation 24. 1 0 37.15 99 12I42 22.61 34.73 72.13 87.67

lnterest 20.24 3 1.21 78.00 11.92 19M.0 31.26 69.25 84.16

T otal RtunnIinLg (Cost 84.27 126.9)0 279.59 99.85 124.78 199.04 467.45 703.07

wO4, DI 1I\TlR UElt 1: N..4



TAIBLE 4--12
OUTPUl'TS OF VOC NIODWI,

FOR VEI11CUILAR SPEED) OF 601 KN1/1111

SaCa Mc(litli I Taxm Minilmis / csN'litili I I ca vy
_____________________________ jsm i C; r 'l c i( u large X 1 Iir V a'l'u 't'rm m | -t.

Resources per 110101) Vell - l0m

Fluel (Liters) 62.'93 1(02.99 126.62 122.61 237.97 361.56 497.46 918.( 2

Lubricants (liters) 2.()() 2.00 2.0)0 2.0() 2.0)0 3.52 3.52 3.52

'rii-e Wear (No. ol equivalent new tires) 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.22( 0.23 0.39

Maintenianlce l.ahor (Lab-hr) 2.54 2.54 2.54 3.13 2.67 7.36 9.05 12.75

Spare Pars (0/ ofl new Vehiicle P'rice) 0.2) 0.20 0.20) 0.29 0.2 1 ().05 0. I 8 0.23

Depreciation (%YO of new Velhicle Price) 0.23 0.23 0.23 (.(08 .13 0.04 0.(08 (0.(0

Interest (% of niew Vehicle Ilrice) (. 19 0. 19 (.19 0.07 0. 11 0.04 (.(08 0.08

Economic VOC lJS $ per 100l1 Veli - Km

ulell 9.25 15.14 18.99 1 8.39 35.70) 57.85 795() 146.88

l.lubricants 4.31 4.31 4.31 4.31 4.31 7.57 7.57 7.57

TIires 2.34 2.34 2.34 2. 4 14.24 53.00 89.85

Maintenance L.ahor 5.()8 6.35 7.6 2 6.26 5.34 14.71 43.97 7(0.53

Slpare Pars 19.51 3I0*.(09 75.19 43.97 33.75 40.86 145.031 22 3.7

I)epreciaut ion 22.86 35.24 88.108 11.78 20.73 31.63 65.42 79.51

lIlterest 19.2(0 29.60 73.99 11.31 17.41 28.47 62.8(0 76.33

'T'otal ltilniing Cost 82.55 123.107 2701.52 9)8.36 119.58 195.33 457.38 694.45



'IA It,E 4 -13
oun,ullrs 01; v \(, z I I 0) i',, ,

FO It V E IIICt.LA It SPI'I IE) OFI' 70 KNI/IIt

1Nl\1er1iilll | I . . flXillibllis /ie leitini I I eavy

SniailXlil caij N1 C uii l,; arge Car- 'x |i its N Tr'Icf

ltesoiurces pei- 10111 Velh - KICm

I:uel (I.iters) ( ()66.(6 107.50 13 6.03 1 '.I 23 6.24 371.40 525,38 9'1.63

Lubricants (L.iters) 2.00 2.00 2.0( 2.00 2.O0 3.52 3.52 3.52

T'ire Wear (No. of etiuivaleit newv tires) (0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 (.23 (.2 3 (0.38

MaintenLanlce L.ahor (Labd-r) 2.54 2.54 2.54 3.1 3 .(67 7.36 9.05 12.75

Spare Plars (% of new Velicle lPrice) 0.20 0.20 (.20 0.29 0.2 1 0.05 .1I 8 0.23

Dlepreciation (°,S of new Velhicle Pri-ice) 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.07 0.12 0.04 0.07 0.07

Initerest (% of new Vehiicle Price) 0 X (. I 8 08 I 0 0.07 0.0I 0.03 0.07 0.07

Econiomic VOC tJS $ per 1000 Veli - Kim

Fuel 9.84 15.8( 20.40 19.37 35.44 59.42 84.06 157.06

Lubricants 4.3 1 4.31 4.31 4.1 1 4.31 7.57 7.57 7.57

Iires 2.34 2.34 234 2. 3 4 2.34 14.34 53.9 8'.40()

MN'aintenance L.abor 5.0( 6.35 7.62 6.2 6 5.34 14.71 43.97 70.5 3

Spare l'Pars 19.51 30.()') 75.19 43 .97 3.75 40.86 145.03 223. 78

D)epreciation 21.97 33.88 84.67 11.32 19.38 24') X 1 60.63 73.69

Interest 1 8.46 28.46 71.13 10.87 16.28 26.47 58.20 70.74

Total RItiniing Cost 81.51 121.23 265.66 98'.44 116.84 1 92.78 452.85 692.77

II 1 L k.\ I R \111 
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T III, Fi 4-14
OIJUIIIP S OF V() MIOD)ELI.

FOl VEU 1C l AR II,AU SI'FTED) OF 80 KNI/lIIR

jSniall, | C tiiti C Large ( ar Iaxi
___________ ___________ _________ I __ _ _ _ C a r_ __ V an

lResotli ccs per 10011) Veli - Klll

Fuel (I.iters) 71.31 113.17 146.2() 137.03 240.04

IL.ubricants (Iilers) 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00

'Iire Wear (No. ol equivalent new tires) 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07

Maintenance Labor ('.ab-hr) 154 2.54 2.54 .'13 2.67

Spare Pars (% of new Veiicle Plrice) 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.29 0.2 I1

Dlepreciationi (%/ of new Vehicle Price) 0.21 0 0.21 0 0I ().07 0.12

lnlter est (% of new Velhicle Pricc ) 0.18 0. I 8 0.(07 ). I 0

Economic VOC tJS $ per 1000 Vch - Kmi

Futel 10.48 16.64 2'.93 23.50) 36.01

I Lubricants 4.31 4.31 4.31 4.31 43 1

TIires 2.34 2.34 2.34 2.34 2.34

Mlaiiitenance I .. or5.08 6.35 7.62 6.26 5.334

Spare Pars I 9.5 I tIMAN 75. 19 431.97 3 3.75

I)epreciatiml 2' I .13 32.86 82. 12 10.4') 18.37

liltelest 1 7.9() 27.60 68.98 10.07 1-5.43

lotal lltiniilinlg Cost 80.93 120.19 262.49 1010.94 115.5

I1)1 1 I R \111 I No"I



TABLE 4-15
OUTJITT[1IS ()I' % ()C. MODE11, 

FOR V!El1(:ICTAl SPEED OF 90 KM/IA1R

Small Ci-r Nile(lituill I alrgce Cal I; Inxi | bu

RtesotUI-ces pCIer 1000 Veili - Kinl

Fuel (I.iters) 76.03 119.8) 157.49 146.23 249.26

I Lubricants (I .;ters) 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00

I ;re Wear (No. o equivalent new tires) 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07

Mvlaintenianice Lahor (L.ab-hr) 2.54 2.54 2.54 3.13 2.67

Spare Pars (% ol newV Vehiiclc Price) 0.2(0 0(.'2 0.20 0.29 0.21

1)CDepreciation (Nof n111ewV Ve)icle l'r;ice) ().21 (0.21 (.21 0.07 (.1 I

Interest (/o ot n1ew Vehicle Priice) 0.1 7 0.17 0.1 7 0.07 (.09

Econotumic VOC IJS S peI)I 10101( Veit - Km

IFel I1X 17.62 23 .62 2 1.94 37.24

l ubhricants -I1.1 4.31 4.31 4.31 431

*lIr'es 2.34 2.34 2.34 2.34 2.34

Maintenance labor 5.(8 6.35 7.62 6.26 5.34

Spare Pars I .1 30.09 75.1 9 43*.97 3.75

ID)epreciation 2)0.79 2.0)6 I. 1) 1 0.71 1 7.59

1Interest 17.47 26()3 67.3 1 10.28 14.77

Toteal ltulinning (ost 80l.68 119.710 2601.52 99.81 115.34

40 D1)1 I I\:R \111 1 N.,24
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TiA I I 1 4-16
ouriJurIJFs Ow N'OC MODEL

FOR VEhI1CULARI SPEED) OF 1010 KMA/IR

Oll 11r.11-gI C (.nI-0 Ta %i

Resources per 110001 Vcli - Kim

Fuele (Liters) 81.19 127.41 170.2() 156.6 3

Ib.uricants (LItlers) 2 .0() 2.00 2.00 2.00

'Iire Wear (No. ol equlv alent new tires) 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07

Maintenance Lahor (1.ah1 hr) 2.54 2.54 2.54 .13

Spare l'ars (% ol new Vehlicle Plrice) 0.20 0.20 (.20) 0.29

41 Dlepreciation (% ol nlewv Veihicle Price) 0.20 0.2() 0.20 0.07

i nliclesl (°,., oI nlew Vcliicle Plr-ice) 0. 17 0.1 7 0.1 7 0.07

eicolinillic V()( tlS S per 1000 Velh - Kms

FHie 1 1.'3 1.73 25.53 23.50

I,Lubrican11ts 4.31 4.31 4.31 4.3 1

Iies 2.34 2.34 234 2.34

Mal.intenance1£11 I'ahor ..... 15.08 6.35 7.62 6.26

spare 1)£11-S |10.51 30.1009 75.19 43. 97

Deplrec>e:iatlion 20.38 31.43 78.54 10.49

Interlest 1 7.1 2 ' 24.60 65.97 10.07

1 TOM11 Ittl,,,,i,,l ('>st 80.67 117.85 259.50 101.94

.Jn1 1)1: 1\ I:R %m1 1- ,. 
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STEAM accepts the fuel consumption rates as well as the non-fuel highway user cost per
vehicle class. The percent of vehicle population in each class was used to calculate the
weighted average of the VOC values for the combined vehicle classes that represent each
1\ larket Sector" for final use in the STEAM model.

The fuel and non-fuel costs are the same throughout the analvsis period starting from vear
1998. The non-fuel costs include all cost items other than that of 'uel such as lubricants. tires.
maintenance, spare parts. depreciation. and interest. The non-fuel costs are added. for a
particular class. and converted from $'veh-km to $/gallon based Oil a fuel consumption rate of
an average vehicle speed of 50 km/hr. Then thev are summed up for all vehicle classes within
a market sector (see Figure 3-2) weighted bv the percentagze of each vehicle class within that
market sector vehicle population,

The non-fuel costs will still vary with speed according to the variation in fuel consumption
(gallons of fuel) as a function of speed.

In the current version of STEAM. its input requirement is not compatibie withl HD19-VOC
oLItpLIt.lt was recommended to FHWA bv the Consultant to adjust this in the future versions
of STEAM.-i.e. to make non-fuel costs sensitive to Veh-Km or Veh-M'lile bv range of speed.

4.8 Project Key Assumptions

Table 4-17 summaries the kev assumptions and parameters used in the economic analysis. A
key assumption has been made with respect to the project benefits in the out vears where
additional capacitv will again be necessarv to accommodate the future traffic demand. It is
Linrealistic to assume that the growth in traffic projected for evaluation purposes throughout
the horizoni of the evaluation will be solelv accommodated by the BL'TP proposed
improvement programs. without any additionai significant improvements in road network
anidior in the public transport svstem. Therefore. it is assumed that not all the benefits in the
OUt vears will be attributed to the proposed improvements. The benefits. in this study. are held
constant after the vear 2015. where the volume-to-capacitv ratio on almost all link exceeds
1.0. This result is observed from running the EMME/2 model for the vear 2015. This
assumption will render the estimates of benefits a bit conservative.

Other kev assumptions relate the growtih in value of travel tine to the real term growth in
Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The reduction in fuel consumption rates were related to the
improvements in vehicular design and use of alternative fuel. and the increase in the
percentage of new cars in the vehicular tleet mix in Lebanon. Similarlv. the emission rates
xvere reduced over time to reflect- the reduction in fuel consumption rates. and the possible
installation of catalvtic converter's on cars in Lebanon. The emission rates in Lebanoni now
are equivalent to the eariv seventies in the US. and the assumption is that by year 101.5 the
emission rates in Lebanon will be similar to the current emission rates in the US.

Car vehicle occupancv is assumed to remain constant at 1.65. while the transit vehicle
occupancv is assumed to increase bv time due to increased usage of mass transit. The vearly
expansioi ftactor is assumed to be 332 davs. because of the 6-day work week in Lebanon. and
because most people travel on holidavs to the beach or to the mountains causing traffic
congestion comparable to that on a normal weekday.

..41' DELI\ ER'.BLE \Co4 4-23
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Table 4-17: Key Assumptions

Project Assumption Description Assumption

Project Benefit Period 20 vears

Project Benefits held constant bevond 2015

Discount Rate 12,%O

Currencv 1998 USD

Salvage Value Varies with improvement case

Standard Cost Conversion Factor 0.94

GDP Real Term Growth/capita Years (1998 to 2004) zu.'2. 2%o
Thereafter "-. 1.5%

Value of Time Growth Same as GDP Real Tern Growth

Reduction in Emission Rates Years (1998 to '004) - constant

Year 2005 - bv 10°'o

Year 2010 - bv %

Year 2015 - by 50%

Reductioll in Fuel Consumption Rates Years (1998 to 2004) - constant

Year 2005 - bv 1 0%

Year 2010 - bv '0%

Year 2015- bv 30%

Transit Vehicle Occupancv Years 1998 (20). 2001 (24). 2002 (26).

2003 (28). 2005 (30). 2010 (40).
2015 (50)

Car Vehicle Occupancv 1.65 - constant

Truck Vehicle Occupancy I .0 - constant

Yeariv Expansion Factor - 332 davs

-1 tDEL VER-\BLE C,>4 4-24
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:5. ECONOMIC COSTS OF PROJECT COMPONENTS

5.1 Cost Estimates

Engineering cost estimates are prepared for the three components of the project to be
incorporated in the economic analvsis of the proposed investments.

5.1.l Determination of Unit Prices

Unit prices were developed bv analvzing unit prices of highway and structures projects
implemented in the last few vears or currentiv under construction in Lebanon.

A tabulation of the unit prices adopted for developingz cost estimates used in this report is
shown in Table 5-1.

5.1.2 Quantities Estimate

Quantitv estimates for the signal works and grade separation projects are based on detailed
study to reach an accurate estimare of the quantities of the main items of work such as:

* Site and earth works
* Cntncrete

* Steel and RailingŽ
* Pavement
* Street liightin-t and Electrical Installation
* \'lechanical

* Drainage

* Si(lninu and Mlarkinuz
* Si-iial wvorks
* ITraftfic control center
* CCCTV svstem
* Communication svstem

- Landscaping

IIncidental

= lMobilization.

It is worth mentioning that quantities used in estimating construction cost of the siginal
components (including signin(g. marking and civil works) as well as the brid2es in Havek and
Galerie Semaan are based on Bills of Quantities as prepared and calcLIlated in the tender
document of these projects. The quantities for other grade separation projects are based on the
prelimninarv design of these facilities.

5.1.3 Salvage Value

Thie economic salvage values of projects alternatives after some \ears of services are
considered to be the sum of the economic value of the residual of each component of the
individual projects.

A service life was assumed for each component and a residual value of 100% of its economic
cost is considered at the vear it is put in service and 0% of its cost at the end of its serviceable
life with a linear interpolation corresponding to the intermediate vear 2020.

411 [FLI\ ERABLE \N,4 5.|
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TABLE 5-1
UNIT PRICE USED IN CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATION

tem Ie i U Unit Cost
No. Item Description (U.S.D.)
1i0 DIVISION I - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

101 Relocation including removal of existina services and utilities. L.S.

102 Provision. Erection. Installation of Building and Its Services. L.S.

103 Provision and Maintenance of Equipment and Supply of Materials. L.S.

104 Maintenance and protection of Traffic during Construction. L.S.

200 DIVISION 11 - SITE WORKS

Ea .7
201I Removal of sidewalks. curbs and islands. m5

'0' Removal of existing light pole (anv rvpei. Ea. 70

20 - Removal of existing manhole, inlet or catch basin (an! tvpe). Ea. 50

'04 Structure excavation. ,m' 6

20; Fill. 10

206 Subgrade preparation. m -2.5

20 7 Permeable drainage layer. m 12

300 DIVISION 111 - CONCRETE WORKS

301 Lean concrete "Blinding". n 65

302 Structural cement concrete (fc 250 kg'cm-) with finishing as shown on drawings:

- Abutments. m 125

- Approach slab. m 90

- Pier foundation. m 90

-Retaining walls. m 110

0 S Structural cement concrete (fc = 300 kg!cm-) with finishing as shown on drawings:

- Piers (columns and caps). m 140

3(04 Structural cement concrete (fc = 400 k2'cm-) with finishing as shown on drawings:

- Tunnel . m 140

_Brid2e deck. m 110

05 High tensile steel reinforcing bars:

- Abutments. Ton 600

- Approach slab. Ton 600

- Piers and pier foundations. Ton 600

- Retaining walls. Ton 600

- Tunnel. Ton 600

- Brid2e deck. Ton 600

306 1 5.7 mm diameter super low relaxation prestressing strands. Ton 6,000

.4' DELI% ERABLEN-24
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TABLE 5 - 1 (Continued)

UNIT PRICE USED IN CONSTRUCTION COST ESTINIATION

tem Item Description Unit (U S.D.)C

307 Waterproofing of structures:

- Two coats bituminous paint for concrete surfaces below Tround. in 

- Waterproofing membrane for tunnel base slab. m 10

- Waterproofing membrane for bridge deck. m 10

308 Bridge deck drainage system:

- Scuppers grates and frames. Ea. 150

-200mm. diameter PVC pipes for bridge deck Drainage. m 6

309 Bridge deck expansion joint. m 1.000

I10- Replaceable bridge pot bearings: Ea. 3,500

II 1200mm diam. C.i.P. concrete piles.

- 1200mm diam.[-prebored concrete pile. m. 300

- Pile load test to twice the workin_ load. Ei. 40.000

- Pile load test to 1.5 the working load. Ea. 20.000

- Non destructive integritv testing of piles. Ea. 75

400 DIVISION IV - STEEL AND RAILING WORKS

410 Bridge pararlers and railing.

- Precast concrete facia. M 50

- Aluminum rails.(TYPE I). m 60

- Aluminum rails.(TYPE 2). m 90

- Aluminum rails.(TYPE 3). m 160

- Concrete median curb. m 10

402 Overhead Sign Steel Structure - Cantilever Post Gantri-. Ea. 10.000

50O DIVISION \ - BITUMINOUS MATERIALS

50 i Aggregate Base Course. m 18

502 Bituminous Prime Coat. ri 0.5

503 Bituminous Tack Coat. m 0.35

504 Bituminous Base Course. m 90

505 Bituminous binder and wearing course. m 95

600 DIVISION VI - INCIDENTAL CONSTRUCTION

601 Suppiy and install thermoplastic road paint lines - All tvpes. m 16

602 Supply and install raised pavement markers. Per 100 600

60 3 Concrete curbstone. m 10

604 Concrete pavement tiles. M 10

1¢' DELIVERABLE N_24 53
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TABLE 5 - I (Continued)
UNIT PRICE USED IN CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATION

Item Into Description U | Cost
No. (U.S.D.)

60:5 Suppiy and install traffic signs all types & shapes. sizes < I.OOm. 200

606 Supply and install directional signs. m 350

-0o DIVISION VII- STREET LIGHTING & ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION

701 Supply and install 14m. high street light pole carrying single 400\h luminaires with control gear. Ea. 2.500
cabling, and associated materials.

702 Construct reinforced concrete base for street light poles (anv size) with column anchor bolts. E 350_ steel template and all other items. as specified. a. 3 0

703 Supplv and install PVC conduit (100mm) under sidewalks including bushings and caps. m Is

704 Supply and install galvanized rigid steel conduit ( 100mm) under paved area including bushings 20
_ and caps.

705 Trenchinu. bedding, laying. backfilling and compacting including base and wearing courses. in 16

suppiy and install 4-conductor power cable in conduits and poies for street lighting. mn 

706 Supply and install-600x600mm. junction box. Ea. 200

Junction connection boxes for underpass luminaries. Ea. 80

O7 Supply and install under-bridge lighting luminaires. Including lamps and housing. Ea. 650

SLIPPIy. install & test underpass luminaries lighting system including 400 wart HPI lamps wvith Ea. 400
svmmetrical diffusers & control. plugs & internal cabling! & mountin2 support svstem. -

800 DIVISION VIII- MECHANICAL WORKS

801 Fire Fihtlting System.

- Supply and install fire pump set complete with all valve accessories and fittings. Set 80.000

- Supply and install galvanized steel pipes (different diameters) including all fittings. m 100

- Supply and install fire hose cabinets complete with fire hose reel 2 1.2" diameter 50m long Ea 900
with aluminum nozzle. _

- Supply. install and test fire system accessories including valves. swvitches. fittings. dry _
chemical and COfire etinuishers.L.S.

900) DIVISION IX - DRAINAGE WORKS

9(1 C oncrete or Asbestos cement pipes of various diameters:

- 20O mm. diameter. m 30

-300 n mm. diameter. m 40

-400 mm. diameter. m 60

902 Trench excavation for pipes including bedding and backfilling: m 7

903 Concrete for encasement of pipes. m 65

904 Road curb inlets. Ea. 300

905 Cast in place R.C.. manholes Ea. 900

906 Catch basin at bridge retainning walls including 200mm. diameter pipe connecting to collector Ea. 800
pipe.

907 Catch basin in underpass including piping and grating and all required connections to collector Ea. 800
_pipe.

908 Adjust Existing Catch Basin or Manhole. Ea. 120

'40'/DELI\ ERABLE \o:4
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TABLE 5 - I (Continued)

UNIT PRICE USED IN CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATION

Item .IntCs
teNo. Item Description Unit Unit CostNo. (U.S.D.)

1000 DIVISION X - LANDSCAPING

100 i Trees - Type as specified. Ea. 150

1 00' Shrubs - Type as specified. Ea. 1 5

1003 Grass ground cover - Type as specified. In 5

1100 DIVISION Xi- SIGNAL WORKS

0 I OISupply. install & test 4 phase controller including wiring, conduit trenching back filling and Ea i5.000
lunction boxes.

I110 aSupply. install & test 8 phase controller including wiring, conduit trenching back filling and Ea. 1.00

iunction boxes.

1104 Suppl% and install type I traffic signal pole. Ea. 500

11005 Supply and install vpe 11 traffic signal poie with 5m mast arm. Ea. 1.500

1106 Supply and install type 11 traffic signal poie with 8m mast arm. Ea. 2.000

I 07 Supplx and install type II traffic signal pole with lOm mast arm. Ea. 2.500

1108 Suppl%. install and test "3 aspect signal head 300mm". Ea. 250

1109 Supply. install and test "3 aspect signal head 200mm". Ea. 200

I110 Suppl%. install and test "2 aspect signal head 200mm" for pedestrian. Ea. 150

_111 Supply and install pedestrian push button assembly. associated signs. and mounting brackets as Ea 100
_ _ _ spec itied. 

_ _ _ _

1112 Supply, install and test induction loop. Ea. 100

11 3 Supply and install signal interconnect. L. M. 4

1114 Relocation ot'tvpe I signal pole. Ea. 200

III Relocation ot'type 11 signal pole. Ea. 300

1116 Removing of type I signal pole. Ea. 100

111- Removing oft vpe 11 signal pole. Ea. IO

II I S Supply and install dial-up 28.8k externai modem in the controller cabinet as specified. - Ea. 150

1200 DIVISION XII - TCC & CCTV WORKS

1201 CCTV System

- Camera. Ea. 5.000

- Camera pole. Ea. 3.000

- Camera control cabinet. Ea. 10.000

- Terminal cabinets & mounts. Ea. 2.000

- Cabling. Ea. 1.000

,4o DELIr ERABLE No4'
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TABLE 5 -1 (Continued)
UNIT PRICE USED IN CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATION

Item Item Descriprion Unit Unit Cost
No. -~(U.S.D.)

i 202 Traffic Control Center:

- Signal server. Ea. 15.000

- Communication server. Ea. 15.000
- Video control workstation. Ea. 20.000

-Maintenance inventorv server. Ea. 10.000

- Video wall. Ea. 100.000

- Printer. Ea. 2.000

- Video switch. Ea. 20.000

- Test simulator. Ea. 20.000

- Software licenses. Ea. 750.000

- Electrical &-_.ackup. L.S. 5.000

- Communication racks. Ea. 5.000

1203 Commmunication System (60 Km)

- Fiber optic and twisted pair. m 30O

- Fiber optic and twisted pair. n 10

- SDH Electronics ( 12 nodes) L.S. 4.000.000

(64O'DELI% ERABLE \C,'4
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5.1.4 Right-Of-Way Cost

Vaiue of Right-of-way for each project location was based on land value information obtained
from various sources such as the Real Estate Department at the 'viinistrv of Finance and
private developers in building development sector.

An averauze economic unit cost of land acquisition was established. reflecting the current use
of the property and its proximity to commercial and business areas.

Land acquisition is required mainly for the majoritv of the proposed overpasses and
underpasses where as no expropriation is needed for signal and parking components.

Table 5-2 shows the surface areas to be expropriated for each grade separation location and
the averaae prevailing cost per square meter.

5.1.5 Operating Cost

Both traffic management (signals - TCC + Video Surveillance) and parking structures
components need to be controlled and operated in order to maintain well functioning and
insure convenience and good level-oftservice for users.

Operatinu costs covers mainly human resources (including all fringe benefits) and electricitv
power. whereas equipment and other physical assets are included in the maintenance costs.

5.1.6 Mlaintenance Costs

Maintenance is needed to keep a given asset in good phvsical condition for protection of the
initial capital cost and assume continued operations and safetv of the facilitv and the users as
wvell.

Economic maintenance costs adopted in the economic analvsis are differentiated according
the nature of the project assets and taken as percentages of their values.

For instance thev were assumed 2% for the structures. 5% for communication networks. 10%
for electrical and mechanical equipment. 14% for signing works and 25% for marking works.

5.2 COST ESTIMATES

Both Financial and economic costs were estimated for each scenario alternative. The
difference between financial cost and economic cost is that financial cost include customs fees
and taxes in construction cost estimate.

,A ratio of' 0.94% economic cost to financial cost was used based on an analxsis of tax
incidenice on contractor's pricing done for the feasibilitv of Beirut Entrances. Tables 5-3
through1 5-10. present the financial economic estimates for each project components.

Table 5-1 I presents a resume of economic investment. salvage. operation and maintenance
costs tor the different analvsis scenarios adopted and illustrated earlier (Chapter III Economic
Analysis Methodology).

DlEI.1 ER lBLE \- 4
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TABLE 5-2
EXPROPRIATION ESTIMATES FOR

GRADE SEPARATION PROJECTS

Expropriation
No. Intersection Area m2

Chivah Blvd. and Airport Road 1.162

2 Mucharrafieh 540

3 Mar Mekhael 2.502

4 Galerie Semaan 3.500

5 Tavounneh 723

6 Omar Beyhum at Beit El Atfal 1.926

7 Bechara El Khourv 600

8 Adlieh 994

9 Abdallah Yafi and Damascus Road (Mvluseum) No Expropriation

10 Sami Solh and Damascus Road No Expropriation

11 Havek and Saloume 3.773

12 ^ Mkalles 2.471

13 Dora No Expropriation

14 Jal El Dib 2.490

15 Antelias No Expropriation

16 Bchamoun - Aramoun 3.010

,.4110DELI\ ER-iBLE N,,'4
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TABLE 5-3
CAPITAL & MAINTENANCE COSTS ESTIMATES

FOR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PROJECTS - in USD

5-3-1 - Signal Installation (work to be completed bv the end of year 2000)

Lifetime Capital Salvage bv 2020 Annual Annual
Component D C Maintenance Cost Electricitv

Dris% |USD o USD Cost

Signal Works 20 v 7.635.975 0 0 10 763.598 110.000

Civil Works 30 v 4.914.954 33 1.621.935 0 0

Siininz 7 v 688.956 0 0 14 96.454

.Marking 4 v 1.988.506 0 0 25 497.127

Mobilization & Traffic Mgt. 761.419
During Construction 5% 761.

Total Financial Cost 15.989.810 1.621.935 1.357.178 110.000

Total Economic Cost 15.030.421 1.524.619 1.275.747 110.000,.

\oic SmLnal capital cost-LnLreduced by USD I 2 millioon to take into consideration the existinL siLnal installed by CEGPVB

Maintenance cost tor sainals will cover the whole system including BCD Area.

5-3-2 - TCC (work to be completed by the end of year 2000)

Lifetime Capital Salvage bv 2020 Annual Annual
Component ___ . Maintenance Cost Electricitv

Duration Cost
________ ~~~~~~~%USD I____ USD Cost

Buildin I 1000 m2 50 v 1.000.000 60 600.000 2 20.000 20.000

Furniture 75 m2 10 v 75.000 0 0 10 7.500

CCTV 20 v 1.050.000 0 0 10 105.000

TCC Equipment 20 v 1.052.000 0 O I 105.I00

Communication 20 v 5.200.00 0 °|0 5 60.0001

Total Financial Cost 8..77.000 600.000 497.700 1 20.000

Total Economic Cost 7.874.380 4564.000 467.83 ,8 20.000

D4i OELI% ERABLE %,,24
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TABLE 5-4
STAFFING PLAN FOR GREATER BEIRUT

TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER

Annual
Function No. Hours Grade Qualification I Education Cost

Total
_______________ ~~~~~~~~~~~(USD)

TCC Svstem Manager 1 8AMv to 5PM Senior 10 years mi. experience in 48.000
.____________ Engineer Traffic Engineering BSCE

AaTraffic Engineer 7AM to 1 IPM Traffic 5 vears min. experience in 60.000
Area Trat'fic-EneTmeer n (2 shifts) Engineer Traffic Engineering BSCE

TCC Operators 4 7AM to I PM Engineering 1 vear min. experience in 96000
(2 shifts) Technician Technical Certification

Clerical 1 8AM to 5PM Receptionist I year mi. experience In 12.000
Trainingz

Electronic Maintenance 2 7AMN to 11PM Electrical 5 vears-min. experience in 60.000
(2 shifts) Lead Technical Certification

Lead Maintenance , 7AM to I IPM Main 6 years min. experience in 60.000
Technician (2 shifts) Supervisor Technical Certification

Ma n s. 7davs Maintenance 3 vears min. experience in
Technician ~6 1 hit. dasManennc yaTechnician a week Technician Technical Certification

Total 444.000

TABLE 5-5
SUMMARY OF TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT COMPONENT COSTS

Capital Cost Salvage Annual Operation & Maintenance
(USD) Value (USD (USD)

Financial '24.366-810 2.221.935 2.428.878

Economic 22.904.801 2.088.619 2.317.585
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T'ABLEJ 5- 6

StJINI\AI.lY OF (ONST'RUIC(T'ION ('coSr FS'I'IM'1ATEIS
FIR()THE PROPOSED R(AI)E SEI'AIRA'I'IONS

(in 101001 LUSI))

Steel '; Streel
No. .rde Separation Loa(Ceneral Sie ('oncrete & Bit m ituinouns licidental Lighiing & Nleclhiniical DI)ra.inge I.andscaiping (ratid

Nl.eiiie c( icille(s \VoIrks Wo'rks Railinig Miaterialls Cons(ruicion Electrical Wosrks Warks Works 'TotalI
Works installation

I Cliyal IBlvd. and Airport Road 720(. 672.4 3,617.5 149.3 427.0 157.4 \ 22(0.6 131.4 243.7 40.1 6,379.4

2 Mlichaiarielh 595.0 113.7 1,588.0 I I I5 358.8 83.0 1 251.5 0.0 131.8 21.3 3,254.5

3 Mar- Mekhlael 2(260(0 331..9 1,596.6 135.0 417.9 69.5 282.8 119.6 130.3 14.0 3,359.6

4 Oialerie Senuan 645.( 121.0 2,035.5 135.0 347A4 124.1 184.9 0.0 133.-4 33.3 3,759.4

,,, S 'I youlmllelh 250.0 6.36.5 1,948.3 1331) 467.9 I 05.6 295. 9 123.2 266.9 (2.8 4,240.0

6 Oimiai Beyhlum1) alt 3eil FI AttilI 250.0 885.1 3,090.5 129.0 625.7 210.0 366.9 159.2 234.5 20.3 5,971.1

7 Bechara 1-1 Khouiy 250.0 429.( 1,885.3 147.0 509.7 146.4 312.1 123.2 139.3 13.(0 3,955.6

8 Adlich 250.0 766.4 2,884.0 292.0 641.9 160.6 314.0 123.2 181.3 22.8 5,636.1

9 Ahdallah Yali and ()aiD ascus Ro 250.0 394.1 1,(041.3 97.0 306.2 64.8 294.1 123.2 169.0 12.8 2,752.3

10 Saini Solib anid Damascus Roadl 25010 284.7 609.6 86.0 244.9 74.0 11(10.5 (.( 152.3 12.8 1,824.7

I Il layek and Salonime 72U.0 (59.8 1,963.7 185.4 897.4 355.8 697.7 0.0 273.7 47.5 5,301.0

12 Mkalles 54(.( ))9.2 1,411.3 92.7 146.A 125.4 269.(1 0.0 97.4 26.4 2,807.8

13 Dora 620.0 249.9 3,279.7 2(10.6 351.8 61.0 21(.0 0.0 141.6 19.5 5,I 52.0

14 Jal EIl ih 620.0 21 1.3 2,292.9 153.01 137.8 16-1.0 409.1 0.0 326.2 0.0 4.314.3

15 Antelias (620.0 249.7 3,279.7 21(0.6 336.9 62.5 21X.0( (. 141.6 19.5 5,138.4

16 613chamiom - Aiamomi 250,0 119.5 658.7 235.8 I 55.9 77.8 196.5 .. 0) 167.5 19.5 1,881.1

C rand Tota_ _ __l _65.727.1
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StilSNlXAll' ()F INVE!'.STEMENTCO (S l li
O(R T1 III E l'PlR'OS1I1) (RADE)1: SIEI'ARATIONS

(il 1 ) S ))

No.a (I Al 1oo At R Residuial
Location Group Area Rate C~ (onst rucion Construction Econiomiic Valuie Majintenance

Completed_ _S(__ $/S(Ini R Cost Cos( Ini'estineln ., Year 2(1201 Cost
I Chiyali B3lvd. and Airport Roa(l 2,002 1,162 750 871.50( 6,379,366 5,996,604 6,868,104 64 3,837,827 119,932
2 Mticliaiafieh 2 2,002 540 750 405,00(0 3,254,511 3,059,240 3,464,2401 64 1,957,914 61,185

3 vlar Mekliael 2 2,002 2.502 750 1,876.500 3,.39.580 3,158.,005 5,034.505 64 2,02 ,J23 63,160

4 (,alel ie Seinaaii I 2,001 3,500 1,0((( 300(1 3.759.1 10 . 3.533,845 7,033,845 62 2,190,984 70,677

5 Tayotiiunnelh I 2,001 723 I,000 723,000 4,239,975 3,985,577 4,708.577 62 2,471,057 79,712

6 Oiar 13eylihiium at lleit 1I AtiFIi 2 2,002 1,926 2,1000 3.852,00(0 5). 71,1 15 5,612,792 9,464,792 64 3,.592,187 112,256

7 Becliara El Klhoiry 3 2,004 600 2,00(0 1,200,000 3,9 55550 3,1I18,217 4,918,217 68 2,528,388 74,364

8 Adlielh 3 2,004 994 2,00(10 1,988,00(10 5,636,125 l5,297,958 7,285,958 68 3,602,611 105,959

9 Abdallalh Yali aild D)amascius Ro 3 2,004 0 2,000 0 2,752,274 2,587,138 2,587,138 68 1,759,254 51,743

10 Saimi Solih and D)amascus Road 3 2,004 0 1,5(( 0 1,824,670 1,715,190 1,7 15,190 68 1,166,329 34,3(04

II 1 layek and(1 Sllonile I 2(001I 3.773 1,250 4,716.252( 5.,300(.965 4,982,9017 9,699.157 62 3.(089,402 99,658

12 Mkalles I 2,001 2,471 750 11853,25(0 2.(87,79( 2,639,323 4,492,573 62 1,636,3801 52,786

13 3)ora I 2,0(01 0 1,25(1 (n . 15,955 4,842,838 4,842.838 62 3.002,559 96,857

I 4Jal El D)ih 3 2.0(04 2,49(1 75(1 1,867.50(0 4,3 14,.3(4 4,055,446 5.,922,(946 68 2,757,7(03 81,1(19

IS Antelias 3 2.001 1 -1(10 0 5.1 381.42(1 4,830,115 4,83(0.115 68 3,284,478 96, 602

1 6Icli3amotin - Arjaimoun 3 (1(04 3.M1I) 410( 1.2(14.(0(0(0 I.8l, (m(1 1,768,234 2,972,23)1 68 1.202,399 35.365

(Ciainidl;lal 24.07,00(0(1 05,727,05(1 61,783,427 85.840.427 401.1(00,'59 1.235,669

1,11 111 II1\' FI 8111 1 .,' I



BEIRUT UJRBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

TABLE 5-8
COST ESTIMATES OF PARKING STRUCTURE (in USD)

(capacitv = 500 cars)

Capial alv(ye v .020Annual Annual
Component Capital Salvage b 2020 Maintenance Cost Operations

Cost (Cost__________ ___USD % USD Costs**(USD)

Construction Cost" 3.000.000 62 1.860.000 2 60.000

Landscapingl 1.000.000 0 0 0 0

2 Lifts 50.000 0 0 10 5.000

Ventilation Svstem 150.000 0 0 10 15.000

Fire Fighting Svstem I 0.000 0 0 10 15.000 190.000

Generator & UPS Svstem 50.O00 0 0 10 5.000

Serveillance & Control Home 100.000 0 0 10 10.000

Mlarking & SigTninU 20.000 0 0 10.000

Pa--on-Foot Svstem 30.000 0 0 10 3.000

Enmineering Fees 270.000tTotal Financial 4.820.000 i.860.000( 115.000 120.000

Financial Cost Per Space 9640 3720 231) 240

Total Economic 4.530.800 1.748.400 108.100 112.800

Economic Cost Per Space 9062 3497 216 226

N 0(1 cars N 200,SAi/r-

-'1ncLJLdeS staltinui and clectriclit cost

,4O rDELc E R.NBLE \ . '4 --
D-M6rnh 1'>- 5- 13



BEIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

TABLE 5-9
PARKING STRUCTURES COSTS

(in Million USD)

Parking Structure Location Sanaveh Mazraa Tale Miar Nicolas Totaltw, - ~~~~~~~~~Kavvat

Capacity (car spaces) 1000 300 100 100 1500

Financial Construction Cost 9.640 2.892 0.964 0.964 14.460

Economic Cost 9.062 2.718 0.906 0.906 13.592

Operation and Maintenance 0.442 0.133 0.044 0.044 0.663

Economic Salvage Year 2020 33.497 1.049 0.350 0.3.50 5.246

TABLE 5-10
SUMMARY OF

PARKING CONTROL EQUIPMENT COSTS
(in USD)

Unit Capital Year of Salvage Operation &
Quantities Financial Cost Investment Value Year aintenance

Cos ostIvesmet ainennc

Parkineter (pay & displav) 175 8.000 1.400.000 2.000 0 140.000

Towing Trucks I13 40.000 520.000 2.000 0 52.000

Tirelock 130 300 39.000 2.000 0 4.000

Total Financial Cost 1.959.000 2.000 0 196.000

Total Economic Cost 1.841.000 184.000

.1' DELI\ERABLE \,> 5 4
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BEIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PPEPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

TABLE 5- 11
INVESTMENT, SALVAGE AND O/M COSTS

FOR PROJECT COMIPONENTS
(IN THOUSAND USD)

Project Component Investment Cost Mid Point Salvage value Annual Operation &
(Economic) Year Year 2020 Maintenance Costs

Traffic NManagement 22'.905 2000 7.089 2.545

Grade Separation

Group I 31.776 2000 11.33 1 420

Group I -II 56.628 2001 21.81. 794

Group I - 11 - III 88.058 _q02 36.916 1.297

Parking klanageement Scheme

Parking Structures Onl I 1.5922 2000 52A45 663

Total Parking Plan 15.433, 2000 5.245 847

Total BUTP Project [ 126.3961 2001 44.25 0 4.689

,411 DEI-IX ERABLE \,,4
D--bmrc "-15





BEIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

6. DEVELOPMENT AND CALIBRATION OF A TRAFFIC
FORECASTING MODEL

For the BUTP Preparatorv Study. a traffic forecasting model was developed and calibrated
using EMME/2 transportation planning software, in order to assist in forecasting future traffic
demand and in determining the performance of the transportation network for the various
scenarios under consideration. In order to develop this model. the following sequence was
done (Figure 6-1).

6.1 Development of a Year 1998 (Base Year) Highway Network

The 1994 highway network. originally used by TEAM International in the development of the
Greater Beirut Area Transportation Plan (GBATP), was used and its attributes were converted
to the EMME/2 format. This was followed by updating the network to reflect 1998 roadway
conditions. This was done by coding all roadway projects completed between the years 1994
and 1998.

The roadwav tlassification svstem used in the development of the highwav network divided
the roadwavs into fourteen (14) link types and are presented in Table 6-1. Each link type has
its own attributes: number of lanes per direction. free flow speed. hourlv capacity per lane.
and volume1- delay function.

However. lane capacity for each link tvpe differs from one area to another depending on the
tvpe of operation at the adjacent intersection. Table 6-1 presents the lane capacitv (in pcu/hr)
for each tvpe and for each operational mode of the intersection (unsignalized. police-
operated/isolated signalized. and signalized progressive).

Table 6-2 shows the reduction in link capacity if parking is allowed on one or two sides of the
road. The reduction in capacitv was estimated by considering the effect of a parked vehicle in
a traveled lane on its capacitv to be directly related to the reduction in traveled lane width.
The effects of localized double parking and cruising in search of a parking space were taken
as 0.1 and 0.05 of the capacity of a single lane.

6.2 Volume - Delay Functions

The travel time between two locations depends on facilitv types available between two
locations and projected traffic levels. Appropriate functions which relate roadwav capacity to
travel time are usually used. These functions are referred to as volume-delav functions
(VDFs) for each link tvpe (listed in Table 6-1) and expressed as the product of free flow speed
times and normalized congestion functions f(x) such as:

Timev = Timeo * f (v/c)

Where, congestion time (Timev) is usually modeled via a non-linear function which uses
volume to capacitv ratio (v/c) times free flow time (Timeo).

A function developed manv vears ago by Bureau of Public Road (BPR) has been widelv used
in various travel forecasting analysis. The BPR function is:

Timev = Timeo * [I + (v/c)a)

With higher values of a. the effect of congestion becomes more pronounced and increases
Timev at a high rate. Heinz Spiess of EMME/2 Support Center has demonstrated the
shortcomings of the BPR type functions and alternatively developed Conical VDFs such as:

(,40/DELIVERABLE Nu24
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NETl'WOIRK O(MMI E 1111)
EVOLUTION - PR(E) cETS

1994-1998

-__ ___ -! FUTUREF I _ J ~~~~~~~~NETWORKS
1994 NETWORK * BASF.YEA_1998 201) I, 2002, 21N03, 2014,

(99.BNETWORKNETWOIIK

... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . .1YAlR-15-YEAII

1998 ASSI(NMENTS * R(sTN -

BASE FORI ALL, SEVEN PROCESSING
VDF FUNCTIONS' -- YEAR YEARE SCENARIOS USING STEAM

VI)F YECLIBARE FUTURS CONSIDERED

-- MODEI, VEIIICLE TRII'

____ ___ ___MATRICES

1998 'i
199I IIASE YEAR

VEHICLE TRIP VEIICLE TRII m
MATRIX (GBATIP) MATlRIX 0

210210 FTIURE

f vriii I E ~~M TRIX SP~LIT
- - MA I RIX ~~~~~~~~4] ~SCENARIO

OBSERVEI) LINK |201
VOLIUMES 1 20S5 |'r/IP l
1994-1998 MERAN'rHI'X

\ (Trafric Cotitits) |---- - ---- - -- - ---- | (CATIX (113A1P=C,reater BeirtitAieaTFanispoi-tatioll Plan(Traffic Counts) -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 (;IAT 1)

FIGURE 6 -1 TRAFFIC MOI)ELLING; ANI) TESTING OF ALTERNATIVES



TAIt , DL 6 - I

IIEI1tUJI' tJRt1BAkN TRANSPOrlT RJ().ECT

ENi R'IE/2 R)OAI) LINKS ATlTRI DlJTES

Lane Capacihy (pcti/hi) Link Capacity lte(ction I)ue To

Link No. of' Free Flow Node Operatio4j',Mode 1_'arkinig (pcu/Iir)(no cruise)
Type Ilescription Lanes P'er Speed gn e

D)irection (kinph) Jnialzd Policc-Operated or gale(Tyle I)i r ecl i°ll (km l)ll ) l J Unsigttiel Plc-Ieaelo ignalized I One Si(le Two Sitles
Isolatetd Signalizedl Progressive n

I Ceiti-oid Connector I I 

2 | Onle-WaY Oe y I | 40I 600 || 700- -[ NA J( 180 fl 360

3 || Onle-Way |[ 2 & 3 || 50 ll 600 J[ 700 J[ 8(0 Jf 400 800
Ote-a ,,F I, ,,01 11 li80

4 ||TIwo-Way Unidivided| I | 4 600 J[ 700 I NA | 230 460

S || xTvo-Way Und(livided | 2 j 60 J[ 60)0 700 1 850 J1 400 800

6 T1 Iwo-Way Dividedl J[ 2 j 65 90( ir 1000 I 1200 600 Jl 1200

7 || Two-Way Divided | 70 || 10(( *0 1300 * 670 1340

8 if1 i; ilf 1 i1 li ii8 ||xTwo-Way Motintaiiotis 220 6 0 2 NA I NA NA NA

9 Two-Way Mountainous|J I | 50 I 8(0 ir NA JF NA NA J[ NA

10 || Fxpressway [ 2 & 3 80 I 4() NA I NA 940 * J[ 1880*

II if t xparessway || j J[4 8( 1600 Jl NA Jr NA || 1070 * 2140 *

12 || G>lrade Separation I2 I7Z() 160() NA NA NA J[ NA

13 || F reewvay & 3 90 18(0 NA NA NA NA

14 || Ramp || m Z| 40 1(1000 [ NA NA NA NA

NA indicates not alpIicalilc

*The capacity is reported lier Ia!nc Mule thld rdfiction in capacit) is jeported lor the multi-lane !!4(road- 1)

640/DE[ IVERABL E No24



TABlE 6 - 2
LINK CAPACITY REI)IJCTION DEJII TO PARKING

P cavement II | Adtditional Reduction' Original Reduced Link Additional Reduced
Link Lane WidIth Reduiction Friction Toali Douible Crie Lane Capacity (No Loubl Cparking &il
Type Widthi (in) Rteduction R1tti(b ttt Ratio Parkting Cris Capacity Cruise) (pcu/hir) Cruise Pcu/rkig)

(in) _ _ _ _ ( p c u~~~~~~~~~~~~(ct/ b r ) _ _ _se(pu/r

2 5.0 1 00 0).1 ().30) 0).1) 1 0.05 600 (180 90

31 3.5 j 20.57 Jf 0.1 j06 (1 j 0.05 600 400 90

31 11 1 1 0.28 if 011 03(11010110.05 j! 600 2 30 90

5 3 5 || 2 057 0.1 I 0.10 0.05 | 600 400 | 90

6| 3.5 || 2 || 057 1| n 0.67 00( I ] 05 ° 900 600 135

71 3.5 1l 2 D1 0.57 ] 0.1 067 0).10) 0).0)5 1()00) 0670 15U

10 | 3.5 || 2 || 0).57 || 0).1 || 0.67 || NA || NA |! 1400 940 NA

_ | 35 2 || 0 | 57 1071 ][_ NA 0NA _ 1070 NA

NA iiiliciites Not Apliicabl I

* Road%a) %idtl

6,10OFl)I INT1R Ull 1 N.24



BEIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

Timev = Timeo* {2 a2 ( -v / c) + b - a(1- v / c) - b}

where b is given as:

b = (2a - I) / (2a - 2)

TEA,Mvl International has adopted Spiess's Conical tvpe function] and assembled the
followingz VDFs:

* VDFI = I

VDF2= (length/(40/60))*(0.9-6*( 1 -(volau/lanes*600-1 80*ul 1- 100*ul2)))+sqrt(36*( I-
(volau/(lanes*600-180*ull+100*ul2)))^2+I1.21))

VDF3 = (length/(50/60))*(0.9-6*(1 -volau/(Ianes*600-400*ul 1 + I 00*u12+200*ul3)))+
sqrt( 36*( i -(volau/(lanes*600-400*ul I + 1 00*u12+200*u13 )))A^' I .21))

VDF4 = (length/(45/60))*(0.9 -6*(1 -(volau/(lanes*600-23O0*ul I I 00*ul2)))+sqrt(36*( 1-
(volau/(lanes*600-230*ul 1 + I 00*ul2)))92+ 1.21))

VDF5 = (lentyth/(60/60))*(0.9-6*( I -(volau/(Ianes*6 00-400*ul 1+1 00*ul2+250*ul3)))+
sqrt(36*( I -(volau/(Ianes*600-400*u 1 + 1 00*u12+250*ul3)))'2+ .2 1))

VDF6 = (Ien1th/(65/60))*(0.9-6*( l -(volau/(lanes*9 00-600*ul I t I O0*u[2+300*u13 )))+
sqrt(36*( 1 -(volau/(lanes*900-600*ul 1 + I 00*u12-3 00*ul3)))^2- 1.21))

VDF7 = (length/(70/60))*(0.9-6*(1 -(volau/(Ianes* 1 000-670*ul 1 + I 00*u12'300*ul3 )))+
sqrt(36*( 1-(volau/(lanes* I 000-670*ul 1+I 00*ul2'+300*u13)))'+21.2 1))

VDF8 = (length/(60/60))*(0.875-5*(I -(volau/(lanes* 1200)))- sqrt(25*( I -
(volau/H lanes* I 200)))^2+ 1 .265625))

VDF9 = (lengthi(50/60))*(0.875-5*(I-(volau/(lanes*800)))+ sqrt(25*( I-
(volau/(lanes*800)))A2+ 1.265625))

VDF I0 = (lencth/(80/60))*(0.875-5*( I -(volau/(lanes* I 400-940*ul 1 )))+ sqrt(25*( I -
(volau/(lanes* 1 400-940*ul 1)))^2+1.265625))

VDF I I = (length/(80I60))*(0.875-5*( 1 -(volau/(lanes* 1600-1 070*ul 1 )))- sqrt(2'5*( i -
(volau/( Ianes* 1 600-1 070*ul l )))^2+ I .265625))

VDF 12 = (lenuth/(70/60))*(0875-5*(I -(voiau/(lanes* 1600)))- sqrt(25*( 1-
(volau/(lanes* 1 600)))^2+1.265625))

VDF 13 = (lenyth/(90/60))*(0.8574.5*( I -(volau/(lanes* 1 800))-)+ sqrt(20.25*( -

(volau/(Ianes* 1 800)))^'2+1 .30622))+ul I * length

VDF 14 = (Ien,Tth/(40/60))*(0.875j5 *( I -(volau/(lanes* I 000)))-sqrt(25 *( 1 -
(Volau/( lanes* I 000)))^2+ 1 .265625))-'ul I *length

FiLuLre 6-2 illustrates the zraphs of these volume-delay functions.

Spiess. Heinz "Conical Volume-Delay Functions". EMMIE2' Support Center, Aegerten. Switzerland.
October 1989.
',40D,ELIVERABLE No4 6-5
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BEIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FNAL

*VDFI represents the travel times on the dummv links connecting zone centroids to the
highway network. It is a contrast value of one minute.

Note: ul I is used to represent capacity reduction due to parked vehicles for vdf'. vdf:3. vdf4,
vdf5. vdf6 and vdf7; in this case. ul] can take the following values:

ull value Description
0 No parking on link
I Parking on one side of the link
2 Parking on bothi sides
, 1 5 Double parking on one side

2. .15 Parking on one side and double parking on the other side
1.03 Parking meter on one side
2.06 Parking meter on both sides

For vdfl 3 and vdfl 4. ul l can be used to represent the tolls at the-Peripherique and Northern
Highway. The values of I min/km and 2 min/km respectivelv areused and explained in
Section 6.7. The u12 factor is the increased capacitv in case of police operation of an isolated
signal [ul2 talkes the value of 0 (if no police or signal) and I otherwise]. The u13 factor is the
increased capacitv due to proaression [ul3 takes the value of 0 (if no proaression) and I
otherwise].

The above VDFs are used to estimate travel times at various levels of cong^estion rather than
the more simple BPR functions.

6.3 Development of a Year 1998 (Base Year) Trip Matrix
The traffic analysis zone system was based on the Greater Beirut Area Transportation Plan.
There wvere sixtv-three (63) internal zones and five (5) external zones. providing a 68x68 trip
matrix. Figure 6-3 shows the boundaries of the zones in the GBA. The sixty-three zones were
grouped into twelve (12) districts. The boundaries of the districts are also shown in Figure
6-3. Table 6-3 shows a partial listing of cities. villages, or neighborhoods in each zone and
district.

The 1994 vehicle trip matrix was taken as the basis for the development of the 1998 vehicle
trip matrix. Based on traffic survevs and counts conducted in Greater Beirut during Fall of
1997 and Spring of 1998. growth ratesAwere developed between 1994 and 1998. These annual
growth in trips among pairs of zones in the GBA. are shown in the table below.

D etination Zones Zones Zones Zones
Origin \ 1 thru 29 30 thru 45 46 thru 63 64 thru 68
Zones I thru 29 1I%a 3% 1% 0%
Zones 30 thru 45 3% 2% 1 % 0%
Zones 46 thru 63 1% 1% 1% (%
Zones 64 thru 68 0% 0% 0% 0%

Table 6-4 show s the district - level vear 1998 dailv vehicular trip table (17 x 1 7 matrix).

,4o DELIVERABLE 4 6-7
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TABLE 6-3
TRAFFIC ANALYSIS ZONES

District No. / Zone . .
Name No. Cities, Vilages or Neighborhoods

I -East Beirut I Port of Beirut

2 El Jisr. El Khodr. Mar Mekhael, El Kubayyat

3 Al Jiitawi. Orthodox Hospital. Al Ghabi (Corniche El Nahr). Karm El Zeitoun

4 El Hikmeh. St. Nicholas. El Rmeil. El Jemaize. Saifi

5 St. Joseph, Furn El Hayek. El Nasra

6 Mar Mitr. Achrafieh

7 Hotel Dieu. Sioufi. Adliyeh, Kasr El Adl

2-Central
Beirut 8- El Sabac (Parc). Ras El Nabeh. Amlieh. El Mathaf

9 El Horch. Kaskas. Beit El Atfal, El Chuhadah. R.P. Chatila. Dar El Ajazeh

I0 El Malaab El Baladi. Tarik El Jadidah. Fakhani

I Makassed Hospital. Abou Chaker. El Bir Wal lhsan. Al l\lazraa. Barbour. Borj
Abi Haidar

I Al Basta Al Fawka. Noueiri. Al Basta El Tahta. Al Bachoura. Al Khandak El
2 Ghamik. Hawde El Wilava (park). Karm El Ariss

Riad El Solh. Ghalgoul. Azariyeh, Sahat El Nijme (Parliament). El Majidiyeh, El
13 Baladieh. El Jamii El Kabir. Maarad. Mar Maroun

3-West Beirut 14 Minet El Hosn. Zeitouni. Starco, Bab Idriss. Sarai. Kabouchieh. Wadi Abou Jmil.Al Ahlieh. Borj El Murr

I 5 Ain El Mraisseh. St Georges. Phoenicia. Holiday Inn. Kantari. Junblat. AlSanaveh. Kulivet El Houkouk. Presidence du Conseil. Central Bank. El lzaa. Zarifl

16 Hamra

17 AUB. I.C.

18 Ras Beirut. Jal El Bahr. Bain Militaire. Manarah

19 Koraitem. Raouche. Chouran. Sakiet El Janzir

20 Ain El Tineh. Snoubra, Tallet El Drouze. Dar El Fatwa. Munla

2 I Zaidanieh, El Batrakieh. Moussaitbeh

22 T.V.. Tallet El Khayat. Soviet Embassy.Sakanet El Helou. Wata El Moussaitbeh

23 Unesco, Ramlet El Baida

24 Mar Elias, Dar El Muallimin, Nikabit El Mouhandisin

4RDELIVERABLE %,,24
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TABLE 6 - 3 (Continued)
TRAFFIC ANALYSIS ZONES

District No. Zone Cities, Villages or Neighborhoods
Name No.

4-Borj
Hamorj 25 Borj Hammoud I

Hammoud/

26 Borj Hammoud 2

27 Sin El Fii 1

28 Sin El Fil 2. Jisr El Bacha

29 Fum El Chebbak. Ain El Roumaneh

5-Borj ElBrji 30 Chivah
Brajneh/

31 Ghobeiry 1. Haret Hreik

32 Ghobeirv 2

33 Ouzaii

34 Borj El Brajneh

6-.ldaideh 35 El Baouchrieh

36 Jdaideh. Sad El Baouchrieh

37 Dekwaneh

7-Hazbniehd 38 Hazmieh, Fayadieh. Baabda

39 Hadath. Hay El Laylake

40 Boutchay. Kfarshima

8-Khaldeh
Choueifat 41 Hay Es Sollom

42 Beirut International Airport

43 Khaldeh

44 Choueifat

45 Deirkoubel

'-< DELIXERABLE \.:4
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TABLE 6 - 3 (Continued)
TRAFFIC ANALYSIS ZONES

District No. / Zone Cities, Villages or Neighborhoods
Name No.

9-Dbaveh 46 Dbaveh. Haret El Belane. Deir Aauker. Zouk El Kharab
Ante'lias I__

47 Dik El Mehdi. Beit Ech Chaar. Mtaileb. Rabieh. Raboue. Zakrit. Mazraat Yachoue
Beit Kekko. Ain Aar. Qornet Chahwan

48 Tal El Srour. Naccache

49 Antelias, Haret Ghaouarni

10-Jal El Dib 50 Jal El Dib. Bainnava. Deir El Salib. Amaret Chalhoub. El Zalka

51 Biakout. Bsalim. Nabay

52 Roumie

53 El Fanar. Ain Saade

54 Mansourieh. Mountazah. Dachounie

I I-Jam hour! 5 Louaize. Jamhour. Haret El Sit. Rjoum. Bsous
Bclhamoun

56 Wadi Chahrour. Bdadoun. Houmal. Blaybel

57 Bsaba. Ain Aanoube

58 Bchamoun, Srahmoul

59 Yanar

I 2-Damour 60 Aramoun

61 Daouha. Naame. Haret Naame

62 Damour. El Hamra. Mechref Kadim

63 Baaourta. Daqqoune

I 3-Southern 64 South Lebanon. Saida. Sour. Chouf
Lebanon

14-Eastern 65 Alev. Beqaa. Damascus. Syria. Other Miount Lebanon
Lebanon

15-N/letn 66 Beit Meri. Broummana. Other Metn Areas

1 6-Hich Metn 67 Bikfaya. Other High NMetn

1 7-Northern 68 Jounieh. Kesrouan, Tripoli, North Lebanon. Syria. Turkev. Europe
[Lebanon __________________________________

640;DELI"ERABLE N'o-
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'TABLE 6 - 4
I)IST''IC"F-LEJVEiL YEAI 1998 I)AIILY VEhIL ARTRIP MATRIX

Ho I)istlict Ilolv
lFromi, D)istrict

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 t 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 lotal

I East Beirnt 38,151 8,295 5,730 31.985 6,026 '7,'59 1 1.073 .(034 6.997 '?128 1.428 556 1.443 1,656 1,973 9'6 11,750 166,4110

2 Central Beirit 8.505 32.0198 3 3.591 2(1,0124 33.1165 6,589 5.1(18 12,282 1,861 1,848 1,247 2,225 j(032 3.903 51i 302 5632 173,887

3 West Beiriut 5.79') 31,191 26,937 25.40(2 28,219 5.999 3.611 6.5 47 1.712 2',19(1 1,175 1,8(11 4,149) 3,444 715 445 4,056 153,353

4 Borj laninioufl /Simu El Fil 31.985 20),124 25,402 39.806 17,029 17,961 15.362 4.817 6.127 7,748 2.019 1,283 2.667 2,714 2,266 853 7,796 2(05,859

5 Borj El Brajiuel, / lGobeiry 6.(86 33.0165 28.5011 17.0(2') 544(149 1.194 4.;45 1(0.141 792 849 898 1I862 4,104 3,561 316 245 2.032 172,229

6 .Jdaideh / Baouchlrielh 27.259 6.589 5.989 1 7.')61 3,194 201.983 7.4(07 1,512 7.0(88 7,745 1.4(06 397 1468 2.151 1,751 1,387 14,693 12,98(1

7 llaznielh / Baabtla 1 1.173 5.11)8 3,6(11 15.362 4,545 7.4107 19.687 1.42' 2.0(44 2.313 3.311 5(04 1.151 1.846 587 34(1 4.810( Xi,118

8 Klialele / (lhouicifal 2,128 12,282 6,769 4.817 1(1,141 1.51' 1 49 I 3,013 5 581 649 89(1 1,755 1.938 1,621 175 92 1,41)I 61,3(15

9 Dbayel / Anaalias 6.997 1,861 1.7012 6.127 792 7.0188 2.044 581 12.122 3.616 324 1.59 374 434 422 375 8.515 53,533

10 Jal El Dib 9.128 1,849 2.19)( 7,748 849 7.745 2.31) 6 J 049 3.610 6,183 666 126 41(9 562 7014 446 5,162 5(1.344

11 Janihour / Bc:lichuomi 1.533 1,247 1,198 2.'111 898 1.40(0 3.311 8)11 324 666 1,996 173 268 198 175 22 71)4 17,0128

12 IDamour .55 6 2,22 1.8111 1.283 1.862 397 5(l4 1.75.5 159 126 173 725 552 268 45 3.5 385 12,851

13 Souillemi IClebati1on 1.413 j.l32 4.14') 2.0(7 4,104 1.41,8 1.151 l.').X 374 4(I 5 268 52 2'35 717 1274 129 2.17 27,317

14 Easterii l.ebainona 1.656 3,903 3.444 2.714 3.561 2.1I5 1.84(6 1.021 434 562 198 268 717 247 141 94 2.27(1 25.887

IS NIetii 1.973 515 715 2.2) 316 1.751 587 17.5 422 70(4 175 45 164 141 23 li 929 10.912

16 ligih Mleti 926 3(02 445 8a5 245 1.397 3401 92 375 446 22 35 121) 94 1 11 623 6,336

17 Noritlueiii .e LeNmon 11.750 5,.632 4.056 7.796 2.632 14.093 4.8III 1.4')1 8.5 I 3 5.102 7/4 385 2.51 7 2.270 929 623 3.0158 77,P23

(oluntia 'Total 10.939') 171.277 I 56.2211 20(5.85') 171.887 I'28.98( 85.11X (.(0.')89) 53.5-33 51.344 1(.91)1 12,851 277,3 17 25.887 1(0.912 6.336 77.0(23 1.428.372
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6.4 Model Calibration

Model calibration is an iterative procedure in which the assignment of a base year scenario
will reproduce the existing traffic conditions on the roadway network. Proper calibration of
the base vear scenario is necessary to get reliable results in order to simulate future network
confiouration using forecasted travel demand matrices. The steps involved in model
calibration are the following:

a) perform initial equilibrium assignments using 1998 vehicle trip matrix on the 1998
roadway network,

bl analyze travel time and travel distance among the zones in the study area:
c) compare volumes produced bv the model to the ones counted at specific screenline:
d) analvze speeds and volumes according to link classification:

e) modify network attributes and/or volume-delay functions. if necessarv:

t) perform other assignments and re-analvze the results:.

g) once the assignment results reflect existing traffic conditions on the roadwav
i1etwork (i.e. assigned traffic volumes are within ten percentage points of counted
trFaffic volumes on screenline basis), the model is considered properly calibrated.

Figure 6-4 depicts the screenline locations used in the EMME/2 model validation. Table 6-5
shows a comparison of modeled volumes versus counted volumes by screenline.

6.5 Future Years Highwav Networks

Future vears highway networks were developed for the vears 2001. 2002. 2003. 2005. 2010.
201 5 and 2020. The vear 1998 highway network (developed earlier) was augmented by the
programmed and planned roadway projects. The following roadwav projects were added to
the respective networks based on their programmed completion date. Figure 6-5 shows the
roadway construction projects programmed in Greater Beirut Area. For example. if a project
is programmed to be completed by the vear 2004: then it is coded in the vear 2005 network.
when it will be open for traffic.

* Coastal Highway Tollwav between BCD and Dbaveh expected to be completed by
the vear 2002

* Borj Hammoud - Nabaa expected to be completed by the vear 1999
* Borj Hammoud - Baouchrieh expected to be completed by the year 2009
* Port Penetrator expected to be completed by the year 1 999
* - Tahwita Road between Adlieh and Hazmieh expected to be completed by the year

1999
* Rocade Urban North expected to be completed bv the vear 1998
* Hazmieh - Airport Road expected to be completed bv the vear 2000
* Cocodv - Cola I between Cocody and Solh Palace expected to be completed by the

year 1998
* Cocody - Cola 2 between Solh Palace and Salam Viaduct expected to be completed

by the vear 1998
* Chatila - Choueifat I between Chatila and Kafaat Road expected to be completed

by the year 1998

4J[I'ELIERABLE \0 4 6-1
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TABLE 6 - 5
1998 DAILY TRAFFIC VOLUMES

MODELED VS. COUNTED

Modeled Counted Mlodeled
Screenline No. I Name Volumes Volumes Counted

Screenline No. I - Nahr El Mott

Dora Blvd. at Mercedes 116.981 112.373 1.04

Idaideh Road at Hikmeh 20.574 34.318 0.60

Sin El Fil Blvd. North of Almaza 86.201 74.718 1.15

Total Screenline No. 1 223,756 221.409 1.01

Screenline No. 2 - Dora - Dekwaneh
Dekwaneh - Mar Takla Road 23.917 5 1. 1 39 0.47

Dora Autostrade 127.644 104.790 1.22

Sin El Fil Blvd. North of Galerie Khabbaz 67.069 65.885 1.02

Total Screenline No. 2 218,630 221.814 0.99

Screenline No. 3 - Chivah Boulevard

Airport Road North of Chiyah Blvd. 46,203 86.222 0.54

Camille Chamoun B4vd. North of Chiyah Blvd. 32.434 31.536 1.03

Coastal Highway North of Sultan Ibrahim 6.028 17.358 0.35

Damascus Road South of Chevrolet 22.899 36.610 0.63

Ghobeirv Road North of Chivah Blvd. 9.419 8.462 1.11

.lisr El Bacha Road North of Nahr Beirut 34.769 58.877 ().59

Mkalles - Mansourieh 34.967 40.557 0.86

Mucharafieh - Chatila Blvd. 34.224 21.621 1.58

Old Saida Road North of NMar Mekhael 33.607 48.673 0.69

S. Penetrator North ofChivah Blvd. 55.144 55.342 1.00

Sport City Blvd. North of Chivah Blvd. 77.383 5 1.740 1.50

Total Screenline No. 3 387,077 456.998 0.85

Screenline No. 4 - Corniche El Mazraa

Adlieh Bridge - Ramps 60.091 49.963 1.20

Bechara Khourv (Tunnel - Ramps) 86.703 90.386 0.96

Borj Abi Haidar South of Comiche El Mazraa 13.932 20.,337 0.69

Charles Helou Ave. East of Nahr Beirut 163.595 120.731 1.36

Cola Bridge 46.262 28.934 1.60

Damiascus Road South of Museum 12.164 10.562 1.15

Farid Trad Street South of Corniche 7.571 22.916 0.33

Hariri Avenue 53.001 35.012 1.51

Jisr El Wati 43.917 74.125 0.59

Nahr Street at Borj Hammoud 5 1.600 26.063 1.98

Omar Ben K1hattab South oftCorniche El Mazraa 9.253 8.102 1.14

Rachidine Street South Corniche El Mazraa 27.225 25.653 1.06

Salim Salam Blvd. (Under Bridge) 11.954 2 1.575 0.55

Sami Solh Ave. South of Corniche 44.311 42.539 1.04

Unesco (Ministry of Education) 29.494 19.418 1.52

Total Screenline No. 4 661.073 596,316 1.11

Total Screenlines I through 4 1,490,536 1,496,537 1.00
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Chatila - Choueifat 2 between Kafaat Road and Choueifat expected to be
completed by the vear 2000

* (Khaldeh - Cocody expected to be completed bv the year 2000
* Peripherique Section between Hazmieh and Zalka expected to be completed bv the

vear 2002
* Peripherique Section between Khaldeh and Hazmieh expected to be completed bv

the year 2004
* Peripherique Section between Zalka and Antelias expected to be completed by the

year 2004.

6.6 Future Years Trip Matrices

The modeling effort requires inputting zone to zone trip matrices into the assignment model.

The starting trip matrix is the 1994 vehicular trip matrix developed by the GBATP. It was
based on extensive field surveys which included household DU surveys and road-side O-D
SLIrveys.

TEAM lnternational is continuouslv involved in collecting traffic related data in the Greater
Beirut Area as required bv the various studies thev are in charge of During late 1997.
additional roadside O-D surveys were conducted at the Northern Entrance near Dbayeh and at
several loaTtibns along2 the Beirut - Chtaura - Masnaa Highway. Concurrently a traffic
counting campaign was also conducted all over Greater Beirut. The results of these survevs
were utilized to update the 1994 vehicular trip-matrix. In summarx the updated 1997
vehicular trip matrix reflected no growth in traffic arriving and leaving the study area at its
external cordon. a fair amount of growthi in trips originating and destined to southern and
northern suburbs. and a low growth in trips within Mviunicipal Beirut.

More coLints were made during 1998. which reflected some g-rowth in traffic at Khaldeh.
coming or leaving the Beirut urban agglomeration. Additional counts enabled further tuning
of the velicular trip matrix. to reflect the observed relative growth in various zones.

The GBATP has produced in 1995 forecasts of trip interchanige through the year 2015. The
forecasting process at that time took into consideration the growth in population and
emplovment on a zone-bv-zone basis. Starting with a high and low scenarios of population
-rowth. a moderate scenario was adopted by GBATP which resulted in an average growth of
total travel of 4.3% per annum bv the vear 2015.

The observed growth in population. emplovment. and general economic growth realized after
1996 is much slower than the prevailing outlook of 1994 - 1995. Accordingly. it was decided
to adopt the 201 5 person trip matrix developed bv GBATP to reflect 2020 conditions. That is
the slow economic growth would result in delaying the growth in trips over the study horizon
sucII that the level of trip-making expected to be achieved in 2015 would now be delayed till
2020. Tlle resulting area-wide annual average trip growth over the period 1998 - 2020 is
3..3 %.

Forecasting vehicular trips requires adopting a specific modal split scenario. The modal split
scenario adopted in 1995 for '01 5 trips consisted of a marked shift towards public transport.
The public transport is an essential component of the GBATP. It included plans for re-
operating the coastal rail line as a commuter service between Jubail and Damour. introducing
two metro-lines. in addition to expanding bus services. both on dedicated ROW and on city
streets. The adopted government policies as reflected in the project priorities clearly show that
the shift towards public transportation recommended by GBATP will not be realized by 2015.
,,40,DELIV'ER BLE \.24
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Consequently. a more realistic scenario was adopted regarding modal split. Trips between
various sub-areas within GBA would have different proportions of the trips served by public

transport (entirelv bus). with an overall average of 16 percent.

In transforming- person trips to vehicular trips in the vear 2020. the proportion of trips done bv
bus were as depicted in the following table. for pairs of sub-areas of the study area.

Destination BUA Cs MS EA Total

Oriign

BUA 25% 10% 4% 6% 20%,

Cs 10% 8% 4% 3% 8%yo

MS 4% 4% 4% 2% 4%

EA 6% 3% °2o 0/3 o3 6%,

Total - 20% 8% 4% 6% 16%

BUA: Beirut Urban Agglomeration CS: Coastal Suburbs MS: Mountain Suburbs

E-A: Extemal Areas

The forecasting of vehicular trips for various time horizons followed the following steps:

Person trip matrices were developed for vears 2001 through 201 5. based on

interpolation between 1998 and 2020.

2. Once the transit trips were extracted from the trip matrix, it was converted to
transit vehicle trips based on the following bus-passenger occupancy. A bus
occupancv of 20 passengers was taken for 1998. 30 passengers for 2005. 40
passengers for 201 0. 50 passengers for 201 5. and 60 passengers for 2020. The
transit vehicle trip matrix was converted into passenger car trip matrix by
multiplying it by 2 representing the transit bus to passenger car equivalencv ratio.

The remaining person trip matrices (auto mode) were converted to passenger car
unit matrices usinr an averaae auto occupancv of 1.65 persons per vehicle (as
observed from traffic survevs).

6.7 Treatment of Toll in the Assignments

The Northern Entrance and the Pripherique are two very important projects in the Greater
Beirut Area that are expected to be in service during the coming few vears. Both are bein2

considered to be executed as BOT projects. International developers have expressed their

interest and are currentiv studying the details of the revenue forecasts. On the other hand. it
does not seem that the Government of Lebanon is inclined to finance these two projects from
its own resources in the near future. in case an a<reement with a BOT developer is not

concluded soon.

The execution of these two facilities bv a certain date will have its influence on the traffic in
general. and more importantiv on the street network adjacent to them. Some of the grade-
separation projects are verv close to these proposed expresswavs (Mkalles Roundabout and
the Peripherique, for exampie). The traffic diverted to the proposed expressways would
g,reativ influence the level of improvement warranted on the street network in their vicinitv.

,4" DELIV ERABLE \o24
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The question to be answered is whether the proposed expressways muLst be considered as toll
facilities or not in the assignment of future traffic. Even in the absence of conclusive
knowledge of the final configuration of the Toll Svstem (if anv) and the amount of tolls to be
collected. we argue that the base-case against which to compare the measure of effectiveness
and the economic feasibilitv of the proposed projects should be a network which includes toll
on the two proposed expressways. for the following reason. If the assignment is done without
consideration of toll on the proposed expresswavs, tihen more traffic wili be attracted to them.
The proposed improvements (grade separations) on the street network in the vicinitv would
appear to be less warranted. One mirht think that this would be a conservative approach
which precludes accepting a project if it is not really warranted. On the contrary. we argue
that this approach is not conservative but rather optimistic vis-a-vis the traffic forecast on the
street network. This is so because without tolls to support financing of the proposed
expresswavs, these will at best be delaved, probably till after 201 0. The consequence would
be that more traffic would have to use the adjacent street network. and the proposed
improvements on it would prove then to be more warranted.

Havinii reached a decision to include the proposed expressways (Northern Entrance and
Peripherique) as toll facilities. it remains how to treat the toll in the assi<nment.

The toll svstems for the proposed expresswavs are still under study. We have benefited from
these studies. but did not adopt blindlv their results. We are assuminu a uniform kilometric
closed toll of US$0.17 / vehicle-km on the Northern entrance and a uniforn kilometric closed
toll of US$0.08 1 vehicle-km on the Peripherique.

Tlhe value of time is taken as USS5.00 / hr / vehicle," . The paid toll would translate to 2
miln/km ot'time penaltv on the Northern entrances

($0.17, veh-hr 60min'm
I - 7 /' wIh . and I min/km of time penaltv on the Peripherique.

The adopted assumption regarding toll would provide a uniform assessment of the impact of

toll on traffic diversion. Even in the case where a different toll strateyv is eventualiv adopted
and since the objective here is primarilv to estimate the traffic on the street network and not to

estimate toll revenue, the adopted time penaltv per kilometer is more appropriate.

This approach would avoid the need to worrv about changyes in the level of toll in fiuture vears
because the changie in the level of toll would most probably be driven by the change in the

perceived value of time. In this case. the time penalty wouid not chance.

6.8 Future Years Traffic Projections

Once ftuture roadwav networks were coded into the EMME!2 model and fuIture vehicle trip

matrices (for both auto and transit modes were developed): traffic assignments were
pei-orined in order to get peak hour traffic projections for all scenarios considered in this
studs. A base case scenario was considered. in addition to traffic signals scenario. parking
control scenario. parking structure scenario. and three grade separations scenarios. Also. a
combination of all considered scenarios was studied.

' For a tolled facility. the decision to use it or not is based on a comparison of the driver's value of time and
the toll to be paid. The heaviest use of a toll facility is during peak hours. i.e. for work trips. The average
wage hourly rate (S5. 17) was rounded to S5.00 in order to correspond to an easy to interpret time penalty (I
or 2 min/ki).
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These traffic forecasts will be an input for the economic analvsis and evaluation.

Table 6-6 shows the volume - capacity ratios for scenarios tested including existing vear 1998
conditions.
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7. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS RESULTS

7.1 Analvsis Years for Improvement Programs

To perform the economic analvsis. the improvement projects are divided into cases In order to
coinpare each improvement case with the -'Do-Nothing" option or Base Case Scenario. The
proposed Tratfic ivlanagement and Parking improvement programs. are each treated as a
single improvement case. The traffic li2ht system in association with the traffic managTement
center. which constitute the major elements of the Traffic Management Program. is expected
to be executed in a two-vear period ( 1999 & 2000) and its deplovment will impact thle total
highway network within the Greater Beirut Area (GBA). Similarlv. the same rational applies
to the improvement projects within the parking program. They are expected to be constructed
within a short period of time (2000 & 2001 and will produce traffic impacts beyond their
localized suirrounding. This program is divided into two cases: parking controls case and
parking structures case. Each of these two cases are analvzed separately. The Grade
Separation improvement program for Beirut Entrances. which is composed -of ueometric
improvements to 16 intersections. is treated as multiple improvemenit cases. The g-rouping of
the intersections within one improvement case depen.d on their expected starting and
completiori --dates. These dates. were determined bv the desizm engineer based on the
following criteria:

Readiness of engineering, desien and land expropriation

'. Intersection level-of service to road users

Network consideration. including conflicts with other proposed construction and

4. Possibilitv of tratfic detours during construction.

Based on these developed target dates. Tile 16 intersections N%ere grouped into three

improvement cases as shown in Table 7-1. They are all expected to be constructed between
! eari 1999 and vear 2004. Group I is expected to start construction in 1999 and be completed
in 2001 .Group 11 will start construction in year 2001 and finish in 2002. and Group III will

start construction in 2002 and complete construction in 2004. For economic analysis. Group I

is treated as a separate case. then Group I & Group 11 are treated together as tie second

improvement case. and Group I plus GroIp 11 PILLs Group Ill are treated as tile third

improvement case in this categorv.

The Base Case Scenario. or the "Do-Nothing' Option. takes into consideration the existing

hilhwa\ s under construction or planned to be constrticted in the near fuLture that may

influence the three proposed programs under BUTP. such as the construction of' the

Peripherique of Beirut. The Peripherique is expected to be built as a toll facility. Hence. the

Base Case Scenario includes the Peripherique as a toll-facility: Should the Peripherique be

built not as toll facilitv. it would be expected to draw more traffic to it. the result is to realize

less beniefits from the assumption of a tolled Peripherique resuits in an estimate of benefits on

the conservative side. The alternative improvement cases are individually or in combination

tested against this Base Case Scenario.

Thle f'uture analysis year for the different improvement programs vary wxith the construction

coinpletioni date of each improvement case. and are shown in Table 7-1. In the earl,. vears of

analy-sis wileni the highway network is still mainiV Linder construction. STEAIM was run for

almost every vear (2001. 2002 & 2003) for the various improvement programs. When most of

the construction programs are completed by the year 2004, STEAM was run at 5-year equal

intervals (2005. 2010. and 201 5). The user benefits were then interpolated between the key

analysis year.
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T'ABLE 7-1: ANALYSIS SCIENAR10S ANI) ANAl,N'SI\S YE:ARS

Analysis Scellctrios P'roiect D)esuilPfioml Explcled /Exel)cctc(I Analysis P'erio(ds
Conist ructioni C'onstructionI
Starling D)ale ('ompletion Date

Base Case- A Exisilln andnd tielrlc consrctiotin Nriip riqiue P&iph&ique 200!I, 2002. 2003, 2005,
Ii igIuwal netv) ork & Nl'riplcliquei (2,0102) (2004) 2010, 20 15

willh toll
Improvement C'ase- I TIraffic liglits & traffic cotlir,ol centel 1999 2000 2001, 200, 003, 2005, 2010,

& eliniiiiiationi of rparkiniig at 2015
initer sectionis

Improvement Caise- 2a Par-kinig Contirlols 2((( 200! 2002, 2003, 2005, 20! 0, 2015

limprovemiienit Case- 2l Parking Structines 20O0 2001 2002, 2003, 2005, 20 , 2015

IniprovenmeCIIt Case- 13 Grade Separatbions 1t: (GrouIp 1) 1999 2001 2002, 2003, 20)0)5, 20!0, 20!5

(irolilp I -Galerie Semnaan
-I layck
-D)ora

-M kalles
- I al)/olmllll

Giropil) I & 11 Grade Separations at: (Gronp 11) 200! 2002 2003, 200)5, 20to, 20!5
-lielt al-AtltaI
-Mar,, MlkImcl
-NIsarrafiheh

-Airport_____________________________________

Groups 1, 11, & III Grade Separations a1t: ((rolm II111) 2002 2004 2005, 2010, 2015
-lal el-I)ih -Adlieh
-Anltelials -NI nsen
-Bechuaram el-klhoutry -Sanmy cl-SollI

-01d Saida Rd. close lo It)Khald.hel

All Improvemttent IProgiamuus A coiiin(e caise of all Imuprovemcni I1'99 200 2005, 2) (10 0 15 
Programs (except Park ing Strticttlnes
- I mprovemilenlt Case - 21))
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As started earlier, the year 2015 is considered as the final vear of analysis and the benefits
accrued to the specific Improvement Case were held constant to the end of the useful life of
the project. It is realistic to assume that additional capacity bevond vear 201 5 will be provided
to meet the additional demand. and not all the benefits will be attributed to the Improvement
Case under consideration.

7.2 Economic Analysis Results of Each Improvement Case

7.2.1 Traffic Management - Case 1

The Traffic Management Improvement program is tested against the Base Case Scenario. and
the economic analvsis results are shown in Table 7-2 The results show that all the economic
indicators for this improvement case are attractive and the economic return on investments are
substantial. The Net Present Value (NPV). which measures the difference between the
discoLinted present value of benefits and the discounted present value of costs. is
S59.225 millions. The Internal Rate of Return (IRR). which measures the discount rate that
sets the net present value of the stream of net benefits equal to zero: is 34. 1% which is much
hi(-her than the adopted discount rate of 12%. The First Year-Rate of Return (FYRR). which
measures the rate of first-vear total benefits to the project total cost is 41.3%. Overall. these
economic indicators state that this improvement program is much preferred than the "Do-
Nothing, option.

As expected. the dominant benefits accrued to the users come from the reduction in travel
times (VOT benefits). The improvement in traffic controls. and in traffic managzement
definitelv have positive impacts on the user's travel time in the Beirut area. These benefits do
increase over the vears. particularl\ after the vear 2005. when the increase in demand starts
alain to outpace the highway supply. In fact. the proposed improvements in the highwav
network under the BUTP project and other planned projects bv the Lebanese government.
almost all take place by the vear 2004. No improvement in the highway network in the Base
Case scenario or in the improvement Case scenario is taking place in vear 2005 and bevond.
except for one improvement in the base case scheduled for completion bv 2009. That is whv
the benefits of the Traffic Management improvement program shows steadv increase bevond
2005. since the demand for travel keeps increasing. and there are no competing highwav
projects in these vears introduced in the Base Case Scenario. This phenomenon is not the
same for the earlv vears between 2001 and '2004. As Table 7-2 indicates the VOT benefits
decrease from vear 2002 to the vear 2005. This phenomenon is attributed to the completion of
several highway projects in the Base Case Scenario in those vears. For example. the
Peripherique will be completed bv the vear 2004 and several other major highway projects
will be completed in the vears 2002. and 2003. The importance of the Traffic Management
improvement program is overshadowed as these new projects start serving the users In 2002
in the Base Case Scenario. and provide them with shorter travel times. However. the
attributed VOT benefits to the Traffic Management improvement program are still sizeable in
those years. although it went down from $13.77 millions in 2001 to $6.13 millions in 2005.

The benefits accrued to the users from vehicle operating costs (VOC) are minor compared to
the VOT benefits. These benefits are ne-ative in most of the vears. Because. due to
improvements in travel times on some parts of the network. drivers are willing to travel longer
to gain speed and travel times. In doing so. they incur costs associated with increased vehicle
miles of travel. such as in insurance. depreciation. and maintenance. which are referred to as
non-ftiel user costs. The higher speeds and shorter travel times will save the users fuel
consLumption and consequentiv fuel cost. Since most of the vehicle operating costs are in non-

,4, UELI\ ER \BLE \o:4 7-3
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BFIRIJT IJRBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

fuiel user costs. the balance in the costs is in some cases negative as shown in column -total
VOC benefits" of Table 7-2.

7 .2. Parking Controls - Case 2

As stated earlier. the Parking Improvement Program is divided into two cases. Parkinm
Controls. and Parking Structures. The economic anaivsis of the Parkin- Controls case. in
comparison to the Base Case. is shown in Table 7-3. The table shows the total benetits for this
case are very hiLgh and its total costs are verv low. This combination produced very high Net
P-esent Value (NPV) of $257.74 millions. Internal Rate of Return (IRR) of 557.6%Z16. and First
Year Rate of Return (FYRR) of 1810.0%. These values indicate that excellent econlomic
return oni transportation investments could be achieved throuzIlh proper law entforcement
procedures and control measures of on-street parking, in addition to the traditional higzhway
conistructioni measures. Since this case has a very low investment cost. it is worth Livinmi it the
highest priorit' in implementation.

7.2.3 Parking Structures - Case 2

Thie results of the economic analvsis of this case are shown in Table 7-4. The results indicate
that the total net benefits are negative for most of the vears. resulting in unacceptable
economic indicators. These results are expected for such type of investment. where the initial
capital costs are higlh. and the economic benefits accrued to the user-s are low. This component
vwas eventually dropped from among the components of the BUTP. Its economic indicator
results w ill not appear in the summarx of all cases combined.

7.2.4 Grade Separation Group I - Case 3

The tirst group of grade separations. tihat will be constructed between the years 1' 99 and
200 1. are analyzed and compared to the Base Case Scenario. The economilic analvsis results
are shown in Table 7-5. The table indicates that the Net Present Value is S -5.01 millions. the
liternal Rate of Return (IRR) is 10.8°o. and the First Year Rate of Returil (FYRR) is 26.4%.
Tfiese economic indicators are marginal except for the First year Rate of Return-

Th1e high cost of construction coupled with the low benefits in the early sears. except for the
first year. produced low net benefits and consequently loweconomic indicators. As stated
earlier in the Traffic ManagJement Case. the completion of major highway' project in the Base
Case Scenario in the years 2003 and 2004. have overshadowed and diminished the benefits
accrLed to the users of this Grade Separation Case in those important years. The benefits
accrLied in the earlv vears are much more important than those obtained in later years. because
of their sizeable impact on the economic indicators through the discount ratio.

7.2.5 Grade Separation Group II + Group I - Case 3

Thle economic situation changes when grade separations in Group ll. to be constructed in
%ears 2001 and 2002. are added to Group I as shown in Table 7-6. All the economic indicators
for this combined case are attractive and the returns on economic investments are substantial.
The NPV. FRR. and FYRR are $28.95 millions. 18.2%o. and 3.3% respectively. The total
beniefits are steadily increasing, after 2005 and the earls vears benefits are still good. whicih
show the svstem wide impacts of this case is competitive with the new opening of highways
in those vears in the Base Case Scenario. The benefits of Group I alone are also introduced in
the econiomic anaivsis for the year 2002 to account for user benefits prior to Group 11
becoming operational in year 2003.

".' DELIVER \BLE \,2 74
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ITable 7-2: Sutman' (of E 'coiioiic Analysis

Caise 1: Tlrafflc Malangelgiclit

*'I.AR PRIO.JE(CT (IOSTS (nillio 1lSI)) PROJECT IBENEFITS (million liSI)) NET BENEFITS
Iivest inlcot Operationui.l 'rota r)i lot I Idt ol Total T ol lelitS I Iftoil Net I)iscouiiled

Cost Maintenance Cost VC )( Vo I Netat 12%o

lBenefits 13enielits

1999 11.452 1 1.452 , 0 -1 .452 -l1.452
2000 11.452 11.452 0 -11.452 -10.225
2001 2.3 18 2.318 -0.227 13.776 13.549 I I.23 t 8.95i3
2002 2.318 2.318 1.479 10.054 11.533 9.215 6.559

2003 2.318 2.318 -3,028 9.345 6.317 3.999 2.541
2004 2.3 18 2.318 -0.279 7.740 7.4605 5.1425 2.9 18
2005 2.31 8 2.318 2.47 6.134 8.604 6.286 3.185
2006 2.3 18 2.318 1.174 9.165 10.339 8.021 3.628
2007 . 2.318 2.318 -0.122 12. 196 12.074 9.756 3.940

2008 2.3 18 2.318 -1.417 15.226 13.809 11.491 4.144
2009 2.318 .2.318 -2.713 18.257 15.544 13.226 4.258

.jJ 2010 _________ _ 2.318 2.318 -4.009 2 1.288 17.279 14.961 4.301
1.11 rn = =201 2.318 2.318 -3.377 22.716 19.339 17.021 4.369

2o012 2.318 2.318 -2.744 24,l43 21.399 19.081 4.373
2013 2.3 18 2.318 -2 l12 25.571 23.459 2 1.141 4.326

2014 2.318 2.318 -1.479 26.998 25.519 23.201 4.239
2015 2.3 1 8 2.318 -0.847 28.426 27.579 25.261 4.121

20 1 6 __________ 2.3 18 2.318 -0.847 28.426 27.579 \ 25.261 3.679
2017 2.318 2.318 0.847 28.426 27,579 25.261 3.285

20o18 2.318 2.318 -n.84 7 28.426 27.57iY 25.261 2.933
2019 2.3318 2.318 -0.841 28.426 27.579 25.261 2.619
2020) -2.089 2.3 18 0.229 -0.847 28.426 27.579 27.35 2.532

____________ _______ NPV = 59.225
IIIR = 34.1 %"

___ ______= _______ ___________ F_ FVRI= 41.3%,
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Tablae 7-3: Simimiary' oil IcuEioli lic Analysis

(Case 2: Parking C( 'lmuntds

Y V, A It P M'H ,II-( 1 (C OS1'S n(illimn IUSD)) II 1F NI I;IlS(JuiIioig ItS!)) Nl l IWIFNIFII's

Inv'\estmcnt ()Opet;\tio in urnd ltal _ I '1 VO(' II I VO )0 I, TuI woI.lI Discouiiucnl

(ust Nainitlence C(ost Itcits lRnel-ts lBeelfIls Net Net at 12'

2(1()1 0.9205 0.925_ 0 -0 -1.9205 -0.92-1

)001 0.9205 0.9205 ,_ , . 0 -0.9205 -0.822

2002 0.184 0.184 1.6 38.144 39.744 39.56 31.537

200()3 0.184 0.184 0.699 35.783 36.482 36.298 25.836

'(004 _ 0,184 0.184 1.4325 28.146 29.579 29.395 18.681

2005 0.184 0.184 2.166 20.509 22,675 22.491 12.762

2 006 0.184 0.184 (1.981 23.125 24.105 23.921 12.119
2007 __ 0.184 0.184 -0.204 25.740 25.536 25.352 11.468

2()()8 __ - 0. 1-I 0.184 -1.39( 28,356 26.966 26.782 10.817

00'()()9 (0 18-1 . 0.184 -2.575 3(0.971 28,397 28.213 10.17-1
2z '010 0.184 0.184 -3.76(0 33.587 29.827 29.643 9.544

'011 )0.184 0.184 -2.892 4 1.302 38.410 38.226 10.989

2012 0.18-1 0.184 -0_.5 49.017 46.993 46.809 12.015

2013 1)184 0.184 -1.157 56.733 55.575 55.391 12.694

2014 ___ 0.184 0.184 0.19I) 64.448 64.158 63.974 13.090

2015 I___ 0.18- 0.184 (0,578 72.163 72.741 72.557 13.256

2016 _I__4_ - .n 0.184 0.578 72.163 72.741 72.557 11.836

20)17 0_ 0.184 0.184 (1.578 72.103 72.741 72.557 10.568

2(18 0.184 0.184 (1.578 72.163 72.741 72.557 9.435

2019 I _ __ ().18-1 0.184 (0,578 72.163 72.741 72.557 8.424

21020( 0.184 0.184 (.5 78 7'.163 72.741 72.55 7 7.522

2021 0.184 0.184 (1.578 72.163 72.741 72.557 6.716

.____ NrV 257.740

_.._ __._ ___.___ .___ ___ ______ __.__.__ ____._ ____ _YI 18___.__11114 = 7.7 ,S

FYRR= 181( ("/lS
_________ ____ ________ \ .- -NMIIIiR = 42.1 P%
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TaIbCle 7-4: S.IIInimimry of ECoimnoinic A.tnalysis

Case 2: Parking Str uicitir e

vFAR ri RO(.I.F(T COSTFS (iiillioli IISI)) I1I1.lFlT UIEN FIlTS (iiiillioni U1S1)) NET iANrFITFS

Iin,cstilleil ()peralionl tal(d Tot,il lotal V()(C lotal VOl Tloltal Total Discoulntedl
( os M jltCilneilance (ost' 13ei.itits Bictiels fieliel-tis Net Net I. 12'u

2000 6.796 6.796 .- 0 -6.796 -6.796
2001 6.796 .7,6.796 0 -6.796 -6.068
2002 0 66 , > .663 3 958 -0 144 3,714 30 51 2.432

2003 0.663 :A 0.663 -3.386 1.581 -1.805 -2.468 -1.757

2004 0.663 :0.663 -2.353 0.368 _ - 1 9855 -2.649 -1.683

2005 (0.663 A.0.663 -1.32 -0.846 2.166 . -2.829 -1.605
2006 0.663 .0.663 -1.726 -0.388 -2.114 -2.777 -1.407
2007 0.663 0.663 -2.132 0.070 -2.062 -2.725 -1.233
2008 0.663 0.663 -2.538 0.528 -2.01 -2.673 -1.080

2009 0.663 . 0.663 -2.944 0.986 -1.95 -2.621 -0.945

2010 0.663 0.663 -3.350 1.444 -1.906 . -2.569 -0.827
2011 0.663 0.663. -3.239 2.130 -i 09; -1.772 -0.509
2()12 ____2 0-.663 0.663 -3.128 2.817 -0.312 -0.975 -0.250

2013 )0.663 . . 0.663 -3.018 3.503 0.486 , -0.177 -0.041
2(14 0.663 :.0.663 -2.907 4.190 1.283 0.620 0.127

2015 0.663 0.663 -2.796 4.876 2.08 1.417 0.259

2016 (0.663 0.663 -2.796 4.876 2.08 1 .417 0.231

2017 0.663 .0.663 -2.796 4.876 2.08 1.417 0.206

2018 (0.663 0.663 -2.796 1.876 2.08 f.417 0.184
219 _ _ 0.663 0.663 -2.796 4,876 2.08 1.417 0.165

2()20 -5.24fi 0.663 -4.583 -2.796 4.876 2.08 6.663 0.691

2(121 )0.663 0.663 -2.796 4.876 2.08 1.417 0.131
NPV= -19.774

,,40 I -K I I______________ _ _ _
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('Casc 3: ( ;raltc Separatlion Croup I

_A It I).IEC C STS (14lltt I(SI)) 1U t).)F( l UNFIATS (ititllion 1(5)) IJS NFT IIFNE FITS

C' onf))st t sci ion ( Iperiti ln ditd T18,,1 rotil V( h TI,dI VTotal Tola i Discunted
Cost Mi dioicil.iwe COS I flh'entc. 'ictie. lis liilelits Nc

199_ 10.592 10.592 I_0 -_592 -1(.592

2001 0.592 _.-592 0 -M0.592 -9.457

210 1 0..5 92 10.592 0 -10i.92 -8.444
2002 042 0.42 -0.163 I 6 .l1 10.998 1 0578 7.529

2003 0,42 0.42 -5.434 A94 *-5.628 -60.48 -3.844

2611-I 0.42 0.42 -4.764 -2.681 -7.448. -7,868 -4.465
2005 (1.42 0,42 -4i094 -5.174 -9.268 -9.688 -4.008

2006 O 0.42 0.42 -3.439 -2 128 -5.567 -5.987 -2.708
2007 0.42 0.42 -2 78BI (.918 . -1.866 -2.286 -0 923

-.4 2008 0.4? 0.42 -2.1 3 3 964 1.834 1.414 o.510

00 _2009 01A i , 0.42 -1.475 7.010 5.535 5.115 1,647
2010f3 0.n 4 -0.42 -0.820 1(1.056 9.236 8.816 2.534

2011 (1"42 ' 0.42 -0,276 11.441 ' 11.165 10.745 2.758

2012 0.42 0.42 0.267 12.826 13.094 12.674 2.904

20113 012 .4,42 0.8 1 14,212 15.022 14.602 2.988
21014 0.42 0.42 1 3541 15.597 16.9II 16.531 3.120
2015 0.42 0.42 I 898 16.982 IS.880- 18.460 3.(11 

2016f(i.42 0.42 1.898 16.982 198801 1 8446 0 2.689
20 17 0.42 0,42 1.898 16.982 18.880 18.460 2.i401
2018 4 2 i 0.42 I 898 16.982 18.880 18.460 2.143

20)9 _ _ 12 0.42 1.S9 16.982 18.88f 18.40W 1.914
2020 -11.3'1 11.42 -10 911 1.898 169 82 18.880 29.791 2.757

2(2 I 1)_42 0.42 1.898 16,982 18.880 18.460 1.526
______ ________ ~~~~~ ~~~~~NIV ~ -5.010

____ _ _ _ _ _ FRR= 12.8"%
I_ _ _ __ __ __ . 6._
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Ialble 7-6: Stiummiair of Ie conomiic Analysis
(C'.sc 3: (Irade Separation Gr1-olup 11 + (;GrEup I

_ IjA _1 I'PR.IK E(T C(oSTS (Onillioi I ISD)) P- OJ.ECT 11-ENEFITS (milliwl IISI)) NlErT BFNEFITS

C(o,IItrIioll n pai.oillonand ' :,l;l ToI \lfl V(O T(t,I VOTJ' noial TotlI D)iSColiIed

(o.t Nliaijotcitiilce ( ost liliiclis IIcncfiieti Ilenelils Net Net ailt 12'"i

199- 9 10.592 - 10.592 _ 0 -10 i.2 -10.592

2)000 10.592 ---- CO__9_ 10.592 0 i -1 0.592 -9.457

2001 23.018 23.018 0 -23.018 -18.350

2002 12.426 0.41 12.846 -0.163 11.161 10.998 -1.848 -1.315

2MI3 0.794 0.794 -2.794 5.62 2.826 - 2.032 1.291

2100-I 0.794 0.794 0(149 7.877 7.926 7.132 4,047

2(005 0.7)]1 0.794 2.8') 10 12.23 1 6.197
2006 0.794 0.794 2.267 10 (46 13.213 12.419 5.618

20 07 0.79-1 0.794 1.643 11.758 13.401 12.607 5 0(92

2008s - __ - n0.794 0.794 I.09 12 P.57M 13.589 12.795 4.614

1D0 09 0.794 0.794 0.395 13.382 13.777 12.983 4.180

2010 4.794 0.794 -0119 1.194 13.965 i3.171 3.786

2(111 ln0.794 0.794 -0.568 15.803 15.235 14.441 3.70)7

2012 0.794 0.794 -0.907 17.412 16.506 15.712 3.60 1

) 13 0.7()4 0.794 -1.245 19.022 17.776 16.982 3.475

2014 0.794 0.794 -1.584 20.631 19.047 18.253 3.335

2015 0.79.4 0.794 -1.923 22.24( 20.317 19.523 3.185

201n6 0.794 0.794 -1.923 22.24(0 20.317 19.523 2.843

10 17 (0.794 0.794 - .923 22.240 20.317 19.523 2.53')

2018 0.794 0.794 -I 913 22.240 20.317 19.523 2.267

201) _ 0.704 0.794 -1.923 22.2440 20.317 19.523 2.024

2020 2l 813 0.794 -21.019 -1.913 22.240 20.317 41.336 3.826

2(121 (1.7')4 0.794 -I.9)23 22.24( 20.317 19.523 f61 63

2(2 _22 0.794 0.794 - I. 3 1 22.240 20.317 19,523 1.441
--- NPV ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~28.965

________ _____ _ __ _N"IRR= 28.2')h

________ FYRR= 3.30/l,
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7.2.6 Grade Separation Group I + Group II + Group III - Case 3

Similarl. the addition oftGroup Ill in the years 2003 and 2004. create substanitial benerits to
the users in term of Reductions in travel times and travel costs as shown in Table 7-7. The
total benefits are sizeable compared to the total costs. and the economic indicators support this
con1clusion. The NPV. IRR. and FYRR for this case are $87.54 millions. 21.7%. anid 9.0%/o
respectivelv. The 16 Intersections collectively create positive impacts on travel in a s\stem
wvide context. Similar to Group I - Group 11 case. the introduction of beneFits of Group I and
Group II prior to the opening of groLIp IIl is considered part of the economliic analysis as
shown in Table 7-7.

7.2.7 All Cases Combined - Case 4

All the economic indicators for this combined case are positive and sizable as shown in
Table 7-8. The NPV. IRR. and FYRR are S337.72 millions. 41.7%. and 49.8% respectivelk.
All the cases combined. collectivelv over time. produce substantial benetits to the users. and
their returns on investments are quite impressive.

7.3 Summarv of Economic Results

Table 7-9 -sttmmarizes the economic results of all the cases includini their- investment costs.
Indicators of economic viabilitv ranki the cases as follows:

Parkinru Controls - Case 2

'. AlI Cases Combined - Case 4

Traffic 'Manaiement - Case I

4. Grade Separation GroLIp I - 11 - 11 - Case 3

5 . Grade Separation Group I -11 - Case 3

6. Grade Separation Group I - Case 3

7. Parkinuz Structures - Case 2.

Since some of these cases are combined. and the implementation of one case depends on the
implementationi of another. the prioritv ranking. considering the implementatioIn constraints
are:

Parkins Controls - Case 2

2. Traffic vlanagement - Case I

Grade Separation Group I - Case 3

4. Grade Separation Group I --I - Case 3

Grade Separation Group I + 11 -11 - Case 3.

14, DFMLI ER M3LL \-.*4I 



Tabllle 7-7: Summaryl.l'5 of Ecommiltlic it \l.}1)'si.

('Cse 3: (Craude Sepairaitioni Group I + Group 11 + Gromp III
EA It 11(11.CT COSTS (million I/SI)) PROJECT IIENEFITS (millionl US1)) NET BENEFITS

C'onstrucion Operatoenal iOutI Total Tolal VOC Tolal VO'l Tolal Total [DiscotlItcdL
(ost Notail(enlIance 'Cosm I lelne ils Bek1nefits I len tits Net Netat 1" 1.

19)9 10.592 10.592 0 -10.592 -10.592
2000 10W592 10.592 . . ,°0 -10.592 -9.457
2(001 23.0 18 23.018 . 0 -23.018 -18.350(

2002 22'903 0.42 23.323 -0.163 11.161 10.998 -12.325 -8.772
200(3 10.477 01.794 11.271 -2.794 5.62 2.826 -8.445 -5.367
2004 10.477 0.794 11.271 -0.358 7.310 6.952 -4.319 -2.451
2005 1.297 1.297 2.078 9.0s00 11.078, 9.781 4.955
2006 1.297 1.297 3.348 12.774 16.122!' 14.825 6.706
2007 1.297 1.297 4.61 7 16.548 21.165 19.868 8.025
2008 1.297 1.297 5.887 2(0.322 26.209 24.912 8.984
2009 1.297 1.297 7.157 24(096 31.253 29.956 9.645
2010 1.297 1.297 8 .127 7.8 7(1 36.2967 35.000 10.062
2011 1.297 1.297 9.696 29.930 39.626 38.329 9.838
2(012 1.297 1.297 10.966 31.990 42.956 41.659 9.547
2013 1 .297 1.297 12.236 34.050 46.286 44.989 9.206

2014 1.297 1.297 13.505 36. 10 49.615 48.318 8.828
2015 1 .297 1t297 14.775 38.170 52.945 5 1.648 8.425

2016 1.297 1 .297 14.775 38.1 70 52.945 5 1.648 7.522
2017 1.297 1.297 14.775 38.170 52.945 5 1.648 6.716
2018 1.297 1.297 14.775 38.17(0 52.945 51.648 5.997
2019 1.297 1.297 14.775 38.170 52.945 -51.648 5.354
2020 - 16 -(I 6 i .297 -35.619 1-1.775 38.170 52.945 88.564 8.197
2021 1.297 - 1.297 14.775 38.170 52.945 51.648 4.268
2(022 1.297 1.297 14.775 38.170 52.945 551.648 3.811

2023 1.297 14.775 38.A70 52.945 51.648 3.403
2024 1.297 1.297 14.775 38.170 52.945 51.648 3.038

NPV = 87.538
IRR = 21.7°%,

_____ FYVRR= 9.0n%,
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IabI)lc 7-8: Suiiimiar i*y o Ifcontiomic Arnailysis
(Case 4: All (.'CasCs Combhined ( Pairking Stlrllctill-es l'xcutidcl)

YF.AR I'RO.IFCT COSTS (nmillioll 11S1) I'RO.IECT 13ENEFITS (millioj t)SD) NET BENEFIT'S
Con( sti cion Operaitin nand- T otal 1 ofilI V()C r(Tn I V( )1 Iotal Total )Discotmi tedi

Cost M.inlte;nnce Cost liteneltls Ilenilits 13einetits Net Net at 12%
1999 22044 0 22.044 -22.044 -22.04]
200o( 22.9645 22.965 _ 0 -22.9645 -20.504

2001 23s9385 2.3 18 26.257 -0.227 13.776 13.549 -12.7075 -10.130
2002 22.9027 2.922 25.825 6,874 36.793 43.667 17.8423 12.700
2003 10.4767 3.296 .13.773 -13.943 52.135 38.192 24.419 15.519

2004 10.4767 3.296 13.773 -6.017 52.92 1 46.903 33.131 18.799
2005 0 3.799 33799 1.909 53,706 55.615 51.816 26.251
2006 (1 3.799 3.799 2.107 57.836 59.944 56.145 25.397
2007 0 3.799 3.799 2. 306 61.967 64.273 i 60.474 24.424

2008 O 3.799 3.799 2.504 66.097 68.601 64.802 23.368
2009 0o 3.799 3.799 2.703 70.228 72.930 j 69.13I 22.258
2010 0 3.799 3.799 2.901 74.358 77.259 73.460 21.118
2011 0 3.799 3.799 3.100 o 81.955 85.055 8 1.256 0.856
i 2012 0 3.799 3.799 3.298 89.552 '92.8506 89.051 20.408
2013 0 3.799 3.799 3.496 97.149 100.645 96.846 19.817
2014 0 3.799 3.695 104.746 108.44I 104.642 19.118
2015 0 3.799 3.799 3.893 112.343 116.236 112.437 18.341
_0 - __) 3,79( 3,799 3.893 112.343 116.236 112.437 16.376
2017 0 3.799 3.799 3.893 112.343 116.236 112.437 14.621
2)018 0 3.799 3.799 3.893 112.343 116.236 1 12.437 13,055

20ni 0 3.799 3.799 3.893 112.343 116.236 112.437 11.656
)0() -39.005 3 799 -35.206 3.893 112.343 i16.236 151.442 14.017

2021 0 1.-181 1.481 3.893 112.343 116.236 114.755 9.484
2022 0 1 297 1.297 3.893 112.313 116.236 114.939 8.48 I
2023 0 1.297 1.297 3.893 112.343 116.236 114.939 7.572
2024 0 1.297 1.297 3.893 112 .343 116.236 114.939 6.761

NPV = 337.721

- __ .___ 11Rt= 41.7%o

FVRR= 463 8%

tillilI II R \111 1 N,.' I
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TIabll e 7-9: Sumimairyi i f Iof uiiEonomic .A11 113sis lResllIts

AIlmysis SieSiC- biS IProject D)Cscription In1l CstIIIIcIII tEconIoiImic Net Plreseiit First Y'er Rate

(Cost Internal Rate Vahlie of lotetiiii ( 'Y,)
______________..__._ (TIhllois.nlds) Of lRetni "ii ($ illillioll)

Improvement ( ase- I Iraflic lilXllts &. Ir,uii'fic conlrol cciile 22.905 _ 34,1 59.225 41 .3
,& elimllillatioll otfparking at
ifiter-sectiolis

Improvement Case- 2 Parking coI(rols I .X4 1 557.6 257.74 I X .(.1
P'arkiilng structures 1 3,592 -19.77 1'9.8

Improvement C(ase- 3 Grade Separations at: 31.776 1I0.8 -5.01 26.4
Ci'Oup) I -( alrie Scimaan

-I layck
-I )Dora

-MUal les
-Iayounchi__ _______________

(iGrouplr I & 11 <irade Separations at: 56,628 18.2 28.965 3.3
A - a13cil al-Altfi

-Mar M1khiac
-lIslharrafieh

-Airport

Groups 1, 11, & III (Grade Separations at: 88,058 2 I .7 87.54 9.()
-.fal el-Ib)i\

-Anctlias
-Blechara el-K houry
-,\dlicll

-SnIyl1 cl-SIliii

-OId Saida Rd closc to iKhal;deh _
All Imniprovemenlt A comb1lilned( case o1 all improvement I I 2.803 .1 I .7 337.72 I 4463.
Programlls programs (exc'lllling P,arking

Structurles)

o4-11I II I K \Iit I N,2 I
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BEIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

7.4 Reductions in Emissions

STEAM produces estimates of pollutant emissions, in terms of hvdrocarbons lHC). carbon
monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxide (NOx). particulate matters (PM 10). and carbon dioxide
(CO2). The reductions in emissions for each pollutant are shown in Table 7-10 tor the various
cases and for the different analvsis vears namely 2001. 2002. '003. 2005. 2010 and 2015
whiere applicable.

The reductions in hvdrocarbon (HC). carbon monoxide (CO). and carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions are noticeable for all the cases and for all the analysis vears. This is mainiv due to
savings in travel times and to increases in vehicular speeds as a result of the proposed
improvement programs. This is not the same for the nitrogen oxide (NOx) and particulate
matters (PMl 10) emissions. which increase for most cases and for most analvsis vears. These
increases could be attributed to the increase in vehicular miles-of travel (VMT) and
particularlv in truck VNMIT.

Table 7-10 shows also the percentage decreases in HC. CO. and C02 emissions which range
from a higuh of 4.45% to a low of 0.02%0. Similarlv. the percentage increases in NOx and PM
10 emissions range from a high of 3.5 3%o to a low of 0.02%.

The reductions in these emissions. as Table 7-10 show. increase as the travel demand
increases till the year 2010. and then start to decrease due to low emission rates in the out
vears. whichi outpace the increase in the demand for travel.

Overall. these small reductions or increases in emissions could slightly add to or subtract from
the economic value of the investments in these programs. But. they are not substantial enouah
to intiuenice the prioritization of the proposed investments. nor to alter their worthiness.

'40' DELI\ERABLE \o4 7-14
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TABL.E4 7 - 10

REI)IDICTION IN Ei:MISSIONS (lons / year amid( lPercentage of Change)

V 'i;r 2001 Wvar 2002 V'ea' 20103 _
A iai ly sis Sceim N os P ro jec D est riplifion- 

IIC (C) Nox -I11 CO, 'I IC C() Nox I' I(i ('02 1l( ('C NOx IIM0I C( 2

.iipinvenien Casl'e - i 'ic li-lits I T raflic ctolilol cen:er f 1 onls* 49.8 899.0 (8.1) ().5) 1 (1.6 45.4 625.4 14.6 0.6 9.6 24.2 616.5 (40.6) (1.7) (0.6)
Ilil)lovelnellteliinaio olprkm ate ii(isetoi . ................ .... . . .. ........... ... . ............... ......... ............

elilninallz)ll olparkili at Ini rsec)lolls .O 0.66 1.13 (0.15) (0.25) 0.84 0.56 0.73 0.26 0.28 0.69 0.27 0.70 (0.56) (0.60) (0.04)

TOllS* 131.4 20)83.0) 4.9 (0.1) 27.2 148.3 2388 (7.1) (0.6) 26.3
Inprove ment Case - 2a Parkin oi l (i s . ........ ... .

1.6? 2.42 0.80 (0.04) 1.97 1.67 2.72 (0.09) (0.02) 1.77

Fol5s* 46.8 461.9 43.0 2.0 8.8 (0.06) 20)7.2 (42.2) (0.6) (0.28)
lIipr(ovemilent Case - 2b Varking Stitictrt-es ......... ....... ... ..........

2.58 (1.53 (0.76 0.90) (0.64 (5.2) ).23 (0.57) (1.7) (4.4)

imipr ovemenlt Case - 3 -r(iad£le Separations at: - ( ialerie Sciuaan 'Foils* 2 1.1 3 35.8 (1.7) (0.2) 5.4 192.1 159.6 (40(5.6 (16.5) 52.0

(iGroup I - I layek - Mvk alles - I)ora - I ayounhe
o .2 0.39 (11.03) (0.109) 0.39 0.02 0.1 (1.1) (1.1) 0.43

(irade Separations at: - Bleit Al Altia I =Tos* 289.4 1072 (493) (20) 73.4
-(irrtiop I1 ot p 1 A ;1 s tli- Mar .a .A ..p.t .. I ... I . . ..

NIslarafch -Mar kliiel -Airpr( .38 0.96 (1)66) ((1.68) (1.14

G C roti p I II f- G i-tl (I r ade Separaitioni at: -.1al I D )i h - Ionls
ALdliell -Antecias -Samni SolOt -I3eclhara.

F (i rotip I IKhlm Yl -MuIs mt 011 - lich am oLIn Aram on _

All liiprtioveniweoit A camhiCId Cihe ol' llS i. .I)lO\Cll I.. . . . . .

|I)111 15i-ffl P1)4O"liDilS {, 

* ((), EmIiissiOnS ill ( 1000 Io1(is,/ Y ear)

* ( ) indicates increases in Emissionis
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TIA,BL E 7 - I U (C oiinthmed)
REDUCT (1ION IN EMIISSIONS (Tions / yeatra~td Percentaige of Chanitge)

Ii a Iy s is Sceii a IIOS I ccl I )esc a' p t ~~~~~~ ea r 200(5Yer21Yar05
Aiial)sis Scenarios Project Description~iar2t5 _____

_____________________ __________________________________IIC: C) Nox I'NI IOl C), [I i C ( NOx IPMIO U 2 lii U) NOx IPMIO -CO,

Triaffic lI-lits I raFFl'ic conitrol centier- FIos* 22.6 45.3 31.9 1.2 3.8 42.9 1 345 (32) (1.7) 7.2 43.9 645.8 (1.3) (0.5) 17.3
hIprovemient Case - I 

ci mi fotion ol aiL ing t flltereCtioiis0.27 (00 (.8 I47 (16 0.46 1.9 (0.46) (0.65) 0.41 0.54 0.75 (0.02) (0.23) 0.78

Tonls* 71.5 860.0 21.2 0.8 12.0 93(0 2092 (26.9) (2.0) 20).6 81.4 1136 9.2 (0.4) 31.2
Inoprovemen t Case - 2 a P ark ing Conitr(o Is . .. ..... .. .....-. ..... .....

% 0.86 1.03 0.3? (0.31 (1.83 1.01 2.-0 1 (0.39) (0.55) 1.17 1(10 1.31 0.16 ((1.18) 1.40

ToIls* 4.1 146.7 (13.9) (0.7) 1.4 4.1 405.4 (27.7) (1.3) 0.4 25.1 80.6 (15.3) (0.8) 1.6
-i ipr-oveiieint Case - 2b Parking Structuraes .... ......... ... ......... ...... ......

% 0( 1 0.17 ((0.2 1) (0.27) 0.09 0.04 0.39 (0.39) (0.5) 0.02 0.30 0.10 (0.26) (0.37) 0.07

Improvement Case - 3 Grade Separations at: - (Galerie Selmaln T ons* (46.5) (500.4) (43.0) ((.7) (1012) 27.5 273.6 (3.9) (0.6) I10. 1 26.7 304.2 13.0 0.4 9.2

Grou I I lyek- Mklle - Iora- Iaounli % (0.6) (1.6 (0.5) 0.67 (07) (.29 9.26 (0.05) (0.23) 0.58 0.32 0.35 0.22 0.18 0.41

Giadeti Separations at: - Beit A\l AttfIl Tons5* 65.5 664.01 3 7.2 1.0 14.1 49.8 1053 3.0 ((0.4) 11.2 16.8 282.0 (8.7) (0.7) 7.5
- Group II Gioup I - Msliar-afileh - Mar Mvkhiael - A irport % 0.79 0.79 0.56 (0.39 0.97 0.53 1.01 0.04 (0.15) 0.64 0.20 0.32 (0.15) (0.32) 0.34

- G~~0~~p ~~ C iradite Separation at: -Jal [1 D)ib - I ns 45.5 50I8.7 18.6 (1.8 8,7 (1I1.8) 2(035 (194.8 (7.9) (13.3) 122.1 1244 90.3 3.6 37.8
Group Il I i-tl 1 Adlieli -Atitelias -Samii Solib -flechaga-i .... ,. .... ..... ...

Khoury -Multsetumi -13climaimotu Aramoum 0.55 01.61 (0.28 (1.31 (0.60) (o).) 1.6I2.) (3.03) (0.76) 1.51 1.44 1.56 1.60 1.70

All Improvement Acombined case ol~all improvement Iom*5 244.2 3847 (9).7 ) ((1.5) 4 7.3 128.3 5011 (21 1.6 (9.2) 10.0 147.9 1993 27.1I 0.2 -52.3

Programs plogmails ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~"I 3.01 4.-I5 ((1( I ((0.23) 2.13 1.39 4.80 (3.06) (3.53) 0.57 1.83 2.31 (0.47 0.09 2.30

* c, ,Emlissiolls in (1000 'Ionis/Year-)
* ( ) ind icates increases ill F m i ss io s
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8. ROBUSTNESS OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS RESULTS

8.1 Introduction

The preparatorv studies for the BUTP commenced in earlv 1998. Later in the year there
was a chanae in gyovernment which carried with it substantial changes in policv.
Implementintg toll motorwavs along the BOT formula is not currently a scenario under
consideration. Moreover. the adopted tight budget. targeted at controlling the public debt.
will cause delays in implementing some planned projects. which require expensive
expropriations. In general. projects under implementation are prog-ressing at a slower
pace. which marks the tempo of the current conditions.

Firstlv. the robustness of the economic analysis results presented earlier will be tested
against new information on the progress of on-going highwav projects in the studv area
and current government sentiment against toll facilities.

Secondiv. a check will be made on whether the additional investment in anv one grade
separation is a viable investment. on its own. It must be recalled that the economic
anaivsis of the grade separation component demonstrates that the combined investment in
them realize an IRR of 21.7%.

The third question to answer is at what level of share of public transport (mode split) the
net benefits of the proposed investments cease to be viable.

The fourth robustness check is that related to traffic forecasts. The benefits of the various
components of the project are a function of traffic volumes. It should be demonstrated
that even if future traffic volumes prove to be much lower than the forecasted. the
economic viabilitv of the project components still holds.

Finaliv the economic analvsis of the traffic management component showed a high IRR
of 34. 10%. In that analvsis the investment cost in CCTV was included. but the benefits of
CCTV surveillance were not calculated. The question on whether including CCTV
surveillance in the traffic management component is warranted. and it will be addressed.

8.2 The Greater Beirut Highway Network: The Peripherique and
Related Issues

The expected evolution of the highway network in the vears 1998 - 2015 was provided to
the Consultant bv CDR in 1998. At that time the Peripherique and Northern Entrance
were being planned as toll facilities. In the vear 1997. the CDR hiredi TAM\/S-LOLUS
BERGER to prepare revenue forecasts for these highwavs as toll facilities in preparation
for tendering. Later. the Lebanese Government received an expression of interest from
Kvaerner to build the two facilities, as toll roads, along the BOT formula. Kvaerner was
asked to present their proposal by Februarv 1999, and was granted exclusivitv till that
date. It was very clear since then that public funds for building these facilities will not be
available, and thev will be implemented only if treated as toll facilities and built alonz
the BOT formula.

It could be argued that should the Peripherique and the Northern Entrance Highway be
without toll. then thev would attract more traffic from the adjacent street network. A
reduction in the traffic on the street network might reduce the viability of the grade
separation component of the BUTP to a level below acceptable levels of IRR.

111'De rLl ER BLE V'4 I
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In the followingz we will investigate the sensitivity of the previous traffic forecasts
considering the possibilitv of constructing the Peripherique and Northern Entrance from
public funds and without toll.

ivioreover significant changes as to the network configuration alon- the Northern
Entrance were relaved to the Consultant in earlv 1999.

Oniv part of the Northern Entrance Highwav is currentlv being considered for
implementation which is the Charles Helou to Nahr El-M'lott. while the section from
Nahr El-M\vlott to Dbayeh is not being considered. The connection of tihe Peripherique at
its Northern end with the Coastal Highway will now occur in Dbaveh to the North of the
proposed Nakkash Bridge (instead at Antelias). The extension of the Peripherique to the
North (A2) would occur at the same location.

The so-called Maritime Boulevard extending from Nahr Beirut to Dbaveh. which was
planned as a boulevard serving Linord and Joseph Khoury developments. is now being
Upgraded and some of its intersections grade-separated to serve through traffic also
(inistead of the more costly Northern Entrance Motorwav).

Table 8-I summarizes the current expected implementation schedule of the non-toll
configOuration of the Peripherique and Northern Entrance roads and high wavs and their
revised conrfiauration.

It should be noted that predicting to complete the Northern Section of the Peripherique by
the year 2006 is verv optimistic indeed under current conditions. considering that detailed
engineering is vet to be prepared and ROW expropriation must be completed before
cornmencing construction. Accordingly, assuming funds are available for ROW
expropriation and for construction. implementation can at best commence in the year
2002. The duration of construction is unlikelv to be less than 4 vears.

An austere budget for 1999 was promulgated by end of Julv 1999. Accordingly. an
entirely new scheduling of highwav projects in the Greater Beirut Area should be
considered. Moreover, there has been also some slippage in the schedule of executing the
highways and penetrators in Greater Beirut. vet nothing bevond the expected in public
works projects. The opportunitv presents itself now to check the sensitivitv of our
previous traffic forecasts. done in 1998. to this change in schedule and the robustness of
the corresponding economic viabilitv ratios. to these changes.

CDR has provided the Consultant recently with an updated list of highway projects in
Greater Beirut and their expected date to be put in service. Table 8-' summarizes the
updated schedule of the highwav and penetrator projects in Greater Beirut.

In order to assess the impact of the changes in the network configuration and its schedule
ot' implementation (including all roads being without toll). a rerun of the emme/2 model
was made for the vears 2005. 2010, and 2015. Table 8-3 compares for each of the 16
intersections candidate to receive a grade separation the peak-hour traffic forecast for the
years 2005. 2010. and 2015 according to the new set of information with that for the
same ,ears corresponding to the network and implementation schedule previously
adopted in the Economic Analvsis Draft Report (March 1999).

For the year 2005 there was a consistent increase in traffic ranging between 4.28% and
42.62%,o. similarly for the vear 2010 the increase in peak-hour traffic ranges between
1.60% and 45.56%. By the year 2015. when manv of the proposed highway projects
would be in service. some intersections show a decrease in peak-hour traffic. reachingz as

,J,4DELIBVERABLE No24 8-2
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11"tFN'1IlKRIQUIlI AND) NORTI[E RN IENTI'RANC:E
IWVISItI) INIPLE'CNIENTATilON SCIIII)EI1,E

Secioul Year tI he put in service Comillellts
CDl)R I lfotnfl aIfion (C1)1 Informllaltioni

1998 1999

lec riphLjWrique: G01 is conisidler inig Phasing of P61-ri)hIri(qtic Lilu,ler, Ilonl-
* Khaldeh - I lain icli / Sotillher n Sect ion 2004 2011 toll analysis in two sectiolis
* I laziuiehl - Antelias / Norilici-n Section 2004 2006

NorIhL'reIi Entran,m-.
* Charles I lelou - Nahr 1I1 Molt - D)bayelh 2004 Noitlhern1} I'ntiance to be coinnected to P'eriph&rique's

01 o CI* a-arles I lelotn - Nall 'l I Mott (( )Only) 2(11 Noiriltei Sectionii alter its coimipletion

/i?ou/ei'urd A Jwilife: GO1. hlas obtaine(d ftnids to buiiild it as a relief coastal
• Nalir Beina' - NAakkash lBrih'g' Not in NetN orkI 2004 boulevaid and p-o' ide access to l inor d and Joseph
* Nukkash lBridge - baveh Not in Network 20011 Klhotnry developments

A2 I lighway Not in Netorik 2016 Ani extenisioni of itle P&j piphique to the Noirtih
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TABLF 8-2
G.REAT'ER BEIRUF'l' AREA 1 Gl(, IINAYN PROJECTS

IREV I SE] ) I MN, IXNI ENTAriON SCH EhLULE

Pro ject l)esigna:lioll YeaHr to be pln ill service Coin mniits

ClDRi Infotraltion CDR Infr matiif on
1998 1999

PN I 13oi; I lam iiioud - Nabaa 1999 2001 1Jiu(ler coIistitictio, dte to (lelay in 1999 buidget

PN2 Boil I famimotid - Baouchri) eli 2009 2011 C'ouil(d he deferred fue l r liehr (Iiue to Ihigli cost ol'
____________________ expropriation

PN3 Rd. Parallel to Nalhr Beirut 1999 20t) I I Ju(le construclion

D)amiascus Road - Say)-ad A3 1999 2001 1 Jit(ler constructdimi

North I Jrban Bypass (Tahw ' ita - TIayoillell) 1998 200)) I 111(lelr colust ltict ion

I laziiiieli Airport Road 2000 2001 1 Jud(lel, construtction

Ktifattil R?ottl ( hu'11i11:
* Kahitt I/ I,el),iiiese IJilivelsil) 1998 200(1 Ihil(cl conistruction
* I m.ehaucse I Jiiivcr-sit) / ('1o,icil"it 200)() 200)6

Khaldel - Cocody I &' 2 1998 2002 I i(ler \constiriction
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TlABLE 8-3

l'EAk l) 1011k 'IRAl1lC AT , INTIERSEClT'IONS TO() BIL (;GRAID SEPARATED)

___I ----- __ ________- Yr205-AlInrocttsCiid

0 75 - All lmpiovenliellts Co'ii,iiied Y'ear 2010 - All lImp,irovemienits ominedCombi

01(I Adjulsted Difrerence* Oitl Atdjiisletd Differellc*e Olil Adjuisted l)irference*

R1its Scileatcnle IN, Rllos Schedtu le 0/° Rlins Schedule IV's

Sodeco 6,92( 7,893 14.06% n Solecco 8,029 8,862 10.37% Sotleco 9,054 8,881 1.91 %,,

Adlielh 9,738 12,747 30.90% Adlielh 11,863 12,635 6.51% |Adlichl 13,737 13, 191 -3.97%

Matlhaf 7,745 8,126 4.92% Malihaf 8,723 9,413 7.91° |M;lthaf 9,448 9,223 -2.38%/i

Suai,i Sol] 4,969 6,087 22.50%!n) Sandi Solli 5,710 6,040 5,780 Sanli Soal , 6,277 6,152 -1.99%

Tayotnuelt 7,384 8,800 19.18°,, Tayounhel 8,826 10,162 15 .14o T ayouilnh I 0 ,193 9,875 -3.12% o

Airport 8,450 9,570 13.25%'o Airpoirt 9,173 11,083 20.82% Airport 10,579 10,226 -3,34%

oo Mclaarratiel' 5,422 6, 10O2 12.54 Mchllarrafiell 5,843 8,505 45.56%, Mchiarrafici 8,14 1 7,795 -4.25%

Mar Mikhael 6,168 7,252 17.57n Mar Mikhlael 7,187 10,042 3 9.72%i. Mar Mikimael 9,178 8,761 -4.54%

Galerie Semiana 5,387 6,268 1635% Calerie Scemaan 6,487 9,303 43.41°h Galerie Semaan 8,017 7,798 -2.730%,

lBcliaIlltiIi/AraIIIIIOiii 3,203 3,706 - s 70 Bchaaiaonii/Arauiiounil 3,853 4,815 24.97% IJclaiamonr/Al ;/Aramoun 4,443 4,42 1 -0.50%o,

Antelias i4,965 17,946 19.92°% Antelias 16,843 17,112 1.60%(, Anitelias 19,362 20,640 6.60%

.Jal El Dil) 15,078 2 1,50-1 42.620 .lal El l)ib 16,942 17,917 5.75n ! loal El Dib 19,538 2 1,615 10.63"N

lleit El Atfal 8,320 - 8,676 -4 78. Belit El Atfal 8,981 9,521 6.01 licit El Affal) 9,679 9,447 -2.40%

D)ora 13,518 1,871 1 I s 1 D)or 14,3 80 16,8.3, 15.32%., Dora 16,1I03 14,223 -11.67%',

IlIcle 7,271 9,7-i') 4,t()8% lllayeh 7,72 8,413 6.8 7% Ilayek 8,821 8,745 -0.860,

Mka lles 5,6 12 6,628 IX. I ()", INkhalles 5,443 s I 79'2 6.4 1° ? IkMkalles 6,5 144 6,001 -7.88

(- ) cI,,lc I.. a 1,.1S
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much as 11.67% in Dora. while others show an increase reaching 10.63%.
Excluding those two extreme cases. most of the reduction in traffic was less than 5%. The
overall averaue change is a 1% decrease.

It is thus demonstrated that the effect of the delay in implementation schedule of the
motorwavs and penetrators in GBA on the traffic forecasts at the proposed grade separations
far out-weig�hs those expected from adopting a non-tolled Peripherique and Northern
Entrance. The first increases the forecast while the other decreases it. There is a significant net
increase till the vear 2010 and bevond.

Since the IRR of the combined grade separation component was reported earlier at 21.7°'o. it
is expected to be even higher with the new set of data due to the significant hiigher traffic
forecast for the first 10 years of the life of the project.

It was thus demonstrated that the economic viability of the Grade Separation Component and
the BUTP as a whole is robust. The changzes in the modeling parameters (non-toll
Periph&ique and impiementation schedule) result is a significant increase of traffic at all the
junctions candidate for grade separations during the first I 0 vears of the project life. Thus
much higher IRR is expected.

8.3 M-arginal Benefit of Individual Grade Separations

Table 8-4 summarizes the average delav in seconds and total delav in hours durilng the peak-
hour. in the vear 2005. at each of the 16 intersections candidate to receive a grade separation.
in case a grade separation was not provided. Excluding Sami Solh and Bchamoun/'Aramoun.
the expected average delay is far bevond tolerable levels in the year 2005. and is expected to
increase far bevond that through the years.

The IRR of the marginal investment in grade separation at Sami Solh (all improvements
combined) was calculated to be 25.1 % (Table 8-5). This is to be compared with an IRR of
a4.l'O. of all the improvements combined. That is for the least crowded interaction (Sami
Solh). the mar-inal investment is a viable investment on its own at the network level. It is
sLurmised that the IRR of the marginal investment in all other grade separations. taken each
individually. is hi2her than that. since the average and total delays for all the other
intersections are at least 45% and 57% respectivelv higher than that at Sami Solh and
Bchamoun/Aramoun.

Thus it is demonstrated that the IRR of the combined investments (all improvements
combined) component. and that of the marginal investment in each individual grade
separation is above the limits of acceptance. based on the set of data used in producing the
Draft Report. With the updated set of data. it was shown earlier that traffic would be
si-nificantly higher during the first 10 vears of the life of the project. and thus the IRR would -
also be expected to he even higher.

,,Oi;DELI\ ERABLE '4 8-6
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TABLE 8-4

DELAY AT CANDIDATE INTERSECTIONS BEFORE IMPROVEMENTS

Grade Separation Location Rank 2005 2005
Average Delav Total Delay

per Vehicle (sec) (hrs)

Jal El Dib 1 I 23.254 217.459

Antelias 22.737 182.819

Airport 3 13.093 35.089

Dora 4 4.427 27.126

Tavounelh 5 9.187 22.087

Adlieh 6 1.638 6.311 

Havek 7 1.638 | 4.179

Sodeco 8 1.909 k.16'

Galerie Semnaan 92.013 33.40

Matliaf 10 1.3 51 1 2.962

!9kalles I 1.231 I .23

Mar Mikhael 12 1.124 2.223

Beit El Atfal 13 820 1.972

Mcharrafiei 14 2.645 1 5 3 59

Bchamiioun / Aramoun 15 181 326

Samni Solh 16 i24 j'7

'4, DELI\'ERABLE \.,:4 8-7
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TABLE 8-5

ANNUAL CASH FLOW AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
OF THE MARGINAL INVESTMENT IN SAMI SOLH

GRADE SEPARATION (ALL IMPROVEMENT CASES COMBINED)

YEAR PROJECT COSTS BENEFITS (million USD)
(million USD)

I nvestment Operation Total Cost Total Ann ual Discounted
Cost and Benefits Net Net at 12%

Maintenance Benefits
1999 0 0 0 0.000
2000 0 0 0 0.000
2001 0 0 0.000
'002 0. 0 0.0(0
2003 (.858 0.858 0.000 -0.858 1 -0.545
2004 0.858 0.858 0.000 -0.858 1 -0.487
2005 . 0.034 0.034 0.463 0 429 0.' I 7
2006 0.034 -0.034 - - 0.477 0.443 0.200
2 007 X0.034 0.034. 0.491 0.4 5 0.185

I 2008 0.034 0.034 0.506 0.472 j 00.170
2009 0.034 0.034 0.521 0.487 .0.17
2010 0.034 0.034 0.537 0.;03 O 0. 145
2011 0.034 0.034 0.553 0.5 19 0.133
201 2 0.034 0.034 0.569 0.535 0.123
2013 0.034 0.034 . -0.587 0.553 0.113
2014 0.034 - 0.034 0.604 0.570 0.104
2015 0.034 0.034 0.622 0.588 0.096
2016 0.034 0.034 0.641 0.607 0.088
2017 0.034 0.034 0.660 0.626 0.081
2018 1 0.034 0.034 0.680 0.646 0.075

2(19 0.034 0.034 0.700 0.666 0 0.069
2 0 20 0.034 0.034 0.721 0.687 ! 0.064
202 1 0.034 0.034 . 0.743 0.709 0.059
2 0221 0.034 0.034 0.765 0.731 0.054
2023 0.034 0.034 0.788 0.754 0.050
2024 -1.166 0.034 -1.132 0.812 1.944 0.114

NPV = 1.265

[RR = 5I .o

FYRR= | 1.1%

,,411iDEL1%ERABLE \,:,4 8-8
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8.4 Mode Split Values That Would Make Unfavorable the Net Benefits of
the BUTP Project

The GBATP developed two contrasting scenarios:

Scenario .4:

It consists of creating a -'heavyv' public transport network covering the Beirut Urban
Agglomeration (BUA) such that all BUA residents will be within i kIm from a mass transit
line. The heavv mass transit network include the Regional Railwav (commuter service)
betwveen .io.nieh and Damour. and 6 heavv mass transit lines: Central North-South. East-
West. South-West North-East. Suburban Ring, North-South line between BCD and Hazmieh.
and a special line to serve the Airport. This network will be systematically connected with the
railway line (5 out of 6 lines will exchange with it).

In addition to this network. a complementary bus network will be operating to serve the
outiving areas with feeder services to the main exchange and terminal stations. With such a
network. the overall market of public transport will reach 33%.
SScenairio B:

The onlv h.eavv mass transit svstem provided is the Regional Railway. the remaining Public
Transport Svstem will consist of a dense bus network. With such modal split assumptions. the
public transport share will border 1 6°h.

With the currently unlikelv event of having the Regional Railwav or other heavy rail transit
put In service duriniu the BUTP horizon. reachina a 16% share for transit. using bus-011l. is an
estimate on the high side.

Instead of re-running the complete forecasting and economic evaluation exercise for several
other rates ot' transit share. the results of the forecasted peak-hour traffic at the intersections
candidate for grade separating in case of a 26% share of public transport. which was proposed
by the GBATP in 1995 (compared to 16% presented in the Economic Analysis Draft Report)
are presented in Table 8-6. Tabie 8-6 shows that the change in traffic due jointly to an
increase in the share of public transport and the change in network configuration and
implementation schedule varies between an increase of 28.67% and a decrease of 25.12%.
The highest decrease (at Antelias and Jal El Dib) occurs at the twvo heaviest trafficked
intersections. The absolute value of peak-hour traffic (I12000 and 14000) would still warrant
grade separating at these two locations. At all other grade separations the forecasted decrease
in traffic is less than 1 0°o% and would not make any of the grade separations unwarranted.
takin(i into account the expected average delavs in 2005 (see Table 8-4).

It should be noted here that the GBATP recommended a mass transit-system that can achieve
a share of 26% of total trips. It was estimated to require 20 years to achieve. withi a total
Investment of USS 2.5 billion. A positive development occurred in October 1999. where the
Mlinistrv of Transport received a grant from the US Trade and Development Agency. to be
spent attainst a feasibilitN studv of a mass transit corridor (Jounieh - Jiyeh). This study should
be completed by the third quarter of the vear 2000. Once mass transit gains political
acceptance it must go through feasibility studies. preliminary and detailed engineering.
arran-zina for its financing. and then construction. Taking everything into account. this
ambitious mass transit svstem seems quite optimistic to expect to be in place bv the year
2020. Finall,v. it should be emphasized that the BUTP investment (a total of $100 rn) is not
mutuallv exclusive with the required investment in mass transit ($2.5 b). The two investments
are mutually supportive.

DELI\ FR ABLE \,4 8-9
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TABLE 8-6
FORECASTED 2010 TRAFFIC DUE TO THE

COMBINED EFFECT OF HIGHER PUBLIC TRXNSPORT SHARE
AND THE CHANGE IN THE HIGHWAYS IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

Grade Old Run Transit Share % New New Schedule /4
Separation 16% in 2020 Change Schedule + Change

Transit 26.6% 16% Heavv Mass
Share Transit Transit

Share

(1) (2) (2)-(1) (45)-(1)

Sodeco 8.029 7.180 -10.6% &862 7.925 -1.30%

Adlieli 11.863 10.473 -11.7% 12-635 11.155 -5.97%

Mataaf 8.723 7.371 -1 5.5% 9.413 7.954 -8.82%

Samni SoII 5.710 4.938 -13.5% 6.040 5.223 -8.52%

TaVounell 8.826 7.52 1 -14.8% 10.162 8.659 -1.89%

Airport 9.173 7.818 -14.8%o 11.083 9.446 2.97%

Mcliarafieli 5.843 5.165 -11.6% 8.505 75 i 8 28.67%

Mar kiikhael 7.1 87 6.176 -14.1% 10.042 8.629 20.07%

Galerie Sernaan 6.487 5.561 -14.3% 9.303 _.975 22.94 %

Bchlamoun/Aramoun 3.853 3.624 -5.9% 4.815 4.529 17.54%

AAntelias 16.843 12.413 -26.3% 17.112 12.611 -25 12%

Jal El Dib 16.942 13.385 21.0% 17.917 14.155 -16.45%

Beit El Attal 8.981 7.922 -11.8%/o 9.521 8.398 -6.49%

Dora 14.380 11,685 -18.7% 16.583 1 3.475 -6.29%

Havek 7. 872 7.040 -10.6% 8.413 7.524 -4.42%

vlkalles 5.443 4.639 -14.8% / 5792 4.9361 -9.31%

i MI DFLI\ ERAS-lE N2J 8- 1o
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8.5 Robustness of Results Should Future Traffic Volumes be Much
Lower Than Forecasted

The benefits of all the project components varv directiv with the increase in traffic volurnes.
To start with. the adopted traffic forecast was very modest in its expectations of growvth rates.
The area-wide annual average trip growth. over the period 1998 - 2020 is onl\, 3.3%.

To test the robastness of the economic analvsis. it will be tested for a zero -rowth in traffic
starting by the vear 2005. i.e. when all the components of the BlTP are expected to be in
place. This is a scenario which can be characterized by extreme pessimism.

Under the extreme pessimism scenario. the amount of benefits attributed to various BLTP
components will not increase starting with the year 2005.

Based on this scenario. the cashflow of the various cases and the corresponding economic
indicators were recalculated. A summarv is presented in Tabie 8-7.The detailed results are
presented successively in Tables 8-8 throueh 8-11.

TABLE 8-7
SUVMMARY OF RESULTS OF ECONOMIC VIABILITY INDICES

FOR THE EXTREME PESSIMISTIC CASE

BUTP Component IRR '% MIRR ",% FYRR 'Vt.

a Traffic \lanagement 28.4 16.1 41.3 

Parkinu Controls 5 ,.6 39.6 1810.0

Grade Separation 10.0 10.6 1.(

All Combined 3 39.0 20.8 49.8

Even under this extreme pessimism scenario. the individual and combined components are
economicallv viable. In fact even higher IRR is expected for each of the components. since
the delav in executing the committed projects will cause the benefits of the BUTP to increase.

.41 DELIVER -BLE \L4 8.11
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TABLE 8-8

SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

EXTREME PESSIMISTIC SCENARIO

CASE 1: TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

I YEAR PROJECT COSTS PROJECT BENEFITS NET BENEFITS
(million USD) (million USD)

Investment Operation and Total Total VOC Total VOT Total Total Discounted
Cost Maintenance Cost Benefits Benefits Benefits Net Net at 1%

1999 11.452 11.452 -11.452 -11.452
'000 11.452 11.452 -1.452 -10.145
2(001 2.318 2318 -0.227 13.776 13.549 11.231 8.953
2002 2 -'.318 2.318 1.479 10.054 11.533 9.2 1 5 6.559

200 3 2.318 2.318 -3.028 9.345' 6.317 3.999 '.541
2004 '.318 2.318 -0.279 7.740 7.4605 142 5 2.918

2005 2 2.318 2.318 2.47 6.134 8.604 6.286 3 .18'
20'()06 '2.318 2.318 2.47 6.134 8.604- 6.286 2.843

-007 .318 2.318 2.47 6.134 8.604 6.286 22.39
'208 2.318 2.318 2.47r 6.134 8.604 6.286 2.267

2009 2.318 2.318 2.47 6.134 8.604 6.286 2.024

.2010 - .318 2.318 2.47 6.134 8.604 6,286 1.807
2011 _ 2.318 2.318 2.47 6.134 8.604 6.286 1.61' 3
201' 2.318 2.318 2. 47 6.134 8.604 6.286 1.441
2013 2.318 2.318 2.47 6.134 8.604 6.286 - 1.286

20(14 2.318 2.318 2.47 6.134 8.604 6.286 1.148

12015 2.318 2.318 2.47 6.134 8.604 6.286 1 .02'

I 2016 .318 2.318 2.47 6.134 8.604 6.286 (.916

'017 2.318S 2.318 2.47 I 6.134 8.604 6.286 0.817
2018 2.318 2.318 2.47 6.134 8.604 6.286 0.730

2019 2.318 2.318 2.47 6.134 8.604 6.286 0.65 

2 020 089 '.318 0.229 2.47 6.134 8.604 8.3 75 0.775 -

NPV = I 24.3 63
IRR= 28.4°'o

FYRR= 41.3°o

.,4) DEI.IV-ERABLE \o'4 8- I 2
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TABLE 8-9

SUNIMARY OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

EXTREME PESSIMISTIC SCENARIO

CASE 2: PARKING CONTROLS

I YEAR PROJECT COSTS PROJECT BENEFITS NET BENEFITS
(million USD) (million USD)

Investment Operation and F Total Total VOC Total VOT Total Total Discounted
Cost Maintenance Cost Benefits Benefits Benefits Net Net at I l2?o

2000 0.9205 0.9205 -0.9205 -0.921
2001 0.9205 0.9205 -0.9205 -0.822
2002 0.184 0.184 1.6 38.144 39.744 39.56 31.537
2003 0.184 0.184 0.699 35.783 36.482 36.298 25.836
2004 0.184 0.184 1.4325 28.146 . 29.579 29.395 18.681
2005 _ - 0.184 0.184 2.166 20.509 22.675 22.491 12.762
2006 0.184 0.184 2.166 20.509 22.675 22.491 11.395

2007 0.184 0.184 2.166 20.509 22.675 22.491 10.174
2008 ro =0.184 0.184 2.166 20.509 22.675 22.491 9.084
2 '()()9 _ - 0.184 0.184 2.166 20.509 22.675 22.491 8.110
2010 lo0.184 0.184 2.166 20.509 22.675 22.491 7.242
2011 0.184 0.184 2.166 20.509 22.675 22.491 6.466
2012 0.184 0.184 2.166 20.509 22.675 22.491 5.773
2013 0.184 0-184 2.166 20.509 22.675 22.491 5.154
2014 0.184 0.184 2.166 20.509 22.675 22.491 4.602
2015 0.184 0.184 2.166 20.509 22.675 22.491 4.109
2016 0.184 0.184 2.166 20.509 22.675 22.491 3.669
201 7 0.184 0.184 2.166 20.509 22.675 22.491 3.276
2018 . t 184 0.184 2.166 20.509 22.675 22.491 29 92 5
2019 0.184 0.184 2.166 20.509 22.675 22.491 2.611

2 02o^ 0.184 0.184 2.166 20.509 .22.675 22.491 2.332
2021 0.184 0.184 2.166 20.509 22.675 22.491 2.082

NPV = 176.076

IRR = 557.6,o|

FYRR= 18 10.0'o|

MIRR= 39.6%
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TABLE 8-10

SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

EXTREME PESSIMISTIC SCENARIO

CASE 3: GRADE SEPERATIONS COMBINED

YEAR PROJECT COSTS T PROJECT BENEFITS NET BENEFITS
(million USD) (million USD)

Investment Operation and Total Total VOC Total VOT Total Total Discounted
Cost Maintenance Cost Benefits Benefits Benefits Net Net at 12%/6

1 1999 10.592 10.592 -10.592 -10.592
2000 10.592 10.592 _ -10.592 -9.457
2001 23-018 23.018 : -23.018 -18.350
2002 22.903 0.42 23-.323 -0.163 11.161 -'10.998 -12.325 -8.772
2003 10.477 0.794 11.271 -2.794 5.62- _2.826 -8.445 -5.367
2004 10.477 0.794 11.271 -0.358' 7.310 ' 6.952 -4.319 -2.451
2005 r 1.297 1.297 2.078 9.000 11.078 9.781 4.9',
O006 1.297 1.297 2.078 9.000 11.078 9.781 4.424
20071 1.297 1.297 2.078 9.000 11.078 9.781 3.950

1 10(8 1.297 1.297 2.078 9.000 11.078 9.78 1 3.527
2009 1.297 1 297 2.078 9.000 11.078 9.781 3.149
'010 1.297 '1.297'' 2.078 9.000 -11;079 9.781__ 2.812
20() 11 1 1.297 1.297 2.078 9.000 11.078 9.781 2.51 i

2012 '1_ _ ,.297 1.297 2.078 9.000 11.078 9.781 2.242
2013 1.297 1-.297 2.078 9.000 -11.078 9.781 2.001
2014 1.297 1.297 2.078 9.000 11.078 9.781 1.787
2015 1.297 1.297 2.078 9.000 11.078 9.781 1.;95
2016 1.297 1.297 2.078 9.000 11.078 9.781 1.425

2017 1.297 1.297 2.078 9.000 11.078 9.781 1 1.72
0(18 1.297 1.297 2.078 9.000 11.078 9.781 1 1.136

21)19 1.297 1.297 2.078 9.000 11.078 9.781 1.014
70( 1 -36.916 1.297 -35.619 2.078 9.000 11.078 46.697 4.322
202()91 _____ _ 1 1.297 1.297 2.078 9.000 11.078 9.781 T 0.808
2022 ___1 _i 1.297 1.297 2.078 9.000 11.078 9.781 0.72 2
2023 1 __________ 1 1.297 1.297 2.078 9.000 11.078 9.781 0.644
2024 1 1 1.297 1.297 2.078 9.000 11.078 9.781 0.575 1

INPV = -10.116
IRR= 10.0%

FYRR= 9.0%
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TABLE 8-11

SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

EXTREME PESSIMISTIC SCENARIO

CASE 4: ALL CASES COMBINED (Parking Structures Not Included)

YEAR PROJECT COSTS PROJECT BENEFITS NET BENEFITS
(million USD) (million USD)

Investment Operation and Total Total VOC Total VOT Total Total Discounted
Cost Maintenance Cost Benefits Benefits Benefits Net Net at 12%

1999 2-.044 22.044 -22.044 -22.044

I 2000 22.9645 22.965 -22.9645 -20.504

2001 23.9385 2.318 26.257 -0.227 13.776 13.549 -12.7075 -10.130

' 200 "22.9027 2.922 25.825 6.874 36.793 43.667. 17.8423 12.700

2003 10.4767 3.296 13.773 -1 3.943 5 2.15 38.192 24.419 15.519

2004 10.4767 3.296 13.773 -6.017 52.921 46.903 33.131 18.799
2005 3.799 3.799 1.909 53.706 55.615, 51.816 26.251
2006 3.799 3.799 1.909 53.706 55.615 51.816 23.439
2007 3.799 3.799 1.909 53.706 55.615 51.816 20.928
2008 3.799 3.799 1.909 53.706 55.615 51.816 18.685
n 2009 3.799 3.799 1.909 53.706 55.615 51.816 16.683

2010 33.799 3.799 1.909 53.706 55.615 51.816 14.896
2011 3.799 3.799 1.909 53.706 55.615 51.816 13.300

2012 3.799 3.799 1.909 53.706 55.615 51.816 11.875
2013 3.799 3.799 1.909 53.706 '55.615 51.816 10.603
2014 3.799 3.799 1.909 53.706 55.615 51.816 9.467
2015 3.799 3.799 1.909 53.706 55.615 51.816 8.452

2016 3.799 3.799 1.909 53.706 55.615 51.816 7.547
2017 3.799 3.799 1.909 53.706 55.615 51.816 6.738
018 3.799 3.799 1.909 53.706 55.615 51.816 6.706

2019 3.799 3.799 1.909 53.706 55.615 51.816 5.372

2020 -39.005 3.799 -35.206 1.909 53.706 55.615 90.821 8.406

I021 1.481 1.481 1.909 53.706 55.615 54.134 4.474

2022 1.297 1.297 1.909 53.706 55.6.15, 54.318 4.008

r2023 1.297 1.297 1.909 53.706 55.615 54.318 3.579

' 0i4 1.297 1.297 1.909 53.706 55.615 54.318 3.195

NPV = 2 18.252

IRR = 39.0%

FYRR= 463.8%
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8.6 Economic Return of the Investment in CCTV

The IRR of the traffic management component was reported at 34.1%. The calculation
includes the investment and recurring costs associated with the CCTV component. but do not
include ani benefits attributed to it. Estimating monetized economic benefits of CCTV
without availability of anv historic data on this topic from Lebanon would be difficuLit to
achieve. Alternatively. it is proposed to calculate the level of benefits. attributed to CCTV
only,. below which the marginal investment in CCTV would be less than 12%. Such a
calculation should educate the decision on whether to keep the CCTV or delete it from the
traffic management component.

The results of such an exercise are presented in Tables 8-12. it shows that if the CCTV is
taken separatelvy and in order for the investment in it to realize an IRR of 12I.1 /o. the annual
stream of benefits should be $255.000 (no salvage value for CCTV installations is included).
Are those benefits achievable?

CCTV surveillance will improve incident management on these heavilv traveled corridors.
Evidence from research done e[sewhere is reported below.

The benefits of CCTV surveillance are discussed in several research reports issued bv FHWA.
sucih as:

''ITS Benefits. Review of Evaluation Mvethods and Reported Benefits' and ITS Benefits:
1 999 Update (Draft)'.

These benetits include:

- Improve the safetv of transportation system
k reduce severity of collisions
* reduce number and severitv of fatalities and injuries.

- Increase the operational efficiency and capacitv of transportation system
* reduce disruptions due to incidents

maintain / increase roadwav capacitv.

- Enhance present and future productivitv
* increase coordination / integration of network operation. management and

investment
reduce information-gathering costs

* improve transportation svstems plannings and ability to evolve with changyes
in svstem performance requirements and technology

* decrease cost of freieht movement to shippers.

- Enhance personal mobilitv. convenience and comfort of the transportation svstem
* reduce costs incurred bv fleet operators and others
* improve the securitv of travel
* reduce traveler stress. fatigue and confusion.

W.4o DELIV ER XBLE \,4 8- 16
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TABLE 8-12

DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW OF CCTV INVESTMENT ONLY
THAT REALIZES AN IRR OF 12%

YEAR PROJECT COSTS PROJECT BENEFITS NET BENEFITS
(million USD) (million USD)

Investment Operation and Total Total VOC Total VOT Total Total Discounted

Cost Maintenance Cost Benefits Benefits Benefits Net Net at I2 ° o

9I9 0.525 0.525 0 -0.2 -0.525

2000 )0.525 0.525 0 -0.525 -0.469

2001 0.105 0.105 0-255 0. 15 0.120

2002 0.105 0.105 0.255 0.15 0.107

2003 ' 0. 105 0.105 0.255 0.=5 0.095

2004 0.105 0.105 0.255 0(.15 0.085

2005 - - 0.105 0.105 0.255 0. I 5 0.076

2 006 0.105 0.105 _ 0.255 0. 15 0.068

2007 0.105 0.105 0.255 0. 5 0.061

-()08 0.105 0.105 _ 0.255 01 I5 0.0 514

10n09 O. 0.05 0.105 0.255, 0.15 0)048

2010 0.105 0.105 0.255 0.15 0.043

2009 1 0.105 0.105 0.255 0.15 0.039

2010 0.105 0.105 0.255 0.15 0.034

211 0.105 0.105 0.255 0.15 0.031

2014 0.105 0.105 0.255 0.15 I 0.02720 13 0.105 0.105 0.255 0. 15 t 0.034

0.105 0.105 _ 0.255 0. 15 0.02i
¢ >t116 ~~0.105 0.105 0.255- 0.15 0 0._

201, 0.105 0.105 0.255 0.I5 0.020

2 '(118 0.105 0.105 0.255 0.15 0.017

M)19 0.105 0.105 0.2-55 0. 15 0.016

2020 1' 0.105 0.105 0.255 0.15 0.014

NPV = 0.007

IRR= 12.1°'o

FYRR= 12.0%

DELI\ ERA-LE N'4 8-17
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nEIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

Reduce energy consumption and environmental costs
* reduce vehicle emissions due to non-securing 'incident cong2estion
* reduce noise pollution
* reduce neighborhood traffic intrusiveness.

Not all these benefits are measurable: some could be measured. \Nhereas others are anecdotal.

A Case Study on San Antonio Tx. provides the following insights{ I )

ivletropolitan San Antonio. Texas has a population of a comparable size to that of Greater
Beirut. but is of a larger area almost 4 times that of Greater Beirut. The studv focuses on 26
miles of freewavs included in Phase I of the Trans Guide. Fiftv nine video cameras. more than
SOO inductive loop detectors. 359 lane control signals. 5 I variable message signs. and
approximatelv 70 miles of fiber optic cable were required to adequately instrument the first
phase of the San Antonio ATMS program. It is to be recalled that CCTV component of the
BUTP, which is being evaluated. includes 50 CCTV cameras. Specificaliv. the Case Study
examines the perceived benefits derived from the sharing of video data.

The benefits associated-vithi the use of video data for traffic managyement can be summarized
by the followingi statements:

- seeini, is believing; and
- a picture is worth a thousand words.

The use of real-time video data enables Trans Guide to:
a veriy'v an incident.

* accuratelv determine the severitv of an incident.
'' quickly identifv the location of the incident: and

select the most appropriate response to the incident.

Real-tinie video ensures the svstem's accuracy. because operators can see what is happening.
The use of video eliminates potential problems due to incomplete or contradicting
information.

A Before-and-After Analvsis of Trans Guide shows that benefits related to incident
management are:

- response time for minor incidents dropped by 19 percent.
- response time for major incidents dropped bv 21 percent: and
- simulation results estimated delay fuel consumption savings at S$1.65 per vear.

There were also savings that were realized by the San Antonio Police Department (SAPD).
Video sharing allows the SAPD to effectivelv use their limited resources by eliminating
unnlecessary trips to investigate false calls. providing the exact location of' incidents, and
providing prompt and accurate response to incidents.

Studies in Los Angeles. California. also reported reduction in delav of (50% and estimated
benefit-to-cost at 5:1 to 6:1. thanks to the combination of detectors. CCTV and incident
management team.

Dave Novak. "'A Case Study: Benefits Associated with the Sharing of ATMS - Related Video Data in San
Antonio". Center for Transportation Research. Virginia Tech, August 1998.
.t40 DELIX ERABLE \,24 8-18
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BEIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDoY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FNAL

The CCTV svstem proposed for inclusion in BUTP Traffic Management Component will be
realizing more benefits when additional inte(gration of ATNMlS components are deploved in the
future.

8.7 Fiscal Impacts of BUTP Components

8.7.1 Traffic Mianagement Component

The traffic manaaement component would require operation and maintenance wv-hose cost is
summarized as follows:

Table 8-13

Fiscal Impact - Traffic Management Component
USD (1000)

Component Annual Operation Annual Maintenance | Total

Si-nals 110137 1.467

Traffic Control Center 2 36 726 Q62
and CCTV\

Total 346 2.083 ?.l_9

8.7.2 Parking Control

The fiscal impact of the Parking Control is limited to the annual maintenance of the
equipmenit estimated at $200.000 per vear. The operations will be sLib-conitracted. The parking
fees will cover the operation costs. In fact financial simulations show that Parking Control
could be a net cash generator.

8.7.3 Grade Separation Component

The 16 proposed grade separations would each require maintenance. The annual maintenance
of each was reported in Table 5-7. Their combined annual maintenance cost is $1.236.000.

,*4",DELI\ERABLE \:4 8-19
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9. RISK ANALYSIS

9.1 Key Input Variables of Risk Analysis

STEAM performs risk anaivsis br establishing "Probabilitv Density Functions" for key input
variables based on subjective and statistical analvsis. The user enters the higzh and loz\ factors
for key input variables to be multiplied bv the mean value to establish the "Probabilitv
Densitv Function". Table 9-1 shows the low and hig�h factors for the following key input
\ ariables:
i ) In-vehicle Value of Time for auto. truck. and transit

ii') Discount rate

iii) Fuel Prices

is ) Fuel Consumption rates

Capital Costs. Salvage Value. and Operation Costs.

The table shows that the selected factors to be multiplied bv the mean value of each kev
variable are 1.5 for hi-h value and 0.7 for low value. That is the regular input-data for each of
the above kev variables is considered to be the mean value and is then increased by 50% and
decreased bi 30% to establish the probabilitv distribution for that variable. The risk analvsis
methodology then uses a Nlonte Carlo simulation process to generate the probabilitv
distribution of each output variable from repeated samplings of the generated "probability
densitv function" of each key- variable. This methodologv allows all inputs to be varied
sirnultaneousliv within their distributions. thus avoidinc the problems inherent in conventional
sensitivitv analvsis of usinLy "hiih" and 'low" cases.

Except for changes in demand. which is exogenous to STEAM\ and treated in the previous
chiapter. the .shosen variables are the key ones that may experience different values from their

meani expected value. The values of 50% increase and tile lower value of 30% decrease are
estimnated to give upper and lower limits of the probabilitN distribution function of each kev
variable. It is important to give a broader range of values so that the risk analysis would be

meaningful. It is also consistent with most transportation investments. where the expected
mean value is always underestimated compared to being overestimated. Moreover. a very
ti-lht distribution of 1.3 and .85 would not have allowed to give meaningfui results for the
three risk scenarios that have been conducted. On the other hand a verv larg e distribution from
the mean. such as 1 .8 and .5 would have diluted the importance of the risk analvsis bv
creatimn unrealistic results. The 1.5 and .7 factors had created the rigzht mix of extremes for the

distribution of the kev variables and allowed to choose three risk scenarios with mneaningful

results.
Table 9-1: Risk Analvsis Input V'ariables

Risk Analvsis Input Variables Low* Hieh*
In-Veh. Value of Time - Auto (Factor) 1 0.7 1.5

!In-Veh. Value of Time - Truck (Factor) 0.7 1.5

In-Veh. Value of Time - Transit (Factor) 0.7 I .5

Discount Rate 0.024 0.200

Fuel Consumption Rate (Factor) 0.7 1.5

Fuel Prices (Factor) 0.7 1.5

Capital Cost (Factor) 0.7 1.5

Salvage Value (Factor) 0.7 1 .I

Operating Cost (Factor) 0.7 I 5
*Factor: Mlultiplied by the Mean Value, except for the Discount Rate.
-'DE LIX ERABLE \,,4 9-1
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The result of the risk analvsis is a forecast of future outcomes and the probabilitv or odds of
their occurrence.

9.2 Risk Analysis Results

The risk analvsis for the various improvement cases is conducted for a selected representative
year. Since all the project cases have a benefit period of '0 years. and since most of them will
become operational in the eariv vears of the next millenium. The best analysis vear as a
representative vear will be the vear 2010. Also. the vear 2010 -represents the mid-point in the
demand level between the vear '000 and 2020.

The results of the risk analvsis runs for the vear 2010 for all seven cases are shown in Tables
9-2 to 9-8. the results are presented to provide the following information:

The value of total annual benefits and total annual costs for the different
percentiles (ISt. 5th. IOth. 20 th. 30th. 40th. 50th. 60 th, 70th, 80th* 90th 95th, &
99 th) including the mean and the median.

- 2. The probabilitv distribution at equal intervals of total annual benefits and total
annual costs.

3a TThe- -values of the main economic indicators. IRR. NPV. and FYRR for various
scenarios. such as worse case scenario. possible risky scenario. and likelvyexpected
scenario. These scenarios are obtained from the probabilitv distribution tor various
percentile levels as follows:

* Worse Case Scenario: is the scenario where the probability to exceed the
annual benefits is 80%. while the probabilitx to exceed annual costs is only
20%. For example. in the Traffic Management Case (Table 9-2). the
probabilitv to exceed 80% ( Oth percentile) of total annual benefits is S1 1.97
Md. while the probabilitv to exceed 20% (S0 th percentile) of total annual costs
is $7.23 M.

* Possible Riskv Scenario: is the scenario where the probabilitv to exceed the
annual benefits is 70% and the annual costs is 30%. In the Traffic
\lanagement Case these values are $13.47 Mv and $6.68 Nvl respectivelv.

* Likeiv/Expected Scenario: is the scenario where the probabilitv to exceed the
annual benefits is 50% and the annual costs is 50%. that is representing the
median values. In the Traffic Mzvanasement Case these values are $15.67 IM for
annual benefits and $5.94 NVl for annual costs.

These values of total annual benefits and total annual costs for each scenario (a. b. and c) are
used to determine the economic indicators NPV, IRR. and FYRR. The summary results for
the three possible scenarios for the seven improvement cases are shown in Table 9-9.

Under worse case conditions. the Parking Controls Case. the Traffic Mlanagement Case, and
the All Improvements Case continue to show good economic indicators and good returns on
investment. It is The Grade Separation Improvement Cases that start to show weak economic
indicators in terms of NPV and IRR. However. the situation changes for the Grade Separation
Cases under the probable riskv scenario. Under this scenario the three Grade Separation Cases
all show positive NPV and IRR's (higher than 12%) signaling economicall' viable cases. The
Parking Structure Case does not show anv positive economic indicators under all possible
scenarios.

4O0DELIVERA-BLE \-'4 9-
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Tabtle 9-2: ltisk Analysis: ('ase I - Tralfic Mianagemient
(201(1 - As Representaflive Year)

1. Rtisli Analysis Ouillpit

I-ei'ceiitiles

N-lcam N lc(fni m 5h I0 Nh 20 1 30 -- 1 Ih 50 111 60 tl 70 til 80 (ii 90 tli 95 II 99 III

Total Annual 1le3ief-its($ ) 16.51 15.67 6.71 8.99 10.28 11.97 13.47 1 4.S3 1 5.67 16.14 18.12 19.85 22.66 25.37 30.27

lotal Annual C'osts ($M) 6.43 5.94 4.12 4.45 4.69 5.06 5.36 5.63 5.94 6.25 6.68 7.23 8.17 9.17 10.86

2. Probability l)istribaution

Total Annual Benefits Total Annual Costs

o 06 007
0.oo5 0 06

An 0 0 5
r-0.04 04

0a.03 i .0

d.03 2 0 0 2 111
,;, 0 ns ov e°° n/ <O flo ,n /,0° ,°cq b 6 @an rlnf et$@ o ,L0.

lb pyc",pOry b

Dollars (MIllions) Dollars (Millions)

3. Economic Indicators

IRR (°,1) NPV ($Nlil) FYRR (%i/0 Probability of Exceec for varionis scenarllios ia, h, c

Worse Case Scenal-ioa 21.8 35.4 22.16 Aiiii. Benerits Anii .Cos(s

Possible lRisk)' Sceaioll 2 6._ 5.72 26.9%9 2

Likely / Expectedl ScenilarioC 35.1 72.68 35.32 b 70 % 30 o
_ c -I 500 5 0z

4A0 1[L1 \ 1.R ,III I N.,!4 9-3
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TIble 9-3: Rlisk Anallysis: ( 'ase 2 - Parlk;ilg ('ontrols

(2010I) - As Represeiitativ'e Y'ear)

1. IRiSl Analysis OtUtput

N1e,l - I ledian SI 5 0 Ii 20 ' 3 I I 40 tl 50 til 60 tIt 70 l 80 (II 90 tl 95 tli 99 til

Irotal Ann11llal Benefits ($N) 28.69 27.36 13.16 16.79 18.88 21.49 23.85 25.55 27.36 28.99 31.27 33.95 38.49 42.81 50.34

b'olal Aniniiuall Costs ($Mi) 0.55 O.50 0.32 0.36 0.38 0.42 0).4- 0.47 0.50 0.53 0.57 0.62 0.72 0.8 1 I .06

2. P}ro)llai}jity Di;stribu1tioll1

Total Annual Benefits Total Annual Costs

° 0.06 o0 ° 0 8
t 0.05 = 

z0.04
0 03 00 

m 0,02 n u02

(4°° ,88 ,~ vQ) Oq , e ;\ g'b ,0b ,4 3 bo 4'° 49 0N cv° cv cv° cv cvb cvo 0 0* ,\,,

Dollars (Millions) Ilars (Millions)

3. EconIoim1ic IndicaIors

I R R ( NP) N'V ($N it) 1 YR ' (lo) Ih'obIIIy o0j-1 xcced ('(I' V RiOUS Sceaioits i, 1), c

Worse Case Scenairi(a 465 154.47 464.15 Anni Bcnefits Ani. Costs

Possible Risk)' Scenaritolb 553 I73.90 560. I 80 20% 

Likely / Expccted Scenarioc 7I0 200.64 732.53 70 30 %
C > ° sn n50 50

t4 iit I K 'III U- N5,4 9-4I 4CcCI,IIUC 1\tI 01(-N. 



TIable 9-4: Risk Analysis: Case 2 - Parking Structures

(2010 - As Reprcsentative Year)

1. Risk Analysis Outiptt

Percentiles

Meal Mediail sts5th 2 0 til t 50th 60 til 70 tIF 80 -90 tli 95 ti 9gt

Total Annualfl3enleits($M) 1 -I 79 -1.86 -2.5 -2.37 -2.291 -2.16 -2.05 -1.96 -1.86 -1.76 -1.55 -1.52 -1.33 -1.16 -0.74

'Iotal Aininiual Costs ($M) 3.24 2.85 1.57 1.81 1.97 2.22 24 2.85 3.09 3.38 3.79 4.45 5.13 6.76

2. Probability Distribution

Total Annual Benefits Total Annual Costs

0.0 5~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
0.04
0 0 3 _ 04

0.02 fl I
nfllIlI 0n

Dollars (Millions) I Dollars (Millions)

3. Ecomomic Intlicators

IRR (%) NPV ($Mil) 1-YRR (I ) Probabilily of Exceed for various scenar-ios a, b, c

Worse Case Scenar ioa Ne-g -45.41 -7.63 Ann. Benefits Anini. Costs
Possible Risky Sceniariob Neg. -40.56 -8.12a 80 % 20 %1

Likely / Expected ScenarioC Neg. -35.18 -8.74 b 70 % 30 %
c . 50 % 50%

t,40!1DFI V,'FR WOII F N-,'4 9-5
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1'ahle 9-5: Rlisk Analysis: Case 3 - Grade Separation .roup I

(2010 - As Reprcsentative Year)

1. Risk Analysis O(utput

-Percentiies I

Mcan Meediani ISt 5til 10 tll - 4 5 tli 60 th to 80 til 90 th 95 th 99 th
I- I___

Total Anntial BeiieFits ($M) 9.18 8.66 4.57 5.60 6.20 6.95 7.54 8.13 8.66 9.27 9.90 10.87 12.20 13.48 15.96

Total Annual Costs ($M) 6.52 5.57 2.54 3.08 3.48 4.07 4.56 5.06 5.57 6.15 6.76 7.66 9.37 10.95 15.48

2. Probability Distribution

Total Annual Benefits Total Annual Costs

0. 006 00

I. 00 3'2 00
0, ;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0

~~~~~~ 0 03 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~ 
go2 L,H 3 02|R llilllllIIlnP rX r= -

0 < g 54i eb $ bOo "" I, 1, p 1eq °° lb qp 4p P;b pe @t 0 E b, /

Dollars IMillions) Dollars (Millions)

3. Economic Indicators

IRR (%) NPV ($Mii) FYRR (%j itrobahility of Exceed for various scenarios a, b, c
Worse Case Scenarioa 10.5 -5.30 12.14 Ann. Benefits Ann. Costs
Possible Risky Sceliariob 13.8 5.83 14.93 a 80 % 20 %
Likely / Expected ScenarioC 20.1 23.08 20.81 70 % 30 %

c.4fl'flFI l\'I~IlP5ll 0 N 50,

64n'Dl:l 1%'ImI l11 1:l M, ......... ()-6



Tabl'le 9-6: lRisl Analysis: (Case 3 - Griade Sep&mrmation Groultp I + 11

(2011 - As Represeintative Y'ear)

1. l{islI Analysis Oulit)uIt

P~erccnti1cs

M_. -aII ian I st 5111 41 '() 2 l 30) tli I11 50 til 60 til 70 tl 70) t l 90ti 90 tli 95 ii 99 tlh

Total Annual 13eneils($ (W) 13.63 12.94 7.40 8.417 9.37 10.46 11.25 12.11 1 '294 13.84 14.73 15.84 17.78 19.61 23.34

Trotal Annual Costs ($M) 1I0.24 8.91 4.00 4.90 5.55 6.55 7.35 8.14 8.91 9.83 10.80 12.27 14.72 17.12 22.99

1. PI' -obab.il ity D)iStlibi l) llion

LI ' [=Total Annual Benefits n Total Annual Costs

0 0.06 0 o8
10.0 5 ~006

0.04
5 0.03 00d023 AlJs° ;a 0npD 0 0 1

D olIla rs (M illio n s) Dollars (Millions)

2. IEcounomiic Indicaitmrs

I IR ('NO) N'PV ($N1\il) FYR R ( %'n) P,IOI)alaifity of Exceedi lor \.'riiois s:celil-ios a, 1), c

Wo1 se( asI .Scell..ioa -13.5 2-71.4.1 A 52. le e-7s Aii.Costs
Psiblel RisyS)!%ceiiilliot) i12.7 3.36) 1 3.94 .1 80 2, 20 

.ik;ely / Fxprected Sceliai-ioc 1X.9 30).10 19.44 _ )70 °o 300,
c ~~~50 % :50 

lipil\l 1 1\1 14 \111 I N.>ll ()~~~~~-7
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T;1 b Ie 9-7: I4iskli A n 11; sis: ( ;tc . - (; nICe Separui I io (; 1o III) I 4- 11 +II

(210w - As Iweprescii(alive Wear)

1. Itisl n a \:ly'sis 0111plif1

r ___________ --- :-~-~ t* rc enl:litilcs --
N lean N-l'cda lsl 5~ 0St mflI. -0) lo III 1 60 11) 7011 III s 011 - 95 -11 999511T

Total l;llAn lualWIclIciIs ($M) 267.7 25L16s 14X 16.76 8.22 20.56 22.27 2 .92 25.46 27.27 29.03 31.3) 35_13 38.53 45.44

Total Aiumiil (Cosis ($I) 1 .102 I1 .2 6(08 8.14 2) 5 10.(1 12.17 1 i.79 1 32 16 )6 18.96 21 .8() 26.5 30.91 43.14

2. Probab;llilifty Dishibulttio,ll

Total Annual Benefits 08 I Total Annual Costs
e 006 

08

0054 0 006

0 002

~00 2 1002 ~llDhDlOl~l 0 nn
°° 9 it ' 09 ( J, pb) bb p bb 9it° v Cz9 $ s°0 ) +'P \b9' .° b

Dollars (Millions) Dollars (Millions)

3. EAollullic I 111di( lors

1 1R1R (o) .\' (} $N h V ( I\ il) [ \ 1R1R ( '¼i) PI t lohahilil\ 1l IExceed( lobr various sceLIarios ia. I1, c

\Vorsc (ase ScciainXi'1 , I (0.6 -9.26 1 2.(6 .\ AII. IleLlils Ann. (Csts

Possible Risky) Scewtrio4 2 4.7 2 1 5..7_2 80 ! 20 "
L.ikel) / E1pcled ScearnX-ioC 2I .X _ 7.74 22 .4 70 " 30 %

c 50%~~~~i 5 0(
(1 ~C:( ^O\){i



'Table 9-8: liskl AnalIysis: ( 'Lse 4-( ollibiled ('.Ise tf All I nipr )ovcleets

(21110 - As Representative Yealr)

1. Rtislk Analysis O pitput

Percentiles

Ie\n Mledianll I St 501 1HI 11i 20 (11 30 II 400 1 50s I 60 tit 70 1- 80' 11 9() 11 95 tll 99 1ll

Total Annual Bele:its (01) 73.97 70.58 -41.42 47.55 52.17 58.0! 62.37 66.34 70.58 75.12 80.00 86.29 96.49 104.11 1 21.18

Total Anumal Costs ($M) 311.75 27.(6 1 2.2 0 15.6]1 17.43 20.40 22.64 [25.00 27.60 30.49 33.71 138.23 .69 52.58 71.18

2. 11"-Pobability lDist ribution

Eli LIIIZ Total Annual Benefits [i Total Annual Costs

0 06 0 008

U o t o 1 t , n 1 05 =l S R n 11 n 11 n fI n n n rl n n n n _ n _ _ n n
0.04 i (3(36

U.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ _ Nl' ($11 O 04Ol;;Y01X:(:1II\.lol ('l.IO 1 )

0.03 10

1.10ll{l\llt ........ 2 0........ .' 1 n Hn)-inn)

11.ti,,,1,., ~ ~ ~ 162 u' bl,b''11

~~~~00 ~ 'b1~ I" ~ Lb 020 0A

Dollars (Millions) Dollars (Millions)

R(' t NPV (Mfii) F2YRR( (o) Probability of' Fxceed Ijir various sceilarl-os a, h), c

Wor-se (ase Seenarlioa l8 1417.76 2(13 I Anni. Bllcielits AImI Costs

Possible Risky Scena4i 4 0 J 2 4.09( 24.77 a 80 % 20 Cl,

L ikely E Ixpected Sccnarioc 34.1 0 321 .06 3 4.2 3 Ii 70 % 30 I!%
c 50 % 0 
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TABLF .11 9-9: Summary iti- f ltisli Al,1,I 3'sis lResIlIts

Iiuterie, n Rhate of hleliti ii Net l'Pcselt V'aliue First Year Rale
_________ ($ iumillion) _ _Of ltet ileil ('%)

Anaulysis Scenarios Project Descriptionl a 1 c ith c i b) e
Improvemienit Case- I ITlaftl lihicts & tallic Cotrlll ceniter & 2 1.8 26.8 35.1 6 S 35.4() T0.72 726 22.616 26.99 35.32

clisiiilUitioll of paiL ing a1t iitelrsectionIs

hlipllioveelintit Case- 2 Parking cntrol(ls 46(.i.11 5 zi53 710 - 154,47 i73.90 200.64 464.15 5601.12 732.53
I'arking sitrcturis -_ -45.41 -40.56 -35.18 -7.63 -8.12 -8.74

Improvement Case- 3 (iae(le Separalions al: 11.5 i 3.8 2'(. I -5.3) 5.83 23.08 12.14 14.93 20.81
(il'olp) I -( jalerie Semiaan

-I Ilayek
-D)ora
-Nlkalles
-Tayotmella

(iGroip I & 11 Girai(le Separations alt: 9.65 12.7 I 7 8.9 -13.52 3.36 30. 10 IA 41 13.94 19.44
-13eit al-Atliil
-Mar Mliliael
-N'1sharrafIi ci
-A irport 

Groups 1,11, & III Giad(le Separations at: 10.6 14.7 21.8 -9.26 24.72 75.74 12.69 15.72 22.24
-Jal cl-IDib
-Antelias
-Blechara el-lKhomy I

-A\dlieh

-Samly el-Solli
-0m1d Saida Rdti close tos Khlallelli

All Imlpl)rovelment l3rtwglis Amcsm l)id ... .. lcase ol'ali l l .85 p I.ti( I.t 34.1Itt 1-17.76 214.09 3'1.06 20.3 I2.77 34.23

I ) "'MIL eiise SCO I M i iiu
i) \Vorlsec tase scelim iiO

ii) Probablie tisk)y sceniair ito

iii) I.ikel)/Fl:xcctCLl sc1ario

Iii II Ol l\llu. ')!I - It)
1t.', 11).,
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In concIlSiOll. the risk analvsis shows that the Parking Control Case. the Traffic Manauement
Case and the All Improvements Case are economically viable Linder all possible risky set of
events inciuding 50% increase to 30% decrease in value of travel time per market sector.
capital and operating costs. fiuel prices. fuel consumption rates. and discount rate. All possible
scenarios (pessimistic, probable riskv, and likely), indicate that the three cases remain
economicallI viabie, under the combined changing conditions of these kev variables. The
Grade Separation Cases are economicallv viable under all scenarios except for the worse case
scenario. which is in all likelihood a rare event. Therefore. all these improvement cases.
except ftor the Parking Structures. demonstrate sizable streams of benefits that exceed the
costs under all possible riskv scenarios.

9.3 Risk Analysis with Year 2005 as Representative Year
STEAivM, in its current version. does not handle internaliv the variation in travel demand. It is
conducted externallv in the four-step travel demand proces. and then imported into STEAM
for post-processing as trip files and network files. In order to estimate the impacts of lower
demand on thle economic viabilitv of tlle proposed improvements. particularly Linder * arious
riskv conditionis, the Consultant ran the risk analvsis module in STEAiM usiin the year 2005
as representative -xear instead of 2010. These runs would retlect an approximately a I510
reduIction ii-demand from the mid-point vear of 2010. AlthoLIgh. as stated earlier. 2(005 is the
Near whiere almost all of the highway construction project in the Base Case Scenario become
comilplete. thus impacting the total benefits accrued to the users from the BlTP proposed
iliprovemenit programs. Therefore. 2005 may not be the best represelitative year under these
coniditionis. In spite of these concerns it is worth runlning the risk analysis for %ear 2005 in
order to ighflight the extreme boundarv condition of low, demand.

The changes in the key inLput variables were kept the saine as in Table 9-1. and the same
proceduLes as well as the same three scenarios wvere utilized For the representative year 2005.
The risk analysis results are shown in Tables 9-10 to 9-1 6 for the various improvement cases
similar to the outputs for the year 2010.

liUnder the worse case scenario, with the vear 2005 as representative year. the Parking Control
Case. the Traffic Management Case. and the All Improvements Case all showv positive Net
Present Value (NPV) and an Internal Rate of Return (IRR) higher than 1 2%. These indicators
provide that these three cases are economically viable under all possible conditions and
sceniarios. The Grade Separation Cases. particularlv Group 1. and Group I- Group 11 show
negative NPV's and low IRR's for the worse case scenario as w\ell as for the possibie risky
scenario. The results are mixed for tile most likely scenario \\ith Group 1-11 sho\winl positive
indicators wiliie Group I and Group 111 Hl-l shiowing w\eak econiomic indicators. In other
words. the decrease in demand does impact the economic viabilit oft'the Grade Separationi
Cases if treated independentiv. However, when they are combined with the Parking
Iimprovemilenit Case and withi tihe Traffic M'anagrement Case. the All Improvement Case
conitinue to show economic viability at all risk levels.
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'Iable '9-110: ltisk Analysis: ( Cise I - Irlffic N11 ai.igeileint

(20(5 - As Represenilafaive Year)

1. ltislk Analysis 0utput

1I ec enltiles

Mean MIalin 5IT] -- 0 II 2-, 1) 3((-, *40 (1 50 tl( 60 (II 70t1 80 ( ) 9()0t5 IlI 99 til

lo(al Annuall liejielils ($M) 8 572 8 291 5.X1 6.40 6.75 7.23 7.59 7.93 8.-' 8.64 9.06 9.55 10.34 II .13 12.73

l'otal Ann11ual : Costs ($I) 5 4-57 50(95 3.48 3.80( 40(3 1.34 4.61 4.85 5.l0 5.40 5.74 6.14 6 88 7.59 8.98

2. Probla.iliO' D)i.sliblitiOll)

Total Annual Benefits Total Annual Costs

0.0 . 007-
j005 0 006 

0 04 ! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0 04 o 003 / 11 3 04 0 |
0,02 0 002! 001 flIlfIlIlIll . 001 nIilfLnn n 

Dollars (Millions) Dollars (Millions)

3. IEcioInIoIic 11(1dicaloi -Ns

1RR (°%) NIlV ($sKil) FY_P.Y_(R ) Probability of Exceed for varioms scenarios a, hi, c

Worse C(SC Scenlario" 14.7 .l4 17.65 Ann 1ii leclits A iii. Costs

Possible Risky Scenrio - 16.9 13.82 1 7.70 . 8(0 °) %

Likely / L pedctd Searioc 21.7 23.83 2 1.76 71_0 N) 3 --
l: 5) , 51
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Tabl'le 9-I : ltisk Anlysis: ( 'Case 2 - Pllirkiiig ( Controls

(2005 - As Re presetilait e'e ear)

I, tislk Amilysis ( 0t1[p

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~c I .I {IS i I e s-I

_ea _ _ _ -I\llizin] I St 5 1i - _ -) 201 11 - ( tT, 5) t4 0 01 601 7( 6II go tli 9011 9511 1

loze1;1Ala lll A iiaul eils (-\M) 22.08.1 2 .273 12.6( I I4.83 15.99 I7.58 18.92 20.09 2 .27 2. 2 3.53 25.23 28.03 30.66 36.03

lolal Annual Costs ($1) 0.549 0493 0.3 32 0.35 0.3 7 0.4 1 0.44 0.47 0)49 n)53 0.57 0.62 0.70 0,.81 1.05

2. Probability D)istrilmiio'l

Total Annuial Benefits ---- r - Total Annual Costs

0o07 0 0 08
06 o l00

005 i 0 6

.l002 11 .111_1 ; 1 .x, 0 [ 2
001~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1

lb ~ ~ ()l >)f

olIla rs (M illio ns) DolIla rs (M illio ns)

,.Ecoi,llic 111dic'll irM-S

1),..,,, ,i, FYRR (%) Exceed fovriots scenariosa, bi, c

Wor-se Case ScenarioLl 346 1l14~.81 345~35 Aii,llcticrits Anni. Costs

P~ossible IRisky, Scelai 5( 70 4 44. I3 - 1 0t
Likely / FxpiectclSe na± -- Ii( 2 5 8114h70 0%il

c5% 50%i'
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'Table 9-12: ltiNli Atiallysis: Case 2 - Pbarking Striucures

(20)05 - As Rp resentative i'eYea)

1. lRiSli A:IH.I3sis 0111put

F-.- -'----- -- -- - I UPcentilesi

e M1.i,,1 IedIie i Ia st 511I lOl 1 ()T 2 301- 4t 51 601t1l 70 til 8-( 011 901 t- 95 91 1 9l) Ti1

Tolal A1111al.l1 Iluclits ($Nl) -1 .1 -2.17 -2.75 -'.56 -2.46 -2.35 9 -s7 -2 2 -2.17 -2.11 -2.07 -2.01 -1.94 -1.88 -1.78

'[oral An1nul (I ' ts($I 2a902( 2.60 1.48 1.68 1.82 2.03 2.23 2.43 2.60 2.79 3.04 3.36 0.94 4.52 5.74

2. Probabll)iOil Distibuionlf>l

Lull =Total Annual Benefits Total Annual Costs

0 006 _ , _ -_ __ , 0 07 _

0 0 05 0006
0,04~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 00 5
0 04~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~00

0 0 3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 0

as0 2 a 02

(10 L,m nnnnimd H ,ke @ H 11 a a * o>, e en t b9> tee 

Dollars (Millions) Dollars (Millions)

3. IE,conomiic Ihid icallors

I RR (% ,) NPV\ ($r\lil_) i;T'& 1Probablity 01'Fx:cccd lot vllViotiss eSCioFiOS ii, I), C

Worse Case Sen ario' Ncg. -4 .65 -9.36 Aill. Relwelis Anini. C'osts

P'ossible Risk'_cellna,it) Neg. -39).66 -'.9 ') % 20 %

I i ely / I :xNecledl Scee;aioc Neg. -35.63 -1 1.17 _- 70 I ,(M,
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Tablle 9-13: Rtisl Anatlysis: ( .aise 3 - (iradc SeparaationI (;"U(II) I

(20115 - As ReprescnIttlltive W'ca r)

I. Risk AairIysis O-tput

.Nfeal ¢1tŽ \ldia -t6 Sl 5- - __ll 3() I -3O- i tli l 6l 70 80 90 t 9511 99 th
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2. P'roblability )iKstriblsitizbII

r r--jj Total Annual Benefits Total Annual Costs
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Iihle )9-14: lisl Analyllsis: ( Case 3 - (Grade Separatiidon CGro up I + If

(2005 - s AS Rcicsenat1ivte Year)

1. Rtisl An;Ilysis u111pul

PII'celtiles

Meain Median Ist 0 III() O t -I 3011 4011) 50 6I 0 61 t1l 7011 80t1 9th 9, tl 99 til

total A i i w i ctits (. 1) 1 3.17 1'2.59 8X.53 9.49 T 0.0 10 .80 1.43 12.0]1 12.59 13.28 14.01 14.92 16.3 1 17.48 20.29

olal Annual Costs ($M) 10.2'0 8.99 4.01 5.03 5.72 6.65 7-43 8.19 8.99 9.89 11.80 12.31 14.i 1 16.80 22.10

2. Probab);lility D)istibiultionl

Total Annual Benefits Total Annual Costs
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20.05~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~00
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Dollars (Millions) Dollars (Millions)

3. Economlic Iii dicatloirs
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Possible Risky Scenalioll 1 1.50 -2.76 12 1.(6 . 81 _0 2_ _
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TIal e 9-15: Rtisk A.l.:llysis: (Catse . - (C rie seipavti,on ( roup + I1 11

(20fl - As RCeprresentIItivc Yeur)

1. ltisli AIIIlysis ()utput
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TIaIbe 9--16: ltisli Analysis: ( .se 4-0J( 1uhiitld (';isc-.\ llI mprovemcnts

(21)1)5 - As Rpi-esc.NhativL Wm'er)

I. Risk Aitalysis ( )N(put

F-IeI-ciccnlhiles
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BEIRUT URBAN TRANSPORT PROJECT - PREPARATORY STUDY ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FINAL

10. CONCLUSIONS

In the earls 1 990's. after I 5 vears of disorder. the major infrastructLire sy stems in Lebanon in
ezeneral. and in the Greater Beirut Area in particular. were in need for rehabilitation as they
were hardiv capable of handling the demand placed on them.

During the conflict vears. there were important demographic changes and a redistribution of
population and emplovment. There was also an increase in the reliance on the private car. in
the absence of transit. In 1994 more than 90% of all person trips in Greater Beirut were served
by the passenger car. Suburban growth of residential and commercial activities increased the
average trip lenyth. This combination of increased auto travel and trip length has placed a
tremendous burden on the impoverished highway facilities in Greater Beirut Area. Traffic
congestion is visible everywhere in the metropolitan area. particularlv on the entrances to the
citv of Beirut from suburban areas and on the major arterial streets within the city. Traffic
delavs are excessive and travel speeds are for the majoritv of the day less than ten kilometers
per hour.

The Council for Development and Reconstruction launched the construction of a series of
new hiI-lhxa\s and expresswavs that were planned several decades ago. Colicurrently a
transport mnaster plan for Greater Beirut was prepared. In the slhort-term. the plan's

recommendations were addressed towards the improvement of the management and operation

of existing facilities and a restarting of bus public transport. while medium- and lonu-term

recommendations involved constructing balanced expressway and mass transit svstems. The

recommended expansion of the highwav network included approximate v 1(00 kilometers of

expressways. freeways. and major arterials in and around Beirut. They are established to fill
the g-aps in the existing highway network. to contribute to the svstem continuit\ among the
network elements. and to create a hiiTh-speed network that can move people anc goods
quickli from their origins to their destinations.

This medium range expansion strategyr was expected to be completed by the year 2004. It

includes the Northern Highway to Dbaveh and the Peripherique around Beirut. This expansion

master plan is included in the Base Case scenario of the developed economic analysis

methodology as documented in this report. The Base Case scenario varies from one vear to

anotlher as these higuhwav projects get built till the vear 2009. when the fu;ll network is

expected to become complete.

The change of gyovernment which occurred in Lebanon around the end of 1998 brought with it

changes in the implementation schedule of the expressway projects. Projects that were

expected to be completed by 2004. mav not be realized before 2009. and those that were

expected to be read\ by 2009 may not be in service till bevond 2015. Thle robustness of the

economic analNsis under the changing implementation schedule was iniiesti-ated.

On the other hand. no concrete steps were taken till now to start implementing the mass transit

netw\ork proposed by the Greater Beirut Transportation Plan. It incliLdes a regional rail line

hetween Jouniel and Damour. two rail mass transit lines. and bus routes on their own rihlit-of-

x\as. Towards the end of 1999. the MvIinistry of Transport received a LSTDA grant towards a
feasibilit\ studv of a suburban mass transit corridor from Jounieh to Jiveh. This feasibilitv
studx is expected to commence during the tirst quarter of the vear 2000 and be completed

during- the fourth quarter of the same vear.

The short-range strategy of improving the operation and management of existing facilities is
ver\ muchi needed to support the major road construction strategy. It also provides immediate

results In relieving trafflc congestion with low cost implications. These short-range
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improvement programs. which include the development of traffic control and management for
the citv of Beirut. the establishment of parking controls. and the construction of grade
separations at major intersections are the focus of the BUTP.

The investments in these three improvement programs are mainly evaluated for their
contribution to the direct benefits to the users. that is in terms of travel times and travel costs.
Otther direct user benefits. sucih as reduction in accidents. are expected to happen when traffic
control and management are improved. But thev are not assessed in this studW because of lack
of data on accident rates and accident costs in Lebanon. Indirect benefits to users and
nou1LIsers. such as reduction in emissions. are assessed in this study but are treated in more
detail in the Environmental Impact Assessment Report. Each of the imiprovement programs
resulted In the reduction of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon. but produced a slight increase
in particulate matters and in nitrogen oxide. These benefits or disbenefits were not monetized.
because there is no data in Lebanon on the cost of reduction or increase in pollution. Besides.
the percentages of these reductions on the total metropolitan network level are very small in
most of the improvement cases and for all the analvsis vears such that their relative impacts
on the worthiness of these investments are neulicible. This is so because some of the
components of the improvements proposed bv the BUTP. the grade separations for example.
are localised and so are their positive benefits regarding reduction of emissions. These
benefits when taken at the total network level appear. proportionatelv. only marginal.

The imnpacts of the proposed investments on local businesses were not also assessed in this
report. These investments are not expected to impact in any measurable wav the overall
bLIsiness volume. While one might expect some small negative impacts on businesses in the
immediate vicinity of some grade separations (fully investigated in the Social Impact Report).
anv reduction in sales in one area wJill be translated to an increase in anotlher. within the
metropolitan area. While the general overall reduction in congestion will improve the business
cllimate and boost the image of the entire metropolitan area.

In the modelin- effort which accompanied the preparation for the BLTP stud\. the travel
diemand forecasts of the Greater Beirut Transportation Plan produced in 1994. \were adjusted
to reflect the emerging growth trends. The rate of growth of the economv that was prevailing
in 1994 and expected to continue was not sustained bevond 1996. The forecasts were adjusted
to retlect the new trends. and thus are in a wav conservative. should the economic and
reLHional conditions x\itness significant improvements in the coming few years.

The impacts of the three improvement programs on the travel times and the travel costs of
users are analyzed and assessed in this report. The users are divided into three market sectors:
auto. bus and truck. The improvement programs are divided into seven separate cases:

C'ase I - Traffic Control and Managrement

Case 'a - Parking Controls

Case 'b - Parking structures

Case 3a - Grade Separations (Group I)

Case ab - Grade Separations (Group I - Group II)

Case Sc - Grade Separations (Group IlIl - Group II - Group I)

Case 4 - All Improvement Prourams.

The results of the economic analvsis show that the three proposed programs. representing the
seven cases. are economically viable and produced good economic indicators in terms of Net
Present Value (NPV). Internal rate of Return (IRR). and First Year Rate of Return (FYRR).
except for the Parking Structures improvement case (Case 2b). The results of the Parking
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Structures Case are expected since the initial capital costs are high and the economic benefits
accrued to the users are low. However. this case could also show acceptable return on
investment if analyzed from a financial point of view rather from a strict economic point of
view. that is if the parking fees are considered in the stream of benefits to the provider.

The robustness of the results were checked with respect to changes in the following traffic
forecastingg parameters:

- the Peripherique and Northern Entrances will not be developed as toll roads.
- the construction schedule of the committed and planned highway projects. not

included in the BUTP would sustain considerable delavs.
- a sta_nation of the national economv which would make the traffic forecasts over-

estimated: and

- vwhat improvement in public transport services would make the BUTP proposed
investments superfluous?

The robustness checks support the viabilitv of all the project components. parking structures
excluded. It was also demonstrated that the grade separations combined. are a viable
investment at the network level: and that the marginal investment i-n anx one ,rade separation
is also a viable investment on the network level.

Risk analysis is conducted on the seven cases for all possible combined sets of risk% events.
including 50% increase to 30%o decrease in value of travel time per market sector. capital and
operating costs. fuel consumption rates. fuel prices. and discount rate. The results show that
under the combined changing conditions of these kev variables. and for all possible scenarios
(worse case. probable risky. and expected/ likel ). the Parking Control Case. the Traffic
Managemernt Case. and All Improvements Case proved to be economically viable. The Grade
Separation Cases are economically 'iable ulnder all scenarios except ftor the worse case
scenario. Mxhich is in all likelihood a rare event. Therefore. all these improvement cases except
for the Parking Structures Case demonstrate sizeable stream of benefitstilatexceed costs
under all possible risky scenarios.

In conclusion. the Consultant recommends to the Government of Lebanon that the proposed
improvement programs be adopted and implemented with the following priorities:

First: The regulation of on-street parking. especially in business areas. should be given
the highest priority as its implementation can start immediately. the required
investments are modest. and the positive impacts are substantial.

Second: The traffic management schemes. including signal control. the traffic control. and
ancillarv investments shoLIld also be given high prioritv. due to their high benefits.

Third: The grade separation componenlt should also be given priority. The julictions
candidate for grade separation are not amenable to improvement via the traffic
management component of BUTP only.

Fourth: Having given the highest prioritv to on-street parking regulation. the financial
viability of' of'f-street parking will become apparent to private investors. Public
investment in off-street parkiing garages should not be a priority. except in speciific
cases. such as the provision of park-and-ride facilities as a component of a mass-
transit investment.
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SCENARIO 2001 INPUT DATA (CASE 1)

SCENARbO ASSUMPTIONS

-E O; TIME AUTO TRUCF; OPOOL L-DUS :--US :-RA:; i--.:Z 'THER

O>-!e.n.io1e 3'.Xer. 3.35 _.5- 0>2 - . C 0.0C

Out-of-Vehirle !S'hr.' 3.00 ^.JC 3.00 3. J .3- _,

- _: COSTS AUTO TRUCK

-c:a-s Per Gal'-on 0.E7 0.61

-nclude Puel Cost in User 9enefits TRUE

0 .--UE- COSTS AUTC TR'JCi'

:c2llrs Per 5alic;n O.164 C.3O2

-c-ite Nor.-Pue: Oc. Cest tn UJser Senefits TRUE

--'EL CONSUMPTION RATi 3 /r el AUTO TRUCK -OC.3US E , i .. RA2 H.ARI,:
.KnriZVeh_:Ze MiLe

0 M .49 0.425
_ ! 4 DLl - '. .0)3i O.42 3 t: - - _ _

_ ~ MPH D.061 0.270 _ _
^ MPH 0.05:. 0.263 - - - '

>_ M?H 0.046 0._E9 - - - -

- MPH '.043 2._6* - - -6

__ MPH .041 0.'3 _ _ _ _

. MPH D.043 ' .29 - - - -

4_ "PH O.045 J.29- - - -

_~: MPH 0.246) 0.295 - - -0

..50 0.30 - M?H 0. 05' C.3C^ - - - -

8_ M?H 0.554 -.3i - - - -

~-. ersae - - 30' .9CO 'C D.000 00C

_EM:SS:CN RATES go. 'm2.e: AUTO TRUCK 2US RA:I

cMPH S.099 12.000 - -

2. MPH '.299 9.42C - -

'E MPH .70C ,.55? - -

' MPH -. 400 6.21C - -

_E MPH -. 299 5.-90
-0 MPH 1.362 4.469 - -

_EMPH '.-:G _.90c0 -

4. MPH . _9C 3.-_09 - -

3 'PH _.44; 2.39C - -

_E MPH _.440 2.3} - -

00 MPH ._29 ^.319 -

.649 .3i9 - -

.-ve-age _ _ .55:9 0.0 ,-

00 E"_SSiON RATES vgr. mnile AUTO TRUCK B'S U2RR-'

-MPH 6i6.409 43.740 - _
i MPH 37.250 30.160 - -

:.3 MPH 29.140 21.760 - -

>^ M.--: 24.660 16.440 - -

8.H3.10 1^.990 - -

_ MPH ;4.910 10.740 - -

_3 MPH 14.5C0 9.300 - -

i -MPH 1_.0.0C 3.43C - -

:3 -2MPH:0.29EO .99C - -

_C MPH 9. -. 93C - -

_E MPH 9.100 8.230 - -

-'.MPH li.080 9.950 -

-- MPH 14.560 10.180 - -

Rveraqe - - 21. 760 0.0C
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EOMI,SSION RATES ,gr./mile) AUTO TRUCK BUS RAIL

5 MPH ^.240 21.600 - -

:; MPH .00 17.'. - -

1_ MPH 1.920 15.43C - -

': MPH '.880 13.20 - -

: MPH :.940 12.63 - -

30 MPH .960 12.;0C - -

35 MPH .9PC, 12.303 - -

MPH '.000 1'.32C -

4-MPH .,020 13.220 - -

3, MPH 2'.14 '4.440 - -

-_ MPH 0.440 16.480 - -
A0 MPH 2.720 19.-00 - -

35 MPH 3.020 23.920 - -
-veraae - - __.40C 3.000

PMHI EMISSICN RATES (gr./mile) AUTO TRUCK BUS RAiL'

Average 0.068 0.959 0.9_59 .j0

-O.S PER TON OF EMISSIONSIS/Ton) HC CO HOx PM:

Rveraae 0.0 <z.0 0.0 --

EM'SSIONS PER COLD START NC CO NOx PM-

Act: tgr. Soat l -f-t, - - S 6.940 91.00 _
C'rusH (gr.istart, 0.000 3.0 'O0 ,,,'- ;.0

'L:_ -TRRTS PER VEH_CLE TRI? STARTS

._-- Lst_rzs,tr:r' 2.40
Truck starrs!tr:cc 0.20

,-:EE:H0USE SAS EMIS. R-ATES TONS!M.ETU

A: CO2Z t'r,ns/mil.BTU' 0.C>0CC
:'-ck ICC_O ::ns'na'. ETU' 0.0>08
Bus CC0 ::ns!mtIl.BTU 3.0G,900

R__;C ansni: . 2TU ' 0.00000

-REENHOUSE GAS EMIS. COSTS $/Ton

:CC Emissions 0.0C

^OST PER ACCIDENT ($/accident) FATAL INJURY ?'C

'-,-erna' Ac,-_en Cost 0
-:.ernac Cost 0 0 0

--'.-A'--Y RATES fa./'30 mil.VJMT) AUTO TRUCK 3US RAIL

: 
4

-zH:ghway ~' ass 0. 20 -.

'.Higanway C.ass 0. 0.00 -
ra .iLgnay Zlass0.00 3.00 --

4-'.4 H 0Ay_.s .00 0.30 --

-- H_w 0.00 0.00 -

nway _as 0.0 0.00 -

:.e-age ~ ~ ~~- - 0.02< 3.<300

-'JS'R'. .-AtTE2 (_rn.... ,:0mi1.'.MT' ARUTO ...... ..... TRUCK BUS.

Is: Hi;hwsy Class 0.00 0.30
2.,o Hignway C'ass 0.00 0.00 --
_r- Hignwav Class 0.00 2.00 -

Hignway Class 0.30 0.00 -

son.¶ I;nway Class 0.00 0.00 --

6Otn Highwav Cl ass 0.00 0.030 --
<eraTe - - u.uu4 ; 

>0' CRASH RATES (pco/l0O r_i.VMT, AUTO TRUCK BUS RAIL

1st Highway Class 0.00 0.00 -
!St Highway Class 0.00 0.00 -
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_ri Highway Class 0. ?93: - -

4tn H ghway Class 0.30 O. -

6tn Hionway Class C. 3 - _
ntn Hignway Class 3° O. -

a-verage 0 -. 000

-:OS_ COSTS ($imile/ AUTO RUC US RA: T

_s, Highway Class

_ Hignway Class O. -
_tn Hignway Class ) Sl) -0 )- -

trn Hignway Class _ 0D - . -

otr. Hiahway Class 3.000 3 -.
-veravge 0. 3 .DU

OTHER MILEAGE EYT.COST Si/mile; AUTC T RUz 3US RAIL

_st Highway Class Q.v03 ;.'O -

2nd Highway Class D.30 0.3CC 
_-- Hirnway Class D.300 3.000 -

4th Highway Class 0.000 9.00C -

^-h Highway Class 0.,.00 0. 30O -

6on Hichwav Class C-.00 0.90C -

Ryerage - i 0.00C .D-

MON-M:LEAGE EXTERNAL COS-TS AUTO TRUCK CPOOL L-ZUS X-EuS - . -B T HER

CT-al 5) ~---- * D.O °- -. 0 '.0 0.0 2.0 0.D3

CBSJiSC TAGENCY UNIT COSTS L. EUS ½.' n F,.__

3/Vehicle Mile 3.30 O .. JO 0 0.01
S/Veh.icle Hour D.300 .00 300
$'Pea• Veni=le . -. 9

>~-J1SlT DEMAN D _. v 33BUS -Z.3US

Vehicle Miles i1,000' .00 0 0
/enicle Ho.rs ._1,122?? O ;
-eak Ve,n4es :,3; -. C 

-:SCOIUNT RA.TE ';'JE

Discount Rate 0.119Q

!ESTMENT COSTS _ST 2NE 3RD 4TH 5TH TOTAL

aisotal Costs 1,100$: 20900 0 0 ; 23925
_- Poinz ZCnst-ruct:n 2000 .

Y;ear Open.ing -°00 2 ° c

Use ful Life 03 ' -

Savage Value :2 O54_ 2 0 -

_o. Zonst. Cost;:, 130OS 0 0 ^.
,'Dner O.erat-nc ant Maintenance Costs :1,0CS, 2009
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SCENARIO 2002 INPUT DATA (CASE 1)

-_F;ARIO ASSUMPTTON-

. UE OF TIME AUTO TRUCK. _POOL L-EUS :.-3Us L-RA H-RAIL OTH-ER

_n-Venicle 3'nr.' 3 2^ -- 53 0.00 '._' 3.DC 2.J ; ;:

Our-cf-Vehie !x$/hr-. 9 .00 0 .30 0.0J 2.00 0.20 0.2 -. : D.:

-UL C_ZOSTS AUTO TRUCK

IDlers Per 5allo-n 2'. 0.61

Include Fuel Lost in User Benefits TRUE

'.ON FJEL COSTS AU'TO TRUCK

Dol'ars Per Dallon C.164 0.30l

>'.clude Non-Fuel Or. Cost in User eneft-s TRUE

FUEL CONSUMPTION R-ATESSc/rn:le) AUTO TRUCK _OS.U5S X .B'US L.7 -, R
'FVr.,/VerY --:e

_MPH o.2149 0.425
10MPH 0. 081 .30 

:_ MPH 2.061 '.L0 -7 - -

20 MPH 2.0=' D 63 - - - -

'- MPH 0.046 - - -

30 MPH 3.043 -_ - - - -

4R MPH 0.34' 3.27 - - - -

45 MPH 2.34 .a- _ - _ _

_C MHP C.04_ 0.293 - - - -

-5 MPH '.096 0.30e - - - -

5 MPH 0.0E2 0.30_ - - - -

.l MPH 0.054 D.310 - - - -

-- veaae - - 'ac0 0.000 0.000 d

H2 _MISSION PATES (gr./mile) AUTO TRUCK BUS RAIL

5 MPH 5.098 12.000 - -

10 MPH 3.299 9.420 - -

2.700 . - -

-MPH 2.400 6.2'0 - -

_- MPH '.098 ^ -

O MPH 1.860 4.467 - _

__ MPH 1.710 '.90C - -

4 MPH 1.590 3 _

45 MPH i.4-0 :- -

S: MPH 1.440 2.390 - -

S. MPH 1.440 C .319 - -

-' MPH 1.529 '2. _19 - -

-5 MPH 1.649 9 - -

e erage - - 7.55 0.00C

7O EMISSION RATES (gr.'Mr4le' AUJTO TRUCK 'T_ _C

_ MPH 61.499 43.740

_3MPH 3>.50 30.159 - -

15 MPH 29.138 21-60 - -

_' MPH 24.659 -6.440 - -

_ LPH 13.809 12.989 - -

_0 MPH 14.909 30.739a

_5 MPH 14.500 9.300 - -

4; MPH 1'2.029 3.43C - -

45 MPH 10.039 >98Y --

52MPH 9.130 - -

,5 MPH 9.i00 S.229 _ -

-1 MPH 11.079 3.949 - -

65 MPH 14.560 10.180 - -

-veraae - - 21.760 0.000
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E EMISSiON RATES farr/milel AUTO TRUCK BUS RAR

5 MP ^40 I - -

IMPH .000 -9 - -

'MPH .96 . -

_MPH :.363 _
4 MPH .92 : - -4 ' M P G . S 09 --h -

C MPH ~~~-.14C .4.4-90 
_- MPH 2.440 6.47 _
2MPH 9 0
-MPH --. D

-0 MPH 3.919 __.9^ - -

-nverage 15.403 c.00c

M'9 EMISSION RATES (gr./mile' AUTO TRUC'K ,US RA:L

v-erae.oe . 0. 9 _ J.r

-0^T 2ER TON OF EMISSIONS3$;T:nt HC CO NOx

Avzeraoe-*. 0. 0. .

E:ClSSIO0HS PER COLD STAR: HZ CO NcHO PM

_~~~~~~~-D _. -r_ )Rtoo gr.Isaart, 0o.40 91.0 1720i - ~-
.ru:•- fr.'ssro- { .00 0.!0 :9 .000z-

_'E. STRARTS PER 'VEHOCLE TR_- _TARTS

rUt s:sr:sf~:r:o 40}

--.- E;iHOUSE GAS __ R2.T T/M._

ut: (CO_ :_rs:_T ;. -

rT:k (COZ ozos,-l.E- :,
-v s _.BTU; O 900

…:O2 tcns/mill.BT-', 9.00000

,REENHOUSE GAS EMIS. COSTS -/Ton

G-0 Emissions °.00

7Z-7 PER ACCIDENT C,/azcizeor -AT.AL ON JURY

:n-ernal Accider.t C_st 0

t:t-ernal Accidet CZcst 0

.L-TY RATES (fat;;10 milj,VT AUTO TRUCK PUS ,R.-

:-- Highway Class C 0C -

Highway Class C 1 -_

-- Hignwav Class 0 . --
1rin Highway Class .00 0.0-
-e- Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -

Bn Hi:nway Class 0.00 c 0.00 - -

-er2ag e - O.QOS . O

_'R': RA.TES (in - /iOO i.: AUTO T TRUCK BU'S RA:

_st Highwa,y Class ,,or 0. ,- -
Pn Hionwav class 0.01 ,, -

_-: Highway Class C.00 0.00 - -

o. Hi-nwa; Class Q . C 0.00 - -

_. 'Highway Class -. 0.00 - _
.nt Highwav Class 03.00 0.00 -

A'Verage - - . 0. -00

F:0 CRASH RATES ipdo/100 mil.VMT) AUTO TRUCK BUS RR-_

'st Hignway Class 0.00 0-00 - -
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_n _I4gnwav Class .O - D - -

-rS Highwav Class .vC -

4th Highway Class .O0 0 .00 - -

i_tn Highway Class O.^vC DC - -

5zh Highwa'; Class 0. c .O - -

Razver aae _- 0 o0. C.9DC

'!CL_E COSTS (5/mile) AUTO 5UCK "3I RAIL

Is- Hionway Class O ' C _ _

_ Hiznway Class 'C DCC - -

Sn Hichtwav Class C.OO SOC - -

_tn Highway Class 'CJ O.O -

5th Highway Class 0.30d O0-0 -

5th Hi-abhw a,- Class 0' 00f 0. 900-O
Average -c'.

OTHER MILEAGE EXT.COST (S/mile) RUTO TRUCK BUS RAIL

-st Highwav Class 0.00C O.OOC - _

fno H;ghway Class 0.C00J 0.9C - -

o Highway Class 0.O00 0.000 - _

- Hignway Class 0.000 C.Doc - -

_ A-. Hagnwav Class D.0C0 O.DOC - -

.tn Hi gnway Class 0.000 3.002 _ _

R-vefDge_ - ,;;C ,^-

*:O;;-MILEAGE EXTERNAL COSTS AUTO TR'v-: 0PC0L I-BUS X-BUS I-RAIL H-R'I

- t__ - S: 3.5 E.C BUS L '. D,C

lOAN SIT R-ENCY 'JNIT COSTS L.EUS _X.3US L..R

5' vet:o..e Mile 0. 000 003 ;.

e ea Hour 0.D00 O,vO D. O^ _.'3C

-e:a VM9D .e E US 0.__I LH&, _

,enr,:e Mil es 1,0C 3.00 0.30 ,DC 0

gr . c;9 Hours i1,003' 9.00 0
Pea=: '/eritles !',:o:, - --S

_-_C3UNT RATE VALUE

Cisoount Rate 0.1190

-I.:'_E-Mc?iT COSTS 1ST 2ND RD 4TH 5TH TOTAL

.aC a' -5 (,- :;'c
- C9 -- n C_.srcCG '0 vO~ 

Yea: Opea.n:t 3900 C 

Usefu_ Life o^' OC_

Sisaoe Value 1,0'0S, '545

I>::. Cons:. C-5- P ',DOS: ! G ^ O, -

't-,er OCerat"ng and Ma4ntetance Costs (1,003$) O0?
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SCENARIO 2003 INPUT DATA (CASEI)

SCENARIO ASSUMPTIONS

VALUE OF TIME AUTO TRUCK CPOOL L-BUS X-BUS L-RAIL H-RAIL OTHER

In-Vehicle (S/hr.) 3.85 3.61 0.00 2.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Out-of-Vehicle (S/hi.) 0.00 0.00 0.00 000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FUEL COSTS AUTO TRUCK

Dollars Per Gallon 0.57 0.6i

Include Fuel Cost in User Benefits TRUE

NON FUEL COSTS AUTO TRUCK

Dollars Per Gallon 0.164 0.801

Include Non-Fuel Op. Cost in User Benefits TRUE

FUEL CONSUMPTION RATES(g/nule) AUTO TRUCK LOC.BUS EX.BUS L.RAIL H.RAIL

(KWhri/Vehicie Miie:

5 MPH 0.149 0.425 - - - -

10 MPH 0.081 0.300 - - _ _

15 MPH 0.061 0.270 - _ _ _

20 MPH 0.052 0.262 - _ _ _

25 MPH 0.046 0.259 - - - -

30 MPH 0.043 0.263 - - - -

35 MPH 0.041 0.2,, - - -

40 MPH 0.043 0.287 - _ _ _

45 MPH 0.045 0.293 - - - -

50 MPH 0.046 0.298 - -

55 MPH 0.050 0.300 - - - -

60 MPH 0.052 0.303 - - _ _

65 MPH 0.054 0.310 - - - -

Average - - 0.30- 0.000 0.000 0.000

HC EMISSION RATES (gr./mulei AUTO TRUCK BUS RAIL

5 MPH 5.098 12.000 - -

10 MPH 3.299 9.420 - -

15 MPH 2.700 7.559 - -

20 MPH 2.400 6.210 - -

25 MPH 2.098 5.190 - -

30 MPH 1.860 4.468 - -

35 MPH 1.710 3.900 - -

40 MPH 1.590 3.509 - -

45 MPH '.470 3.210 - -

50 MPH 1.440 2.890 - -

55 MPH 1.440 2.819 - -

60 MPH 1.529 2.819 - -

65 MPH 1.649 2.819 - -

Average - - 7.559 0.00C

SO EMISSION RATES (gr./nile) AUTO TRUCK BUS RAIL

5 MPH 61.409 43.740 - -

10 MPH 37.250 30.159 - -

15 MPH 29.139 21.760 - -

20 MPH 24.659 16.440 - -

25 MPH 18.809 12.989 - -

30 MPH 14-909 10.739 - -

35 MPH 14.500 9.300 - -

40 MPH 12.029 8.430 - -

45 MPH 10.079 7.989 - -

50 MPH 9.100 7.929 - -

55 MPH 9.100 8.229 - -

60 MPH 11.079 8.949 - _

65 MPH 14.560 10.180 - -

Average - - 21.760 0.000
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NO EMISSION RATES (gr./mile) AUTO TRUCK BUS RAIL

5 MPH 2.240 21.600 - -

10 MPH 2.000 17.920 - -

15 MPH 1.919 15.399 - -

20 MPH 1.879 :3.720 - -

25 MPH 1.940 2.659 - -

30 MPH 1.960 i2.100 - -

35 MPH 1.980 :2.000 - -

40 MPH 2.000 i2.319 - -

45 MPH 2.019 13.100 - -

50 MPH 2.140 14.439 - -

55 MPH 2.440 16.479 - -

60 MPH 2.720 19.500 - -

65 MPH 3.019 23.920 - -

Average - - 15.400 0.000

PMIO EMISSION RATES (gr./mile) AUTO TRUCK BUS RAIL

Average 0.068 0.958 0.958 0.000

COST PER TON OF EMISSIONS($/Ton) HC CO NOx PM1O

Average 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

EMISSIONS PER COLD START HC CO NOx PM10

Auto (gr./start) 6.940 91.000 1.720 0.000
Truck (gr./scart) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

COLD STARTS PER VEHICLE TRIP STARTS

Auto (starts/trip) 0.40
Truck (starts/tripl 0.00

GREENHOUSE GAS EMIS. RATES TONS/M.BTU

Auto (C02 tons/mili.BTU) 0.07800
Truck (C02 tons/mill.BTU) 0.07900
Bus {C02 tons/mill.BTU) 0.07900
Rail (C02 tons/mill.BTU) 0.00000

GREENHOUSE GAS EMIS. COSTS S/Ton

C02 Emissions 0.00

COST PER ACCIDENT (S/accident) FATAL INJURY PDO

Internal Accident Cost 0 0 0
External Accident Cost 0 0 0

FATALITY RATES (fat/100 mil.VMT) AUTO- TRUCK BUS RAIL

1st Highway Class 0.00 0.00 -
2nd Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -

3rd Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -

4th Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -
5th Highway Class 0.00 0.00 -
6th Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -
Average - - 0.000 0.000

INJURY RATES (inj/100 mil.VMT) AUTO TRUCK BUS RAIL

1st Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -
2nd Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -
3rd Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -
4th Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -
5th Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -
6th Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -
Average - - 0.000 0.000

PDO CRASH RATES (pdo/100 mil.VMT) AUTO TRUCK BUS RAIL

1st Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -
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2nd Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -

3rd Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -
4th Highway Class 0.00 0.00
5th Highway Class 0.00 0.00
6th Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -

Average - - 0.000 0.000

NOISE COSTS (S/mile) AUTO TRUCK BUS RAIL

1st Highway Class 0.000 0.000
2nd Highway Class 0.000 0.000 - -
3rd Highway Class 0.000 0.000 - -
4th Highway Class 0.000 0.000 -
5th Highway Class 0.000 0.000 - -
6th Highway Class 0.000 0.000 - -
Average - - 0.000 0.000

OTHER MILEAGE EXT.COST (S/mile) AUTO TRUCK BUS RAIL

1st Highway Class 0.000 0.000 -
2nd Highway Class 0.000 0.000 -
3rd Highway Class 0.000 0.000 -

4th Highway Class 0.000 0.000 -
5th Highway Class 0.000 0.000 -
6th Highway Clasz 0.000 0.000 - -
Average - - 0.000 0.000

NON-MILEAGE EXTERNAL COSTS AUTO TRUCK CPOOL L-BUS X-BUS L-RAIL H-RA:_
OTHER

Total (5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0

RANSIT AGENCY UNIT COSTS L.BUS EX.BUS L.RAIL H.RAIL

S/Vehicle Mile 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
S/Vehicle Hour 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
$/Peak Vehicle o.ooo 0.000 0.000 0.000

TRANSIT DEMAND L.BUS EX.BUS L.RAIL L.RXIL

Vehicle Miles (1,000) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Vehicle Hours (1,000) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Peak Vehicles (1,000) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

DISCOUNT RATE VALUE

Discount Rate 0.1190

INVESTMENT COSTS IST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH TOTAL

Capital Costs (1,000S) 22905 0 0 0 0 22905
Mid Point Construction 2000 0 0 0 C
Year Opening 2000 0 0 0 0 -
Useful Life 20 0 0 0 0
Salvage Value (1,000S) 2545 0 0 0 0 -
Ext. Const. Cost (1,000S) 0 0 0 0 0 -
Other Operating and Maintenance Costs (1.0005 2089
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SCENARIO 2005 INPUT DATA (CASE 1)

_.SSUMPTZONS

OJE FT THME AUTO TRUCK CRCCI _-BU_ :-BU" I-RAZZ H-RAZZ OTHER

ut-Ieni:_e 2S/hr.; 4.2V 2.74 3.22 2.8 *.90 7.952 2.22 ;-

tu:-:f-Vehicle 2S/hr, 3-2 200 2.3 2.7 7.°d* ~ *32 W- 0.2'0C '

PJEL COSTS AUT:D TRUCK

Vc-ars Per Gallon - E 3 C. C

_-.C1Jtue Fuel Cost in U'ser Benefits TRUE

'ION FUE_ COSTS AUTO T RUCK

-r-_i- H~-Ga1 -r, .64 CY 

__:uoe Non- Fe ^-c Cost in User 5ene.5 -4 -:

-;EZ CCNSU[MPTZOH RATE=,'omŽet AUTO TRUC? ZOC.BUS EM.BT _Z. L H 
KWhr ie/ ' - e e

'MPH , -E -

MPH 9E4 ul 

- PH C D. 04 D.__
4M- y {P L', '3 .254 9 3 -2

27 MPH V.34' C._9_
.MPH C3.2Oi . 9 - - - -

_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .2 _ f -P J,-I45 3 *C 

65 MPH C.048 0.31 - -

AVer3ge _ _ O-3051 0- 00C G-0c 0C CI

H'c -MTSS-ON RATES f gr. ;mi_e AUTOT TRUCKS EU_ R.' 

5 MPH 4 904 13C C - -

; MPH 2.97 479 - -

8 MPH -. 46 2 . e3c - -

-^MPH 0.048 4.- - - -7

-v-cMPH . 0 662 - 40. 39 00 

ZMPC R S .-V3 AUTO U U

4 MPH 4.49 3.;60 --

41 MPH '. 3 .4-9 - -

25 MPH :1.420 6^. 5'OC --

27 MPH 2.62 ^5 - -

25 MPh 1.2-e 2._39 - -

MSLaG 1.- - 6.2Z ec .-.

9_ 1_M_SS:CN ~ a.RA........ . .r . m 'e; A U,TC TRUCK BUS Ri-_

vfPF 55_.2_9p V _9 .31C8v 

' MPH _-3. 5Z8 27.-.3 9

35 MPH 3 39 ' - 5 9

47 MPH ^-.49 _4. 162 -

45 MPH 26.93C :.69 - -

MPH 23.4239 9.6.0 -

MPH _3.VSO 8.369 - -

85 MPH _1.4329 7.590 - -

54 MPH 9.2069 .196 - -

- MPH 2.189 7 38 - -

52 MPH 8.199 7.408 -
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MPH 9 .7 9*. D6 C
o_MPH 13.1 C 9.59 -

rveraae - 19.5'? D. 00

: -M7SSION RATES gqr./mile) RUTO TRUCK euS RAIL

MPH 2.019 '9. 44C -

-_ MPH 1799 .6. 25 -

_-1MPH '. -D -_v 

MPH :.

_MPH - 9 L -

40 MPH *.7-9 - C -

45 MPH ,99 .;. C90 -

5' MPH :.-2? ':.7u -

_5 MPH 3.z3 .4 0 -

60 MPH 3.459 i .48 -

E5 MPH
-werace ~s.o:- I i_'630

EMISSION RATES (qr./mile) AUTO TRUCF BUJS RA_L

v-erase 3.361 C3.364 - .364 r3.033

COST PER TON OF E£MISSIOJt4S/TsTn HZ ^C iC: PMM:

Average :_--- * ' ) > 5 ' 2

OMISSIONS PER COL: START HC -'? 30:' PMi?

Au--starstatrA .0 :

R>D STARTS PER T: ST.4'

Tr u- starts'tr:r' r '

-REENHCUSE GAS B'V:2. RATES TONS!/M.BT':

.- -.2 os.s=._. 3TU. ?_.-DC
TrucK (C02 tcns/minl.BTU) 3.0790C

Bus (CO2 tonsamill.BTU) 0.0?9CC

Rail (C02 tons/mill.BTUJ: 0.000C

REENHOUSE GAS EMIS. COSTS $iT:r.

LC^ Emissions C.CO

POST PER ACCIDENT -S'accident: F'ATA INJURY ?5C

l.-ernal Acziae- tCcstC

... terral Ac:cent- cst s -

VSTJVT' RATES tf--IS 0 mil.'/MT; AUTC T hRU y -c

ist Highway Class 3. 000 - -

2-z Highway Class C.0O 30 - -

rz Highway Class C.3C C - -

42n Highway Zlass C. 0 -,

-Highway Class 3 C0 - -

6rn Hianwav Z'ass 0.3C -3 , .

R-veraze -.- 3O 3.O'C

-'.-JR': .xRATES i nA,l?I mil.VMT) AUTO TR'U BUS R

I s H_3iwav Class 3.30 3.00 - -

'nc -ighway Class 0.30 3.00 - -

r- 4i:r.way Class 30 2.00 -_

Highway Class 0.33 '.OC - -

zn Highway Class 0.3C 3.30 - -

6-:. Hignway C_ass 0.30C 3.0 -

Av-erage - - 0.000 3.030
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T7CZRCRASH RATES (pdo/1OC mil.VMT) A'JTO TRUCK E"S RA_

si Ho_ nwav Class 00 D02 - -

n-- Highway Class 2.02 2.22 - -

_r^ Hignway Class D.O0 0.DO - -

4~ Hinhway Class D .00 ..2 - -

_.n Highway Class s.00 ,.20 - -

H ighway Class U.E .0 32

Rverae - -

O 055 S (/mile) AUTO TRUC: BUS (RAl

_. Higonway Class O G CQ0 O.C - -

_ Hichway Class 2.000 0.000 I -

_ Higway Class 2.302 0.DCO -o

46 Hiahway Class 2 .00 ° -

th Highway Class 2.30O . _00 5 -

5tn H_ghway Class -D.02 * O00 -

-ga _ r.202 , 2[ 0.0:02

:-THER M'I_EAGE EXT.C0ST $Smile) AUTO TRUJC BUS RUS

Is: H ghway Class 2.3200 0.'O - -

-nc Highway Class 00 J .OCO - -

3r^ Highway Class C.iC ' -

-An Highwav Class ; .O 0 -_
5Ott Hi?nway Class .3.000 C'C - -

Otn Hiahwa v Class 2.30 - - _

inversge - --- - . 092 3k3QCOi

:O0-MI:EAS-E EXTERNAmL ZzsS A-JTO T'5R' CPZOE L-EUS :-EUS H-RAIL_ OTHER.

..-i:-_-T AGENCY UNIT CZSTS L. ;US EXEUS I.R

'!er- _oo Mile '.22C 0

3/Peak Vehicle 0. oc0 0o. 0 .Ofl 000

_ J-.2SCT DEMAN4D - U0 .... --U _RR-_ n.- ..........R-:

.'ehicle Miles 1,300:: .2 
Vehicle Hours (l,300G 0.90 9.0 0. 

Peak Vehicles (1,000) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

I:SCOUNT RATE VALUE

Discount Rate .1:92

_N;__TMENT COSTS ITT :N_ 3Rh 4TH _T TOT;.

.50105_ Dos3s 
D,OOCS 29C5 2 229-5

i: Point Constpti:o 2000 O 0 ;

e- CDening 2^or00 0

iseful 'ife 20 - 2 3 2 

-aI:aos Value :2,001 '545 0 -̂ u 
Cons:z r E. Cost w ,.; .5. - 0 

Urtner Operating ana Ma_inenarce Ccsts (,305' 2059
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SCENARIO 2010 INPUT DATA (CASE 1)

'-LUE OF T1ME AUTC TRUCK ZPOCL 0 --U. :"-Bus T-OA H-.RA__ OTHER

:.-V-ehicie !S/hr. 4.64 4.34 z. 3. 9 3.30 1.30 30 33
Qu--f-Vehicle rS/hr.) y.30 3.33 0 .03 0.00 3.00 3 .33 0.00 0.OC

-':E ^STS AUTO TRUCK

_o;'lars Per Ga; -r. .J

_n.czuae Fuel CZos in 'Jser Benefits - TRUE

OHwil -''E_ ZOS;S AUTO TRUCK

D,__ars Per ,_91:-- : R.64 C.

.n-a.e NGn-_ l c on. ::OS in Jser S-enef:s TR;_

0H5U3427?I-O mRTECt?,rnaei, AUTO TRUCK LOC._US HA.tEc -x_

:-.Nhro'Ven.i_:e Mi:e
' MPH . _ r,.4: - - - -

.MPH .I ,6 0.303 - - - -

MPH - __
'_ ''-'H '.s-2 3.^_3 - - - -

_MPH .3' - - - -

4 MPH ; 0.39^ - - - -

!' M PH . .9 

MPH '.? 1,_ '0D - - - -

-MPH .. 34 3.330 - - - -

60 MPH 0.03_ 3.3C_ - -c _

6_ MPH 0.O'- 0.313 - - - -

rWSer3gQ - - 3.305 0.300 0.000 3.000

C NSSIO RA.S _ .Te .'TO .R- BUS _

-MPH _.549 6.300 - -

:' MPH 1.649 4.71 -

:MPH .311 -::- - -

_ MPH ,.' _ .3 - -_5MPH _.6 19-.-95, - -

'. MPH z9-" _' - -

4'- MOEH 1.11 1.'59 - -

4-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ''? .- ; L.1' -

_- MPH ,.-20 1.500 - -

-- MPH . - _

--MPH6 :.4'9 - -

.A- '-.- .339 1.41C9 - -

Awe.-3ge - - -. ' ';

0EM_SS.COI RATES :r. /mils AUTO TRUCK =US P111

MPH 3C.-'; Z1.9'7 - -

10 MPH 1S.633 15.079 - _
:MPH 14.36? 13. LI C,

-MPH 1'.3 3.333 - _

-5 MPH 9.40'9 6.503 - -

!MPYH - .463 5.363 - -

35 MPH ¾53 4.650 - -

40 MPH 6.019 4.217 - -

45 MPH 5.039 4.000 - -

5' MPH 4.550 3.970 - -
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_5 MPH 45D 40._: - -

o0 MPH . 9 4.4C - -

653 MPH .90 59C- -

A-;erage

EM:SSION RATES mm.,- is AJTO TRUCK =-JS

MPH -. 1_9

:: MPH :,C

1: MPH

2E MPH : C 62-

.f MPH -. s 6. - -

mp~~~~~~~ 75 -17

_5MPH .990 -. O8 - -

4^3MPH :OQ 6. - -

43 MPH - 08 1._ -

53 MPH : .

50 MPH

53 MPH .3 98

.-;veraae - -

EMISSION RATES gr. mil:e UT0 TrJC. -. S mR

R-!eraae 4 . 9 0.46- .6 -4

CST PER TON OF EMISSIONS STcn; C .C:: PM:-

2Average -- - . 0 - '. 

_715IONS PER COLD START C .C.: ?::

-u_ gr.ss=ar= _~~~~~~~~~~.4-4 45~.5 -e ..

Truck 'gr./start) 0001 . OC ¾.- .

i-L? STA.RTS PER IEHICLE TRI- STP RT

ArucK :starzs/.piDi

^RE_IHJSE AS EM_S. RI-ES T^Z S/.-

uo _(2COO tonsimili.ETU ¾'

Truck (CO2 tons/mill.BTU) 0?900

Bus (CO2 tons/mn/i T.ETU' 0.07900

Ra-i (COO tcsrs/m-l.ET' 0.C000C

2 REE:IHOUSE GAS EXICS. COSTS T

7" Emissicr.S 0.00

7 -~ -ER RP EXT '
1
accizen:E -RT.RL :-Nj-RYV

xtserna. A-zcient ns-

E:;ernal Accize-. Cos^

-RTAL_T- RATES fa,/10 ilMT AUTO RUi _._ a

I=: Hianway C las 0'.00 :'.0DC -DC

Lcd Hichwav Class 0O

i__ Highway Class 0..0 0 - -

4t- - Hichway Class .. 0 C -

_t,A Highwav Class C -°

0: Highwav Class ;. 0C -

R; erage

-:RV .'R.ATES inJ/0 0 mi . MT AUTO TRUCK s . R-

st iHignwa-. Class .0 0 0.0C -

nci Highway Class .00 0.00 -

i_c Highway Class 0.00 0D.0 -

4th. Highway Class 0.J0 0.C0 -

-- h Highway Class D.00 0.0C -

5tn Highway Class 0.DO i0.0 - -

Averaoe - - D.OO 0.000
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?_ C-RRSH RATES (pdc!100 mil.VMT) AUTO TRU CK BUS vt.-

_st Hiahwav Class 0.00 0.3C -
'nd Highway Class 3.0 0 .OC _
_rd Highway Class 0.00 C.3O -
-h Highway Class 0.00 0.C00 -

:th Highway Class 3.0D 0.OC -
6th Highway Class 30 0.3 GC -
Average - -

O'7SE COSTS ($/mile' AUTO TRU-K EUE .

'st Highway class 3.300 3.000 -

'nd Highway Class 6J.00 3.000 - -

-rz Highway Class 0.300 3.000 _
4th Highwav Class C.300 0.000 -

5th Highway Class 0.003 0.000
6th Highway Class 3.003 .300C -
Average - - . D:

CTHER MILEAGE EXT.COST (S/mile) AUTO TRUCK BUS

stz Highway Class C.000 0.30C - -

_nd Highway C-lass 0.0°° 3.0O - _
Srd Highway C1 ass_ 0. 30'0 D.000 - . _
Jrtn Highway Class 0.000 0.000 -
5th' Highwa-y Class 0.000 3.000 - _
6th Highway Claes-- * 0.000 0.000 - -

.- veraze - - 0 0C ,. 030

:01t;-MILE_AGE EXTERNAL COSTS AUTO TRUCK CPOOL L-E-S .- S I-RA. H-R.7 OTHER

TRM,SIT AGENCY UNIT COSTS L.EUS EX.SUS L.RAIL

S/:'enicleMe ~ 0.; .>3 :-. .o . :-
c/Vehicle Hour - ---' -.O C.C' C.;.3
-'Peak Ven-.-:e . U O.COu j. -QC

TRAn!SIT DEMAND L.cUS EX.-'S _.Rr.L H.--L

Vehicle Miles (1,000) 0.00 0.00 0.03 C .30
Vehicle Hours (1,00C) 0.00 C.30 0.0C 0. 30
Peak Vehicles (1,000) 0.00 0.00 0°.0 0 0°

'-_^OUNT RATE VALUE

l:scount Rate 3.'00

-NVESTMENT COSTS lST 'ND 3RC -TH STH TOTAL

:aci-a' Costs 1l,000$) 290G5 O 0 3 3 39;5
':_-ot Z_ns-ruci_on 200C O ^ O 0 

,ear Ozen:nc g00C 0
Oseful Life 00 7 0 -
iavaae ''ie 305 3545 0 9 -

:t. Const. Zost J,OQS) 0 9 :
*-ner Operatino and Maintenance Costs (1,300$: 20°9
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SCENARIO 2015 INPUT DATA (CASE 1)

-_ENRR' ASSUMPTIONS

'RLUE OF TIME AUUTO TRUCK CPOOL --- US 7.-BUS L -RA II HPRAI_ OTHER
On-Venicle S/hr. 4.31 4.73 3.00 2.3w 3.c0 7.30 ^ .30 O..0

OuF f en c_e S/ i D. C 4 .- v 4.0 _ .3 , . .oc.C3ut-of-VehioIe 56/hLr.) 31.30 3).00) 3.2 3.3 0.3 3.3 2.3 3.>

-E' COSTS AUTO TRUC-

Collars Per Gallon 37. .61

Onclude Fuel Cost in User Senesf_s TRU E

'' 'JEE' COSTS _ -- AUTO TRU,ZK

Culiars Per Gallon C .:64 3.1 . '

n-rl:ude Non-Fuel Op. Cost ir. User Benef:s TR'_

-: CO'NSUMPT-ON RATES! 'rnie' AUTC TRUCK' _SC. zUS E U- L. R.A, H.RAC3.

5M?H 0.:19 3. -~-42-

MPH .J64 .3 -c -_
13 MPH ,,345 ,,_^, - _ _ _
_3 MPH _. 341 .3. 6_ - - - _
25 PHot 3 -, -r 9 - -

3MPH D.2J34 u.2-6_ - - - -

47MP9H 3 .0334 3.5 . _ -e
45 MPH 3.035 0.293 - - - -
53 MPH 0.037 C.298 - - - -
55 MPH 0.039 C. 300 - - - -
30 MPH 0.3D4' 5.303 - - - -
63 MPH - J43 3.1 ' -- 

:-erage - - O. 3C5 .3 . OD _.u 0:O. 002

-EMZS'CN~5 RATES Cgr./Inne; AUTO TRUCKo BUS -_:

_ ? .s-e 9.00 - -

13J MPH ' 480 -. -.- 7'
13 M?H '.029 5.6; - -

22 MPH 1.'99 4.6_ - -
23 MPH ._3C0 3.-9 _ _

C7MPH ;-9 --; 

__ MPH 1 .2'9 -,93C - -

45~M?H :.:3 C 2. 60- -

437 MPH. .1030 2, - -,_ 

_- MPH i .3 2& '. ' 0- -

6C MPH ' '49 2. -i -

_5 M pH 1.42 2.-R
Averace - 7 .6 . 9C'D

- MT IO RATES (qr.!milei AUTO TRUCF' BIUS RACO-

5 MPH 46.080 32.510 - -

17D MP p37_.940 22. 62 0 _ _
_ ..P H 2 6.22-9 16,3 19 -9

_3 M PH 15.53 12_. 32 9 
25 MPH 14 .1D9 9.739 - -

33 MPH 11.180 8.060 - -

35 MPH 10O.58.0 6. 980 - -
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4 MPH 9.020 6.32C -

it MPH .559 5.986 -

SC MPH 6.328 5.94 -

MPH 6.329 6.12? -

9C MPH 3.310 6.-10 -

A- MPH 1C.920 7.638 -
A';erage - - 16.319 D. 'C

:;0 EM-SSION RATES (gr./rWimei AUTO TRUCK EUS R,--

_ M?Hi :.6 19 16.200 -

:0 MPH 1.500 13.439 -

MPH 1.440 l1.S50 -;
20 MPH 1.409 10.298 -
- .MPH 1.460 9.500 -

30 MPH 1.470 9.079 -

35 MPH 1.490 9.000
40 MPH 1.500 9.239 -

43 MPH 1.519 9.329 -

-0 MPH 1.610 10.329 -

-E.MPH :1.S8 .1.359
-' MPH 2.039 14.630 -

r, MPH 2.269 1i.940
.t'.eraae - - ''.SS0 3.3000

-M1 EMISSION RATES Agr;/mn'l) AUTO TRUZC'.; BUS .- A-

A~veraae 3.5 72O -cc
=~~~~~J )_. -__ 

E-DST PR TON '- ErMSSIONS(S,Ton) HC cO O'Ix PH:

A-erase 00 ° .3'3 

-MES_IC,4S PER COL3 START HC co NOx ?M1'

R_:- ¶gr.'s-tart; E.:98 6.250c 1.'9? -. ;0C
.-711K (gr. OrC . 0 .0 3'- .JC

STARTS PE;. VEHCLET STARI T

:--ck (starts/trip) C.3C

GREENHOUSE GAS EMIS. RATES TONS/M.STU

Aut: IC02 tonslmill.BTU) 0 .0Z800
Truck (CO2 t=nsimill.BRTU' .u 90
B1 (CS2 tons/nill.7TU) 0.0'900
,si' 'Z02 tor.s/mill.BTU) 0.00000

G-REENHCUSE GAS EYMiS. COSTS S/Ton

^ f Emis3sOns :,.C,

-OST PER ACCIDENT ($/acijent- FATAL INJURY PDC

_-_--a_ ,.-l.zcizent Cost 0 O

Z::ter--al Acciden- Cost 0 0 0

-RTR_ITY RATES (fatyiOO mil.VMT) AUTO TRUCK BUS RAIL

--- H:ihway l'ass u.O0 0.0C
2-.5 Highway Class 0.20 0.00C -

: -- HigZhwaV Class D.00 0.°0 -°°

Hiahway Class 0.00 D.00 -
Hr. :'ighway Class 0.00 3.00 -

6t. Hi:hway Ca 0.00 0.00 -

.vxerage - - 0.000 8.000

-';_''RY xRATES (in.j / 100 mi .'/MT) AUTO TRUCK BUS R--

Ls: Highway Class 0.00 0.00 -
-7.. Hignway Class 0.00 0.00 -

-_ Highway Class 0.00 0.00 -
4.t Hzanway Class 0.00 0.00 -
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Eon Highway Class 0.30 3.30 - -

6on Hignway Class 3. 3 iD. o31
Averace - _ C.303 C.90C

O:c CRASH RATES
m

O/'OO mil.WT AUTO TRUCK 3US RA::

Z- 
5

nway Class i.O 0 -

-nd Hionway Class 3.00 J.J0 -o

3rJ Highwav ^iass 2' i

i-n Highway C_asss - -

r -, Hichway Class D.i 0. -J

emn Hiqnwav Class i 

A.erage - -. 1..3

~'77-S COSTS (Similei AU'TO TRUCK EUS ?RA

1st Highway Class 3- .00 0.301 - -

2nd Highway Class 0.000 0.OC - -

3r Highway Class 0.000 3.30G - -

4th Highway Class 3.030 .3300 - _

tt Hignway Class -. 300 O.300 -

6thk HIihw sa Class 0.03C 3.000 - -

Avserage - - 0.OO0 .. Cv

OTH.ER MILEAGE EXT.COST (S/iie) AUTO TRUCK -'S _RA'

-z -ghwav Class 3.000 0.0 C,

z H_ghwa Cl'ass 0 000 3.0OC - -

3-r,i Hnwa v CŽ zsr- - C.300 0.000 -

-+ :hway Cl ass 0.30 3.300 - -

_ hway Class i.i30 3.03^00 C

- H-aniway Class 0.030 i.303 _ -

A.-e~~~~__e ~~- - 2.930r 1.'1CC

aC'i-'!^_LAGS EXTERNAL COSTS AUTC TRUCK 3C002 I-,US :-3UE :-.RA-L H-RLI 'THE

*' _ _ ; ;-,3 . ' O , .. -i 

TRASIST AGE'NCY UNIT COSTS '.3US EX.SUS L.RAIL H.RP'L

_'-e_1e M'le G .3C- 1.M D.1C0j

_'re5a Veh:cle .30 3.3CC 3.300 3.3

TRANSIT DEMAND L .EUS EX.BUS L.RAIL H.RRA'

Miles (1,!)00 0.00 3.00 0.00 3. 30

ce Hours ;,000O' 3.3 0C.30 O .00 3.'

P5i: Vehicles 1,30 9C1, 0 .30 J 1

D"-ZZOUNT RATE '/;3LEUE

- M5TENT COSTS -ST 2ND OR: 4TH ETH TO;:'

~3cm ~a' Costs (l,005$ 33936 , 3 . 3_9_

n .~rt Constr-uction 2303' 3 '' - ~
ar Ooeninc 3301 3 3 -

sefu: Li.e --' ;3''

o
0

va Value 1,330$) 3369 0)

E:.Enst. Cost I',O303 3 5 ° -1t

D-ner Qrperat r ngsnc Maintenance Costs '1,00CS! 54
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STEAM SAMPLE OUTPUT
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SCEItJAR 11 1 P I, F5 I0111 0 ', S 1. t:..ii

Fi I e Name (:: \Program Fi 1 es\STEAM\butp6\but.p6 t)5 ks4couimb 1:a I . sc(l

'I'ime Stamp Sat Dlec 26 01:31:48 PM /

SCENARIO ANNUAL RESIIITS

I) TRAVEL DEMANI) AT() TPRUCl cPOol 1. Bt X BitS 1. RAI El- PAI. ()OTHER TTAIA,

VM'F (Million VWIT /yr)
Base Case 2121.9 14.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 280)2.8

Improvemerit Case 2732.3 75.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2807.3

Change 4.4 0.2 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.6

Person Trips (Mi I lion/y )

Base Case 964.9 14.9 0.0 18.4 0.0) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1058.2

Impr ovemellt Case 964.9 14.9 (.0 18.4 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0 1058. 2

Chanige 0.( 0.( 0.0 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0) 0.0

> In-Vehicle Travel Time (Million Pelson llrs./yr)

Base Case 214.(0 3.6 (.0 Ht.4 011 0.() 0.0 0.0 229.0

TImiprovement Case 2()1.2 3.4 0.0 IO 5 0.0) 0.0 ().t) (.0 215.2

Change -- 12.7 0.2 0.0 (.9 (0.0 0.0) ()) (.0 -13.8

Out-Of-Vehicle Travel 'rime (Million Person Htrs./yr)

Base Case 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.f1 0.( 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.(

Improvement Case 0.0 0.0 0.( ().t (0 .0 0. 0 0.0 0.0

change (I. () (). () 0.0 0. I .1) 0. ()0 0). ft 0.1) I . t

Total Travel Timiie (MillioIn Per son Hrs./yr)

Base Case 214.0 3.6 0.0 11.4 o (1 o.t) 0.() 0.0 229.0)

Iiiiprovemiielt- Case 't)1.2 i.4 0.) 111(.' (.0 0.) ) O 0.() 215.2

Change 12 . '/ 0.2 0.( 1 0. t 0 . t.(I 0.0 -13.8

2)'TONS OF EMISSlU0NS AlIT(i TR (W(1 CPOnL 1 ItltS X tiltS 1t PA] 1. I PAI 1t 0IIIEP 1()'l'AI

VMI' Re tat ed Emi ss) i *is ('TuIlL l l !

Base Case

tiC 6198.7 439.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6638.1

CO 60779.5 1169.4 0.0 0.( n.1) ().t 0.0 0.0 61948.8

NOx 52()().2 i)(8.9 0.0 (1.0 (LI ((.11 tt.ft 0.0 6209.1



Improvement Case

HC 5973.3 420.6 0.0 0.0 0.( 0.0 0.0 0.0 6394.0

Co 571000.7 1100.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.o 0.0 58101.2

NOx 5228.2 990.6 0.0 (.0 (.0 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 6218.8

PMl) )83./ '1.4 0.0 0.( 0 0.0 0.( 0.0 255.2

Change I

HC -225.4 -18.8 0.0 0.( 0.0 0.( 0.0 0.0 -244.2

Co --3778.7 -68.9 0.( 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o -3847.6

Nox 2'1.9 -18.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.( 0.0 9.7

PMI() 0.3 0.2 0.( 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (.5

Col(d Start Enidssirons (roris/yr)

Base Case

HC 1609.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1609.2

Co 21130.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 21130.6

NOx 399.6 0.0 0.0 O.0 0.( 0.0 0.0 0.0 399.6

PMIO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.D 0.0 0.0 0.0

> Improvement Case

ItC 1609.2 0.0 0.( (L 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1609.2

Co 21130.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 21130.6

NOx 399.6 0.0 0.0 0.() 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 399.6

PMI0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.( o.0 0.() 0.0 0.0 0.0

Change
HC 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 (1.0

co 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Nox 0.0 0.() 0.0 (1.1) 0.0. 0.(0 0.0 0.(0

PMI() 0.o 0.o 0.0 (1.0 (1.1 0.O) o 0.0 n.n

Combined VMT and Cold Start EmnissionN (Trons/yr)

Base Case
tIC 7807.9 439.4 0).0 0.0A 0.1 0.0 ().( 0.0 824'1.3

Cto 81910.1 1169.4 0.0 0.o 0.o 0.0 0.0.) 0.1 8:30'79.4

NOx 5599.9 00o8.9 0.0 0.0 1.0. (0.0 0.(0. 6608,.7

PMI( 183.4 '71. 0.0 o.n 0 0.1) 0.0 0.0 254.'1

Iu(provellienlt Case

HC '/582.5 420.6 0.0 (.() 0.0 0.1) 0.1 0.(0 80()3 1

CO 78131.4 110(.5 0.0 0.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 '9231.8

Nox 5b2 7.8 990. h 0.1( () t).1 1O.4) 0.0 (.0 6618.5

P1M10 I83.7 71.4 0. 0 0.0 1. 1. 0.0 255.2



-225.4 -18.8 0.0 U.0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -244.2

CO -3778.7 -68.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -3847.6

NOx 27.9 -18.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.7
PM10 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5

3)EMISSION COSTS AUTO TRUCK CPOOL L-BlJS X-BUS l,-RNIL H-RAIL OTHER TOTAL

VMT Related Emission Costs (1000$/yt)

Base Case

HtC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Co 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

NOx 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

PMIO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Improvement Case
HC 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.() 0.0 0. o 0.0 0.0 0.0

CO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

NOx 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

PMIO 0.0 0.0 0.0 ().0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (.0

Change
H C (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

co 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

NOx 0.0 0.( 0.0 ().0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PMIO 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Cold Statt Enission Cost s (MMII00$/yr)

Base Case
tic 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CO 0.( 0.0 (1.0 0.( 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

NOx 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.(

PMIO 0.0 0.( 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Improvemenit Case
tic 0. 0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 n.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

co 0.0 0.0 0.0 (L 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Nox 0.0 0.0 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (.0

PMIO 0.(0 0.0 0.1) 0.0 ().0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Change
HC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

co 0.0 0.0 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (.0 0.0

N(,)x 0.0 () ()() °.( ().1) ().0 0. ()o 0.0
PM1( 0. 0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0



Combined VMT and Cold Start Emission Costs (1000$/yr)

Base Case

HC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 \ 0.0 0.0 0.0

co o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOx 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.( (.0 0.0 / 0.0 0.0 0.0

PMIO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.o0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Improvement Case

[iC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Co 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

NOx 0.0 0.0 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

PM1O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.( 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Change
tiC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
co 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NOx 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PMIO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total Em. Costs(1000$/yr) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

4)GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS AUTO TRUCK CPOOI. 1, BUIS X-BUS l-RAIL H-RAII. OTHER TOTAL

BTU Energy Consumption(100 Billion BTU/yr)

Base Case 157.5 27.5 0.0 0.( 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 185.1

Improvement Case 151.5 27.5 0.0 0.( 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 179.0

Change -6.0 -0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -6.1

CO2 Emissions (1,000 Tons/yr)

Base Case 1228.9 217.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.0 1446.5
Improvement Case 1182.0 217.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 I399.2

Chanige -46.9 -0.4 0.0 0.0 ().0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -47.3

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Costs(1000$/yr)

Base Case 0.0 0.0 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Improvement Case 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Change 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

5)ACCIDENTS AUTO TR(ICK CPOOIL 1,- BUS X- BUS L-RAII. H-RAIL. OTHER TOTAL

Number of Accidents

Fatalities



Bdas Case 0.10 0.0 0.() 0.() 0.( 0.0 0.00 0.0 .)

lmptoveiierit Case 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Charnge 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Injuries

Base Case 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Improvement Case 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Change 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 i0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Pr opei ty-Damage--Only I

Base Case (.0 0.0 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0 0.0

Improvement Case 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Change 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.( 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

External Accident Costs

Fatalities (1000$/yr)

Base Case 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Improvement Case 0.0 0.0 0.0 n.u 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Change 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0

Injuries (1000$/yr)

:b. Base Case 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Improvement Case 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.( 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Change 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 / 0.0 0.0 0.0

Property-Damage-Only (I0oo$/yi)

Base Case 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Improvement Case 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Change 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total Ext. Acc.(1000$/yr) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

6)FUEL AND NON-FIIEL COSTS AUTO TRUCK CPOOL 1 BUS X-BIJS L-RAIL H-PAIL OTHER TOTAL

Gallons or Gallon Equivaletet (1000gal./yr)

Base Case 126036.1 19861.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 145897.7

Improvement Case 121227.7 19825.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 [41053.5

Change 4808.5 -35.7 0.0 0.( 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -4844.2

Energy Costs (1000$/yr)

Base Case 1184o.6 H1917.0 0.0 0.0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 83757.5

ImprovemlenL Case t0'9.f 11895.5 0.0 0) 0 (.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o0995.3

Change -2740.8 -21.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -2762.3

Non-Fuel Operating Costs ([000$/yr) '1

Base Case 0.1) 0.) 0.0 0.0.0 0.0 0.1) 0.0 0.0



Imptrovemernt Case 0 0 0 .0 0.0 ( 3.1 0.° 0.) 0. I 0. 0.0

Change 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.( 0.0 0.0

7)EXTERNAL COSTS AUTO TRUJCK CPOOL L-BUS X--BUS L-RAIL Hi-RAIL OTHER TOTAL

Noise Costs (1000$/yr)

Base Case 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

ImprovenNst Case 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 d.o o.o o.o o.o
Change 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other Mileage Based External Costs (1000$/yr)

Base Case 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

ImproverNst Case 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Change 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Non-Mileage Based External Costs (1000$/yr)

Change 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

External Cost During Construction (1000$/yr)

Change 
0.0

8)USER BENEFITS AIJTO TRUCK CPOOL 1. BUS XBRIIS L-RAIL H-RAIl. OTHER TOTAL

Benefits (1000$/yr)
In-Vehicle Travel Time 50951.0 695.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 51646.6

Out-of-Veh.Travel 'T'ime 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Fuel Costs *2 2740.8 21.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2762.3

Non-Fuel Oper. Costs*2 -718.6 -134.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -853.5

Out-of-Pocket Costs 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Intern, Accident Cst.*2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total 52973.2 582.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 53555.3

Revenue Transfers (1000$/yr)

Transfers *2 -1802.2 -15.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1817.4

9)PIUBLIC VEHICLE OPER. COSTS AUTo TRIJCK CPOOI. L-BUS X-BIJS L-RATL 11-RAIL OTHiER TOTAL

Operating Costs(l000$/yr) 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0.n) 0.0 0.0 0.0

10)CAPITAL COSTS 1ST 2ND 3RD 410i 5TH rOTAL

Capital Cost (1000$) 126396.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 126396.0

Salvage Value (1000$) 69030.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (n.0 69030,0

Annualized Cost (1000$) 22592.5 0.0 0.0 n.n 0.0 22592.5



other U p/Maint. Cost (1000$/yr) 4689.0

H))SUTMMARY

Benefits (1000$/yr) TOTAI.

User Benefits 53555.3

Revenue Transfers -1817.4

Fuel Costs *1 0.0

Non-Fuel Op. Costs *1 0.0

Reduction in External Costs

Emissions 0.0

Global Warming 0.0

Noise (.0

Accident 0.0

Other Mileage Based 0.0

Other Non-Mileage Based 0.0

Construction Period 0.0

Subtotal 0.0

I-" Total Benefits 51737.9

Costs To Public Agencies (1000$/yr)

Capital Costs 22592.5

Public Vehicle Oper. Cost 0.0

Other Operating & Maint. Costs 4689.0

Total Costs to Public Agencies 27281.5

Net Anirital Worth (1)00$/yr) 24456.4

Benefit-Cost Ratio 1.90

SCENARIO ASSUMPTIONS

VALUE OF TIME AIlJT) 'I'RIJCK CPOOL I.t BlS X BtlS l,-RAIL Il-RAIIL OTHER

In-Vehicle ($/hr.) 4.00 3.74 0.00 2.67 0.(() 0.00 0.00 0.00



Out of -Veihicle ($/hr.) 0.0() 0.0() 0.00 (oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

FUEL COSTS AtlTO TRUCK

Dollars Per Gallon 0.57 0.60

Include Fuel Cost in User Benefits TRUE

NON FUEL COSTS AUTO TRU1CK

Dollars Per Gallorn 0.164 0.801

Include Non-Ftuel Op. Cost in llser Benefits TRUE

FUEL CONSUMPTION RATES(g/mile) AUT'O TRUCK LOC.BUS EX.BUS I.RAIL H.RAIL

(KWhr/Vehicle Mile)
5 MPH 0.135 0.425 - - -

10 MPH 0.071 0.300 - - -

15 MPH 0.054 0.270 - - - -

20 MPH 0.048 0.263 - - -

25 MPH3 0.041 0.259 - - - -

30 MPH 0.037 0.263 - -

> 35 MPH 0.037 0.273 -

40 MPH 0.039 0.2897
45 MPH 0.041 0.293 - - -- -

50 MPH3 0.041 0.298 - -

55 MPH 0.045 0.300 - - -

60 MPH 0.046 0.303 -
65 MP13 0.048 0.310 - -

Average - - 0.305 0.000 0.000 0.o00

HC EMISSION RATES (gr./mnile) AUTO TRUCK BUS RAII,

5 MPH 4.590 10.800 - -

10 MPH 2.970 8.479 -

15 MPH 2.430 6.800 -

20 MPH 2.160 5.590 - -

25 MPH 1.889 4.670 - -

30 MPH 1.669 4.019 -
35 MPH 1.508 3.509 -
40 MPH3 1.429 3.160 -

45 MPHI 1.320 2.890 - -

50 MPH 1.289 2.7(10

55 MPH 1.289 2.598 - -

60 MPH 1.378 2.539 -
65 MPiI I .48t) 2.539 -

Average - 6.800 O.Oou



(:o EM I ;S I lN PALATES ( . /ini I e) AlUTO TRUJCK BUS PA I L

5 MEPH 55.298 39.368 - -

10 MPH 33.528 27.138 -

15 MPH 26.229 19.579 -

20 MPH 22.190 14.800 --
25 MPH 16.930 11.689 -

30 MPH 13.420 9.670 -

35 MPH 13.050 8.369 -

40 MPH 10.829 7.590 -

45 MPH 9.069 7.190 -

50 MPH 8.189 7.138 -

55 MPII 8.189 7.408 -

60 MPH 9.970 8.060 -

65 MPH 13.100 9.159 -

Average - - 19.580 0.()(

NO EMISSION RATES (gr./mile) AlJTO TRUJCK BUS RAI L,

5 MPHi 2.019 19.440 -

10 MPH 1.799 16.128 -

15 MPH 1.730 13.859 -

20 MPH 1.690 12.350 -

25 MPH 1.750 11.390 -

30 MPH 1.758 10.890 -

35 MPlH 1.779 10.800 -

40 MPH 1.799 11.090 -

45 MPH 1.820 11.788 -

50 MPH 1.929 13.000 -

55 MPH 2.200 14.630 --

60 MPH 2.450 17.548 -

65 MPH 2.720l 21.530 -

Average - - 13.860 0.0((

PMIO EMISSION RATES (gr.//mile) AUlTO TRUCK BUS RAIL

Average 0.061 0.864 0.864 0.0(10

COST PER TON OF EMISSIONS($/Toli) H(, CO NOx PMIO

Average (1.0 (0.0 .0 0.(

EMISSIONS PER COLD STAR'I' llC O NOx PMMI)

Auito (gr./start) 6.237 81.900 1.549 0.0()()

Truck (gr./start) 0.000 0.00)( 0.000 0.000



COLD STARTS PER VEHrCLE TOP[P STARTS

Auto (starts/trip) 0.40

Truck (starts/trip) 0.00

GREENIIOIISE GAS EMIS. RATES TONS/M.BTU

Auto (CO2 tons/mill.BTU) 0.07800

Truck (C02 tons/mill.BTU) 0.07900

Bus (C02 tons/mill.EBTU) 0.07900

Rail (C02 tons/mill.BTU) 0.00000

GREENHOUSE GAS EMIS. COSTS $/Ton

C02 Emissions 0.00

COST PER ACCIDENT (a/accident) pATAL INJURY PDO

Internal Accident Cost 0 0 0

External Accident Cost 0 0 0

FATALITY RATES (fat/100 mil.VMT) AUTO TRIICK BUS RAII

1st Highway Class 0.00 0.00 -

2nd Highway Class 0.00 0.00 -

° 3rd Highway Class 0.00 0.00 -

4th Highway Class 0.00 0.00 -

5th Highway Class 0.00 (.t0 - -

6th Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - --

Average - - 0.000 0.(00

INJURY RATES (inj/I00 mil.VMT) AUTO TRUCK BUS RAII.

1st Highway Class 0.00 (.00 - -

2nd Highway Class 0.00 o.oo -

3rd Highway Class 0.(00 (.00 -

4th Highway CIlass 0.(0 0.00 --

5th Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -

6th Highway Class 0.00 0.00 --

Average - -- 0.000 O.000

PDO CRASH RATES (pdo/100 uil .VMT) AUTO TRUtCKx BUS RAIL.

1st Highway Class 0.00 0.00 -

2nd Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -

3rd Highway Class 0.00 0.00 - -

4th Hliyghway Class 0.(10(1 t .0( -

5th Hfighway Class 0.0o .o00



6th Highiway Class 0.00 0.00 -

Average - - 0.000 0.000

NOISE COSTS ($/mile) AUTO TRUCK BUS PAII,

1st Highway Class 0.000 0.000 -

2nd Highway Class 0.000 0.000 -

3rd Highway Class 0.000 0.000 -

4th Highway Class 0.000 0.000 - -

5th Highway Class 0.000 0.000 -

6th Highway Class 0.000 0.000 - -

Average - - 0.000 0.000

OTHER MILEAGE EXT.CosT ($/mile) AUTO TRUCK BtJS PA 1,

1st Highway Class 0.000 0.000 --

2nd Highway Class 0.000 0.000 -

3rd Highway Class 0.000 0.000 -

4th Highway Class 0.000 0.000 -

5th Highway Class 0.000 0.000 -

6th Highway Class 0.000 0.000 - -

Average - - 0.000 0.000

NON-MILEAGE EXTERNAL COSTS AUTO TRUCK CPOOL L-Bt1S X-BUS L-RAII HI-RAIL OTHER

Total ($)0.0 0.0 0.0 0.° 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

TRANSIT AGENCY UNIT COSTS L.BUS EX.BUS L.RAIL Hi.RAlI.

$/Vehicle Mil]e 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

$/Vehicle Hour 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

$/Peak Vehicle 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

TRANSIT DEMAND L.BUS EX.BUS L.RAIL H.RAIL

Vehicle Miles (1,000) 0.(0 0.00 0.00 (.10)

Vehicle Hours (1,000) (.00 0.00 0.00 O.00

Peak Vehicles (1,000) 0.(0 0.00 0.00 0.00

DISCOUNT RAI'E VALUE

Discount Rate 0.1190

INVESTMENT COSTS IST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH TOTAL

Capital Costs (1,000$) 126396 0 0 0 0 126396

Mid Point Construction '001 0 0 0 0-

Year Opening 2004 0 0 0 0



U;eful Life 20 tt 0 0

salvage Va3 ue { i0J00$) 69(30 0 0 0 u

Ext. Const. Cost )3,000$) 0 0 t 0 0

other Operatijsg atnd Maintenanc.e Costs 1I0OO$) 4689

MARKET SECTORS - TOTA1 f 3

Market Sector I I

Name Mkt#I

Mode Auto

Base Vehicle Occupancy 1.649

imp. Vehicle Occupancy 1.649

Expansion Factor 332.0

Speed Equation Peak

Run Base Network TRUE

Run Imp. Network TRUE

rVI Ignore Travel Tirmes FALSE

Base Network Input File Cz\Prograni Files\STEAM\butpx\biitpl5\Os-05-csl--rnet.nwk

to Base Network Output File C \Program Files\STEAM\Bs net.ttf

t0 Imp. Network Input File C:\Program Files\STEAM\butp6\ip -05-comb-net.nwk

Imp. Network OutpuJt File C: \Program Files\STEAM\Ip_Net.ttt

Centroid File C:\Program Files\STEAM\94.cnt

Base Trip Table C:\Program Files\STEAM\BUTP\bs 05--csi-anto.trp

Imp. Trip Table C: \Progiam File,\STEAM\BIITIP\bbs-05-a-s-axnto.trp

Use In-Vehicle File FALSE

Use Out-of-Vehicle File FALSE

Use Out-of-Pocket Cost FALSE

Base In-Vehicle Time NULL

Base Out-of-Vehicle Time NULL

Base Out-of- Pocket Costs NUL..

Imp. In-Vehicle Ti me NULL

Imp. Out-of-Vehicle Time NULL

Imp. Out--of-Pocket CoSt3 NULL

Market Sector Output File C0.\Proqram Files\EIEAM4\AUtotsLu t

Market Sector # 2
Name Mkti2

Mode Truicl

Base Vehicle Occupancy 1.000

IMp. Vehic3le OccuLpancy 1.000
Expansi on Factor 332 .0



Speed Eq4iatiou gPeak
Run Base Network TRUE
Run imp. Network TRUE
Igncore Travel Times FALSE
Base Network Input File C:\Program Files\STEAM\butpx\butp5\bs-05-csl-net.nwk
Base Network Output File C:\Program Files\STEAM\Bs net.ttf
Imp. Network Input File C:\Program Files\STEA14Nbutp6\ip-05-comb-net.nwk
Imp. Network Output File C:\Program Files\STEAM\Ip Net.ttf
Centroid File C:\Program Files\STEAM\94.cnt
Base Trip Table C:\Program Files\STEAM\BUTP\bs-05-csl--truck.trp
Imp. Trip Table C:\Program Files\STEA4\BUTP\bs-05-cs5--truck.trp
Use In-Vehicle t'ile FALSE
Use Out-of-Vehicle File FALSE
Use Out-of-Pocket Cost FALSE
Base In-Vehicle Time NULL
Base out-of-Vehicle Time NULL
Base out-of-Pocket Costs NULL
Imp. In-Vehicle Time NULL
Imp. Out-of-Vehicle Time NULL
Imp. Out-of-Pocket Costs NULI.
Market Sector Output File C:\Program Files\STEAM\TLuck.mkt

Market Sector # 3
Name Mkt#3
Mode Local Bus
Base Vehicle Occupancy 30.000
Imp. Vehicle Occupancy 30.000
Expansion Factor 332.0
Speed Equation Peak
Run Base Network TRUE
Run Imp. Network TRUE
Ignore Travel Times FALSE
Base Network InpuLt File C:\Program Files\STEAM\butpx\butp5\bs-05-csl-net.nwk
Base Network Output File C:\Proqram Files\STEAM\Bs net.ttf
Imp. Network Jnput File *':\Program Files\STEAM\butp6\ip0)b comib net.riwk
Imp. Network Output File C:\Program Files\STEAM\IP_Net.ttf
Centroid File C:\Program Files\STEAM\94.cnt
Base Trip Table C:\Program Files\STEAM\BUTP\bs--05 csl-bus.trp
Imp. Trip Table C:\Program Files\STEAM\BUTP\bs-05-csl-bus.tLtp
Use In-Vehicle file FALSE
Use Out-of-Vehicle F'ile FALSE
Use out-of-Pocket Cost FALSE
Base In-Vehicle Time NllTJ
Base out-of-Vehicle Time IlULL
Base Out-of-Pocket Costs 01il1.
Imp. In-Vehicle Time IIULL
Imp. Out-of--Vehicle Time NtlLL



Imp. OutL-ot Pocket Costs 1111,

Matket Sector Output File C:\Ptogram Files\STEAM\Buls.mkt

RISK ANALYSIS INPtJT VARIABLES LOW HI IGH

In-Veh. Value of Time -- Auto (Factor) 0.7 1.5

In-Veh. Value of Time - Truck (Factor) 0.7 1.5

In-Veh. Value of Time - Transit (Factor) 0.7 1.5

Out-Veh. Value of Time - Auto (Factor) 0.0 0.0

Out-Veh. Value of Time - Truck (Factor) 0.0 0.0

Out-Vel. Value of Timne - Transit (Factor) 0.0 0.(

Discount Rate (Factor) 0.047 0.200

Fuel Consumption Rate Factor (Factor) 0.7 1.5

Fuel Prices Factor (Factor) 0.7 1.5

HC Cost Per Ton ($/Ton) 0.0 0.0

CO Cost Per Ton ($/Ton) 0.0 0.0

NOx Cost Per Ton ($/Ton) 0.0 0.0

PMl0 Cost Per Ton ($/Ton) 0.0 0.0

HC Rate Factor (Factor)) 0.0 0.0

CO Rate Factor (Factor) 0.0 0.0

NOx Rate Factor (Factor)) 0.0 0.0

PM10 Rate Factor (Factor) 0.0 0.)

Fatalty Cost Factor (Factor) 0.0 0.0

Injury Cost Factor (Factor) 0.0 0.0

PDO Cost Factor (Factor) 0.0 0.0

Fatalty Rate Factor (Factor) 0.0 0.0

Injury Rate Factor (Factor) 0.0 0.0

PDO Rate Factor (Factor) 0.0 0.0

Noise Cost Factor (Factor) 0.0 0.0

Other External Cost Factor (Factor) 0.0 0.0

Capita] Cost Factor (Factor) 0.7 1.5

Salvage Value Factor (Factor) 0.7 1.5

Operating Cost Factor (Factor) 0.7 1.5

RISK OUTPUT(PERCENTILES) 1ST 5TH 10TH 20TH 30TH 401'11 50 TH 60TH 701'H 80TH 90TH 95TH 99TH

User Benetit($M) 30.98 36.42 39.69 44.02 47.62 50.80 54.00 56.73 60.18 64.79 72.38 79.38 94.18



Emission Costs($.M) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0. 00 0.(00 0.00 0. 00

Accident Costs($M) 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0( 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Noise Costs ($M) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total Benefits($M) 29.16 34.61 37.87 42.20 45.80 48.98 52.18 54.92 58.37 62.97 70.56 77.56 92.37

Total Costs($M) 12.76 15.56 17.51 20.21 22.96 25.34 27.57 30.49 34.06 38.48 45.71 55.43 77.48

Benefit Cost Ratio 0.56 0.83 1.02 1.25 1.43 1.63 1.86 2.10 2.37 2.72 3.35 3.99 5.07

RISK OUTPUT(BAR HGHTS)*3 USER_BEN EMISS ACCID NOISE TOT_BEN TOT_CST BC_RATIO

Trite rva is
I - o0.0080 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0080 0.0310 0.0145

2 - 0.0155 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0155 0.0440 0.0325

3 - 0.0220 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0220 0.0520 0.0285,

4 - 0.0240 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0240 0.0700 0.0435

5 - 0.0280 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0280 0.0585 0.05j35

6 - 0.0330 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0330 0.0585 0.0540

7 - 0.0405 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0405 0.0740 0.0660

8 - 0.0465 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0465 0.0695 0.0600

9 - 0.0445 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0445 0.0630 0.0490

10 - 0.0430 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0430 0.0515 0.1)515

.1 - 0.0515 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0515 0.0440 0.0470

12 - 0.0495 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0495 0.0430 0.0475

13 - 0.0510 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 (1.0510 0.0480 0.0485

Ln 14 - 0.05(15 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 (1.0505 0.0310 0.0420

15 - 0.0595 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 (.(595 0.0315 0.0345

16 - 0.0490 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0490 0.0240 0.0385

17 - 0.0525 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0525 0.0250 0.0335

18 - 0.0310 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 ,0320 0.0200 0.0275

19 - 0.04, 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0410 0.0250 0.0310

20 - 0.0330 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0330 0.0140 0.0210

21 - 0.0225 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0225 0.0075 0.0150

22 - 0.0235 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0235 0.0085 0.0155

23 - 0.0255 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0255 0.0060 0.0170

24 - 0.0160 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.(160 0.0100 0.0115

25 - 0.0195 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0195 0.0070 0.0120

26 - 0.0120 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0120 0.0080 0.0075

27 - 0.0105 0.0000 0.0000 0. o000 0.0105 0.0065 0.0130

28 - 0.0125 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0125 0.0035 0.0070

29 - 0.0110 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0110 0.0040 0.0045

30 - 0.0100 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0100 0.0050 0.0070

31 - 0.0085 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0085 0.0035 0.0080

32 - 0.0020 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0020 0.0(035 0.0055

33 - 0.0045 0.0000 0 o. oooo 00000 0.0045 (.0030 0.0065

34 -- 0.0055 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0055 0.0015 0.0020

35 - 0.0025 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0025 0.0005 0.0025

36 - 0.0035 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0035 0.0010 0.0015



37 - 0.0030 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0030 0.0010 0.0045
38 - 0.0045 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0045 0.0015 0.0020
39 - 0.0015 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0015 0.0000 0.0015
40 - 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0065 0.0205 0.0115 0.0000

NOTES

*1 These sections are not relevant if costs were considered in User Benefits
*2 These values may differ from those in Section 5 & 6;

Please refer to the User's Guide for explanation of internal benefits computations.
*3 Bar Heights are 40 evenly spaced intervals from the 1st to the 99th percentile

value with the percentage of observations falling into each interval. This
information is used to graph the risk analysis results.
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TA It' , A . 6 - I
YEAR 20)05 IDAILY Tril' NIA'FURIX

('CI'(ls)

. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t Iol)istr-ict uni
Finiiii District

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 rotal

I East Birit 39,'204 9,850 10,233 301,605 8,707 23,734 12,487 3,117 6,141 11,527 1,752 694 3,918 2,752 1,988 988 12,343 180,040

2 (entral Beirut 9,850 33,757 33,247 21,853 31,857 7,097 65 28 12,844 .3,147 2,358 1,423 2,352 7,107 4,977 905 529 8,527 188,358

3 West leiruit 101,233 33,247 34,768 29,018 27,446 7,358 5,5'8 7,453 2,335 3,174 1,529 1,811 6,620 4,594 1,317 776 8,338 185,615

4 Borj Ilammotul /Sin El Fil 3(1,605 21,853 29,018 45,417 19,387 20,')51 15,771 5,682 6,123 8,558 2,494 1,294 6,120 4,629 2,635 1,188 12,363 234,088

5 Boj El Brajnchl /Ghobeiry 8,707 31,857 27,446 19,387 55,170 5,714 ',613 12,98') 1,323 1,'9() 2,105 3,582 7,244 5,767 1,411 858 9,777 204,940

6 jdaidel / Baotuchlrieh 23,734 7,097 7,358 2(,951 5,714 29,998 8,304 2(011 9,015 11,672 1,658 529 4,378 3,384 1,929 1,376 15,209 154,397

7 liaziniell Baabda 12,487 6,528 5.598 15,771 9,613 8,304 2,651 41068 3,848 2,996 3,917 1.129 4,0(90 3,095 1,082 62.1 8,002 113,802

8 Klal(leli /Choueifalc 3,117 12,844 7,453 5,682 12,989 2,01)1 4,168 14,751 7(15 976 1,941 4,843 3,411 2,576 623 341 4,453 82,784

9 Dhaych / Aitelias 6,141 3,147 2,335 6,123 1,323 9,095 3,848 7015 17,333 5,597 188 164 2,158 1,305 682 47(0 8,558 69,372

10 Jal El Dib 11,527 2,358 3,174 8,558 1,990 11,672 2,996 ()76 5,597 12,5401 776 200 2,123 1,382 882 517 6,165 73,433

11 Jamhiour / Hclihaiuoun 1,752 1,423 1,529 2,494 2,105 1,658 3,')17 1,941 388 776 2,90 5()5 658 423 258 82 1,223 24,037

12 Damuour 694 2,352 1,811 1,294 3,582 52'9 1,129 4.843 164 200 5(15 5,216 2,082 1,(082 364 223 2,529 28,599

13 Sontitlenii Lebanion 3,918 7,107 6,620 6,1201 7,244 4,378 1,0'9(l 3,411 2,158 2,123 658 2,1082 176 1,829 4.35 '35 4,813 57,397

14 Easterin lebanon 2,752 4,977 4,5')4 4,629 5,767 3,184 31,015 2,576 1,305 1,382 423 1,082 1,829 435 305 117 3,770 42,422

15 Mlein 1,988 9(5 1.317 2,635 1,411 1,')2') 1.082 623 682 882 258 364 435 305 35 35 1,388 16,274

16 6lighA etit ')88 52') 776 1,188 858 1,37(6 623 34-1 -171 517 82 223 235 117 35 23 964 9,345

17 Northern L.ebanoin 12,343 8,527 S.338 12,363 9,777 15,2(1') 8,(0)2 -1,453 8,558 6,165 1.223 2,52') 4,813 3,7717 1,.88 964 2,282 1101,704

(Columni Tloltl 18(0,(040l 188.15X 185.015 234,(88 "()4,')40 1541,397 113,8(02 82.784 69,372 73,43 24,(137 28,5')') 57,3')7 42,4'2 16 ,74 9,345 11(0,7014 1,775,6(07



TAIBE A. 6 - 2
YEAR 2011) I)AILY TRIP NIAT ritX

(I'CtJ's)

From l)istrict o District ' olv1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 " I 0 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 'Iotal
I East Beirut 39,775 10,823 13,3'0 29,580 10,491 21,141 13,460 3,823 5,494 f3,198 1,988 776 5,684 3,505 1,988 1,035 1',781 188,862

2 Central leiirt 10,823 34,783 33,678 22,963 30,816 7,394 7,513 13,'34 4,076 2,743 1,541 2,435 8,578 5,683 1,'00 682 10,581 198,723
3 West Beirut 13,3'0 33,678 40,096 31,446 26,682 8,296 6,948 7,5')4 2,794 3,856 1,729 1,800 8,362 5,417 1,729 1,(23 11,381 206,151
4 Borj iIaninIou(I/Siui El Fil 29,580 22,963 31,446 49,228 21,038 22,907 15,993 6,329 6,147 9,111 2,788 1,305 8,574 5,996 2,847 1,400 15,605 253,257
5 llorj El Brajueli/ Ghobeiry 10,491 30,8X16 '6,68' 21,038 55,333 7,451 13,128 15,(002 1,711 2,814 2,917 4,813 9,433 7,3'7 2,182 1,'8' 14,842 227,262
6 Idaidelh / laouchriel 2'1,141 7,394 8,296 22,907 7,451 36,171 8,896 2,376 10,508 14,410 1,776 623 6,437 4,255 2,047 1,352 15,575 171,615

7 llazmiel/ Baabd(a 13,460 7,51.3 6,948 15,993 13,128 8,896 '4,693 5,915 5,120 3,420 4,352 1,588 6,178 3,977 1,423 811 10,256 133,671

8 Klialdele/CChoueifat 3,8'3 13,'34 7,594 6,329 15,0)02 2,376 5,915 15,994 800 ( 1,76 ',658 7,002 4,464 3,235 929 517 6,535 97,583
9 Dbayeh / Antelias 5,494 4,076 2,794 6,147 1,711 10,508 5,1 '0 800 21,007 7,020 423 152 3,406 1,941 858 552 8,594 80,605
11 Jal El Dib 13,198 2,743 3,856 9,111 2,814 14,410 3,4'0 1,176 7,022 17,012 847 223 3,347 1,970 988 588. 6,860 89,585
11 Jamilour/ Bcliamonin 1,988 1,541 1,729 2,788 2,917 1,776 4,35' ',658 423 847 3,529 729 952 576 294 105 1,611 28,815
12 Daniour 776 2,435 1,800 1,30)5 4,813 623 1,588 7,002 1.52 223 729 8,334 3,164 1,670 600 352 4,041 39,607
13 Soutilern Lebanoii 5,684 8,578 8,36' 8,574 9,433 6,437 6,178 4,464 3,4()6 3,347 952 3,164 1'9 2,606 623 305 6,436 78,678

14 Eastern Lebanoii 3,505 5,683 5,417 5,996 7,327 4,255 3,977 .3,235 1,941 1,970 \576 1,670) 2,606 576 435 129 4,841 54,139
1 5Ictn 1,988 1,200 1,72) 2,847 2,182 2,047 1,423 929 858 '88 1 294 600 623 435 47 47 1,717 19,954
16 lligb Metn 1,035 68' 1,02)3 1,400 1,282 1,352 811 517 552 588 105 352 305 129 47 35 1,211 11,426
17 Nortlierii Lebanon 12,781 10,581 11,381 15,605 14,842 15,575 10 j56 6,535 8,594 6,860) 1,611 4,041 6,4.36 4,841 1,717 1,211 1,717 134,584

Column Total 188,862 198,723 206,151 253,257 227,262 171,615 133,671 97,583 80,605 89,585 28,815 39,607 78,678 54,139 19,954 11,426 134,584 2,014,517



TlABLE A . 6 - 3

YEAIR 20115 D)AII.Y TRII' MATRIX
(C I I's)

1,O Dist rict Rol(w
From D)istrict

1 2 3 4 5'6 7 8 9 I1 12 13 14 15 16 17 lotal

I East leirift 40,4 10 11,948 17,047 28,185 12,547 18,034 14,572 4,721) 4,729 15,214 2,247 ')17 7,802 4,447 2,000 1,070 13,240 199,138

2 Central lJeiriil 11,948 35,989 34,193 24,325 29,558 7,771 8,645 13,728 5,172 3,190 1,705 2,517 10,369 6,542 1,541 858 13,016 211,067

3 Vest leircit 17,047 34,193 46,581 34,270 25,727 9,40(0 8,54') 7,782 3,323 4,640 L,988 1,823 10,456 6,389' 2,235 1,294 15,048 230,745

4 Flloij limitaeniwit/Sii El Fil 28,185 24,325 34,270 53,756 22,791 25,291 16,230 7,048 6,142 9,7901 3,235 1,294 1 1.503 7.637 3,152 1,694 1',489 275,838

5 Blorj El Brajiuel. /,hobeir) 12,547 29,558 25,727 21,791 55,527 9,502 17,344 17,35() 2,135 3,785 3,894 6.342 12,0)81 9,185 3,100 1,8(0)0 210,938 253,606

6 .daidlel / Blaouclrielh I 8,034 7,771 9,400( 25,291 9,502 43,586 9.58) 2,81X1 I1 2,2 17,090 2,0)0)0 717 8,903 5,291) 2,188 1,341 15,963 192,289

7 Ilazinich /llaalbda 14,572 8,645 8,549 16,236 17,344 9,580 27,(078 8, 1.4 6,698 3,997 4,858 ,10 5 8,649 5,0)48 1,870 1,0)47 12,969 157,379

8 KlIIaldell /C(hieifat 4,729 13,718 7,782 7,048 17,350 2,811 8,134 1 7,4610 894 1,411 3,535 9,60)9 5,723 4,0(64 1,317 729 9,071 115,395

9 DI)ayelt / Anteli:as 4,729 5,172 3,313 6,142 2,135 2 1212 6,698 894 25,3')5 8,695 494 152 4,911 2,694 1,070) 647 8,629 ')4,002

1(1 0J.ial Dil )1 I 2 114 3,19(0 .1,(,40) 9,79(0 3,785 17,69))) 3,997 1,411 8,695 22,441 '017 27(1 4,81)1 2,676 1,117 635 7,70)7 10)8,976

11 Jamniour / Belianwouin 2,247 1,705 1,988 3.235 3,894 2,00)0 4,858 3,535 494 917 4,317 1,035 1,305 776 352 164 2,070 34,892

12 Danmoor 917 2,517 1,823 1,294 6,342 717 2,105 9,6)') 152 270 1,0)35 1'2,0)8 4.47(0 ,364 870 5()5 5,853 51,941

13 Southern l.ellhnoo 7,8012 10),369 1(0,456 11,5)3 _1,()81 8,9)03 8,64') 5,713 4,911 4,8(01 1,3105 4,470) 70 3,547 847 4(11) 8,40)1 104,238

14 Eastern L.elmnonm 4,447 0,542 6,389) 7.,637 9'.i 85 5, )2( 5,0(48 4,)14 '.6941 2,676 776 2,364 3,547 741 576 141 6,130) 68,247

15 Mletn 2,()00) 1,541 2,135 3,152 3,10)0 2,188 1,8701 1,317 1.0)70 1,117 352 871) 847 576 58 70 2,123 24,486

16 6ligib Mleti 1,0170) 858 1,2'4 1,694 1,8()I) 1,341 1,147 72' 647 635 164 505 400 141 70) 35 1,494 1.3,924

17 Noithieim l.elInmnon 13,240 1)3,()16 15,1148 1'),48X 20,')38 15,913 12.9o') '),0)71 X8t,'') 7 7()7 1, )70 5,853 8,4(01 6,13U 2.123 1.494 1,058 163,199

(Co1lumn)1 T4itl 1')'),138 211,0)67 23)),745 175,838 253,61)6 192,28') 157,37') 115,3')5 '14)1002 10)8,(76 34,81 51,_')41 1(04,238 68,247 14,486 13,924 163,199 2,30)0),362



TABLE A. 6 - 4

YEAIR 2020 IDAI LY TRIP MATRIX
(PIJ'1}s)

'o D)istli,c
lFro ll )istr jet

Fo i c1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 -i I 1 12 13 1- 15 16 17 Total

I Esast Beiruit *JIX135 13,100 20.816 26,884 14.695 14,924 15.698 5.564 3.917 17.161 2.529 988 9.922 5.382 2:.0(1 1.129 13.740 209,484

2 Central Beirit 12.571M 37.1 62 34,767 '5,718 28.27(0 8,175 9.83(0 14.177 6.284 3.661 1.X47 2.617 1'.118 7,384 1.882 1,0)58 15.500 223,03(0

3 WVest Beirtt 2(0,910 3-1.707 53.021 37,10)8 24,824 101,552 101.224 8X.()l 3,853 5.493 2.176 1.823 12,52' 7,4(02 2,747 1.504 18.71)8 255.607

4 llorj Il;laammiiolld/ Sili El l'iI 26.X4 25.718 .37.1(1K 5 8.0(95 24.684 27,658 16.496 7.777 6.20(4 I1).188 3.61.6) 1,329 14.164 9.261 .- 58 1. '352 23.38XI 298.556

5 Borj El Brajimel /Chlobeiry 14.695 28.27(0 14.84 '-1.684 55.794 11.60)6 21.58X 19.747 2.6(11 4.775 4.847 7.767 14.758 11.1044 4.(4 1 2,317 27,0('9 280,387

6 Jdaidelh / Baoclncrieli 14,924 8.1775 1I.552 27.658 11.606 5(0,990( 1(1.3(01 3.264 13.'31 '().)977 '.17 X()l) 11.398 6.314 2.358 1 31)5 16:38') 213.118

7 Ilazinich I tleaabdla 15,.698 9.8310 1I,224 16,49'6 'I 588 11),131 29.5 I 1(1B.347 8.216 4,55( 5.37 2021) 0,5) 114 2.218 1.282 15.700l' 181.294

8 Khaldelh/ (Ihoiei(fat 5.564 14.177 X.0)01 7,777 I'1,747 3,264 101.347 18.'27 ')88 1.647 4.417 12.192 6.994 4,91)0 I.1)82 941 11.590 1313.161

9 Dbayeh / Antelias 3.917 6.284 3,853 6.2(14 2.6(1 13,931 X.216 988 29.822 1( .336 517 1I8 6.441 3.453 1.294 741 8.683 1107,469

I Jl,: El Di: i 17.161 -3,661 5.493 111,488 4.775 20.977 -1.55(1 1.047 1). 330 2 7.8 42 976 31)5 6.271 .3,370) 1.27(0 71(5 8.542 128,369

11 hI: olirIlour h Bchlmaimosim 5 29) 1.8-17 2,170 3,6(1) 4.847 2,1 76 5.3 7( 4.4117 517 976 5. )58 1,l3)5 1.0-17 988 -111 170 2,52') 40.569

12 2);mmour 988 2.617 1.X823 1.329 7.707 8(( 2) .6'2) 12.192 188 3(1O 1.3115 15.841 5.7X2 3.0)70) 1.152 658 7.695 66.141

1 Soullherni L.ebanon 9.')22 12.128 12.529 14.464 14.758 11.398 11.15(3 6.')94 0.4-11 0.271 1 1.647 5.782 23 4.4X8 1.417(1 494 10,1301 129,919

14 Easterii .eLeanonl 5.382 7.184 7.4(12 9.261 11.1144 6.314 (..114 4.90() 3.453 1.370) 988 3.(701 4.488 9(15 717 104 7.4()1 82.357

15 MlI:i lSn2.000 1.882 2.747 3.458 4.1141 2.38 2.298 1l.h72 1.")4 1.270 .111 1152 I.l171) 717 58 82 2.523 29.0333

16 lhigih Mic'Im 1.12') 1.1158 1.o4 I .'52 2.3 17 1.351 1.'82 ')41 7-11 7(15 17n 658 494 InJ4 8 47 1.788 1 6.4(1.3

17 Northern I ebanon 11.740) 15.51) 18.7018 23. 81 ) 7.012') (6.389 1 5.71(1 lI .5)6 8.683 8.542 2.52') 7.6(')5 11.3) 1 7.4()1 2.523 1.78X 388 1 9i.52

(olminin Total 2l18.9)54 223J6(0 25,5.00(7 2')8.5.56 28_).387 213.118 181.2')4 133.101 1I(7.16') 128.36') 4(0.509 66.141 129.9)9 82.357 29.033 16.4(03 1') .')52 2.586,849

"" 1).1 ' I, "1tf '



SAMPLES OF EMME/2 OUTPUT

* Year 1998 Calibration

* Year 2005 Base Case

* Year 2010 Improved Case 1 (Traffic Signals)

* Year 2015 Improved Case 2 (Parking9Management)

* Year 2005 Improved Case 3 (Grade Separation I)

* Year 2010 Improved Case 4 (Grade Separation II)

D Year 2015 Improved Case 5 (Grade Separation III)

* Year 2015 Improved Case (Parking Structures)

3 Year 2015 Combination of All Improvements
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SOCIAL ASSESSMIENT

1. Introduction

1.1 Background

Beirut is the core of the service-based economy of Lebanon with one-third of the
population, and contributes in excess of two-thirds of the total value added in the economy.
The city and its metropolitan area, however, suffer severe traffic congestion. a result of a
deficient transportation system. This causes economic losses and deteriorating air quality.
As sustained growth of the service-oriented economy required an by efficient infrastructure,
Beirut needs to improve the operational and economic efficiency of its urban transport
system.

In its heyday, Beirut had an extensive urban transport system including a well-developed
bus system and even a trolley-bus system. Due to the prolonged period of conflict this
infrastructure detenrorated. Also, over the last two decades major changes have occurred in
Lebanon's demography owing to urbanization and displacement of residents from the
South and relocation of businesses from Beirut to other situations along the coast. These
have resulted in important changes in traffic patterns throughout the Greater Beirut Area
(GBA), which, in turn, generates severe congestion both in and around Beirut and
particularly at the connections with the coastal highway to the north and south. The
problem of congestion is exacerbated by a heavy reliance on pnrvate cars-there are about
300,000 cars for a population of some 1.2 million in the Greater Beirut Area(GBA) (about
250 cars per 1000 inhabitants). Over 70 percent of total motorized person trips, more than
half of which are home-to-work, are made by private car. Shared taxis account for nearly
20 percent of all trips, while just 10 percent of the population is served by privately and
publicly operated bus services. In addition, latent travel demand is high and would
materialize with improved transport capacity.

Beirut's future development as a competitive regional center for finance, trade, services and
tourism requires an efficient transport system. To this end, the Govemment prepared a
comprehensive Greater Beirut Area Transportation Plan (GBATP) which addresses the
most serious urban transport issues, analyzes needed investments through the year 2015,
and recommends a large phased investment program. The prioritization and phasing of this
program, which will be the largest single investment in Lebanon over the next ten years,
will require a significant planning, consensus building, and resource mobilization, The
proposed Beirut Urban Transport Project (BUTP) would provide the fundamental urban
transport apparatus needed to address the extremely diverse and complex transport issues
the city faces, and support selected immediate actions of the GBATP.

Several key issues must be immediately addressed to improve the operational and
economic efficiency of the GBA urban transport system. These include:

(a) traffic management;
(b) network capacity;
(c) parking provision and controls;
(d) public transport; and
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(e) transport emissions.

This particular project would focus on three key strategic issues: traffic management.
network capacity deficiencies, and parking. This would serve as a foundation for one or
more subsequent projects that would address transport planning, public transport, and
emissions.

1.2 BUTIP Components

Specifically, BUTP would comprise of the following physical components:

1. Traffic Management Improvement Program:

(i) traffic signals and layout improvements for all significant intersections in GBA
(about 215); and

(ii) equipping a Traffic Control Center (TCC) to be operated by the GBA Traffic
Management Organization (TMO).

2. Parking Improvement Program: to control parking along all main artenres and in
selected zones and increase off-street parking capacitv in those zones by developing
appropnrate strategy, regulations, pricing and institutional arrangements for parking
controls enforcement and parking facilities operation; and

3. Corridor Improvement Program for Beirut Entrances to improve traffic flow
along major corridors and Beirut entrances by financing the construction of grade
separations at 16 congested intersections (see location of proposed grade
separations in the Appendix).

1.3 Scope of Social Impact Assessment

The topics to be covered by the Social Assessment comprised two components See Annex
1, Terms of Reference). The first component related to the impacts of the expropriation of
land and buildings occasioned by the grade separation facility component of the BUTP.
These impacts may be categorized as those, (a) on the resettlement of families; (b) the
resettlement of businesses; (c) other impacts on businesses; and (d) impacts on landowners
who would lose land only. The nature and extent of these impacts, together with the social
characteristics of those affected, were determined through a study which venrfied the
number of people affected, identified some key characteristics, particularly in relation to
socio-economic status and mobility, which would affect the adequacy and determination of
resettlement and compensation issues. The SA findings in these respects were incorporated
directly into the Resettlement Action Plan, a separate document.

The topics covered in this report relate to the local socio-economic aspects of the project: at
the neighborhood level, since the economic analysis has taken the larger benefits into
account.

The key issues presented in this report are in response to four key questions:

* Who are the key local stakeholders?

* How would local residents be impacted by parking reforms, especially the introduction
of paid parking?'

* How would parking reforms impact on local formal and informal commercial activities?

. What are the attitudes and expectations of local population in the areas affected
differentiated by different types of stakeholders.

.%av 23. 2000



2. Identification of Local Stakeholders

The BUTP stakeholders include all Greater Beirut residents and businesses and visitors,
since the project aims at an area wide improvement of traffic conditions. The targeted
improvement in traffic conditions results in direct economic and environmental benefits,
that were identified and quantified in the Economic Assessment and Environmental
Assessment reports. The indirect benefits are of a much larger magnitude. The
implementation of the BLTP provides the ground and prerequisite for restructuring urban
transport function. It is the prelude for wider use of public transport and for the
metamorphosis of a sustainable urban transport system.

At the local level the stakeholders are lirmited mainly to persons directly affected by the
grade-separation component and to a smaller extent by the organization of on-street parking
in selected business zones.

Project preparation benefited from an extensive consultation process in relation to the
environmental assessment, which was the first ever of its kind.in Lebanon. Very early
during the project preparation a national consultation was conducted. It was followed by
extensive consultations with members of the newly elected municipal councils. Eventually,
consultation meetings were held with local stakeholders. Local stakeholders, living or
working in the vicinity of the proposed grade-separations were consulted. A second national
consultation meeting was held while preparing the final Environmental Assessment Report.
Tlhe consultation process is fully documented in a separate Annex to the EA report.

Additional contact with the local stakeholders was undertaken dunrng the preparation of this
Social Assessment, in order to elicit attitudes toward the planned grade-separations and
paid on-street parking.

In general, formal local organizations were limited to the municipal councils, federations of
local merchants, and few members of environmentally motivated local NGO's. All were
previously identified and involved in the consultation process.

In general, the BITrP is likely to have substantial impacts on local residents and
pedestrians, including the following:

1. The introduction of traffic signals at intersections will improve safety for crossing
pedestrians. At present the absence of signaling means that there are few gaps
Currently vehicles do not move in platoons and no gaps are available for
pedestrians to cross at intersections nor at mid-block.

2. Grade-separations will take through traffic away from the at-grade intersection,
thus providing safer pedestrian crossing as part of the signal cycle.

3. Organizing parking will result in clearing sidewalks from parked vehicles, leaving
them from their intended use by pedestrians.

The only "convenience" which risks being threatened by the BUTP is that of violating the
traffic code, the improper and irresponsible use of the private vehicle, and its intrusion on
the urban living space. Should law enforcement of the traffic code for the sake of safety and
efficiency be considered as an "inconvenience" to the violators?

3. Impact of the Parking Component on Local Residents

3.1 Salient Features of Beirut Parking Conditions

The chaotic parking conditions in Greater Beirut are the main reasons for traffic congestion
and the resulting inadequate operation of public transport, increased pollution due to
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vehicular emissions, and the general deterioration of quality of urban life. Studies done for
the GBATP and Beirut Urban Transport Project BUTP have fully investigated the parking
conditions. Highlights of the finding of these two studies are presented below.

The average car ownership is 250 per 1000 population in Greater Beirut Area. In Municipal
Beirut, car ownership is higher, at about 278. Residential parking, overnight, is 57 percent
on the public domain (streets right-of-way) and reaches 60 percent in municipal Beirut.

Parking conditions in most parts of GBA, and especially Municipal Beirut, are highly
congested. Illegal and improper parking is systematically practiced. Parking enforcement is
less than adequate, leaving grave parking violations unchecked. Public parking lots are, in
general, not well laid out, with poor surfaces and without markings. In spite of this
congested parking conditions, off-street lot parking is offered at only LL1500 (US$ 1.00)
for unlimited time during the day, by municipal decision. Low parking fees are not
attractive to customers, since illegally parked cars are not systematically fined. Cars parked
on sidewalks right outside parking lots with plenty of vacant spaces, are a common scene.

The current parking problem cannot be controlled through increasing the parking supply.
The demand for parking must also be controlled. Turning streets to free parking lots is a
bad allocation of public money.

Exhibits 1 and 2 present a photographic documentation of the chaotic parking conditions in
Beirut.

3.2 Background: Objectives and Rationale of the BUTP Parking Component

The three components of the BUTP are, to various degrees, parking-related. The proposed
Traffic Management Component can only produce its intended benefits if illegally parked
cars no longer occupy sidewalks, intersection comers, or are double parked. The Corridor
Improvement Component, which includes construction of grade-separations also requires
strict parking regulation. Parking on ramps and along the main-lines of major corridors
cannot be permitted.

The Parking Component includes provision that on-street parking in selected zones, will be
metered and paid, and is a basic requirement for the success of the entire BUTP. The
interventions do not require additional parking regulations, but only the enforcement of
existing ones. Removal of double parking will improve public transport operation, which
has positive impacts on low income groups and on environmental conditions. Removal of
vehicles occupying the sidewalks should encourage walking as a mode of transport and
increase pedestrian safety.

The introduction of paid parking in business areas is not driven by the objective of realizing
revenues. Paid timed on-street parking will increase parking tumover, with clear benefits to
shoppers and visitors. Commuters would go to off-street parking facilities. And since timed
paid on-street parking would be enforced only during working hours (mostly from 9:00 AM
to 6:00 PM) free parking would be available overnight for residents.
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The introducton of timed paid curb parking will not negatively impact low income groups.
The zones for adopting these measures are mixed land use business areas with moderate to
high level housing. Timning curb parking and making it for a fee in these areas will force
shop owners to use off-street parking for their cars leaving the curbs for their customers.
The increase in potential business far outweighs the inconvenience caused to shop owners.
Merchants' organizations are in favor of introducing parking meters because they know it
makes their areas more attractive to shoppers.

The parking measures proposed by the BUTP will not greatly impact residential parking,
since it will be limited to areas that are business dominated (Figure 1). Still these areas
have residential uses, but since paid parking is enforced during work hours, overnight
parking will be available free for residents. Still there will be some shift of residential
parking from the curb to parking lots. Monthly fees for lot parking averages LL 60,000
(US$45) in the targeted area, which is a reasonable burden. Parking outside work hours on
work days (week-end and holidays excluded) will continue to be free at the curb. Parking
enforcement during night hours is expected to continue to be lax, especially on side streets.

The new parking arrangements will make access to the areas much easier. It will also
decrease cruising in search of a parking space, which will reduce vehicular emissions.
Clearing the sidewalks of parked vehicles will improve the quality of life in these areas. The
impacts on businesses will be more prominent than on residents. It is positive, since it will
encourage shoppers to come, due to the availability of curb parking, which was occupied
before by commuters.

3.3 On-St-eet 24-hour Parking Survey

A limited 24-hour survey of on-street parking was conducted on Makdessi Street on
January 24 and 25, 2000 for the purpose of this Social Assessment. Makdessi is a one-way
street (West-bound) north of and parallel to Hamra Street, running between Sadat Street to
the West and Rome Street to the East. It is characterized by mixed abutting land uses:
shopping at the ground floor, with mostly residential and some offices on the upper floors.

Parking is currently permitted only on one side of the street. There is no good reason to
prohibit parking along the second curb. Cars park anyway on both sides, and may double
park.

The purpose of the limited license-plate survey was to differentiate between parking
characteristics of:

residents
- commuters
- visitors and shoppers.

License plates of parked vehicles were checked at various times as follows:

- 6:00 AM - only residents are expected to be parked that early in the day;
- 9:00 AM - residents who dnve to work should have left, commuters should have

replaced them. No visitors and shoppers are expected yet, as most businesses
(especially shops) are not yet opened,

- Noon time - to confirm the visitors and commuters,
- 3:00 PM - to check any movement due to school trips; and
- 7:30 PM - commuters and shoppers must have left and the residents are back

home.
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On Makdessi Street. which is typical of the areas where timed paid on-street parking will
be introduced, the present dynamics of on-street parking are as follows (Table 1 and
Figure 2):

Residents who park overnight along the street curb are about 215. It is to be noted that 72
vacant spaces 30 percent of total proper spaces, were available overnight. This indicates
that residents have already satisfied a substantial portion of their parking needs by renting
spaces in parking lots.

As the day breaks, some residents take their cars and dnrve away to their work. By
9:00 AM, commuters have started to arrive and to occupy available spaces. Some visitors
start arriving as early as 9:00 AM, but shoppers do not appear before 10:00 AM. The
demand for parking is high during working hours, from 9:00 AM to 7:00 PNvf, as is
demonstrated by the number of improperly parked vehicles, which represented to 42
percent of all parked vehicles at noon.

Different types of business end their working day at that range from 3:00 PM. to 7:00 PM
for shops. During this time a total of 83 parked commuters occupied curb spaces. After
that time, the curb is available to residents and visitors. On Makdessi Street, night
entertainment is not a significant land use.

Between 6:00 AM and 7:30 PM and probably beyond that, 57 vehicles were parked at the
same curb space. These belong to local residents who own more than one vehicle, or do not
use their vehicles for work trips. This preemptive use of expensive curbside space denies
their use to clients and customers of local businesses. This leads shoppers and visitors,
benefiting from lax enforcement, to park their vehicle improperly, causing congestion of
vehicular traffic and hazardous conditions to pedestrians.

The above analysis demonstrates that Makdessi and similar streets would be best served by
introducing paid timed on-street parking. Introducing paid on-street parking would benefit
more commuters than penalize residents (83 to 57 in this case). It would make available
curb space for more users because of the higher turnover, and would encourage investment
in off-street parking facilities to serve commuters and residents. This would rectify the
perception of the cost of the private car ownership, and help the shift towards a more
socially and environmentally responsible attitude towards the satisfaction of transport
needs.

3.4 Attitudes Towards Paid On-Street Parking

Attitudes towards planned paid on-street parking were investigated through an open-ended
questionnaire. The selected location is also Makdessi Street due to its characteristics
described earlier.

The survey covered 19 establishments of various sizes and types of activity, classified in
the Table 2.

' A "proper" parking space is defined as that where a vehicle can park, irrespective of whether there is
a NO PARKING sign or not, in a manner which does not causc a blockage to pedestrians nor
vehicular traffic. Accordingly. improperlv parked vehicles include. but are not limitcd to double
parking, parking on street corners. over the sidewalk- angle parking (wvhere it is supposed to be
parallel parking).
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TABLE I
CURB OCCUPANCY BY PARKED VEHICLES AT VARIOUS TIMES OF THE DAY

MAKDESSI STREET

06:00 AM 09:00 AM 12:00 noon 03:00 PM 07:30 PM

____________________ N S Total N S Total N S Total N S Total N S Total

Total No. of Parked Vehicles 101 114 215 155 171 326 167 179 346 153 166 319 131 134 265

No. of Vacant Spaces 40 32 72 6 5 11 3 7 10 3 5 8 27 23 50

No. of Vehicles Double Parked 0 2 2 7 14 21 16 21 37 6 10 16 1 5 6

No. of Vehicles Parked @ Street Corners 8 12 20 15 24 39 16 25 41 13 24 37 14 16 30

No. of Parked Vehicles Blocking Driveways (some are _ 0 1 4 2 6 3 4 7 4 1 5 3 1 4
double parked)

N S Total

Vehicles did not move bet. 6:00AM & 9:0OAM 64 67 131
Vehicles did not move bet. 6:00AM & 12:00noon 50 54 104
Vehicles did not move bet. 6:00AM & 3:OOPM 44 51 95
Vehicles did not move bet. 6:00AM & 7:30PM 25 32 57

Vehicles did not move bet. 9:00AM & 12:00noon 123 113 236
Vehicles did not move bet. 9:00AM & 3:00PM 91 87 178
Vehicles did not move bet. 9:00AM & 7:30PM 33 37 70

Vehicles did not move bet. 12:00noon & 3:00PM 106 102 208
Vehicles did not move bet. 12:00noon & 7:30PM 32 37 69

Vehicles did not move bet. 3:00PM & 7:30PM 44 55 99

Vehicles did not move bet. 7:30PM & 6:00AM 47 60 107



PARKING ACCUMULATION
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Table 2: Classification of Interviewed Establishments
According to Type and Size

Size Large Medium and Small

- Apparel Grand Store - Comer drugstore
- Supermnarket - Flower Shop

Retail - Stationer - Apparel boutiques
- Roasted Nuts - Leather shop
- Toy Shop - Novelties shop

- Electnrc appliances

Services - Bank - Doctor's clinic
- Medical Laboratory - Drv cleaners
- Post office - Travel agent

- Restaurant

The interviewed included 18 owners or managers, 9 emplovees, 11 customers, and 8
residents.

The introduction of paid timed on-street parking was unanimously welcomed by the owners
and managers, and to a lesser degree by employees and residents.

The residents accepted the idea, especially given the proposition that overnight parking
would be free. Residents who had reservations were those who owned more than one car,
who expressed concern about where they would park their second car during the day when
they drove the other car to work, confirming that at present they leave one car parked on-
street all day.

Some comments related to the project are presented below under several headings.

Parking Fees: A fee of LL 1,000 per hour was acceptable. Females and employees would
like it to be no higher than to LL 500 per hour.

Enforcement: There was an expressed concem that without enforcement such a program
would not succeed. Respondents were concerned that enforcement should be uniformn and
consistent. Interviewees favored a scale of fees that would rise for penrods exceeding 2
hours, in lieu of a prohibition against parking in a place for a period exceeding two hours.

Information Campaign: The need for informational and educational campaigns was
stressed.

Public Transport: Some respondents indicated that they would be willing to shift to public
transport if it were reliable and scheduled.

Off-Street Parking Rates: Commuters feared that parking lots might raise their fees after
paid on-street parking was introduced, and felt that some municipal control of parking lot
charges would be desirable.

4. Attitudes Towards the Project

The real impact of a project on its surrounding can only be measured after the project is
implemented. What is attempted now is to identify the attitudes towards the project and the
perception of its impacts by residents in the area surrounding the project site.

655/So.alAs.,Fm,d 12
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4.1 Rapid Appraisal Method

It was neither possible nor desirable to undertake an exhaustive survey of the persons
affected by the project. A rapid appraisal was performed through interviewing a small
group of persons selected from the vicinity of each site. This group included the following
concerned categories:

- owners and renters of residences and shops in the vicinitv.
- residents in buildings in the vicinity of the project.

- businesses in the vicinity of the project (large and small merchants), professionals,
artisans, managers of bank branches,

- members of local non-govemmental organizations; and
- local en neers and architects, for their background which allows a good

understanding of the project.

The interviews were undertaken with persons belonging to the above described groups
selected from the vicinity of four of the grade separation projects. The four sites were
selected to cover the variability in the site characteristics and the proposed design for the
grade separation. The selected sites are all characterized by their mixed land uses. Business
and commerce on the ground floor, with offices, clinics, and residential uses on the upper
floors.

The selected sites were those surrounding the following proposed grade separations (Figure
3):

- Hayek, an area just to the East of River Beirut where a fork of two overpasses is
proposed to relieve a heavily congested 5-leg intersection. The land uses on the
various streets intersecting at this location include a variety of residential and
business uses, that also vary within the same use as to quality and status.

- JGhobeyri, an immediate southern suburbs of Beirut, where two busy intersections
of Chiyah Blvd. at Musharrafieh and at Airport Road are proposed for grade
separations. An overpass at the first and an overpass and underpass (3-level) at the
latter. The area includes mixed comrnmercial / residential uses.

- Dora area, also across River Beirut to the East along the highway going North,
where a narrow one-way steel grade separation is proposed to be replaced by a
bridge, 3-lanes in each direction. The area is a commercial and business area, and
at the edge of crowded residential and comnrmercial areas.

The proportion of residential uses is not the sane among all the four sites. More residential
uses are present in the vicinity of Hayek and less in the vicinity of Dora.

These areas are among the most congested (vehicles and pedestrians) in the close suburbs
of Beirut. This selection provides a wide spectrum of representation in terms of grade
separation design and land use. Due to specific charactenrstics of these sites, there are
overpasses proposed at each one of them. Moreover, due to the site characteristics they are
the more likely to attract objection by the neighbors. Accordingly the most negative
attitudes towards the proposed grade separations are expected to be reflected by neighbors
of the proposed grade separations selected for the social assessment survey.

.755,S- iA~F.1
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4.2 The Interviewees

The interviewees were chosen from among residents or workers in the immediate vicinity
of the proposed grade separation. Sixty percent were owners and the rest renters. They
were distributed as follows:

- six merchants,
- seven shopkeepers,
- four branch bank officials,
- six members of NGO, residing in the vicinity,
- eight employees and operatives; and
- five architects & civil engineers.

Some of the interviewees were among those who participated earlier in the previous
consultation meetings. The opinions of the interviewees are likely to be representative of
those who live or work in the vicinitv.

The interviews revealed that the information about the project that each of the interviewee
had, was either from what he heard during the consultation meetings, or from the
topographical surveyors during survey. The inforrnation thev had about the project was not
complete, precise, or clear.

All the interviewees knew about the project prior to the interview, 22 out of 36 knew about
it from their local municipality and from the consultation meetings.

4.3 An Expose of the Declared Attitudes

The majority of the interviewees expressed their satisfaction with the proposed project (25
out of 36). Most of the disapproval was concentrated in Hayek, or came from persons
whose residence was close to a proposed overpass.

Most of the opposition is associated with overpasses. Business owners worry that an
overpass prevents people on one side of the overpass from seeing shops on the other side.
Moreover, the loss of potential business of the through traffic, which will take the overpass
(or underpass).

Residents of buildings along the overpass, especially those in first floors object to the visual
intrusion of the bridge, possible loss of privacy, and the increased noise and emissions at
the level of their apartments, and the reduced use of balconies facing the proposed
overpass.

The people objecting to Hayek grade separations worry about the visual intrusion a grade
separation may cause and the barrier such a structure may create between areas lying on
either side of which. Their proposed altemative is to replace the overpass by an underpass.
This alternative was fully discussed during the consultation meetings. The more enlightened
members of the community were then convinced that an underpass is not a feasible
alternative due to the topography.

The other altemative they were proposing is to forget doing anything at Hayek, hoping that
projects planned at other locations will reduce the level of congestion at Hayek, Again the
do-nothing altemative was not proven to be a serious solution to traffic jammin g. Traffic
simulations show the need for grade separation at Hayek even if all the other projects in
Beirut are executed. The need for Hayek grade separation increases more due to the delay
expected in implementation of the Peripherique.

OiSo-LAs. wEF,-i1
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4.4 Analysis of Attitudes

The engineering design for the proposed grade separations were carefully reviewed. and it
is clear that nothing can be done, through geometric design, to keep the grade separations
farther from the abuttina buildings. Noise and emission simulations (presented in the EA
Report) have shown that the level of noise and emission will be higher for the do-nothing
alternative; and the expected level of noise does not warrant installing noise bamrers.

At the locations where grade separations are proposed, that are mainly intersections of
heavily traveled comrdors, the phenomena of 'invasion-and-succession" 2 will eventually
take place. That is residential uses will go to quieter areas while commercial and business
uses will move in. This will mean better value for land owners, especially if the grade
separations provide better fluiditv for traffic. The change towards business - commercial
uses will provide better compensation (through the market mechanism) for residential uses
to move out and be replaced by business - commercial uses.

The worries expressed by merchants due to diverting the through traffic to an overpass or
an underpass away from their doorstep reveal their conviction that every passer-by is a
potential client. Thus every diversion of traffic away may cause loss of business. The other
side of the picture is rarely seen by the merchants. Congestion is conceived by shop owners
as a sign of increased potential business not realizing that fluidity of traffic is a better
indication, because it entails higher flows and encourages more people to come to the area.
Tlherefore, the better fluidity will encourage the one who is specifically coming to the area
to shop or on-business to come, while through traffic will be diverted to the grade
separation and thus will cause less congestion.

It should be noted that Hayek residents' complaints convey a distorted understanding which
dos not realize that it is a junction of 5 major roads and thus serves through traffic to a
much larger extent than serving the area itself

While Hayek residents expressed an interest to see that junction as a large roundabout. But
it is difficult to understand their objections to the proposed project, which aims at reducing-
the congestion and that includes an extensive beautification and landscaping of the islands
and medians.

Some of the negative attitudes towards Hayek grade separations can be attributed to a
group dynamics that encourages negative attitudes and refusal, which although is rationally
unsupported, yet it can claim caring for environrmental issues. This refusal can also partly
be explained by the fact that the topic was discussed right after the last municipal elections,
and everybody was keen to present himself as a proponent of the people's interest. It is also
understandable that locals' interests be in conflict with that of the general public.

At locations other than Hayek, the opposition to the project - if any - seemed more rational.
It was apparent that citizens were more understanding of the fact that in such projects there
is a balance to be drawn between the interests of the immediate locals and that of the larger
area. This attitude is probably a reflection of the obvious need for the project, which far
outweighs any of its negative features.

The contrast in attitude between those interviewed in Hayek compared to those interviewed
at Ghobeyri and Dora is worthwhile to try to explain. In the case of Hayek, even small
possible negative impacts were blown out of scale and used a pretext for almost a complete
refusal of the project, without presenting any feasible alternative. At the other two locations,

Chapini F. Stuart Jr. Urban Land Usc Planning. 2nd ed.. University of Illiniois Press. Urbana. 1965.
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still some negative aspects were identified, but the merits of the project were not denied. A
possible explanation for Hayek residents attitude towards the project was more an
expression of disapproval of a political era and all that it represented. This explanation of
their attitude is supported by the fact that the consultations and interviews took place right
after a change in government. And the project under discussion as taken as a product of the
past government and its modus operandi.

Most of the interviewees (31 out of 36) were afraid the grade separations may result in a
lowering of property in the vicinity of the project, due to visual intrusion. It should be noted,
however, that experience does not support this fear. Because the reduction of congestion
and the resultant lowering of the level of pollution will have positive effects. Moreover,
these areas will undergo the gradual change in land use, referred to earlier, and explained
by the "invasion and succession" phenomenon. In these cases, the change will be from
residential to commercial uses, thus it should entail an improvement in value of real estate
and not a reduction.

Looking more closely at the attitudes and fears expressed by the interviewees, it becomes
evident that they reflect the imbalance between their perception of their immediate mterests
and how much they are related to wider public interests.

The interviewees at other than Hayek were in favor of the project and expressed their
confidence in their Municipal Council as the proper channel to convey their interests.

The interviewees found the projects to be beneficial first to through traffic and then to the
neighborhood, but with little benefits to their immediate neighbors.

No social negative impacts are perceived by any of the interviewees, except those of Hayek.
This attitude is shared by local residents and with business owners who are not residents of
the area.

A great number of the interviewees expressed the importance of integrating the projects
with their milieu, such that the benefits of the project for the through traffic is also realized
by that of local traffic.

What distinguishes the interviewees of Hayek from those at the other sites is that the latters
insisted on replacing the proposed project at Hayek by other projects somewhere else,
hoping through traffic will stay away from their area.

Last but not least, a majority of the interviewees (25 out of 36) criticized the lack of
comprehensive planning. They also have a very positive view of the Social Impact Study
and with the new interest in consulting the people, and they consider this method of work a
positive initiative which should be generalized.

It was clear that there is the need for more public information, in order that people have a
better understanding of the larger picture and how the project proposed at one location is, in
fact, part of a larger integrated scheme.

This Social Impact Study of BUTP and the entire consultation process revealed the need for
a better coordination of physical development between central and municipal organizations,
especially with the very recent reactivation of the municipal function. The relationship
between "consultation" and "participation" needs to be better defined and clarified.
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5. Poverty Aspects in BUTP

The poverty aspects of transport reformn will be more evident in the follow up project than
in the present one which, as explained in the first section, must deal with fundamental
underlying conditions. In the longer run, public transport improvement, as well as
improved service taxi circulation, would benefit lower income groups disproportionately.
The greater propensity of the poor to use public transport is illustrated bv the contrast
between legal residents and squatters in three sites.

Despite its small numbers, Table 3 from the Resettlement Action Plan shows vividly that
legal residents were far more likely to own cars and to use them than squatters. For
example, a legal resident was six times as likely to take a car to work than to use the bus
(12 compared with 2), whereas a squatter was more than three times as likely to take the
bus than to drive (17 compared to 5).

In order to integrate poverty alleviaton issues into public transportation, which should be a
concern of the next urban transport project, a more systematic and detailed study of the
transportation needs and practices of the urban poor should be undertaken. This would
identify the areas of the city occupied predominantly bv lower income people, and would
disaggregate their current transportation practices by mode purpose, gender and destination.
It would estimate the costs of current transportation in relation to household budgets, and in
terms of time; and the costs and implications of private car ownership for the poor. It
would seek to understand the factors in their transportation decisions and behavior, and
determine what would be their key needs and expectations in public transportation.

In the longer run, the BLTP would help to rectify the distortions and extemalities in the
perceived costs of owning and operating a private car. A high rate of private car use and
ownership in Beirut is not in the public interest. BUTP provides the initial measures
required to escape from the current vicious circle. Lower income groups in Greater Beirut
in particular are "captive" owners of the private car which generally suffer from poor
maintenance (and are therefore unsafe and highly polluting). Rather than subsidizing low
income owners through overlooking parking violations and providing provide gasoline at a
relatively low pump-pnrce, their long term interests would be better served by moving
towards a system where their transport needs are more reliably served, and at lower costs,
by efficient, reliable, and reasonably priced public transport. Efficient, reliable and
reasonably priced public transport cannot be made available under the current conditions of
congestion and laxity of law enforcement.
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Table 3: Mobility of Legal and Illegal Residents at Three Sites

A. Legal Residents
_LhUstance Preierred .,,

from Ditnc Distance
Residence to Mode of from Mode of School

_ 6 _ _ Current Transport to Work ResdenceResidence to Tp
z Grade Separation Relocation _ ReScdence toTp

Junction ~~~Workplace ~ Schools (kmn)
.Junction ~ _ (k-rn I I; 

I Beit Al Atfal 11 5 17 1 8 8 10 2 2 1 6 3 2 14 1 4 9 10 2 2

8 Airport 2 9 7 6 1 1 6 1 1 3 I 1 1 2 1

4 Musharrafieh 2 9 2 1 1 1 2 4 4 4

12 Bchamoun / Aramnoun 2 10 4 4 4 2 5 5 5

Total 17 81 30 11 9 9 12 3 2 11 10 4 3 26 2 9 15 10 9 4 3

37°/ 30e- 30% 40-/ 10%/ 7% 37% 59% 24-% t8% 8% 35V0 58% 38% 3S%/ 15'!, 12%

B. Ilegal Residents

4 Musharrafieh 3 18 5 5 3 2 1 2 5 5 5

Mar Mekael 22 82 25 1 6 18 5 15 5 14 8 27 21 6 10 4 5 8

Total 25 100 30 1 6 23 5 3 17 5 14"1 10 32 5 21 6 10 4 5 13

30
%/ 20'!. 77/, 17'!, 10% 57%/ 17% 56% 40/, 40'!, 16% 66% 19'!. 31% 13% 16% 41%

C. All Groups

Total 442 181 60 12 15 32 17 6 19 16 24 5 13 58 7 30 21 20 13 9 16

0.2 0.25 0.53 0.28 0.1 0.32 0.27 0.57 0.12 0.31 0.12 0.52 (1.36 0.34 0.22 0.16 0.28

Note: (1) Two heads of families work abroad (2) Four owners unwilling to relocate

(3) Two families unwvilling to relocate
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6. Sunmary and Conclusions

The social assessment has verified the potential inconvenience to locals due to the
implementation of the BUTP.

The negative impacts on formal and informal businesses, if any, are minimal. Businesses
that must be relocated will receive adequate compensation to allow them to move to
comparable locations in the same area. Verv few informal businesses will be affected. In all
such cases relocating on the same site is feasible.

The proposed parking component involving introducing paid on-street parking in selected
business areas is fully supported by businesses. Parking spaces occupied by residents for
the whole day are only part of the total residential parking demand. Moreover, curb parking
space is abundantly available overnight. This indicates that most of the residential parking
demand is currently being satisfied off-street. The survey has shown that curb space is
being used more by commuters than by residents.

The attitudes of the neighbors of the grade-separation projects realize that the benefits go
mainly to through traffic, then to the comrdor and neighborhood and to a lesser extent to the
immediate abutting land. In most of the cases the attitude towards the project are favorable
in general, reflecting a high sense of public responsibility. The attitudes displayed by the
Hayek area residents, which were characterized by inflexibility, reflects more a politically
motivated stand which overshadows any other consideration.
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Beirut Urban Transport Project

Social Assessment Terms of Reference

Background

1. The proposed Beirut Urban Transport Project would involve land
acquisition in a number of sites to improve traffic flows and provide parking. It
also proposes to eliminate free and unregulated on-street parking and to replace it
with metered and off-street parking. The 13 sites will be implemented in two or
three phases.

2. As a formnal condition of appraisal, the borrower should subrmit to the Bank
a resettlement plan that the Bank accepts as conforming to the requirements of its
OD 4.30, a copy of which has been supplied to the project preparation team. The
implementing agency has extensive expenrence in resettlement in Central Beirut,
and there are developed and established legal procedures for monetary
compensation. The magnitude of involuntary resettlement is expected to be modest
(64 persons in one apartment building, plus other isolated cases totaling about 100
persons is the current informed estimate). The project would also involve the
acquisition of some portions of parcels (up to 25%) for which, under Lebanese law,
monetary compensation is not payable, although it would be given in respect of any
structures affected. The govermnent appears reluctant to vary its established
procedures, fearing costly precedents and a possible influx of compensation-seekers
engendered by advance publicity. The central purpose of the resettlement plan will
therefore be to ensure in the context of this proposed project that the need for
resettlement has been minimized, that resettlement compensation would be
adequate and appropriately implemented, and that essential livelihoods would not
be adversely affected to a significant degree.

3. The project would be expected to impose some local social and economic
costs as a trade-off for a widely shared benefit. These costs include: (a) local
impact on residents and pedestrian traffic (b) increased costs to local residents of
vehicle ownership; (c) the effect on property owners of uncompensated acquisition
of small strips and edges of land; and (d) possible impacts on local formal and
informal commercial activities. A rapid Social Assessment (SA) would identify and
estimate the magnitude of these effects, the attitudes of the stakeholders (residents,
and others) and propose any mitigatory measures that could be taken. This would
assist the Bank to appraise the project in the full knowledge of the non-monetary
costs and benefits.
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Preparation of Resettlement Plan

4. The consultant should prepare, in consultation with the preparation team, a
brief resettlement plan which will be submitted in draft to the Bank not later than
February 25, 1999- This plan, which should reflect the actions or commitments of
the implementing agency, should cover the resettlement procedures, and specific
information on the main resettlement site (with 64 persons) and the two to three
other sites that will comprise Phase I A supplementary resettlement plan for the
remainder of the sites, is required not later than the end of March 25, 1999. The
plan will contain the following elements:

(a) A complete inventory of the proposed sites affected bv land acquisition. together
with a descriptive note in respect of each parcel to be acquired detailing its location,
area and all the current uses of the land affected for residential, formal or infornal
commercial purposes. Photographic illustrations would be desirable. Any sites
whose designation is not yet finalized should be included, with an explanatory note.
A brief review of efforts to minimize involuntary resettlement should be given here.

(b) An estimate (a nominative census would be better) of the number of households
and persons who would be involuntarily displaced under the proposed project.
Information as precise as possible within prevailing circumstances should be
supplied on their socio-economic profile: what kind of people they are, how long
they have lived their, their circumstances i.e. whether they are owner-residents or
tenants, whether they are citizens or not (if this is will be a material fact), whether
there is any economic activity, whether there are any illegal residents, and their
sources of income and places of employment.

(c) An estimate of the magnitude of the socio-economic impacts on displaced persons.
This should comprise a realistic estimate or projection of the costs of displacement
and reinstallation in a new location, and any significant variation in essential
livelihood costs that would be incurred thereby (e.g. costs of transportation to place
of employment, effect on pupil enrollment in school etc.). Good judgment should
be used here to distinguish significant effects on the level of livelihood from minoT
inconveniences,

(Four) A systematic, step-by-step description of the procedures by which persons to be
displaced are to be identified, informed and compensated. This description should
include a clear statement of the legal basis, the instruments and procedures to be
applied, the basis on which eligibility is determined, the way compensation will be
calculated for owners and tenants, how and when it will be paid, and the
mechanisms and procedures for appeal, and mechanisms for monitoring to ensure
that no undue hardships have been incurred. This descnrption should be
accompanied by a timetable for each step.

(Five) An evaluation, based on (c) and (d), of the adequacy of compensation and/or other
benefits in relation to the losses suffered, the overall level of compensation
envisaged, and an indication of the source and availability of funds. This should be
done by category of person as appropriate (e.g. owner, tenant). Careful attention
should be given to identifying any persons liable to displacement who nrsk receiving
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no or insufficient compensation. This section could also include a brief Justificanon
of the methods and procedures used.

(Six) An estimate, of the nature and severity of impacts of land acquisition on those
resident in the immediate area who will not be displaced. but who will be directly
affected by land acquisition. This should be done category by category, and should
include propertv owners whose lots will be reduced in size, vendors or other
beneficial users of space, and any other effects on livelihood earnings.

(Seven)A descnrption, if any, of mitigatory measures that could be undertaken in respect of
the effects in (f), or of any project-related side-benefits that might be incurred to
persons so affected. If none of these is possible, a brief justification should be
presented.

(Eight) A brief indication of any variations or alternatives in project design envisaged by the
preparation team, that could have significant impacts on the scale and location of
land acquisition or on the numbers of people affected.

5. Having studied the technical plans, the consultant should visit each of the
sites to verify the socio-economic characteristics in person. The methods of
collecting other information are left to the discretion of the consultant, according to
the specificities and sensitivities of the local situation.

6. In all investigations and field work, the consultant should take the greatest
care to work in harmony with the expropnration procedures and operations
established by CDR in order that these should not be compromised.

7. A concise, tabular presentation with maximum clarity is recommended,
with figures and enumerations preferred over qualitative description. The source
of information, how, when and by whom obtained should be indicated as
appropriate. Where specific (e.g. census) information is not available, or decisions
have not been made, this should be noted and the report should specify how, when
and by whom this information will be collected and made available to the Bank.
Lnformation provided in the Environment Action Plan need not be reproduced.

8. A well-written plan could be presented in 5-10 pages.
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Social Assessment

9. The scope of this study should be informed by common sense and good
judgment. The project appears to involve some local inconveniences and socio-
econormic costs to be traded off against a wider benefit to a much larger number of
people. Since the economic analysis will take the larger benefits into account, the
SA should concentrate on the local impacts and, to the extent possible, contribute
positively to project design and implementation. The purpose of the SA is to
indicate the extent to which the physical planners have listened to, and taken
appropriately into account, the needs of the local stakeholders.

10. The SA should start by identifying and profiling the main stakeholder
groups and the ways in which they will be affected. One major benefit of the SA
would be to identify in advance any possible major sources of stakeholder
opposition to the project, and possibly to suggest in recommendations ways in
which they might be encouraged to support the project. Who are the people most
affected in the different ways described below? How long have they lived there?
What sort of organizations exist in which they are involved" What are their different
interests? How are they likely to react to the project.

I1. The SA should then focus on identifying and descrbing significant
expected socio-economic impacts of the project such as:

(a) local impact on residents and pedestrian traffic
(b) increased costs to local residents of vehicle ownership through the introduction of

paid parking

(c) the effect on property owners of uncompensated acquisition of small strips and
edges of land

(d) possible impacts on local formal and informal commercial activities
(e) attitudes and expectations of the local population in the areas affected differentiated

as necessary by different types of stakeholders
(f) any other significant issue that may arise during the course of investigation.

12. The study should also make realistic and practical recommendations, to be
discussed with the project implementation and the preparation team, that could
contribute to the better design or implementation of the project from the point of
view of local residents. Where this is not possible, the SA study should explain and
justify the trade-offs.

13. The scope and scale of the SA should be realistic. It should describe the
major current characteristics or situation with regard to each topic, and then attempt
a realistic assessment of what the effects or impacts of the project are likely to be.
The SA should use informal, rapid assessment and pnrmarily qualitative methods
(direct observation, informal consultations, small group interviews) in a selection of
sites, and should not attempt comprehensive coverage. The selection of sites (3-5,
except for (c) below) should be informed by their different characteristics, with
care taken to include those sites that illustrate different features or issues, where the
scale of works is greater, or where the resident population will be more intimately
affected. Following a stakeholder analysis, the kinds of specific questions the SA
should address are illustrated below:
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(a) Local impact on residents and pedestrian traffic. New road lavouts and traffic
patterns affect pedestrian movement. What are current pedestrian movements°
How major are these effects? What facilities have been provided for pedestrian
movement? Are there significant pedestrian safety issues? Is increased pedestrian
education advisable (e.g. schoolchildren). Is there any issue of non-motonrzed
traffic (bicycles, hand-carts, animal-drawn transport etc.)'

(b) Increased costs to local r esidents of vehicle ownership through the
introduction of paid parking. The introduction of paid parking here and
elsewhere through the project will affect costs of parking, and availability. What
will the effect be on local residents? How many of them are vehicle owners? Can
some realistic quantitative monetarv estimate of costs be made? Can this be related
to the household budgets and present vehicle ownership costs? What will happen
on holidays, non-work days? In what ways might local residents benefit from the
new parking arrangements?

(c) The effect on property owners of uncompensated acquisition of small strips
and edges of land. Recognizing that this is difficult and possibly delicate, the SA
should nevertheless attempt an evaluation, in this case of all relevant sites and not
just a sample, and preferable based on a set of diagrams, a cadastral survey, and a
list of the land take. How will the properties, and the owners, be affected? What
changes in land values to owners rmight result? Are there any affected structures?

(d) Possible impacts on local formal and informal commercial activities. The SA
should describe current commercial activity where works or land acquisition will be
undertaken. What is the present access to shops and use of parking? How would
these be affected by new parking arrangements, grade separations etc.? Would
there be significant positive or negative impact on commerce (customer access,
deliveries?). Are there any street vendors or roadside-based services that would be
affected, and how?

(e) Attitudes and expectations of the local population in the areas affected. The
consultant has attended some of the environmental hearings. Attitudes of local
stakeholders could have an important bearing on the implementation of the project.
How well have the local residents been informed of the project? What are the
reactions? Is any public information activity needed? Are there any good
suggestions or proposals from the public that could be incorporated into project
design, or strongly held opinions that need to be taken into consideration?

14. The SA report should be presented in such a way that it can convey a vivid,
honest and accurate portrait of local "social reality" as it will be affected by the
project, using insight and clear analysis. It should not be highly technical or
academic. It may use short illustrative biographies or personal sketches, photos,
case studies of families or commercial establishments, daily personal schedules
(movement, use of transport and parking etc) to make its points. The writer is
advised to think of the model of good investigative joumalism, rather than a
sociological treatise.

15. Recommendations should be clear, concise, and well justified by preceding
fact and argument, and should indicate specific actions to be undertaken, by whom
and when, in the context of the project.

16. The SA report, exclusive of appendices, should be between 15-20 pages.
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